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Message from the General Chairs 
ICPM 2020 

 
Welcome to the second International Conference on Process Mining (ICPM 2020). We are very glad to 

organize this outstanding event, because ICPM is the flagship conference series of Process Mining, 
supported by the IEEE Task Force on Process Mining.  

 
The academia started talking about Process Mining around 15-20 years ago, and industry recognized its 

value a few years later. The momentum currently gained by Process Mining is unsurprising because, 
compared with traditional Process Intelligence, Process Mining is based on evidence, yielding direct and 
tangible process performance improvements. Furthermore, Process Mining is widely applicable: processes 
to monitor and optimize are everywhere, such as those in healthcare, financial and educational institutes, 
including for providing services to the customers, and many more. In fact, the COVID-19 outbreak and the 
consequent lockdown have made more evident that improvised and ad-hoc processes are not viable, and 
highlighted the importance to standardize, automatize, monitor and optimize the processes, namely what 
Process Mining ultimately aims at.  

 
ICPM 2020 was originally planned to be in Padua (Italy), which hosts one the oldest universities in the 

world, founded in 1222, where Galileo was a lecturer between 1592 and 1610.  
 
The COVID-19 outbreak forced us to change the plan, and ensure a safe and careful run of the conference. 

This brought us to the decision to run ICPM 2020 as a virtual conference. The possibility to simply postpone 
the conference to 2021 has never been taken into a serious consideration, because research, industrialization 
and, more generally, a sustainable progress should not stop.  

 
ICPM 2020 aims to be a lively event where not only research and practice advances in the field are 

presented, but also discussions and e-networking are fostered, without requiring travel from the attendees. 
This allows the participants from anywhere in the world to actively contribute to ICPM, despite the 
exceptional circumstances of the COVID-19 outbreak. 

 
The major Process Mining leaders have already confirmed their presence at the conference, both from 

the academia and the industry sector. This is splendid, something which we are very proud of: it will make 
ICPM 2020 a remarkable venue where these two sectors meet, give feedback and provide a boost to each 
other. We are delighted that this spirit has been recognized by many businesses and vendors, which have 
been willing to support and sponsor ICPM 2020. We thank every sponsor for the support, which especially 
invaluable in the current circumstances.  

 
The program is very rich, running over a period of six days, from Sunday, October 4th to Friday, October 

9th. It is also very diversified to embrace academia, industry, and software vendors.  
 
Three days of the program are devoted to the research track, i.e. Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, where 

23 academics will present their latest Process Mining research.  
 
On Wednesday, ICPM 2020 will feature an industry day of excellent speakers who will report on their 

experience on applying Process Mining in their companies. The industry day will be complemented on 
Thursday by a panel.  

 
 

ix



Other co-located initiatives are the ''cherry on top'': ICPM includes (i) several tool demonstrations 
(Tuesday and Thursday), (ii) three Process Mining contests (Monday), (iii) a doctoral consortium (Sunday), 
to pave the research roads of new Process Mining researchers, as well as (iv) a series of exciting workshops 
(Monday) to delineate the future Process Mining research. The workshops have been a novel addition to 
this conference edition with respect to ICPM 2019, which has certainly been a success, judging the excellent 
response in terms of number of submitted papers. All of this makes ICPM 2020 ''the virtual place to be'' for 
anyone working on Process Mining! Enjoy the conference! 

 
We could not complete this message without thanking the people who made ICPM 2020 possible. We 

start from the chairs, jury and committee members of the different tracks and initiatives: they all performed 
an excellent job, and worked in concert with us to prepare an excellent, high-quality program.  

 
We conclude acknowledging the main members of the local team at University of Padua: (i) the 

secretaries at our Department of Mathematics, who supported us with the conference finance and orders, 
(ii) Dr. Merylin Monaro, who helped us with many organization points, and (iii) Dr. Sahel Abdinia, who 
built up and configured the virtual conference system. They provided us with an invaluable support to 
organize the conference, even during the hard time of the COVID-19 lock-down.  

 
Massimiliano de Leoni 
Alessandro Sperduti 
University of Padua, Italy 
ICPM 2020 General Chairs 
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Message from the Program Chairs 
ICPM 2020 

 
Welcome to the second International Conference on Process Mining (ICPM 2020).  
 
The second edition of the Process Mining Conference received 72 full research paper submissions. Each 

paper was reviewed by at least three Program Committee members; which was followed by a meta-review 
discussion among the three program co-chairs. At the end of the process, we accepted 23 high-quality 
papers (the acceptance rate of 32%). We believe we have compiled a solid research program across three 
days, split into eight sessions corresponding to major areas of research within the field of process mining, 
such as automated process discovery, conformance checking, anomaly detection and clustering, operational 
support, predictive analytics, data-preprocessing and analysis, and applications. 

 
The research track of the conference started on Tuesday with a keynote by Professor Thomas Seidl who 

is a Professor of Computer Science at Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München (LMU Munich), 
Germany. Professor Seidl shared his views on the relationship between the fields of data mining and process 
mining.     

 
Other activities were carried out in parallel with the scientific program. First, on Sunday, we held the 

Doctoral Consortium which offered a great opportunity to our PhD students to seek early feedback on their 
process mining research. Six workshops on a range of process mining topics and applications were hosted 
on Monday. An Industry Day was held on Wednesday which included a rich showcase of process mining 
applications by industry leaders. On Thursday, the academic tool demonstrations were held. We also 
announced the winners of the Process Discovery Contest, the BPI Challenge, the Conformance Checking 
Contest, and the Best Process Mining Dissertation Award. On Friday, we hosted four final sessions of 
research papers showcasing the latest findings in process mining research.  

 
We would like to thank all those that helped making this virtual conference a wonderful successful story 

even during this challenging time of COVID-19. First and foremost, the University of Padua, for hosting 
the conference online and managing all the logistics involved. Second, the Program Committee members 
that participated in the review process. Third, we would like to thank all the authors for their valuable 
contributions as well as all the academics involved in the committees of the different satellite events, who 
contributed to create a rich conference program over a period of six days. And last, we would of course like 
to thank all our sponsors for their support. 

 
Boudewijn van Dongen 
Marco Montali 
Moe Thandar Wynn 
ICPM 2020 Program Co-Chairs 
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Keynote 
 

Data Mining on Process Data 
 

Thomas Seidl 
 
Abstract: 
 

Data Mining and Process Mining -- is one just a variant of the other, or do worlds separate the two areas 
from each other? The notions sound so similar but the contents sometimes look differently, so respective 
researchers may get confused in their mutual perception, be it authors or reviewers. The talk recalls 
commonalities like model-based supervised and unsupervised learning approaches, and it also sheds light 
to peculiarities in process data and process mining tasks as seen from a data mining perspective. When 
considering trace data from event log files as time series, as sequences, or as activity sets, quite different 
data mining techniques apply and may be extended and improved. 

 
A particular example is rare pattern mining, which fills a gap between frequent patterns and outlier 

detection. The task aims at identifying patterns that occur with low frequency but above single outliers. 
Structural deficiences may cause malfunctions or other undesired behavior which get discarded as outliers 
in event logs, since they are observed infrequently only. Rare pattern mining may identify these situations, 
and recent approaches include clustering or ordering non-conformant traces.The talk concludes with some 
remarks on how to sell process mining papers to the data mining community, and vice versa, in order to 
improve mutual acceptance, and to increase synergies in the fields. 
 
Bio: 
 

Thomas Seidl is professor for computer science and head of the Database Systems and Data Mining group 
at LMU Munich. He is co-chair of the nationally funded Munich Center for Machine Learning (MCML), 
of LMU's data science lab and of LMU's master program in data science. Seidl also serves as member of 
Leibniz Supercomputing Center's directorate, of many program committees and other scientific boards. His 
fundamental research on data mining and database technologies with applications in engineering, business, 
life sciences and humanities yielded more than 300 scientific publications so far. Before returning to 
Munich in 2016, Seidl held a chair in Computer Science at RWTH Aachen University from 2002, after he 
had finished his Master, PhD and habilitation in CS in Munich at TUM and LMU, respectively. 
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Explainable Predictive Process Monitoring

Riccardo Galanti∗‡, Bernat Coma-Puig†, Massimiliano de Leoni‡, Josep Carmona†, and Nicolò Navarin‡
∗myInvenio, Reggio Emilia, Italy, ‡University of Padua, Padua, Italy, †Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain

Email: riccardo.galanti@my-invenio.com, {deleoni,nnavarin}@math.unipd.it

{bcoma,jcarmona}@cs.upc.edu

Abstract—Predictive Business Process Monitoring is becoming
an essential aid for organizations, providing online operational
support of their processes. This paper tackles the fundamental
problem of equipping predictive business process monitoring with
explanation capabilities, so that not only the what but also the why
is reported when predicting generic KPIs like remaining time, or
activity execution. We use the game theory of Shapley Values to
obtain robust explanations of the predictions. The approach has
been implemented and tested on real-life benchmarks, showing
for the first time how explanations can be given in the field of
predictive business process monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION

Within the field of Process Mining, predictive monitoring

aims to forecast the running process instances with the purpose

of timely signalling those that require special attention (those

that may take too long, cost too much, not be satisfactory, etc.).

Several approaches have been proposed in literature to deal

with predictive monitoring (cf. Section III-A and the survey by

Márquez et al. [9]), which has received significant attention in

the last years. However, the majority of these approaches rely

on black-box models (e.g. based on LSTM, i.e. Long Short-

Term Memory neural models), which are proven to be more

accurate, at the cost of being unable to provide a feedback

to the user. On the other hand, approaches based on explicit

rules (e.g. based on classification/regression trees) tend to

be significantly less accurate. While the priority remains on

giving accurate predictions, users need to be provided with an

explanation of the reason why a given process execution is

predicted to behave in a certain way. Otherwise, users would

not trust the model, and hence they would not adopt the

predictive-monitoring technology [13], [4].

This paper tackles the problem of equipping process mon-

itoring with explanations of the predictions. It leverages on

current state of the art of Explainable AI (cf. Section III-B),

defining a framework for explainable process monitoring of

generic KPIs. The proposed framework is independent of the

machine- or deep-learning technique that is employed to make

the predictions. However, we aim to instantiate the framework

to prove its effectiveness. With this aim in mind, we built a

process-monitoring framework, based on LSTM models, that

is also able to explain any generic KPI, numerical or nominal.

In a nutshell, given a running case, our framework estimates

the future KPI value and returns the set of attributes that

influence its prediction the most.

Experiments were conducted on different benchmarks, in-

cluding the real-life process of an Italian financial institute,

with the aim of predicting different KPIs, namely remaining

time, costs, and the eventual occurrence of certain undesired

activities. Explanations can be generated at LSTM-model

level, to be provided to process stakeholders to understand the

general trend of the model, but also at run-time, to explain

the predictions of each single running case. The explanations

obtained for the aforementioned financial institute are in line

with those of the analysts of the process. The remarkable

difference is that our results were obtained within a few days

of automatic computations, instead of long analyses.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

states the problem addressed in this paper. Section III sum-

marizes the most relevant work related to process predictive

monitoring and Explainable AI. Section IV sketches the state

of the art on using LSTM models for predictive monitoring, on

which we build to provide explanations. Section V reports on

our framework for explainable predictive process monitoring.

Section VI reports on our framework’s operationalization, and

on the case studies conducted with an Italian financial institute,

whereas Section VII concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The starting point for a prediction system is an event log.

An event log is a multiset of traces. Each trace describes the

life-cycle of a particular process instance (i.e., a case) in terms

of the activities executed and the process attributes that are

manipulated.

Definition 2.1 (Events): Let A be the set of process at-

tributes. Let WA be a function that assigns a domain WA(a)
to each process attribute a ∈ A. Let be W = ∪a∈AWA(a).
An event e ∈ E is a partial function A �→ W assigning values

to process attributes, with e(a) ∈ WA(a).
Note that the same event can potentially occur in different

traces, namely attributes are given the same assignment in

different traces. This means that potentially the entire same

trace can appear multiple times. This motivates why an event

log is to be defined as a multiset of traces.1

Definition 2.2 (Traces & Event Logs): Let E be the universe

of events. A trace σ is a sequence of events, i.e. σ ∈ E∗. An

event-log L is a multiset of traces, i.e. L ⊂ B(E∗).
Predictive monitoring aims to estimate the future KPI values

of the running cases. Here, we aim to be generic, meaning

that KPIs can be of any nature:

1Given a set X , B(X) indicates the set of all multisets with the elements
in X .

1
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Definition 2.3 (KPI): Let E be the universe of events defined

over a set A of attributes. Let WK be the domain of the KPI

values. A KPI is a function T : E∗ × N �→ WK such that,

given a trace σ ∈ E∗ and an integer index i ≤ |σ|, T (σ, i)
returns the KPI value of σ after the occurrence of the first i
events.2

Note that our KPI definition assumes it to be computed

a posteriori, when the execution is completed and leaves

a complete trail as a certain trace σ. In many cases, the

KPI value is updated after each activity execution, which is

recorded as next event in trace; however, other times, this is

only known after the completion. We aim to be generic and

account for all relevant cases. Given a trace σ = 〈e1, . . . , en〉
that records a complete process execution, the following are

three potential KPI definitions:

Remaining Time. Tremaining(σ, i) is equal to the difference

between the timestamp of en and that of ei.
Activity Occurrence. It measures whether a certain activity

is going to eventually occur in the future, such as an

activity Open Loan in a loan-application process. The

corresponding KPI definition for the occurrence of an

activity A is Toccur A(σ, i), which is equal to true if

activity A occurs in 〈ei+1, . . . , en〉 and i < n; otherwise

false.

Customer Satisfaction. This is a typical KPI for several ser-

vice providers. Let us assume, without losing generality,

to have a trace σ = 〈e1, . . . , en〉 where the satisfaction is

known at the end, e.g. through a questionnaire. Assuming

the satisfaction level is recorded with the last event - say

en(sat) . Then, Tcust satisf (σ, i) = en(sat).

The following definition states the prediction problem:

Definition 2.4 (The Prediction Problem): Let L be an

event log that records the execution of a given process, for

which a KPI T is defined. Let σ = 〈e1, . . . , ek〉 be the

trace of a running case, which eventually will complete as

σT = 〈e1, . . . , ek, ek+1 . . . , en〉. The prediction problem can

be formulated as forecasting the value of T (σT , i) for all

k < i ≤ n.

As indicated in Section I, we aim to provide an explanation for

the predictions. In particular, for each running case, we aim to

return the set of attributes influencing its prediction the most,

with the corresponding magnitude and the indication whether

the attributes increase or decrease the predicted KPI’s value.

In the light of the above, for each trace σ = 〈e1, . . . , en〉,
the problem can be stated as finding a function K(σ,T ) such

that, for all a ∈ A, v ∈ WA(a), and for all i s.t. −n < i ≤ 0,

K(σ,T )(a, v, i) is different from zero if and only if the assign-

ment of value v to attribute a by e(n−i) has influenced the

prediction of KPI T . The absolute value of K(σ,T )(a, v, i)
indicates how much this influence is, where a zero value

indicates no influence. If K(σ,T )(a, v, i) �= 0, its positive

or negative sign indicates whether the influence is towards

increasing or decreasing the KPI value:

2Given a sequence X , |X| indicates the length of X . Notation �→ indicates
that the function is partial.

Definition 2.5 (The Prediction-Explanation Problem): Let

L be an event log over a set A of attributes, with do-

mains WA. Let σ = 〈e1, . . . , ek〉 be a running case with

a KPI definition T . Let be W = ∪a∈A WA(a). Explain-

ing the prediction is the problem of computing a function

K(σ,T ) : A×W × [−k + 1, 0]→ R, where v �∈ WA(a) ⇒
K(σ,T )(a, v, i) = 0.

III. RELATED WORKS

A. Prediction of Process-Related KPIs

The predictive-monitoring survey of Márquez et al. [9]

reports on the large repertoire of techniques and tools that

were developed to address this problem. However, the authors

claim that “little attention has been given to [. . .] explaining
the prediction values to the users so that they can determine
the best way to act upon”, and that “it is necessary to develop
tools that help users to query these models in order to get
information that is relevant for them”. These are in fact

the problems tackled in this paper, so as to ensure that the

predictive-monitoring system is trusted, and thus used.

Predictive monitoring has been built on different machine

and deep-learning techniques, and also on their ensemble [9].

Different research works have recently illustrated that the so-

called Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTMs) gener-

ally outperform other methods (see, e.g., [14], [23], [12]).

Therefore, while our explanation framework is independent

of the machine- or deep-learning technique that is employed,

we operationalize it with LSTMs. Section IV provides further

details on LSTMs, and details how they are employed for

business-process predictive monitoring.

It was explained above that little research work has been

conducted on explaining the outcome of process predictive

monitoring. The most relevant work is by Rehse et al. [15],

which also aims at providing a dashboard to process partic-

ipants with predictions and their explanation. However, the

paper does not provide sufficient details on the actual usage

of the explainable-AI literature, and the very preliminary

evaluation is based on one single artificial process that consists

of a sequence of five activities. Breuker et al. also try to tackle

the problem [3], but their attempt is not independent of the

actual technique employed for predictions. Furthermore, their

explanations are only based on the activity names, while the

explanations can generally involve resources, time, and more

(cf. the case studies reported in Section VI).

B. Explanation of Machine-Learning Models

Few approaches exist in the literature to explain machine

learning models, arisen from the need to understand complex

black-box algorithms like ensembles of Decision Trees and

Deep Learning [16], [20], [22], [7].

The adoption of explanatory methods in industry is at

an early stage; in [21] an approach of fake news detection

grounded in explainability is introduced. A significant amount

of work in literature is focused on healthcare applications.

We highlight [8], an implementation of the Shapley Values in

healthcare, where the explanatory method is used to prevent
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hypoxaemia during surgery, and [10], where explainability is

used for analysis of patience re-admittance.

The SHAP implementation of the Shapley values for Deep

Learning has the strong theoretical foundation of the original

game theory approach, with the advantage of providing offline

explanations that are consistent with the online explanations.

Moreover, SHAP avoids the problems in consistency seen

in other explanatory approaches (e.g. the lack of robustness

seen in the online surrogate models, as analysed in [1]).

The framework proposed in this paper specializes the use of

Shapley values to the problem of providing explanations for

predictive analytics.

We also considered attention mechanisms [2] as an alterna-

tive. However, two limitations made us opt for Shapley values.

First, attention mechanisms necessarily have to be integrated

in a Neural Network architecture, while Shapley values can

be applied to any Machine or Deep Learning algorithm. The

second limitation is linked to the lack of consensus that

attention weights are always correlated to feature importance.

Jain et al. [17] find it “at best, questionable – especially when
a complex encoder is used, which may entangle inputs in the
hidden space”, Serrano et al. [18] state that “attention weights
often fail to identify the sets of representations most important
to the model’s final decision”.

IV. THE USE OF LSTMS FOR PREDICTIVE MONITORING

As indicated in Section I, we implemented our framework

by leveraging on LSTM models [6], a special type of Re-

current Neural Networks. LSTM models natively support the

predictions where the independent variables are sequences of

elements, and the literature has shown that they are among the

most suitable methods for predictive business monitoring (cf.

Section III-A).

The construction of LSTM models fall into the problem

of supervised learning, which aims to learn the model from

a training set, for which the value of the dependent variable

is known. This set is composed by pairs (x, y) ∈ X × Y
where X represents the independent variables with their values

(also known as features), and Y is the value observed for the

dependent variable (i.e. the value we aim to predict).

In the domain of LSTM learning, X consists of sequences

of vectors with a certain number n of dimensions, i.e. X =
(Rn)

∗
.3 When LSTM is used for predictive business monitor-

ing using KPI values in a domain WK (cf. Definition 2.3), Y
is WK .

With these preliminaries at hand, we built a process monitor-

ing framework composed by two phases: off-line and on-line.

The off-line phase requires an event log L and a KPI

definition T as input. This enables creating the dataset for

training and testing the LSTM model, which consists of pairs

(x, y) ∈ (Rn)
∗ × WK . The input is, hence, a sequence of

vectors; conversely, a trace is a sequence of events. Therefore,

each event needs to be encoded as a vector, which is a problem

3In literature, LSTMs are often trained on the basis of matrices. However,
a sequence of m vectors in R

n can be seen, in fact, as a matrix in R
n,m. We

use here the dataset representation as vectors to simplify the formalization.

largely studied: we use the same encoding as in [12]; this

can be abstracted as an event-to-vector encoding function
ρ : E → R

n. In a nutshell, each numeric attribute a of

event e becomes a different dimension of ρ(e), which takes

on value e(a). Each boolean attribute a is also a different

dimension, with either 0 or 1 depending whether e(a) is false

or true. Each literal attributes a is represented through the

so-called one-hot encoding: one different dimension exists

for each value v ∈ WA(a), and the dimension referring to

value e(a) takes on value 1, with the other dimensions be

assigned value 0. Function ρ can also be overloaded to traces:

ρ(〈e1, . . . , em〉) = 〈ρ(e1), . . . , ρ(em)〉.
The dataset is created starting from each prefix σ′ of each

trace σ ∈ L: σ′ will generate one item in the data set consisting

of a pair (x, y) ∈ (Rn)
∗ × WK where x = ρ(σ′) and y =

T (σ, |σ′|). The dataset is later divided in one larger part for

training the LSTM model, and a smaller part for testing. The

test part is used to evaluate the quality of the LSTM model,

in terms of different metrics. Details of the proportions and

the quality metrics employed are discussed in Section VI. The

LSTM-based process predictor trained from a dataset D ⊂
(Rn)

∗×WK can be abstracted as a function ΦD : Rn∗ →WK .

The on-line phase aim is to predict the KPI of interest for

a set of running cases of the process, identified by a set L′ of

partial traces (i.e., a log). It relies on the LSTM-based process

predictor ΦD: for each σ′ ∈ L′, the predicted KPI value is

ΦD(ρ(σ′)).

V. EXPLANATION OF GENERIC KPI PREDICTIONS

This section reports on the main contribution of this paper,

namely using Shapley Values to explain the predictions of any

predictive model.

Section V-A introduces the theory behind Shapley values,

while Section V-B illustrates its application and adaptation for

predictive process monitoring. Then, in Section V-C we pro-

vide the general picture and the two main types of explanations

reported.

A. The Theory of Shapley Values

The Shapley Values [19] is a game theory approach to fairly

distribute the payout among the players that have collaborated

in a cooperative game. This theory can be adapted as an

approach to explain a predictive model. The assumption is that

the features from an instance correspond to the players, and

the payout is the difference between the prediction made by

the predictive model and the average prediction (later referred

to as the base value). Intuitively, given a predicted instance,

the Shapley Value of a feature expresses how much the feature

value contributes to the model prediction [11]:

Definition 5.1 (Shapley Value): Let X = {x1, . . . , xn} be a

set of features. The Shapley value for feature xi is defined as:

ψi =
∑

S⊆{x1,...,xm}\{xi}
|S|!(p−|S|−1)!

p! (val (S ∪ {xi})− val(S))

where val(T ) is the so-called payout for only using the set of

feature values in T ⊂ X in making the prediction.
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Intuitively, the formula in Definition 5.1 evaluates the effect

of incorporating the feature value xi into any possible subset of

the feature values considered for prediction. In the equation,

variable S runs over all possible subsets of feature values,

the term val (S ∪ {xi})− val(S) corresponds to the marginal

value of adding xi in the prediction using only the set of

feature values in S, and the term
|S|!(p−|S|−1)!

p! corresponds to

all the possible permutations with subset size |S|, to weight

different sets differently in the formula. This way, all possible

subsets of attributes are considered, and the corresponding

effect is used to compute the Shapley Value of xi.

B. Explainable Predictions through Shapley Values
The starting point is a event-to-vector encoding function

ρ : E → R
n that maps each event to a feature vector (cf.

Section IV). Given an event ei, ρ(ei) = [x1i , . . . , x
n
i ] where

each feature xji is associated with an event attribute aji and,

possibly, with a value vji . We mentioned that, if an attribute

aji is categorical, we need to introduce as many features as

its possible values (one-hot encoding). Namely, xji is both

associated with an attribute aji , and with a value vji . If the

feature associated with attribute aji and value vji takes on value

1, then e(aji ) = vji ; otherwise, the value is 0. If an attribute aji
is conversely numerical, only one feature xji exists with value

e(aji ). When applied for explainable predictive monitoring, the

Shapley values of a trace σ = 〈e1, . . . , em〉 are computed over

the features of the vector χ = [x11, . . . , x
n
1 , . . . , x

1
m, . . . , x

n
m]

where ρ(ei) = [x1i , . . . , x
n
i ] for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

When applying Definition 5.1 to all features

of χ, the result is a vector of Shapley values

Ψ = [ψ1
1 , . . . , ψ

n
1 , . . . , ψ

1
m, . . . , ψ

n
m] associated to feature

vector χ, and attributes [a11, . . . , a
n
1 , . . . , a

1
m, . . . , a

n
m]. Any

Shapley value ψj
i can be either positive or negative. A positive

or negative value indicates that the feature contributes to

increasing or decreasing the value, respectively.
This allows us to construct the explanations. The first step

is to determine which features are relevant and at which

timestep.4 For this, we consider the average μ of the values in

Ψ along with their standard deviation ξ. This allows to define

an interval I = [μ− δξ, μ+ δξ] of Shapley values that are not

considered to contribute significantly, where δ is a parameter

set by the user. This reduces the number of features that are

considered in the explanation, limiting its verbosity.
Let us consider each Shapley value ψj

i �∈ I , associated with

feature xji and an event’s attribute aji .

If aji is a numerical attribute, attribute aji is the explana-

tion itself, i.e. ∀v ∈ WA(a). K(σ,T )(a
j
i , v, i−m) = ψj

i .

If aji is a categorical attribute, xji is a one-hot encoded

feature, and it is also associated with a value vji . If xji = 1,

the explanation obtained is that aji = vji contributes to the

KPI value: K(σ,T )(a
j
i , v

j
i , i − m) = ψj

i . Otherwise, xji = 0,

and the explanation is aji �= vji , namely ∀v̄ ∈ WA(a) \ {vji }.
K(σ,T )(a

j
i , v̄, i−m) = ψj

i .

4In this context each timestep refers to a different event of the trace along
with its attributes (features). For instance, timestep zero refers to the first
event of the trace, timestep one to the second, etc.
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Fig. 1: Two explanations examples using Shapley Values.

When the Remaining Time predicted is high (i.e. higher than

Base Value), the Shapley Values indicate which features in-

crease the prediction. Similarly, when the prediction is smaller

than the Base Value, most of the Shapley Values are negative.

Any other combination (a, v, i) that does not fall into the

situations above is such that K(σ,T )(a, v, i) = 0.

While an exact computation of the Shapley values requires

to consider all combinations of features (hence, the algorithm

is exponential on the number of features), efficient estimations

can be obtained through polynomial algorithms that use greedy

approaches [11].

To conclude, let us illustrate how Shapley values help ex-

plain a typical KPI in predictive process monitoring: estimated

remaining time. Figure 1 shows the estimated remaining time

of the same case in two different moments: T1, when the case

started (upper figure, with an estimated remaining time of 1000

seconds), and T2, when it is close to its end (lower figure,

with an estimated remaining time of 260 seconds). Considering

that the Base Value is 400 seconds, the explanatory method

would indicate, at T1, which features have been useful for the

predictive model to predict a high value, i.e. the features with

a positive Shapley Value. On the other hand, for T2, most of

the Shapley Values would be negative, since the model has

predicted a value smaller than the base value.

C. Overall Approach for Explaining Generic KPI Predictions

Explanations can be used offline to explain the fea-

tures/factors that the trained model uses to make predictions,

moreover they can be employed online on each running

case to put forward the factors that affected the predictions.

In particular, offline explanations are calculated on the test

dataset, which is a part of the dataset not used for training the

model (information about the division between train and test

sets will be provided in Section VI).

1) Offline Explanations: Our offline explanation strategy

is to provide an heatmap that overviews the importance of

each factor in explaining the instances of the test dataset.

In particular, given an event log L, we consider each prefix

σ′ of each trace in L. Then, we compute the explanations

as defined in Section V-B. Figure 2 shows an example of

a heatmap reporting the frequency in which an explanation

is relevant after each event in every trace. The y axis lists

different explanations of types attr = value or attr �= value

4



TABLE I: Online explanations for Remaining Time for three running cases. When the explanation is followed by (−1), it

means that it refers to the value assigned to the attribute by the event that precedes the last of respective case.

CASE ID REMAINING TIME Explanations for increasing remaining time Explanations for decreasing remaining time
201810011258 5d 6h 7m ACTIVITY=Evaluating Request (NO registered letter) CLOSURE TYPE!=Inheritance

201810000206 5d 2h 12m ROLE=DIRECTOR CLOSURE TYPE=Bank Recess

201811010829 2d 2h 31m ROLE!=BACK-OFFICE (-1) AND ACTIVITY!=Service
closure Request with BO responsibility (-1)

-

... ... ... ...

Fig. 2: The offline explanation of the remaining time

while the x axis lists the timestep difference between the event

in question and the last event of the considered prefix, namely

0 indicates the last event, -1 indicates the second last, etc. A

cell with explanation a = v (y axis) and timestep difference

t (x axis) takes on a value (x − y) if there are x prefixes

σ′ of traces in L s.t. K(σ′,T )(a, v, t) > 0 and y prefixes σ′′

of traces in L s.t. K(σ′′,T )(a, v, t) < 0. For instance, let us

consider the explanation ROLE=BACK-OFFICE with timestep

difference 0, which is associated with value −28255. This

means that −28255 is the difference between the number of

prefixes σ′ in which ROLE=BACK-OFFICE in the last event

of σ′ contributes to increasing the KPI value and the number

of prefixes σ′ in which ROLE=BACK-OFFICE of last event

contributes to decreasing. Similarly, −4223 is the difference

when considering the second last event of the prefixes in

place of the last. A similar reasoning can be repeated for

explanations of type a �= v. The heatmap uses different shades

of blue and red to highlight the magnitude of negative and

positive values, respectively.

2) Online Explanations: When we focus on running cases,

we generate a table with one row per running case (see, e.g.,

Table I. Each row shows the case id, unique for each running

case, the prediction for the current KPI, and the explanations

that influence the prediction. Section VI discusses the case

study in detail, including the results in Table I.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS

The framework for explainable predictive monitoring has

been implemented in Python, using Pandas to elaborate the

data, and the shap library5 to explain the prediction.6 We

relied on Keras framework for the LSTM implementation. The

architecture was composed by 8 layers with 100 neurons each.

Each LSTM model was trained in 12-24 hours, and the

computation of the off-line explanations (i.e. the heatmaps)

required a similar amount of time. For each running case,

on-line predictions and explanations are given in ca. half

second. Note that training models in less than one day does

not pose significant limitations: this is just performed once

before putting the system in production.

The remainder of the paper will report on the experiments

with different KPIs for the process carried on in an Italian

bank. However, we also conducted several additional exper-

iments with publicly-available event logs, which confirm the

findings reported here. Space limitation prevent us from report-

ing on them, which are however discussed in the appendix of

the extended version of this paper [5].

A. Domain description

Our assessment is based on the so-called Bank Account
Closure, a process executed at an Italian Banking Institution.

The process deals with the closure of customer’s accounts,

which may be requested either by the customer or by the bank,

for several reasons.

From the bank’s information system, we extracted an event

log with 32.429 completed traces and 212.721 events. It con-

tains 15 different activities, 654 possible resources (recorded

in an attribute labeled Ce Uo), divided in 3 roles (attribute

role). Each trace is associated with an attribute Closure Type,

which encodes the type of procedure that is carried out for

the specific account holder, and the Closure Reason, namely

the reason triggering the closure’s request. The latter is only

known for 79.43% of cases.

For the bank, it is of interest to obtain an estimate of the

remaining time until the end for running cases. This allows the

bank to decide which cases require special attention, in order

to not postpone them too much further. Also, the bank wants

5https://shap.readthedocs.io/en/latest
6Code can be found at https://github.com/PyRicky/LSTM Generic

explainable
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to be informed whether there are high chances that one or

more of the following activities will occur: Authorization Re-
quested, Pending Request for Acquittance of heirs, and Back-
Office Adjustment Requested. They are linked to contingency

actions, which should be avoided because they would cause

inefficiencies in terms of time, costs, and resource utilization.

Finally, the bank is also interested in obtaining an estimate of

the total cost of a running case, in order to detect in advance

which cases require particular attention.

We used two/thirds of the traces as training, and one third

as test set. For improving the quality of the trained model, we

used hyperparameter optimization, with 20% of the training

data employed for this (validation set).

Sections VI-B, VI-C and VI-D report on the outcome for

remaining-time prediction, for the prediction of the occurrence

of one of those three contingency actions and for total cost

prediction, respectively.

B. Results on Remaining Time

Section V showed that the explanation for a learnt prediction

model is given as a heatmap during the offline phase. Figure

2 refers to the application for the remaining time predic-

tion. The fact that the closure type is not Inheritance (Clo-
sure Type!=Inheritance) is the largest value in the heatmap

(as absolute value), so it is the largest factor that influences

the prediction. The information that the value is negative (i.e.

-71598) indicates that the influence is towards reducing the

value, namely towards having lower remaining time. From a

domain viewpoint, when the type of procedure is Inheritance,

the bank-account holder is passed away. A further analysis of

the data confirms this finding: if the type is Inheritance, the

process duration is 29 days, versus 14 days when the type

is different. The evidence in the explanation illustrates that

LSTM allowed learning a prediction model that leverages on

the closure type to estimate the remaining time. Other impor-

tant attributes are related to the role associated to the resource

and the resource performing each activity. Let us consider

attributes Role=Back-office and CE UO=BOF that are related

to back-office activities, which are generally performed in the

final part of cases; it can be seen in the heatmap that even in

this case the model is able to predict that the process instance

is about to complete (a negative value again indicates smaller

remaining time).

The discussion was so far focused on the attribute of the

last event. However, the values of attributes of previous events

also influence the prediction of remaining time as shown in the

heatmaps (see columns related to timestep differences -1, -2, -3

and -4). Consider, e.g., the row ROLE=Back-office and column

-1: the value -4223 indicates that if the previous event refers

to an activity performed by a resource with role Back-office,

this influences to lower the prediction: the case is getting

even closer to the end. When activities are performed by a

resource director the behaviour is considered as exceptional,

while activities performed by resources playing the role of

applicant are in general performed in the initial part of cases;

consequently, the cases usually take longer to complete. This

is indicated by the positive value 4863 of the last event in the

row ROLE!=Back-office, which indicates that the influence is

towards increasing the remaining time. Notice that the column

related to timestep difference -1 has a bigger value (7011),

indicating that if the previous event refers to an exceptional

activity, the influence on the prediction will be even stronger.

Finally when the activity performed is other than Network

Adjustment Requested then the predicted remaining time is

smaller; this is in fact an exceptional activity, that only occurs

when an error is made in the early stages of the process, and

even in this case our framework was able to learn to predict a

smaller remaining time when no adjustments need to be done.

Section V indicated that explanations are also given for

running cases to explain predictions to process stakeholders.

Our implementation returns a CSV file with the predictions

for the running cases; a subset is provided in Table I, which

shows the factors that increase or decrease the prediction for

the remaining time prediction. Let us consider as an example

the last row: the remaining time is predicted as being ca. 2 days

and 2 hours, with two explanations increasing the prediction,

one related to the fact that the previous activity performed was

not Service Closure Request with BO Responsibility, and the

other related to the resource performing the previous activity

with a role not being Back-Office.

To conclude, since this KPI is numerical and the values

are reasonably well balanced, we adopted the Mean Absolute
Error (MAE), which is the average difference between the

actual and the predicted value, computed over all test-set

samples. Here, we achieved a MAE of 4.37 days, which is

around the 28% of the average case duration (i.e. 15.5 days).

C. Results on Prediction of Activity Occurrence

We mentioned that the financial institute aims to avoid

activities related to inefficiencies (e.g. rework): Pending Re-
quest for Acquittance of Heirs, Back-Office Adjust Requested
and Autorization Required. Space limitation prevents us from

showing here all of three: here we focus on activity Back-
Office Adjust Requested, while the other two are in the ap-

pendix complementing the paper [5]. The learnt LSTM model

was characterized by an F1 score of 0.65, an Area Under

the Receiver Operating Charateristics (AUROC) of 0.86, and

an Area under Precision/Recall curve (APR) of 0.69. We

computed AUROC and APR, because these metrics are, in

fact, more suitable when some classes are unbalanced. This

is actually the case for our case study: the three activities are

contingency actions, which occur infrequently.

The heatmap related to Back-Office Adjustment Requested
prediction (Figure 3) shows that the attributes related to the

type and the reason of bank account closure are influencing

the most. When all bank accounts of a customer are closed

(labeled by Closure Reason=1 - Client lost) or when the

customer decides to close one of its bank accounts among

different ones he owns (labeled as Closure Reason=2 - Keep
bank account. Same dip), then a Back-Office Adjustment
Requested is unlikely to happen. This is clearly shown in

the heatmap, respectively represented by the values -40374
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TABLE II: Online explanations for Back-Office Adjustment Requested. Values 1 and 0 indicate if the activity is predicted to

occur or not. Explanation followed by (−1): attribute value assigned by the event that precedes the last of respective case.

CASE ID Back-Office Adjustment
Requested

Explanations for Back-Office Adjustment
Requested happening

Explanations for Back-Office Adjustment
Requested not happening

201810000206 0 - ACTIVITY=Service closure Request with network
responsibility (-2) AND CE UO=195 (-1)

201811008237 1 CLOSURE TYPE=Porting -

201812005701 1 CLOSURE REASON!=1 - Client lost -

... ... ... ...

Fig. 3: Offline explanations for Back-Office Adjustment Re-
quested

and -18374, which influence is towards not predicting the

occurrence of this activity. Values -15934 when the Closure

Type is Client Recess (it is the client that decides to close the

bank account) and -11577 when it is Inheritance (the bank-

account holder is passed away) indicate as well that a Back-
Office Adjustment Requested is unlikely to happen. Conversely,

when the Closure Type is Bank Recess (the bank account is

closed by the bank) or it is Porting, then the rework activity

Back-Office Adjustment Requested is more likely to occur.

Explanations are also used on-line to explain the predictions

of running cases. Table II shows the factors that make the

model predict whether or not activity Back-Office Adjustment
Requested is expected to happen for three running cases.

Values 1 and 0 indicate that the activity is expected or not

to happen, respectively. Let us consider for instance the first

case in the table: the rework activity is not expected to happen

because two events ago Service Closure Request with Network
Responsibility has been performed and because the previous

event has been performed by the resource 195. Conversely, it

is predicted to eventually happen for the other two cases in the

table, and the explanation is related to the closure type being

Porting and the closure reason not being Client lost.

Fig. 4: Offline explanations for Case cost

D. Results on Case Cost prediction

Since this KPI is numerical, we adopted the Mean Absolute
Error, for which we achieved a value of 0.95 Euros. This is an

excellent result, given that the average case cost is 12.86, with

standard deviation of 6.41. Figure 4 shows the application for

the case cost prediction for the off-line phase. The main factor

that contributes to increase the cost of a case is represented

by Closure Reason=1 - Client Lost, which is indicated when

all bank accounts are going to be closed. The information that

the value is positive (i.e. 49767) indicates that the influence is

towards increasing the cost. This is mainly caused by the fact

that most of the times here the director needs to carefully eval-

uate the request before proceeding, and the hourly director’s

wage is certainly higher than that of other bank employees.

Nevertheless, this evaluation is not needed when the closure

of the bank account is requested by the bank (labeled as

Bank Recess), therefore the predicted case cost will be smaller

(indicated in the heatmap by the negative value -34243). The

director is similarly not involved when customers only close

one of their bank accounts (Closure Reason=2 - Keep bank

7



account. Same dip), which is a factor that yields lower costs.

Another reason is that when only one between different bank

accounts is closed, then of course the process is simpler and

less Back-office adjustment activities need to be performed

compared to when all bank accounts need to be closed, leading

to minor costs. Another indirect evidence that the director’s

involvement is a factor that increases costs is evident when

one looks at the explanations based on Activity=Evaluating
Request (NO registered letter). This activity needs a lot of

time and is performed by the director, leading to high costs

(even higher compared to the case in which a request has only

to be authorized). If this activity occurs, the cost will remain

permanently high. This is evident in the heatmaps: the fact that

this activity has been previously performed is still influencing

towards increasing the costs (see columns related to timestep

difference -1, -2 and -3, which values are respectively 4987,

4984 and 4948).

VII. CONCLUSION

A lot of research has been devoted towards increasingly ac-

curate frameworks for predictive process monitoring. Nonethe-

less, little attention has been paid to ensure that that the

resulting predictive-monitoring system is workable in practice.

With practical workability, here we intend that the process

analysts and stakeholders need to trust the system and its

predictions. Previous studies have shown that a necessary

condition to build trust is to explain the reason of the provided

predictions [13], [4]. Proposals that do not put explanation as

a core feature are not going to be adopted in practice.

This paper has put forward a framework to equip predictive-

process-monitoring systems with explanations that are intel-

ligible by actors of the process. The framework builds on

the most recent state of the art on Explainable AI, and is

independent of the actual AI predictive-analytics technique.

However, the operationalization of the framework requires

one to select an actual AI technique, and here we opted for

predictive models based on LSTM, which the present literature

has shown to be the most suitable for the problem in question.

The implementation is based on Python, and it has been

used for several case studies. Here we reported different KPI

predictions for a process run in a financial institute in Italy.

The case studies shows that our framework is able to, on the

one hand, provide explanations of the most salient features

that influence the prediction models and, on the other hand,

to provide online explanations on the running cases.

Future work accounts different directions. First, we aim

to verify through interviews whether process stakeholders

would fully comprehend the heatmaps and the form given to

explanations. Second, we aim to explore the possibilities of

Natural Language Generation techniques to report more user-

friendly explanations, instead of the output shown in Tables I

and II.
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Abstract—Process-aware Recommender systems (PAR sys-
tems) are information systems that aim to monitor process
executions, predict their outcome, and recommend effective
interventions to reduce the risk of failure. While a PAR system
is composed by monitoring, predictive analytics and prescriptive
analytics, the lion’s share of attention in the recent years has
been on the first two, overlooking the last. It seems that process
participants are tacitly assumed to take the ”right decision” for
the most appropriate corrective actions in case of failure’s risks.
Unfortunately, the assumption of selecting an effective corrective
action is not always met in reality. When selecting an intervention,
this is mainly based on human judgment, which naturally relies
on subjective process’ perceptions, instead of objective facts.
Experience has shown that, when a fact-based predictive analytics
is followed by subjective prescriptive analytics, the positive
effect of good predictions are nullified by inconclusive corrective
actions, yielding no final improvement. This paper discusses a
PAR system that features a data-driven prescriptive analytics
framework, which puts aside subjective options and focuses
on factual data. The effectiveness of the proposed solution is
assessed through the process of a reintegration company, showing
a potential increase of customers that find a new job.

Index Terms—Prescriptive Analytics, Recommender Systems,
Process Improvement, Machine Learning, Transition Systems

I. INTRODUCTION

Process-aware Recommender systems (hereafter shortened

as PAR systems) are a specific class of Information Systems

that aim to predict how the executions of process instances

are going to evolve in the future, to determine those that

have higher chances to not meet desired levels of performance

(e.g. costs, deadlines, customer satisfaction) and, consequently,

to provide recommendations on which contingency actions

should be enacted to try to recover the risky executions. PAR

systems are hence expert systems that run in background and

continuously monitor the executions, predicting their future

and, possibly, recommend intervention actions.
Conceptually, a PAR system is composed by three sub-

systems/blocks: (i) monitoring, which keeps tracks of running

process instances, (ii) a predictive-analytics block, which

forecasts the future outcome of running instances, and (iii)
a prescriptive-analytics system, which provides recommenda-

tions on the running instances that risk to conclude with a

poor outcome.

While a large body of research has been conducted on

monitoring and predictive analytics, little attention has been

paid on generating recommendations (cf. Section V). Process

participants are somehow implicitly assumed to take the “right

decision” for the most appropriate corrective actions for each

case. Unfortunately, the assumption of selecting an effective

corrective action is not always met in reality. When selecting

an intervention, this is mainly done based on human judgment,

which naturally relies on the subjective perception of the

process instead of being based on objective facts. In [1], the

authors developed a predictive-analytics module that built on

machine-learning techniques, and rely on historical data, and

discussed potential interventions with process stakeholders. A

subsequent field experiment, with real process instances and

a selected intervention, showed that, while process instances

were predicted rather well, the intervention did not have the

desired effect. No significant improvement of the average

outcome was observed, even when enacting the selected

intervention. The final lesson was that accurate predictions
are crucial, but their effect is nullified if it is not matched
by effective recommendations, and effective recommendations
must be based on objective evidence from historical process
data.

This paper reports on the design of a prescriptive-analytics

technique that recommends which actions/activities to perform

next to optimize a certain KPI (Key Performance Indicator) of

interest. The recommendations put aside the human subjectiv-

ity and rely on the process’ transactional data, recorded in

the so-called event logs. This way, the recommendations are

purely objective, and not biased.

In a nutshell, our prescriptive-analytics proposal relies on

a predictive-analytics module. For each running case with

predicted, poor KPI values, we first simulate any possible

continuation of the running case, i.e. we simulate the situation

in which each possible activity is performed as next. Then,

we predict the final KPI value for each continuation. Finally,

the system recommends the activity (activities) that is (are)

predicted to largely improve the KPI value. Of course, one

should only simulate those continuations (i.e. next activities)

that are meaningful from a domain viewpoint. If one had a
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business process model, this would be easy. However, the

presence of a process model is a rather strong assumption.

Therefore, an event log of complete process instances is used

as input to build a transition system that abstracts the observed

behavior. Running cases are mapped onto states of this transi-

tion system: the meaningful next activities correspond to the

transitions enabled at those states.

The three modules (monitoring, predictive and prescriptive

analytics) have been implemented as a PAR system in Python.

The entire system was assessed on real-life process data of a

reintegration company, aiming to maximize the percentage of

customers finding a new job (the KPI). The assessment results

showed that the use of the PAR system would significantly

reduce the percentage of unsuccessful process instances. The

statistical significance of the results was also verified, thus

providing a sound, successful validation of the quality of our

prescriptive analytics.

Section II introduces the basic concept on which our pre-

scriptive analytics builds: event logs, KPIs, and predictive

analytics. Section III reports on the design of our framework

for prescriptive analytics, while Section IV discusses the

implementation and the experiments. Section V compares

our prescriptive analytics with the state of the art. Finally,

Section VI concludes this paper, summarizing the contribution,

the lessons learnt, and the future research directions.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Section II-A introduces the starting point of our process-

aware recommender system based on predictive and prescrip-

tive analytics: the event logs. Section II-B formalizes the

concept of KPI, while Section II-C introduces preliminary

concepts of predictive analytics.

A. Event Logs

The starting point for a prediction system is an event log.

An event log is a multiset of traces. Each trace describes the

life-cycle of a particular process instance (i.e., a case) in terms

of the activities executed and the process attributes that are

manipulated.

Definition 1 (Events): Let A be the set of process’ activities.

Let V be the set of process attributes. Let WV be a function

that assigns a domain WV(x) to each process attribute x ∈ V .

Let W = ∪x∈VWV(x). An event is a pair (a, v) ∈ A× (V �→
W) where a is the event activity and v is a partial function

assigning values to process attributes, with v(x) ∈ WV(x).
A trace is a sequence of events. Note that the same event

can potentially occur in different traces, namely attributes are

given the same assignment in different traces. This means that

potentially the entire same trace can appear multiple times.

This motivates why an event log is to be defined as a multiset

of traces:1

Definition 2 (Traces & Event Logs): Let E ⊂ A×(V �→ W)
be the universe of events. A trace σ is a sequence of events, i.e.

σ ∈ E∗. An event-log L is a multiset of traces, i.e. L ⊂ B(E∗).
1Given a set X , B(X) indicates the set of all multisets with the elements

in X .

Given an event e = (a, v), the remainder uses the following

shortcuts: activity(e) = a and variables(e) = v. Also, given

a trace σ = 〈e1, . . . , en〉, prefix(σ) denotes the set of all σ’s

prefixes: {〈〉, 〈e1〉, 〈e1, e2〉, . . . , 〈e1, . . . , en〉}.

B. Key Performance Indicators

A PAR system aims to optimize the Key Performance

Indicators (KPIs) of processes. KPIs can be of any nature:

Definition 3 (KPI Function): Let E∗ be the universe of

events defined over a set V of attributes. A KPI is a function

T : E∗ → R such that, given a complete trace σ ∈ E∗, T (σ)
returns the KPI value of σ.

Given a trace σ = 〈e1, . . . , en〉 that records a complete

process execution, the following are four potential KPI defi-

nitions:

• Duration. Tduration(σ) is equal to the difference between

the timestamp of en and that of e1.

• Activity Occurrence. It measures whether a certain

activity is observed in the trace, such as an activity Open
Loan in a loan-application process. The corresponding

KPI definition for the occurrence of an activity A is

Toccur A(σ), which is equal to the number of events in

σ that refers to A.

• Customer Satisfaction. This is typical KPI to analyze

for processes related to service provision. Let us assume,

without losing generality, to have a trace σ = 〈e1, . . . , en〉
where the satisfaction is known at the end, e.g. through a

questionnaire. Assuming the satisfaction level is recorded

with the last event - say en(sat) . Then, Tcust satisf (σ) =
variables(en)(sat).

C. Predictive Analytics

Predictive Analytics aims to forecast the execution and/or

the outcome of a running case. A large share of atten-

tion in Process Mining has been devoted to business pro-

cess predictions (cf. Section V). Within our recommender-

system framework for KPI optimization, the predictive an-

alytics block can be defined as follows, specializing the

definition by Senderovich et al. [2]. Given a running case

σrun = 〈e1, . . . , ek〉, which will eventually end with a

trace σ = 〈e1, . . . , ek, ek+1, . . . , en〉, predictive analytics can

be abstracted as learning a predictive-analytics oracle P(σrun)
that forecasts the KPI value T (σ). It follows that a perfect

prediction is such that P(σrun) = T (σT ).
Predictive-analytics oracles can be built in several ways,

and using several machine-learning approaches. It requires a

training event log LT . A typical predictive-analytics block of

a recommender system follows three phases as illustrated in

Fig. 1 (cf. [3], [4]):

• Extract Prefixes. We build the multiset of all prefixes,

which is associated with a corresponding KPI value:

	σ∈LT
	σ′∈prefix(σ) (σ

′, T (σ)). 2

• Encode Prefixes for Training. The predictor is trained

on observation instances (d, i) where d is the vector that

2Symbol � indicates the multiset union, namely duplicates are retained.
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Fig. 1: The training of the predictive model.

encodes the independent variables and i is the dependent

variable. The pairs of prefixes and KPI values (σ′, κ)
need to be converted into an observation instance (d, i)
where i = κ and d is the encoding of σ′. This encoding

can be achieved using consolidated techniques [3], [4]. In

particular, Leontjeva et al. show that a frequency-vector

encoding is a good balance between abstraction richness

and complexity: there is one vector’s element per process’

activity a ∈ A, and there is one element per process’

attribute v ∈ V . The value of the element for activity a
is equal to number of occurrence of a in σ′; the value

for the element of variable v is equal to the value of the

latest variable assignment of v.

• Train a Predictor. The set of encoded prefixes (with

the associated KPI values) are the input to train the

predictor. A common case is to have prefixes with dozens

of different activities and variables, which are encoded

via vectors with many elements (see, e.g., the data set

reported in Section IV, and used for evaluation). This

poses risks of over-fitting due the problem of “curse of

dimensionality” [5]. It is thus crucial to perform a feature
selection to reduce the number of elements [5]. Note that

this also reduces the model complexity, and hence it can

be learnt and used faster.

III. A FRAMEWORK FOR PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYTICS

Our prescriptive-analytics framework is based on the avail-

ability of a model that was learnt using any of the predictive

analytics approaches available in literature (cf. Section V).

As indicated in Section II-C, we abstracted from the specific

model and approach, assuming that this is exposed as a

predictive-analytics function P(σ).

A. Transition System Abstractions of Event Logs

In a nutshell, given a running case, our framework considers

all potential ways to continue the case execution, and predicts

the risk. However, we do not assume here that process stake-

holders need to draw a process model that prescribes how

to continue the case executions. This might require a con-

siderable amount of work, and the resulting model might not

accurately represent the executions observed in the reality, thus

suggesting recommendations that are not valid from a business

viewpoint. Following the idea described by van der Aalst et al.

[6], [7], valid recommendations are obtained by representing

(a) Using a Sequence Abstraction

(b) Using a multiset abstraction

Fig. 2: Transition systems representing an event log

L = {〈a, b, c, d〉, 〈a, e, d〉, 〈a, c, b, d〉} [6]. Event’s attributes

are abstracted out for simplicity of explanation.

the past executions recorded in the event logs as a transition

system. This requires to provide a state-representation function
lstate : E∗ → R that, for each sequence of events σ, returns a

state lstate(σ) ∈ R that abstracts σ.

As an example, let us consider an event log L =
{〈a, b, c, d〉, 〈a, e, d〉, 〈a, c, b, d〉}. We are abstracting here out

the event’s attributes to keep the example simple. Fig. 2 illus-

trates two potential transition systems abstracting L: Fig. 2a

makes use of a state-representation function lstate(σ) = σ,

while Fig. 2b uses lstate(σ) as the multiset of every activity

that occurred in σ with the respective cardinality. A transition

system is defined as follows:3

Definition 4 (Transition-System Abstraction of a Log): Let

L be an event log defined over a set V of attributes, and a set

A of activities. Let lstate : E∗ → R be a state-representation

function. A transition system abstracting L is a pair TSL =
(S, T ) ⊆ R× (R× E ×R) where

• S = ∪σ∈L ∪σ′∈prefix(σ) l
state(σ′), and

• T = {(lstate(σ′), e, lstate(σ′ ⊕ 〈e〉)) s.t. ∃σ ∈ L
σ′ ⊕ 〈e〉 ∈ prefix(σ)}

It is known that transitions systems are generally not suitable

to represent business processes, because all possible activity’s

interleavings need to be explicitly represented, making the

transition systems very hard to read in the general case.

However, here a transition system is valid as a model, because

it is only used internally by the prescriptive-analytics module,

and never shown to users.

B. Generating Recommendations

The input of the process prescriptive-analytics system is

an event log L and a state representation function lstate (cf.

3Operator ⊕ indicates the concatenation of two sequences.
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Def. 4). Log L is used to build a transition-system abstraction

TSL = (S, T ), based on lstate; L is also employed to build a

prediction oracle P : E∗ → R.

Let us consider a trace σ ∈ E∗, which may or may not be

part of L. As clarified later in this section, we need to find

the set minDist(TSL, σ) ⊆ S of states at minimum distance

from σ that can be computed as follows. We first compute

the minimum number Υ of changes that are necessary for

σ to obtain a trace σ s.t. lstate(σ) ∈ S. The allowed changes

are the primitive supported by the techniques for trace-to-trace

alignments [8], namely the insertion and the deletion of events.

Once the minimum number Υ of changes is found,

minDist(TSL, σ) is the set of states lstate(σ′) ∈ S s.t. σ′

that is obtained from changing Υ events of σ.

With these concepts at hand, the recommendation for a

running case identified by a partial trace σrun ∈ E∗ can be

built as follows:

1) Find the set O of transitions (i.e. events) possible by

TSL from the states in minDist(TSL, σrun). Namely,

O = {e ∈ T : ∃s ∈ minDist(TSL, σrun),
∃s′ ∈ S. (s, e, s′) ∈ T}.

2) Return every activity a ∈ A that maximizes or minimize

P , i.e. such that ∃e ∈ O. activity(e) = a, and either

P(σrun⊕〈e〉) = maxe′∈O P(σrun⊕〈e′〉) or P(σrun⊕
〈e〉) = mine′∈O P(σrun ⊕ 〈e′〉).4

Here, we assume that every trace in L denotes a legitimate

execution of the process, and that L is sufficiently large.

In this setting, all transitions enabled in each state of the

transition system represent all potential recommendations that

make sense from a business viewpoint. Therefore, the set O
of enabled transitions at the states lstate(σrun) are in fact

activities that may be potentially recommended. Among those

in O, some activities are predicted to optimize (i.e., maximize

or minimize depending on the KPI) the KPI values if they are

performed as the next activities. Those are the activities that

the system will recommend.

In practice, activities are typically performed by humans,

and their judgement is necessary to carry on process case

executions. As a consequence, it might be limiting to only

consider those activities that are predicted to optimize the KPI

of interest, which are likely one per running case. In fact,

our framework extends to the top n activities, namely the n
activities whose execution is predicted to lead to the highest

KPI values. Value n can be customized at run-time by users

(cf. Section IV). In fact, the leitmotif of our framework is that

the recommender system should allow process actors to make
informed decisions based on objective facts, but the ultimate
choices must remain on the process actors, with their personal
judgment.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

The framework discussed in Section III has been imple-

mented in Python, and leverages on the machine-learning

4We aim to maximize if higher KPI values are better than lower; otherwise,
we aim to minimize.

functionalities of the scikit-learn package [5]. The code base

is available through GitHub [9].

The remainder of the section reports on the evaluation on a

real-life case study. Section IV-A introduces the case study

employed for our evaluation, while Section IV-B discusses

the construction of the predictive model (i.e. the predictive-

analytics oracle). Finally, Section IV-C discusses the setup of

the experiments to assess the main contribution of this paper:

the prescriptive-analytics technique. Finally, Section IV-D re-

ports on the results of the experiments.

A. The Evaluation Case Study

The evaluation of our approach is performed at a Dutch

reintegration company. The objective of the company is to help

people who have lost their job to find a new job. Customers

of the company are not always capable to find a new job

by themselves. Common reasons are their age in combination

with having been employed for a long time at the same

employer, having been ill, economic circumstances and a

mismatch between the type of work that is offered and ones

capabilities. The company offers several tools like guiding

hints, training, and workshops that can be deployed in an

online setting or face-to-face. The company can only provide

services to the customer for a limited time. The maximum

duration depends on the number of years of work experience of

the customer. The minimum number of months of entitlement

is 3 and the maximum is 38. A customer can spend less than

the maximum duration using the services, e.g., because the

customer finds a new job.

The company employs hundreds of professionals that sup-

port customers to find a new job. There is a high-level

prescriptive process model which prescribes two phases during

the customer process. In the first phase, which relates to the

first 6 months, a face-to-face contact is required. In the second

phase, after the first six months, specific services, taken from

the whole set of interventions, need to be offered to the

customer. While the interventions that are available are the

same throughout the company, it is up to the professional to

decide which intervention would benefit a customer the most

at each stage of the customer journey.

The initial impression of the company is that the order in

which the services are offered can influence the outcome,

e.g., having certain types of face-to-face meeting earlier or

later in the process might be more effective. Therefore, the

PAR system is expected to support the company’s employee

to choose the right interventions. The system harnesses the

knowledge of all professionals and supports every professional

in choosing the best next action for a customer.

The KPI that is used in the evaluation is: the customer found
a new job before reaching the maximum service duration.

The KPI is binary and has the value 1 when the customer

found a new job before reaching the maximum duration, and

0 otherwise.

The evaluation is based on an event log L consisting of

12296 complete traces with 62 trace attributes and 302 unique
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activities.5 The attributes refer to properties of the customers

(e.g., age). The activities are the interventions by the company

employees to support the customer’s job seeking, as well as

the actions performed by the customers to actively look for

a job and to follow-up on the employee’s interventions. The

trace length is between 1 and 1161 events, with an average of

95 events. For the evaluation, L was divided in three parts:

• log LTraining with 6148 traces (50%) was used to train

the predictive-analytics oracle P;

• log LTesting with 3074 traces was used to evaluate

oracle P , and to simulate the running traces, for which

recommendations are created;

• log LSimilarity with 3074 traces was used to evaluate the

quality of the recommendations.

Under the assumption of no concept drifts, the division is done

in a complete random fashion.

B. Evaluation on Predictive Analytics

The predictive analytics module is implemented in accor-

dance with the framework discussed in Section II-C.

In order to build a predictive-analytics oracle P , we used

a two-phase approach to choose a suitable predictor model.

First, we evaluated three machine-learning techniques: Ran-

dom Forest, Support Vector Machine, and Decision Tree [10].

We selected the technique that scored the best. This technique

was used in the second phase, where the learning parameters

were tuned through hyper-parameter optimization.

In both phases, we followed the workflow discussed in

Section II-C to train the models. The models were evaluated

using two standard metrics: Accuracy, and AUC Score [10].

The AUC score is a valid metric here because the KPI values

are not uniformly distributed: most of the executions had good

KPI values, namely most of customers have eventually found

a job.

Note that the evaluation excluded such Deep-Learning tech-

niques as LSTM networks [11], because those models require

a significant training time, while the models that we have

employed could already score quite well (see below).

For the first phase, we employed 1000 traces of log

LTraining , which generated 7827 prefixes, which were sub-

sequently encoded. To reduce the number of data-set fea-

tures, we performed a feature selection, based on SelectKBest
method [10]. In this first, preliminary phase, Random Forest,

Support Vector Machine, and Decision Tree were trained using

the default parameters of the respective implementations in the

SciPy package for Python.

The results are shown in Table I: Random Forests and

Support Vector Machines worked better and equally well.

Given the significant difference in training time, we finally

opted for Random Forest.

During the second training phase, we employed all traces of

log LTraining , and we performed a model training with hyper-

parameter optimization, varying the number of decision trees

5For reasons of confidentiality, we are not allowed to share the event-log
dataset.

Classifier Accuracy AUC Training Time
Decision Tree (DT) 0.657 0.610 31 ms
Random Forest (RF) 0.731 0.792 107 ms

Support Vector Machine (SVC) 0.725 0.734 2580 ms

TABLE I: Metrics Score for the Models Trained by Three

Machine-Learning Predictors.

within the forest, and the number of features to consider when

split decision-tree nodes. The best model was obtained with

1000 decision trees, and four decision-tree nodes. To complete

the assessment, we used the second log LTesting to measure

AUC and accuracy. The best model scored quite well: AUC

and accuracy were 0.8145 and 0.8775, respectively.

C. Evaluation on Prescriptive Analytics: The Experiment
Setup

Here, the prescriptive-analytics module operationalizes the

technique discussed in Section III to provide recommenda-

tion. The technique builds on a predictive-analytics oracle

but remains independent from any specific machine-learning

technique employed.

The remainder of this section reports on the evaluation

conducted using the oracle that was constructed as illustrated

in Section IV-B.

In our experiments, we simulated running cases by consider-

ing the 3074 traces in LTesting . For each trace σ ∈ LTesting ,

we uniformly extracted a random number k between 1 and

|σ| − 1, and we considered the prefix σrun, obtained consid-

ering the first k events of σ.

Denoted with A as the activities defined in the reintegration

process, the evaluation follows the steps below for each trace

σrun:

1) We generate one recommendation, namely an activity

aσrun
∈ A.

2) We compute the largest set of traces Lσrun
=

{σ1, . . . , σm} ⊂ LSimilarity such that, for each σi, there

is a prefix of σi that is similar to σrun.

3) We compute the largest set of traces LG
σrun

=
{σG

1 , . . . , σ
G
m} ⊂ Lσrun

such that, for each σG
i , there is a

σP
i ∈ prefix(σG

i ) that is similar to σrun⊕〈(aσrun
, ∅)〉,

namely when the recommendation aσrun
was followed.6

This also defines the set LB
σrun

= Lσrun \ LG
σrun

of

traces similar to σrun when the recommendation was

not followed.

4) We compute the average KPI for the traces in LG
σrun

:

avgKPIRec(σrun) = avgσ∈LG
σrun

T (σ).
5) We compute the average KPI for the traces in LB

σrun
:

avgKPINoRec(σrun) = avgσ∈LB
σrun

T (σ).
Note that avgKPIRec(σrun) and avgKPINoRec(σrun) are

the average when the recommendation is and is not followed,

respectively. The average KPI value of the traces in LG
σrun

and LB
σrun

aims to simulate the typical scenarios of similar

executions with and without recommendation. Clearly, the

definitive assessment would be to test the recommender system

6Symbol ∅ denotes the function with empty domain.
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Fig. 3: Distribution of KPI values when recommendations

were not followed (Average 0.63). The y axis represents the

number of cases.

in a real production environment, but the company did not

allow this because of the potential consequences on their

business.

The above procedure requires one to find the similar traces

in LSimilarity to a given trace σrun. To achieve this, the

prefixes of each trace LSimilarity are divided in buckets.

A first bucket contains the prefixes with duration of up to

one month, where the duration is the difference between the

timestamp of the last event and that of the first event of

the prefix. A second bucket contains the prefix with duration

between one and two months, the third bucket between two

and three months, and so on. The prefixes of each bucket

are encoded as vectors, analogously to the procedure that was

used to learn the prediction oracle (cf. point “Encode Prefix

for Training” in Section II-C). Then, a set of clusters is created

for each bucket, using Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering

along with a principal component analysis to reduce the

number of elements of the vectors [10]. The Silhouette score

was used to ensure a good quality, while each cluster contained

at least 30 traces (ca. 1% of the traces in LSimilarity). The use

of hierarchical clustering has made it possible to set the 30-

trace constraint, which motivates the choice of the clustering

algorithm itself. Then, we determine the bucket b to which

σrun would belong. Finally we encode σrun as vector ν, which

ultimately is associated with the b’s cluster whose centroid is

closer to ν. This centroid contains the prefixes of the traces

that are similar to σrun.

It is worthwhile noting that the use of clustering is not part

of our prescriptive-analytics framework. It is only used in the

case study to determine the traces in a certain log that are

similar to a given one.

In sum, given the log LTesting = {σ1, . . . , σm}, we

simulated a log of running cases Lrun = {σ1
run, . . . , σ

m
run}.

where σi
run contains the first k events, with k randomly chosen

between 1 and |σi|−1. Then, we compute avgKPIRec(σi
run)

and avgKPINoRec(σi
run), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

Fig. 4: Distribution of KPI values when recommendations

were followed (Average 0.74). The y axis represents the

number of cases.

Traces Average
Followed

Average Not
Followed

Δ

Improvement 1205 0.78 0.58 0.20
Worsening 137 0.56 0.64 -0.08

TABLE II: Number of process instances for which the recom-

mendations led to a statistically significant improvement or

worsening of KPI values.

Section IV-D reports on the results obtained through the

experimental setup discussed here.

D. Evaluation on Prescriptive Analytics: The Results

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of avgKPINoRec(σi
run) for

all σi
run ∈ Lrun. This corresponds to the distribution of KPI

values when recommendation is not followed. Recall that,

in our case study, a KPI with the value of 1 is the highest

value, while 0 is the lowest. Fig. 4 shows the distribution

of avgKPIRec(σi
run) for all σi

run ∈ Lrun, namely when

recommendations are followed. By comparing Fig. 3 and

Fig. 4, one can easily observe how the distribution is certainly

closer to 1, when recommendations are indeed followed. The

distribution’s average indeed increased from 0.63 to 0.74.

The analysis of the distribution of KPI values is certainly

valid to gain a general insight into the quality of recommen-

dation. However, this does not directly say how many traces

are observing a statistically significant improvement of KPI

values when recommendations are followed.

Recall that, for each running trace σi
run, LG

σi
run

and LB
σi
run

are the traces similar to σi
run when the recommendation is or

is not followed, respectively. While Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 give a

qualitative indication of the presence of a KPI improvement

when recommendations are followed, a definitive confirmation

requires one to count the number of traces σi
run for which the

average KPI value of traces in LG
σi
run

is significantly higher or

lower than those in LB
σi
run

, from a statistical perspective. For

each trace σi
run, we conducted a Z Test to compare the average

KPI value of the traces in LG
σi
run

with the average of the traces
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in LB
σi
run

. The results are shown in Table II, and illustrates

that, when recommendations are followed, there is a significant

improvement of KPI values for 1205 out of 3074 traces (ca.

39%), while recommendations had a negative KPI impact on

137 traces (ca. 4%). Columns Average Followed and Average
Not Followed illustrate the KPI values when recommendations

were followed or not. For those recommendations with a

significant improvement, the improvement was ca. 0.2 when

the recommendations were followed. Conversely, for those

with a significant worsening of KPI values, the negative

effective was more limited: around 0.08. This ultimately means

that, when executions followed the recommendations, the KPI
value significantly increased for 39% of the executions, and the

recommendations were counter-productive for few executions,

just a limited 4%.

The cases with a significant KPI improvement received

recommendations at different moments in time, as shown in

Fig. 5. The x axis of the figure represents the time in months,

and the y axis indicates the amount of KPI improvement.

A point (x, y) of the graph indicates that the traces that

received recommendation after x months had an average KPI

improvement of y. The curve is obtained via interpolation of

discrete points. Fig. 5 highlights that almost every process

execution with a significant KPI improvement received a

recommendation not later than four months since the execution

started. Note that, if one considers every trace of the initial

event log of 12,296 traces (cf. Section IV-A), the average

case duration is around 12 months with standard deviation

of 10.66 months. The average process-instance duration is

hence significantly higher than the four months shown in

Fig. 5. This shows that recommendations are almost only
useful when followed at the beginning of the case. From

a business viewpoint, this means that, if a customer is at

high risk to not find a job, any supporting intervention (i.e.

recommendation) should be put in place as soon as possible

to have higher chance of success.

V. RELATED WORKS

The realm of Process Mining has proposed several research

works on Predictive Analytics [3], [12], [13]. Conversely,

“little attention has been given to providing recommendation”
and “there is still work to be done in this direction [i.e.
process-aware recommender systems]” [12].

In [14], Conforti et al. discusses a recommender system that

prioritizes the activities that are offered for executions, without

reasoning on additional activities that can be beneficial to put

risky process instances back into the right track. To avoid

violations of constraints, Maggi et al. [15] aim to provide per-

sonalized recommendations to process participants on which

activity to work on as next among those in queue for execution.

Rozinat et al. propose a framework based on simulation, but

they do not provide a concrete operationalization [16]. The

same lack of concrete operationalization is also observed in

a number of architectures for Process-aware Recommender

systems (a.k.a. Operational Support), such as that by Maggi

and Westergaard [17]: the infrastructure is only intended to

Fig. 5: The relation between the earliness of the recommenda-

tion and the amount of KPI improvement when it is followed.

The x and y axes respectively represent the time in months

when the recommendation was given and followed and the

amount of improvement.

allow researchers to build and deploy their own predictive-

and/or prescriptive-analytics algorithms.

Schonenberg et al. [18] and Schobel and Reichert [19] are

among the few approaches that propose concrete implementa-

tions of prescriptive-analytics modules for recommender sys-

tems. However, both approaches base their recommendation

on the KPI’s average in similar traces. These approaches are

certainly valuable when there are sufficiently many traces that

are largely the same. However, first, they only focus on the

activity information attached to the events, instead of the full

payload, as our approach does. Second, they cannot generalize

predictive patterns (e.g., on traces that are not very similar),

which conversely our framework based on machine-learning is

able to do. An empirical evidence of this is in [20]: this paper

illustrates that machine-learning techniques are able to provide

more accurate predictions (and hence recommendations) with

respect to just considering averages.

A very recent proposal of prescriptive analytics based on

machine learning is by Weinzierl et al. [21]. However, this

proposal is only able to recommend for reducing the remaining

time, while we aim at a generic, user-customizable KPI. The

prescriptive analytics proposed in this paper can be potentially

integrated with that by Teinemaa et al. [22], which helps

better prioritize the process cases that require attention, and

recommendations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Process-aware Recommender systems are a new breed of

Information Systems that aim to monitor process executions,

predict their final outcome and, when the latter is unsatisfac-

tory, suggests corrective actions, in the form of recommen-
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dations about the activities to be executed next, to try to get

them back on track. While a large share of research has been

focused on monitoring and predicting, the aspects related to

recommending have been insufficiently considered. It seems

that process stakeholders have been assumed to be able to

recover from those executions on the basis of their subjective

judgment. A few experience reports illustrated that this is not

the case: recommendations need to be based on evidence from

historical data.

This paper puts forward a prescriptive-analytics framework

that relies on process event data. It relies on machine-learning

techniques to be able to (i) discover the execution patterns,

(ii) generalize them, and (iii) correlate them with KPI values.

By combining the prescriptive analytics with monitoring

and predictive analytics, we have been able to design a fully-

fledged Process-aware Recommender system.

The framework has been implemented in Python, and evalu-

ated with real-life event data from a Dutch reintegration com-

pany. The results illustrate that ca. 39% of the analyzed process

executions would have a statistically significant improvement

of the KPI values if the personalized recommendations were

followed. Recommendations showed to be counter-productive

for just 4% of the executions.

We acknowledge that the validity of the evaluation is

threatened by the fact that the conclusions have been drawn

on the basis of the comparison with similar traces. Conversely,

a definitive assessment would require to deploy the system in

a production environment, and use it to provide support to a

certain fraction of the running cases. At the same time, the rest

of the cases would continue as before, without the system. This

would allow us to compare the KPI values with and without

recommendation. Although the on-the-field experimentation

was the initial intention of this research work, it showed itself

to be a goal that is hard to achieve. Companies are extremely

reluctant to carry on this sort of experimentation, because

it can hamper their own business. This is also due to the

fact that the trust in the recommender system can only be

built if recommendations are coupled with human intelligible

explanations that motivate them [23].

The considerations above delineate some directions worth-

while exploring: on the one hand, we aim to test our recom-

mender system in a production environment; on the other hand,

we want to equip it with explanations of the recommendations.

Last but not least, our prescriptive analytics only focuses on

activities, event and trace attributes, and does not consider the

aspects related to the time between events, such as the process-

instance duration (time between the first and last activity), or

the time elapsed since the last performed activity. We plan to

incorporate these time-related aspects, which might additional

ingredients towards more accurate recommendations.
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Abstract—Dynamic bottlenecks occur when some cases in
a particular part of the process are temporarily delayed. In
performance-optimized systems such as production systems,
warehouse automation systems, and baggage handling systems,
such bottlenecks are rare, bounded in time and location, but
costly when they occur and propagate through the system. Detect-
ing and understanding the situations that cause such bottlenecks
is crucial for mitigating and preventing processing delays. Clas-
sical process mining techniques that analyze performance along
individual cases cannot detect these phenomena and their causes.
We show that undesired system-level behavior can be detected
when identifying temporal event patterns across different cases in
the same process step. Conceptualizing these patterns as system-
level events allows us to correlate them into cascades of system-
level behavior using spatio-temporal conditions. We discover
classes of frequent patterns in these cascades that describe
behaviors that precede bottlenecks. Applied on event data of a
major European airport, our approach could fully automatically
detect cascades of undesired system-level behavior leading to
dynamic bottlenecks. Each detected cascade was verified as a
correct causal explanation for a dynamic bottleneck due to the
physical system layout and its processing.

Index Terms—Process mining, Performance analysis, Dynamic
bottlenecks, Event aggregation, Event correlation

I. INTRODUCTION

A primary objective of applying process mining is detecting

and understanding process performance problems to prevent

unnecessary delays or bottlenecks through process redesign

or early detection and mitigation. Bottlenecks are observed

when cases or items are processed too slow, leading to an

accumulation of unprocessed work. Bottlenecks are caused

by the unavailability of a worker or machine or when work

volume exceeds work capacity, resulting in growing queues

and longer waiting times [1]. The most common approach for

identifying bottlenecks from event logs is to calculate for each

case or item the time difference between any two subsequent

process steps [2]. Aggregating these time differences over all

cases reveals which process steps take longer than average,

indicating a “static” bottleneck observed for the majority of

the cases due to structural capacity problems.

A. Dynamic Bottlenecks

Performance-optimized processes in production systems,

warehouse automation systems, and Baggage Handling Sys-

tems (BHS) already established sufficient processing capacity

to avoid static bottlenecks, often through a lean design pro-

cess [3]. Here, bottlenecks only arise dynamically when the

process operates outside its standard operating conditions, such

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L66 5 4

3

2 1

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L65 3 4 26 17

7

blockage
+2mins delay

high load
3mins later

high load

Fig. 1: Formation of a dynamic bottleneck.

as work volume temporarily exceeding expected capacity or

processing capacity temporarily falling below intended levels.

Fig. 1 illustrates an example from a BHS. We observe a higher

load of cases (bags) 4, 5, 6 between L1 and L2 that can still

be processed normally with additional cases 3 and 7 about to

enter. This high load propagates forward via conveyor belts

to L2, L3, L4. Between L4 and L5 cases 2, 4, 3, 5 saturate

the physical system capacity. Processing at L4 is temporarily

slowed down by stopping the conveyor belt from L3 to L4,

and cases 6, 7 are blocked for 2 minutes.

Such dynamic bottlenecks are rare, bounded in time and

location, but costly when they occur. In the BHS example,

a delay of 2 minutes could mean bags 6, 7 might miss

a scheduled flight. Bottlenecks may propagate through the

system similar to a traffic jam: processing at L3 in Fig. 1

may slow down as well, causing further bottlenecks before

L3. Understanding under which circumstances dynamic bot-

tlenecks emerge and propagate (and how far) would enable

process redesign or the development of suitable early-warning

prediction models enabling human or automated intervention.

B. Research Problem

In this paper, we consider the research problem of (1)
detecting dynamic bottlenecks and (2) detecting the process
behavior which frequently precedes dynamic bottlenecks from
basic process event logs. The process behavior leading to

a bottleneck cannot be described in terms of a single case

or group of cases: {4, 5, 6} between L1 and L2 form the

initial high-load situation, but {2, 3, 4, 5} between L4 and

L5 form the later high-load situation causing the blocking of

{6, 7} before L4. If the bottleneck propagates further towards

L2, completely different cases will be affected. As a result

case-oriented process mining techniques are unable to detect
dynamic bottlenecks and how they form and propagate.
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C. Approach

We argue that solving the above problems requires studying

“system-level” behavior which can only be observed indirectly

from case-level events (of different cases) that have a specific

characteristic in a specific part of the process, e.g., events

related to bags {4, 5, 6} between L1 and L2 forming a “high-

load” dynamic. From this angle, the following three sub-

problems arise which we propose to solve as follows.

(1) Automatically detect “outlier” system-level behaviors
that are different from normal operations and bounded in
location and in time, i.e., the specific process steps and
time interval where the process operated outside its regular
parameters. Formally, given an event log L of case-level

events E characterized by activity, time, and case identifier,

identify all sub-sets s1, ..., sN ⊆ E of events of L whose

characteristics significantly deviate from other sets of events,

e.g., higher load and dynamic bottlenecks. The subsets si may

overlap if they represent different overlapping characteristics.

In this paper, we conceptualize the problem in a general way

and propose to aggregate each set si into a system-level event
for further analysis; we provide efficient techniques to detect

time-bounded high-load situations and dynamic bottlenecks in

performance-optimized systems such as a BHS.

(2) Automatically identify those system-level events which
are meaningfully correlated to each other and can be con-
sidered as a cascade of causally related system-level events.
This necessitates the inclusion of domain-knowledge. In this

paper, we conceptualize the problem in terms of temporal and

spatial distance properties between system-level events. We

then identify correlated events by querying for system-level

events with low temporal and spatial distance, i.e., dynamics

in adjacent process steps that overlap in time. We show that

the correlated, viz. queried, system-level events describe a

partially-ordered system-level behavior that we call a cascade.

(3) Automatically identify frequent patterns of correlated
system-level events in system-level cascades that result in
dynamic bottlenecks. We show that applying existing sub-

graph mining algorithms can efficiently detect such frequent

patterns in cascades.

D. Results

We applied the above techniques of system-level event

detection, querying, and grouping into system-level cascades,

and frequent pattern detection on the complete baggage-level

event data of 7 days of a BHS of a major European airport.

We identified 1029 instances of dynamic bottlenecks and

123187 instances of other outlier behaviors. We identified four

basic types of frequent patterns that precede these bottlenecks;

all identified patterns were confirmed as correctly describing

cause-effect behavior for forming dynamic bottlenecks.

In the following, we discuss related work in Sect. II. We

then introduce an event model that considers events at different

levels of abstraction in Sect. III to structure our research

problem. We discuss how to detect system-level events in

Sect. IV, how to detect cascades of correlated system-level

events in Sect. V, and how to find patterns in cascades in

Sect. VI. We report on our results on synthetic and real-life

event logs in Sect. VII and discuss our findings and future

work in Sect. VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

The primary approach for performance outlier analysis in
process mining is to aggregate time differences between any

two process steps and identify outlier values [2]. However,

these techniques can only identify static bottlenecks affecting

all (or most) cases. Event interval analysis [4] allows analyzing

durations between any two process steps on a more fine-

grained level based on event and case attributes, but cannot

capture patterns involving multiple cases. The visual analytics

technique of the Performance Spectrum reveals time-bounded

performance patterns [5] over multiple process steps. These

performance patterns can be understood as emergent system-

level behavior formed by a group of cases in a specific

time-window, such as batching [6]. We contribute techniques

to detect performance patterns of multiple cases (system-

level events) with a negative impact on performance, esp.

bottlenecks, and how they propagate in time and to other

process steps (as system-level dynamic).

Behavioral outlier analysis techniques in process mining
identify infrequent event sequences [7] or infrequent event

contexts [8] in a case of correlated events. The problem of this

paper is to identify frequent patterns over emergent system-

level events that are initially uncorrelated.

Techniques for finding sequential patterns in spatio-temporal

event data [9] are inapplicable due to the distributed nature

of processes. Process event correlation techniques either use

case-level attributes to correlate events [10] or a process model

describing the expected behavior [11]. This information is not

available for emergent system-level events. By abstracting a

process as a sequence of queues and visualizing the queue

parameters over time, Staged Process Flows [12] allow visu-

ally analyzing how performance problems propagate through

a process and affect multiple cases. This technique however

assumes a sequential process and outlier behavior is not

captured as a data feature for further analysis.

Queueing concepts are also used to discover congestion

graphs [13] which model workload and resource availability

over time in a Markov state for improved remaining time

prediction. The congestion graph model is local to one process

step and does not consider how performance problems may

propagate. Our work aims at detecting, for instance, situations

of high workload and resource unavailability and how they

propagate to other process steps, thus providing a large de-

scription of performance dynamics.

Outside process mining, studies in distributed system failure
analysis [14], [15] revealed the importance of analyzing cor-

relations of outlier behavior and failures to increase resilience

and performance in IT systems [16] and in IoT environments

[17]. No existing work studies cascades of correlated failures

for frequent patterns. Various works address finding outliers

and their causal relations in traffic data streams. Outliers are

identified through temporal properties in a specific spatial area
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Fig. 2: Case, segment, and system-level events.

[18]–[20]. Outliers of a single type are correlated by building

trees based on spatial and temporal properties of outliers [18]

or by training a deep neural network which also allows short-

term prediction [19]. Spatio-temporal correlations between

different outliers can be learned through an attention network

[20]. However, these works do not distinguish different types

of outlier behavior. These techniques cannot visualize and

explain longer cascades of multiple outlier events over time

and their frequencies.

III. EVENT DEFINITIONS ON DIFFERENT LEVELS

To precisely formulate the three research questions of

Sect. I, we introduce a conceptual event model having 3 levels.

Case-level events records updates to a case as usual; segment-
level events capture behavioral properties of pairs of directly

related events; system-level events describe sets of consecutive

segment-level events with specific properties. Figure 2 illus-

trates all 3 event notions for the behavior described in Fig. 1.

We assume our input events to be records of actions that

happened to a specific case or object at a specific point in

time, i.e., the standard event notion in process mining. We

call a relation < ⊆ E × E an acyclic order iff its transitive

closure <∗ is irreflexive, i.e., < has no (self-)cycle.

Definition 1 (Case-level event log). A case-level event log

Lc = (Ec,#c, <c) is a set Ec of events; #c defines attributes
such as case id #c

id(e), activity #c
act(e), and time #c

time(e)
for each e ∈ Ec; events are ordered by an acyclic order wrt.
case id and time <c ⊆ {(e1, e2) ∈ Ec × Ec | #c

id(e1) =
#c

id(e2) ∧#c
time(e1) ≤ #c

id(e2)}.
Note that <c orders only events in the same case and

according to time, but <c can be stricter than a partial order. In

the following, we assume that <c describes “directly causally

precedes” which can be derived using binary token flows [21],

transitive reduction of a partial order [8], or may simply hold

in the data, e.g., a bag moving on a physical conveyor belt.

In Fig. 2, each square shows a case-level event, each diagonal

line between two case-level events shows <c. Tab. I shows

a part of a case-level event log for our running example of

Fig. 1 (not visualized in Fig. 2); e15 <c e18 and e18 <c e22
but e15 �<c e22.

The set of activities in Lc is Σ = {#c
act(e) | e ∈ Ec}. We

call a pair (a, b) ∈ Σ×Σ a segment of the process describing

the passage from activity a to the next activity b [5]. Two

TABLE I: Case-level events of running example

id act time
. . . . . . . . . . . .
e10 1 L4 10:21:30
e11 1 L5 10:21:50
e12 2 L4 10:23:10
e13 2 L5 10:23:30
e14 4 L4 10:23:25
e15 5 L3 10:23:40
e16 4 L5 10:23:45
e17 3 L4 10:23:40
e18 5 L4 10:23:55
. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .
e19 3 L5 10:24:00
e20 6 L3 10:23:55
e21 7 L3 10:24:30
e22 5 L5 10:24:05
e23 6 L4 10:26:00
e24 8 L3 10:24:40
e25 7 L4 10:26:15
e26 6 L5 10:26:20
e27 8 L4 10:26:20

case-level events e1 <c e2 with #c
act(e1) = a,#c

act(e2) = b
describe that the cases or objects #c

id(e1) and #c
id(e2) passed

through segment (a, b). We capture this behavioral observation

as an aggregate event, called a segment-level event as shown

in Fig. 2. The segment-level events are fully defined by the

case-level event log Lc as follows.

Definition 2 (Segment-level log). Let Lc = (Ec,#c, <c) be a
case-level event log. A segment-level log Ls = (Es,#s, <s)
of Lc has events Es = <c (the causally related events of Lc)
where each segment-level event s = (e1, e2) ∈ Es has case
id #s

id(s) = #c
id(e1) = #c

id(e2), source and target activity
#s

src(s) = #c
act(e1), #

s
tgt(s) = #c

act(e2), start and end time
#s

start(s) = #c
time(e1), #s

end(s) = #c
time(e2). Events are

acyclically ordered wrt. segment and time by <s ⊆ {(s1, s2) ∈
Es × Es | #s

src(s1) = #s
src(s2) ∧ #s

tgt(s1) = #s
tgt(s2) ∧

(#s
start(s1) < #s

start(s2) ∨#s
end(s1) < #s

end(s2))}.
Each diagonal line between two case-level events in Fig. 2

is a segment-level event. Table II shows the segment-level

event log for the case-level events in Tab. I; for instance

s75 = (e15, e18) and s77 = (e18, e22). Each segment-level

event defines a spatio-temporal interval from #s
src(s) to

#s
tgt(s) during time [#s

start(s);#
s
end(s)].

In contrast to case-level events, <s orders the segment-level

events of cases per segment, e.g., in Tab. II s75 <s s78 (for

cases 5 and 6 in (L3, L4)). Def. 2 requires that the order

<s is consistent with at least start or end time. Though, <s

can be stricter than the temporal order (as in Def. 1). In the

following, we assume s1 <s s2 iff s1 directly starts before s2,

i.e., their start events are neighbors on the time-axis of their

start activity in Fig. 2. We write Es(a, b) for events s ∈ Es

with #s
src(s) = a and #s

tgt(s) = b in segment (a, b).
Fig. 2 shows how a set of consecutive segment-level events

may form a behavior that we can recognize as a pattern at

the system level. For instance, the segment-level events of

cases 2, 3, 4, 5 in (L4, L5) have a shorter arrival rate than other

segment-level events causing a short interval of high-load. The

segment-level events of cases 6, 7, 8 in (L3, L4) have a longer

duration causing a dynamic bottleneck.

To be able to reason about how the high-load interval relates

to the bottleneck, we aggregate a set of consecutive segment-

level events into a system-level event.
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TABLE II: Segment-level event log

id src tgt start end

s72 1 L4 L5 10:21:30 10:21:50
s73 2 L4 L5 10:23:10 10:23:30
s74 4 L4 L5 10:23:25 10:23:45
s75 5 L3 L4 10:23:40 10:23:55
s76 3 L4 L5 10:23:40 10:24:00
s77 5 L4 L5 10:23:55 10:24:05
s78 6 L3 L4 10:23:55 10:26:00
s79 7 L3 L4 10:24:30 10:26:15
s80 8 L3 L4 10:24:40 10:26:20
s81 6 L4 L5 10:26:00 10:26:20

Definition 3 (System-level event log). Let Ls be a segment-
level event log. A system-level event log Lh = (Eh,#h, <h

) (over Ls) defines a set of system-level events Eh

where for each h ∈ Eh, #h
type(h) is the event type,

#h
src(h) and #h

tgt(h) are source and target, #h
sev(h) ⊆

Es(#h
src(h),#

h
tgt(h)) are segment-level events from Ls,

#h
start(h) = mins∈#h

sev(h)
#s

start(s) is the start time and
#h

end(h) = maxs∈#h
sev(h)

#s
end(s) is the end time. Event

h ∈ Eh is closed iff for any two segment-level events s1, s2 ∈
#h

sev(h) any event x ∈ Es(#h
src(h),#

h
tgt(h)), s1 <s x <s s2

is also in h, i.e., x ∈ #h
sev(h). The order <h of system-level

events is acyclic and must respect time: <h ⊆ {(h1, h2) ∈
Eh×Eh | #s

start(s1) < #s
start(s2)∨#s

end(s1) < #s
end(s2)}.

Figure 2 indicates two closed system-level events h4 and

h5, i.e., two closed sets of consecutive segment-level events.

In a real BHS, the higher load in (L4, L5) may cause the

conveyor belt (L3, L4) to stop.

In contrast to Def. 2, Def. 3 allows two design decisions.

(1) Which sets of segment-level events shall be aggregated into
a system-level event? (2) Which system-level events might be
causally related and hence should be ordered by <h? These

design decisions correspond to our research questions (1) and

(2) which we answer in Sect. IV and V-B, respectively. There

we will call sets of system-level events connected by <h a

cascade of system-level behavior. We then show in Sect. VI

that we can answer research question (3) be searching for

frequent patterns in Lh = (Eh,#h, <h) along <h.

IV. DETECTING SYSTEM-LEVEL EVENTS

We consider how to detect “outlier” system-level events

Eh of interest to build a system-level event log Lh =
(Eh,#h, <h) from a normal case-level event log Lc, i.e.,

research question (1). We already obtained the segment-level

event log Ls = (Es,#s, <s) of Lc as described in Sect. III

and shown in Tab. II. We are interested in detecting closed
system-level events h, i.e., sets of consecutive segment-level

events, that together show a “different” behavioral character-

istic than other events in the segment, as shown in Fig. 2.

Detecting such differences requires a separate detection

method for each type of behavioral characteristic. Thus, solv-

ing this problem requires the analyst to define a set of system-

level event detection methods D = {detect1, ..., detectk}

Blockage

time

src

tgt

#start(h)

#end(h)

Fig. 3: Segment-level events forming a system-level blockage.

where each detection method detect i(E
s,#s, <s) = Eh

i

returns a set of system-level events of a specific type ac-

cording to Def. 3. The set of system-level events is then

Eh =
⋃

detecti∈D detect i(E
s,#s, <s).

In the following, we define two specific system-level event

detection methods to detect dynamic bottlenecks (Sect. IV-A)

and high-load situations (Sect. IV-B) for the domain of mate-

rial handling systems (MHS).

A. Detecting Dynamic Bottlenecks as Blockages

A dynamic bottleneck emerges when one or more cases take

significantly higher times to flow from activity a to activity b
than the baseline duration for segment (a, b). If t̃ is the baseline

duration for cases traversing (a, b), then we can observe a

significant delay as a segment-level event s ∈ Es(a, b) where

the time-duration Δt(s) = #s
end(s)−#s

start(s) is significantly

higher Δt(s)� t̃ than the baseline.

In highly optimized systems such as MHS, the median

duration in a segment does form the intended baseline, i.e., t̃
is the median of Δt(Es) = {Δt(s) | s ∈ Es}. Any segment-

level event s where Δt(s) is an outlier wrt. Δt(Es) in a

statistical sense would show a significant delay. We analyzed

and compared 4 univariate outlier detection methods and iden-

tified the modified z-score as the most reliable technique. [22,

Ch. 5.2]

The modified z-score relates a concrete deviation (Δt(s)−t̃)
of a segment-level event s to the median absolute deviation

MAD = medians∈Es(|Δt(s)− t̃|) of all events:

M(s) = (0.6745 · (Δt(s)− t̃))/MAD (1)

The factor 0.6745 allows approximating a standard normal

distribution. If Ms is higher than a threshold kdelay , the

Δt(s) is an outlier wrt. Δt(Es) and we consider the case

#s
id(s) to suffer a significant delay, i.e., delay(s) = true iff

Ms > kdelay . For the domain of material handling systems,

we confirmed normality of the data and identified kdelay = 50
as reliable together with domain experts. [22, Ch. 5.2]

A dynamic bottleneck emerges when several consecutive

cases experience a delay. For example, in a MHS it may be that

multiple cases are stuck behind each other in the same queue

(red cases in Fig. 3) while other cases wait either before the

blocked queue or are routed around and only enter the queue

after the blockage ends (green cases at the end of Fig. 3).

We can formally describe a blockage as a set of consecutive

segment-level events s with delay(s) = true .

We detect all blockages in a segment (a, b) as follows.

Assuming all start time-stamps to be distinct, Es(a, b) =
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Fig. 4: Segment-level events forming high-load at system-level

〈s1, . . . , sn〉 defines a sequence of segment-level events. Iter-

ating over 〈s1, . . . , sn〉 we find all subsequences 〈sv, . . . , sw〉
with delay(si) = true, v ≤ i ≤ w. Each such subsequence

defines a new system-level event h of #h
type(h) = blockage

over #h
sev(h) = {sv, . . . , sw} (see Def. 3).

Suppose that in our running example (L3, L4) has a median

duration of t̃ = 10secs and MAD = 1sec. Then for

kdelay = 50, segment-level events s78, s79, s80 of Tab. II have

delay(si) = true , e.g., M(s78) = 0.6745 · (125 − 10)/1 =
77.56 > kdelay , resulting in the blockage (BL) system-level

event h5 in Tab. III.

B. Detecting High-load

A process having to handle a significantly higher number

of cases in a process step may face performance problems.

We can quantify the workload in a segment during a time-

interval as the number of segment-level events crossing this

time interval. If this workload is significantly above a baseline

workload, then this time-interval describes a high-load outlier

situation as illustrated in Fig. 4.

To detect high-load events in segment (a, b), we bin all

segment-level events into bins of length kbin, i.e., bini =
{s ∈ Es(a, b) | #s

start(s) ∈ [i · kbin; (i + 1) · kbin)} with

load i = |bini|. We then use the IQR-method to classify bins

as outliers wrt. load. Let P 75
(a,b) be the 75th percentile of the

load i, i > 0. For a bin holds highload(bini) = true iff

load i > P 75
(a,b). As for blockages, we search for subsequences

〈binv, . . . , binw〉 with highload(bini) = true, v ≤ i ≤ w.

Each such subsequence defines a new system-level event h of

#h
type(h) = highload over #h

sev(h) = binv ∪ . . . ∪ binw (see

Def. 3).

Suppose that in our running example segment (L4, L5) for

kbin = 1min has P 50 = 2 and P 75 = 3, i.e., 75% of the

bins see at most 3 bags per minute. Then s73, s74, s76, s77 of

Tab. II fall into a bin with load = 4, resulting in the high-load

(HL) system-level event h4 in Tab. III.

V. DETECTING SYSTEM-LEVEL EVENT CASCADES

In Sect. IV, we detected system-level events Eh from a

given case-level event log Lc, for example the events in

Tab. III. In this section, we detect which system-level events

might be causally related, i.e., research question (2). We

first discuss how to identify whether two events in Eh are

correlated in Sect. V-A. Ordering correlated events by time

yields the relation <h of a system-level event log Lh =
(Eh,#h, <h) (see Sect. III). We then observe that a set of

events connected by <h forms a cascade of system-level

behavior; we formalize this in Sect. V-B.

TABLE III: Detected System-Level Events

type src tgt start end sev

h1 HL L1 L2 10:20 10:23 s65, . . . , s68
h2 HL L2 L3 10:21 10:23 s61, . . . , s64
h3 HL L3 L4 10:22 10:24 s69, . . . , s71
h4 HL L4 L5 10:23 10:24 s73, s74, s76, s77
h5 BL L3 L4 10:23 10:26 s78, s79, s80
h6 HL L5 L6 10:25 10:26 s82, . . . , s84

A. Correlating System-Level Events

In contrast to case-level events, the system-level events

Eh lack a unique case identifier that describes which events

belong to the same observable dynamic. Rather, we infer from

emergent system-level event properties whether two events

might be connected by a direct material cause that explains

why one event has an influence on another event. The example

in Fig. 2 illustrates this: h4 and h5 originate from segment-

level events of disjoint sets of cases, yet the high-load h4 in

segment (L4, L5) prevents cases on (L3, L4) from entering

(L4, L5) which causes the blockage h5 in (L3, L4). In the

following, we discuss which emergent properties we can use to

explain possible causal relations between system-level events.

Each system-level event h in our event model has two

emergent properties at the system-level: a spatial property (it

is located on segment (#h
src(h),#

h
tgt(h))) and a temporal

property (it happens in the interval [#h
start(h);#

h
end(h)]).

There can only be a direct material cause between two system-

level events if they are “sufficiently” close to each other in

space and time, i.e., events that are too far apart cannot be

related. For example, in Fig. 2, h4 and h5 are spatially close

(share activity L4) and temporally close (overlap in time).

We propose to use a spatial distance measure ds : Eh ×
Eh → Ds and a temporal distance measure dt : Eh ×
Eh → Dt to characterize the distance between two events

by ds(h1, h2) and dt(h1, h2). From domain-knowledge we

can derive which spatial and temporal distances together are

Close ⊆ Ds×Dt. Then two events h1, h2 ∈ Eh are correlated

when (ds(h1, h2), dt(h1, h2)) ∈ Close. Note that distance

does not have to be continuous.

• Measuring spatial distance: The spatial distance measure

ds could be based on the physical distance of the locations

of h1 and h2 or whether particular materials or infor-

mation is being exchanged. For the case of a MHS with

physical conveyor belts, we assume that two system-level

events are correlated more likely if they happen on neigh-

bouring conveyor belts. We define distance ds(h1, h2)
as “proximity” in terms of locations shared between

h1 and h2, i.e., ds(h1, h2) = |{#h
src(h1),#

h
tgt(h1)} ∩

{#h
src(h2),#

h
tgt(h2)}|. We consider h1 and h2 spatially

close if they are spatially connected, ds(h1, h2) > 0.

• Measuring temporal distance: The temporal distance mea-

sure dt could be based on time distance or the amount

of overlap between the intervals h1 and h2. For the

case of a MHS, we consider system-level events as
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related if they overlap in time or contain each other in

terms of Allen Algebra. Formally, dt(h1, h2) is the Allen

relation [23] that holds for [#h
start(h1);#

h
end(h1)] and

[#h
start(h2);#

h
end(h2)]; specifically [t1; t

′
1] overlaps with

[t2; t
′
2] iff: t′2 − t′1 > 0 and t2 − t1 > 0; [t1; t

′
1] contains

[t2; t
′
2] iff: t′1 − t′2 > 0 and t2 − t1 > 0. We define that

h1 and h2 are close if dt(h1, h2) ∈ {overlaps, contains}.
Note that dt(h1, h2) defines that h1 and h2 are close only

if h1 starts before h2, i.e., dt(h1, h2) is directed.

Altogether, two events h1, h2 are correlated iff they are

spatially and temporally close, i.e., ds(h1, h2) > 0 and

dt(h1, h2) ∈ {overlaps, contains}. In Fig. 2, h4 and h5 are

correlated.

B. Cascades of Correlated Events

We now want to order the correlated system-level events

over time to study system-level behavior. Technically, we will

end up defining an acyclic order <h of a system-level event

log (Def. 3). We conceptualize this problem as a directed

graph G = (Eh, Fh) where each system-level event is a node

h ∈ Eh. There is a directed edge (h1, h2) ∈ Fh between any

two events that describes that h1 and h2 potentially occur in

the same dynamic(directed clique). From this graph, we retain

only those edges (h1, h2) where h1 and h2 are spatially and

temporally close as described in Sect. V-A.

In other words, we query the graph G for the sub-graph

of edges (h1, h2) where (ds(h1, h2), dt(h1, h2)) ∈ Close.

Each queried edge (h1, h2) states that h1 and h2 are corre-

lated by overlapping spatially and temporally and h1 starts

before h2. This satisfies our requirement for the acyclic

ordering relation <h of system-level event logs (Def. 3).

We thus can define <h = {(h1, h2) ∈ Eh × Eh |
(ds(h1, h2), dt(h1, h2)) ∈ Close}. The resulting system-level

event log Lh = (Eh,#h, <h) can be understood as directed

acyclic graph of correlated events. In general, the system-

level event log Lh = (Eh,#h, <h) is not connected when

interpreting <h as directed edges over nodes Eh.

Definition 4 (Cascade). A cascade is a connected component
in the system-level event log Lh = (Eh,#h, <h). The events
in a cascade are acyclically by local correlations that go
forward in time (along the correlation edges <h).

For instance, the conceptual graph for the system-level

events in Tab. III has nodes h1, . . . , h6 that are all connected

to each other. Querying this graph for correlated events returns

the edges (h1, h2), (h2, h3), (h3, h4), (h4, h5), (h4, h6) result-

ing in the system-level event log of Fig. 5 for the process in

Fig. 1. Together they describe that a high-load h1 in (L1, L2)
propagated forward to h4 in (L4, L5) from where it further

propagated in parallel: backwards as a blockage h5 in (L3, L4)
and forward as high-load h6 in (L5, L6).

VI. DETECTING FREQUENT PATTERNS IN CASCADES

Figure 6 shows some cascades of system-level events de-

tected on real-life data of a BHS. These cascades are complex

in structure and not all correlated outlier dynamics may be

L3:L4*HL L4:L5*HL

L3:L4*BL

L5:L6*HL

L2:L3*HLL1:L2*HL

Fig. 5: Cascade of the system-level events of Tab. III

systematic, that is, occur frequently or even describe cause-

effect relations. In the following, we discuss how to identify

frequently occurring patterns in the cascades of a system-level

event log Lh = (Eh,#h, <h), i.e., research question (3).

Given the graph-based nature of Lh, we propose to describe

these patterns as sub-graphs.

Definition 5 (Cascade pattern). A cascade pattern is a con-
nected labeled graph P = (Np,#p, F p); each node n ∈
Np describes a system-level event by type #p

type(n), and
source #p

src(n) and target #p
tgt(n) activity; each directed

edge (n1, n2) describes that n1 “causes” n2 in the sense
of Sect. III. A cascade pattern P occurs in a system-level
event log Lh iff P is an isomorphic sub-graph in Lh wrt.
#p

type(n),#
p
src(n),#

p
tgt(n), i.e., ignoring time-intervals of

events in Lh.

Finding all frequent cascade patterns becomes a frequent
sub-graph mining problem. Frequent sub-graph mining is a

data mining task of finding all sub-graphs that appear in at

least kmin graphs of a graph database. In our situation, Lh is

the graph database, each cascade is a graph in Lh, and the

frequent sub-graphs are the cascade patterns we are interested

in. Various sub-graph mining techniques are available; in our

evaluation we use TKG [24] which returns the top-k sub-

graphs wrt. their frequency (support) and has low running

times also on large problem instances.

VII. EVALUATION

We implemented and released the first version of our tech-

nique (https://github.com/processmining-in-logistics/cascades/

releases/tag/v1.0) and evaluated it on real-life event data of

a BHS of a major European airport to answer the following

questions. (1) Are there dynamic bottlenecks and do they occur

alone or are they correlated? (2) What is the structure and

frequency of cascades that precede dynamic bottlenecks? (3)

Are there frequent patterns in the cascades that are describing

cause-effect relations of a BHS?

(1) In the BHS, each bag is a case and events are recorded

when bags pass sensors on conveyors, the sensor location is

recorded as activity name. We applied our implementation

on an event log which contains 4,220,897 case-level events

of 152,518 bags over 7 days. Table IV provides statistics of

detected system-level events per day. We distinguish between

blockage and high-load events that were isolated (iso) and

correlated in a cascade (co): most of the outlier behaviors are

correlated. We also report the average delay due to blockages

and the maximum number of bags in a blockage (size):

the frequency and duration of blockages varies, but overall

hundreds of bags are blocked each day, an average 4 minutes

of delay may cause bags checked in late to miss their flight.
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L253:L155*BL
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L249:L155*HL L259:L155*HLL155:L195*HLL252:L155*HL

L13:L9*BL

L171:L9*HL L26:L13*HL

L166:L9*HL

L31:L166*HL

L224:L166*HL

L20:L166*HL

L13:L166*HLL12:L166*HL
L34:L38*HL

L60:L34*HL

L261:L34*HL

L57:L38*BL

L57:L38*HL

L38:L303*HL

L60:L57*HL L60:L40*HL L60:L42*HL

L60:L364*HL L60:L199*HL L303:L128*HL

L365:L261*HL

L9:L17*HL

L13:L9*HL

L166:L9*HL

L13:L18*HL

L13:L9*BL

L168:L13*HL

L11:L13*HL

L169:L13*HL

L23:L13*HL

L13:L170*HL

L8:L13*HL

L13:L30*HL

L171:L13*HL

L13:L166*HL

L170:L171*HL L13:L33*HL

L171:L172*HL

L172:L14*HL

L32:L170*HL

L199:L198*HL

L34:L199*BL

L198:L200*HL

L198:L201*HL L248:L155*HL

L249:L155*HL

L155:L154*HL

L250:L155*HL

L251:L154*HL L252:L155*HLL253:L155*BL

L254:L251*BL

L251:L195*HL

L155:L195*HL

L255:L251*BL

Fig. 6: Detected cascades of system-level events.

TABLE IV: Detected system-level events and cascades

High-load Blockage # Cascades
Day iso co iso co delay size total block.

Mon 1073 15876 23 41 214s 4 586 23
Tue 924 16582 57 115 294s 13 785 40

Wed 920 15719 51 109 243s 9 869 47
Thu 1287 15871 30 71 454s 6 904 38
Fri 1390 18428 55 83 266s 6 1090 50
Sat 1069 16802 38 146 290s 6 1029 55

Sun 1183 16063 59 151 220s 12 991 56

(2) Table IV also reports the number of cascades found

in total and cascades with at least one blockage event: most

cascades contain no blockage but several cascades contain

multiple correlated blockage events. We detect more cascades

with and without blockages on Friday to Sunday which is in

line with higher flight traffic. Fig. 6 shows a few example

cascades: cascades greatly vary in size and complexity.

(3) We applied the frequent subgraph mining algorithm

TKG of SMPF [25] on the detected cascades with at least

one blockage. We detected 4591 frequent subgraphs; 500

subgraphs contained at least one blockage with a minimum

support of 3. We analyzed the structure of the frequent

subgraphs and identified the following 4 types, also shown

in Fig. 7.

1) Fig. 7a illustrates the first cascade pattern type. Next

to each system-level event h1 we visualize its segment

h1
h3h2

B:C

backward forward

h2
h3

h1

B:C C:DA:B

forward
forward

h1
h2

C:B

B:C C:DA:B

h2
h3

h1backward

backward

(a) Forward

(c) Parallel

(b) Backward

(d) Mixed
A:B A:B C:D

Fig. 7: Frequent types of cascade patterns.

TABLE V: Frequency of detected cascade patterns per type

Patterntype Frequency Minsupport Maxsupport

Forward 50 3 6
Backward 60 3 5

Parallel 68 3 6
Mixed 322 3 4

as a node #h
src(h1) : #

h
tgt(h1) connected via a dashed

edge. The red edge from one segment node to the next

indicates that the target activity of the first is the source

of the second activity (they form a sequence). We can

see that the causal order h1 <h h2 <h h3 follows the

direction of the segments, i.e., the cascade propagates

forward in the process.

2) Fig. 7b illustrates the second pattern where h1 <h

h2 <h h3 are ordered in opposite direction of the

segments, i.e., the cascade propagates backwards in the

process.

3) Fig. 7c illustrates the third pattern where the segments

are not sequentially ordered but diverge from the same

source or converge to the same target, i.e., the cascade

propagates in parallel.
4) Fig. 7d illustrates the fourth pattern where the cascade

propagates mixed through the process, i.e., forward,

backward, and parallel.

Table V shows how many patterns of each type were

found in the data and their minimum and maximum support.

The large number of mixed patterns suggests that dynamic

bottlenecks are most often preceded by complex dynamics.

Fig. 8 shows 3 detected mixed frequent subgraphs with at

least one blockage with the physical layout. Fig 8a shows

a simple subgraph detected close to the end of the process.

We indicate the average delay between start times of two

system-level events on the edge. High-load (h1) on segment

L13:L14 propagates forward (h2) and causes a blockage (h3)

after 143 secs at up-stream segment L16:L13. This pattern

is causally explained by the system: L13:L14 is overloaded

causing L16:L13 to stop forwarding bags. Subgraph 8b was

found in baggage screening and is similar to subgraph 8a

high-load (h2) on L3:L2 causes a blockage (h3) at upstream

segment L4:L3. Interestingly (h2) is preceded in this frequent

pattern by a parallel high-load (h1). The blockage (h3) is

explained causally by (h2) whereas the preceding high-load

(h1) is only frequently correlated to (h2) but both causally link

to (h4). Fig. 8c illustrates a bigger subgraph detected at the

end of the process. Here, high-loads (h1) and (h2) converge

via L6:L7 and L8:L7 to location L7, propagate backwards

as high-load (h3) to L9:L8. Location L8 is a split to three

different locations L7, L10, L11. The high-load propagates

downstream and causes a blockage (h5) on L8:L10. This

complex dynamic occurred repeatedly and the first high-load

occurred 194 secs before the blockage.
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Fig. 8: Examples of detected cascade patterns.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We presented and validated a new method to detect cascades

of system-level behavior which frequently precede dynamic

bottlenecks from regular event logs. We could detect dynamic

bottlenecks in a highly optimized BHS of a major European

airport. The bottlenecks occur in cascades of high-load situa-

tions that propagate through the system. We verified that all

propagation dynamics are causally explained by the underlying

system dynamics.

The current approach has several limitations. The identified

patterns occur relatively infrequently in the cascades and show

a large variety. All the patterns have low support which

requires further investigation. Analysis of longer time scales

is required to increase confidence in the findings. Currently,

we only consider high-load as an explanation for dynamic

bottlenecks. Other causes such as availability of workers and

equipment have to be included in future work. We only

detect dynamic bottlenecks but would like to predict those

bottlenecks, e.g., by splitting patterns in prediction rules

with antecedent and consequent. We only demonstrated the

applicability of our approach to BHS. The applicability to

other systems with strict queuing has to be confirmed while

generalization to business processes requires further research.
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Abstract—Remaining time prediction (RTP) is the problem of
predicting the time until a specific process step is reached in
a specific process instance. Feature engineering in established
RTP techniques assume that cases progress in isolation. Inter-
case dynamics such as batching violate this assumption, leading
to high prediction errors. Yet, existing RTP techniques do not
consider the nature of prediction errors to improve quality.
We contribute a technique for identifying the location and
context of prediction errors by visually comparing prediction
and ground truth. For the case of batching, we show how to
engineer inter-case features that detail the impact of batching
on the remaining time. Our evaluation shows that adding inter-
case features improves prediction performance across almost all
evaluated primary prediction methods on two real-life event logs,
with error reductions of up to 37%. We finally advocate for a
more thorough and transparent evaluation of prediction errors
in RTP research, including our own results.

Index Terms—predictive process monitoring, remaining time
prediction, inter-case features, batch processing

I. INTRODUCTION

Remaining time prediction (RTP) in processes is the prob-

lem of predicting the time until a specific process step is

reached in a specific instance of a process. When put to

practice successfully, RTP allows for the timely identification

of performance problems such as delays in a specific process

or workload peaks [1]. RTP is usually accomplished by

learning from historic event data a predictive model RM .

Given a prefix of the current process instance RM returns

the estimated remaining time until completion of the instance.

A survey and benchmark of various RTP techniques de-

veloped in the recent years [2] identifies progress and best

practices in training RTP models. The survey and the primary

studies evaluate model quality using the mean absolute error
(MAE) between predicted and actual remaining time. Most

techniques still suffer from considerable errors: for 13 of

the 16 evaluated data sets, the best technique shows average

relative errors of 31%-55% and absolute errors of up to 180

days. None of the existing studies, c.f. [2] detail the nature

of the errors made nor consider the question of how to

systematically overcome the errors and the limitations of the

model learning techniques. We consider this lack of evaluation

and reflection a gap in RTP research and practice.

We address the problem of identifying the nature of errors
made by a given RTP model RM , and of using these insights
to engineer additional features that reduce the errors of RM

ya

yb
tta tb

Fig. 1. Performance spectrum example of single process segment.

(after re-training). Answers to this question help establishing

an effective feedback loop that is necessary for improving RTP

models in a systematic way.

In this paper, we focus on prediction errors made due

to an invalid assumption made by most RTP techniques.

All surveyed RTP techniques [2] predict the remaining time

using only intra-case features of events in the current process

instance, thereby assuming each process instance is performed

in isolation and its progress is independent of other process

instances. The visual analytics technique of the Performance
Spectrum (PS) [3] refutes this assumption. The patterns visible

in the PS in Fig. 1 reveal inter-case dynamics, such as

batching [4], influencing the progress of multiple cases.

To identify which mechanisms and dynamics contribute to

high prediction errors of a given model RM , we propose to

adapt the PS in two ways. First, we color-code segments in

the PS based on whether the prediction error made by RM
increases or decreases at a specific process step, revealing at

which step RM makes the highest error. Second, we overlay

the actual behavior of all cases with the predictions made by

RM thereby revealing which behavioral patterns of inter-case

dynamics RM does not identify. For the most prevalent pattern

of batching, we then show how to engineer so-called inter-case
features [5]–[7] which allow to inject information about the

progress of other cases as context for the current case. We

specifically engineer features that describe the waiting time

of cases until batching occurs thereby giving more precise

information about the remaining time.

In our evaluation, we show that identifying and engineering

inter-case batching features using the proposed techniques

allows reducing prediction errors by 13%-37% for batched

cases without negatively impacting non-batched cases on two

real-life event logs. We also critically evaluate our improved

prediction models using the proposed techniques and several

standard, detailed data plots, thereby outlining shortcomings

and limitations of the model and how to improve the models
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further using these insights.

Next, we discuss background and related work of RTP in

Sect. II. We present our techniques for error identification in

Sect. III and show how to engineer inter-case features for

batching in Sect. IV. We evaluate models trained on these

features and their errors in Sect. V and conclude in Sect. VI.

II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

A. Remaining Time Prediction Background

In remaining time prediction (RTP) - and PPM in general

- predictions are made using the history of ongoing process

instances based on the continuations of previously completed

process instances. A complete process instance pid is recorded

as the sequence of events σ = 〈e1, ..., em〉 that occurred in

pid, i.e., the current trace of pid. Each event records multiple

attributes. We write #n(e) for the value of attribute n of event

e and require that #activity(e) and #time(e) are defined for

all events.

For process prediction, an incomplete trace or prefix and

the information carried by this prefix (e.g. case and event

attributes) are used as input to a prediction model that aims to

reason about a certain outcome y at a moment in the future.

We call such a reasoning step about a specific prefix hdk(σ) =
〈e1, ..., ek〉, k ≤ |σ| an individual prediction Phdk(σ) or just P
if the prefix is clear. We define ak = #act(ek) as the point of

prediction and tak
= tP = #time(ek) as the time moment of

prediction at which the predictive reasoning step took place.

Remaining time prediction reasons about the time yP until

the last activity a|σ| of the trace will occur. Each prediction

has a predicted outcome yP and an actual outcome yP . yP
is unknown when the prediction is made at run-time, but can

be derived from the suffix tlm−k(σ) of an already completed

trace σ for model training.

B. Developing a Remaining Time Prediction Model

Research in RTP developed various approaches to train a

model RM that can predict remaining time yP from hdk(σ)
(and other input features). Process aware approaches use an

explicit representation of a process model in the prediction,

such as transition systems [8], stochastic Petri nets [9] or

queuing models [10]. Process-agnostic approaches do not

use an explicit representation of a process model, such as

machine learning algorithms (ML) [6], [11], neural networks

[12] or statistical models [13]. Hybrid approaches combine

both so that decision points in a process model representation

are enriched with process-agnostic models (such as statistical

models or other) [14]. While differing in the technical ma-

chinery, all approaches largely follow the same method for

model development characterized by 3 parameters: Encoding,

Bucketing, learning Algorithm.

Data preparation. Prior to model learning, the input data,

i.e. the set of prefixes, undergoes standard data preparation,

e.g. cleaning, feature engineering, feature encoding, and, in

the case of process-agnostic and hybrid approaches, prefix
encoding E (see [2]). A prefix encoding function E transforms

each prefix 〈e1, . . . , ek〉 into a feature vector 〈X1, . . . , Xn〉

such that it is interpretable for a model learning technique

(e.g., an ML-algorithm or a neural network). Three basic

prefix encodings exist: the data payload of the last event

in the trace (last state encoding E = l), the aggregated

data payload of all events (aggregate encoding E = a)

or the concatenated data payload of all events (index-based

encoding E = i). Optionally, prefix bucketing B can be

applied to divide encoded prefixes into buckets of prefixes

with similar properties to train separate prediction models (see

[2]), e.g. buckets of prefixes with the same length (prefix-

length bucketing B = p), buckets with prefixes grouped by a

clustering algorithm (cluster bucketing B = c), or all prefixes

end up in a single bucket B = s.

Model learning. Next, a model is built, validated and tuned.

For process aware approaches this often encompasses the

mining of a process model and evaluating several metrics

such as fitness and precision [15] to find the optimal model

configuration. For process-agnostic approaches, the building

of a model is often known as training; features in the data are

used as input to an algorithm that tries to learn an ML-model

that generalizes on the input data to fit a certain label [16]. In

our experiments, we will use a combination of bucketing- and

encoding techniques and two ML-algorithms A, i.e. random

forest (A = r) and xgboost (A = x) to learn ensembles of

regression trees. Using parameters (B,E,A), we can charac-

terize an RTP model for instance by RM = (p, a, x).
Evaluation. Finally, the trained model is evaluated regarding

its accuracy and tuned using grid search or cross validation to

find the optimal model configuration. In practice, the above

steps are repeated until a model with sufficient accuracy is

found. In research, improvement of the proposed technique

over the state-of-the-art in accuracy is evaluated. For this, the

state of the art approach serves as a baseline and will, together

with the novel method, be run on a set of unseen data to

measure the performance, most often in terms of accuracy.

Typical accuracy measures used in RTP are the mean absolute

error (MAE), the root mean squared error (RMSE) or the mean

absolute percentage error (MAPE). All these measures entail

first calculating the error for each prediction separately, after

which these are aggregated into a single value by calculating

some form of the mean.

As we observed in Sect. I, aggregate measures such as

MAE, RMSE, cannot reveal the causes for low model ac-

curacy. Therefore in our evaluation, we will not only use the

MAE, but also propose additional, more thorough evaluation

methods that allow us to explain the prediction error in a

qualitative manner. Instead of inference from data prepara-

tion or modeling choices, we use direct observation of how

predictions compare to actual outcomes.

C. Incorporating Inter-Case Features

In this paper, we specifically focus on the inclusion of an

inter-case perspective in process prediction. Currently, only a

few approaches have been introduced that take this perspective

into account. The interplay among running cases is first

considered for predicting risks in [17], however this method
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does not accommodate for remaining time prediction. In [10],

queuing theory is used to annotate a transition system with

features such as queue-length to predict the remaining time,

acknowledging the influence of other queued cases on a case’s

remaining cycle time.

The problem of incorporating inter-case features in process-

agnostic remaining time prediction has first been explored

in [5] and extended in [6]. In these works, two approaches

approximate workload by deriving the number of open cases

that are similar to the one to be predicted at the moment

of prediction. The number of similar cases can be derived

using domain knowledge or automatically using so-called

case proximity metrics. This number is added as additional

feature Xn+1 to the feature vector. In [7], longer waiting

times between processing steps are estimated by mining a

Markov-state representation (MSR) for the next process step

ak+1 = #act(ek+1) at prediction time tP ; the MSR estimates

the number of other cases waiting to reach ak+1 and the times

since latest start and completion of ak+1. From the MSR,

additional features Xn+1, . . . , Xn+l are derived and added to

the feature vector.

Similar to [6] and [7], we also explore the incorporation

of inter-case features in remaining time prediction using ML-

based methods. In comparison, [6] and [7] derive inter-case

features using concepts of queuing theory while assuming

ideal queuing behavior in the data to be present such as cases

being processed individually. We show in Sect. III that first

visually identifying causes of low prediction accuracy allows

to avoid false assumptions prior to feature engineering, specif-

ically we identify the impact of non-individual processing in

batches. We also adopt the principles of [6], [7] to engineer

inter-case features, but we draw on data-summarization of

batching behavior for this in Sect. IV.

III. IDENTIFYING PROBLEMATIC INTER-CASE DYNAMICS

In this section, we present a means to analyze the output

of any RTP approach from an inter-case perspective for

uncovering inter-case related causes of high prediction errors.

We first introduce two visualization methods based on the

performance spectrum in III-A, after which we outline the

procedure of using these methods for the analysis in III-B.

A. The Performance Spectrum

We first shortly recall the performance spectrum (PS) [3],

since it serves as a building block for the visualization methods

presented in this section. The PS visualizes process behavior

over time as illustrated in Fig. 1. It describes how cases

transition from activity a to activity b over time t. Whenever a
is directly followed by b in a case, we observe an occurrence
of the segment (a, b) from time ta (moment of occurrence of

a) to time tb. Each occurrence (a, b) is plotted as a line from

(ta, ya) to (tb, yb); revealing patterns in the data not observable

under aggregation – specifically any inter-case dynamics.

1) Overlaid Performance Spectrum (OPS): We now want to

qualitatively evaluate a set of predictions P by a trained RTP

model RM on a test data set by comparing to what extent

AP

SC

e|�|

Fig. 2. OPS diagram of RF log for S = (AP, SC) and k = 4.

RM can reproduce temporal patterns present in the test data.

We propose the Overlaid PS that visualizes all remaining time

predictions P ∈ P overlaid on the actual PS as in Fig. 2.

For overlaying, we focus on a subset of predictions Pk,a,b ⊆
P at prefix-length k, last activity ak = a (prediction point),

and next activity ak+1 = b. For each prediction P ∈ Pk,a,b,

we visualize (1) its actual progression from activity a to b in

segment (a, b), (2) its actual progression from activity b to case

completion at a|σ| in a “virtual” segment (b, a|σ|), overlaid

with (3) its predicted progression from a to completion a|σ| in

“virtual” segment (a, a|σ|). For each prediction P ∈ Pk,a,b we

plot occurrences in (a, b) and (b, a|σ|) using time-coordinates

ta = tak
= tP , tb = tak+1

, and ta|σ| = ta + yP from the test

data. We then overlay the predictions as lines in (a, a|σ|) using

time-coordinates ta and ta|σ| = ta + yP (predicted absolute

end time); see [18] for details.

Fig. 2 shows an OPS diagram of the RF log for k = 4
for segment Add Penalty:Send for Credit Collection (a, b) =
(AP, SC) based on the prediction results of an RTP model

RM = (p, a, x) [2] discussed in Sect. II. In Fig. 2, the segment

occurrences (AP, SC) and (SC, a|σ|) in black describe the

actual progression of predictions P ∈ P4,AP,SC and the

overlaid segment occurrences (AP, a|σ|) in red and blue

describe their corresponding predicted progression (red for

over-prediction and blue for under-prediction). We directly see

that RM cannot predict the batching dynamics causing a large

prediction error.

2) Performance Spectrum with Error Progression: The

OPS globally visualizes the prediction error but not at which

prediction points these errors are made. We therefore introduce

the PS with error progression (PSw/EP). We color code each

segment occurrence in the original PS based on whether the

prediction error increased or decreased when passing through

the segment.

We fix a trace variant a1, . . . , as along which we analyze

error progression. For each segment (ak, ak+1), 1 ≤ k < s and

for each trace σ in the test set passing through (ak, ak+1),
we calculate the relative absolute error raek, raek+1 of the

predictions Pk = Phdk(σ) and Phdk+1(σ). We use relative

error raek = |yPk
− yPk

|/yPk
to make errors in different

segments comparable. When plotting an occurrence in a seg-

ment (ak, ak+1), 1 ≤ k < s, we color the line red if the error

decreases, i.e., raek > raek+1, and blue if the error increases,

i.e., raek < raek+1.

Fig. 3 shows a PSw/EP diagram of five process segments
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Fig. 3. PSw/EP diagram of RF log for segments (CF, SF ), (SF, IF ),
(IF, ID), (ID,AP ) and (AP, SC).

from the RF log. We observe that the majority of the cases in

the first segment (CF, SF ) is colored blue (taking this step

increases the error), while in the last segment (AP, SC) is

colored red (taking this step reduces the error).

B. Problematic Pattern Identification

We explain how OPS and PSw/EP allow us to identify

regular inter-case dynamics not captured by a prediction

model; these regular inter-case dynamics can then be used

in subsequent feature engineering.

Generally, we focus on segments with a significant number

of occurrences in the test data to ensure sound conclusions

from sufficient data. The first step is to see whether there

are inter-case dynamics in the test data that impact the actual

outcome but are not picked up by the prediction model.

Visualizing each significant segment in a separate OPS allows

to identify such a mismatch. For example, the OPS in Fig. 2

reveals that RM does not capture batching dynamics.

Next, we use the PSw/EP to locate where in the process

most prediction errors are made: a segment (ak, ak+1) with

many red-colored occurrences indicates that a high prediction

error at ak reduces when transitioning to ak+1. Thus, the

segment (ak, ak+1) contains important information about the

remaining time that is not available to the prediction model

RM , e.g., segment S = (AP ,SC ) in Fig. 3. We see a specific

pattern of lines starting at various points at AP and converging

to a single point at SC ; the pattern taxonomy of Denisov

et al. [3] identifies this emergent inter-case behavior as end-
batching. Having identified a segment S = (AP ,SC ) as

prediction point with high error and a pattern R = batching
as behavioral feature missing in RM , we can now turn to

engineer features for R in S to reduce the error.

IV. CREATING INTER-CASE FEATURES FOR BATCHING

In this section, we provide a methodology for creating inter-

case features for batching using the output of the previous

section, namely a segment S that is subject to high prediction

errors caused by batching R. We show how to leverage insights

into S and R to engineer a new inter-case feature for remaining

time prediction. The feature will estimate for a case that

reached the top-part of segment S how long the case will be

in S - based on its position relative to all prior cases in S and

TABLE I
INTRA-CASE FEATURES WITH ADDED (META-) INTER-CASE FEATURES.

Activity Time ... ... cS cR d cS cR d
X1 X2 ... Xn Xn+1 Xn+2 Xn+3 y Xn+1 Xn+2 Xn+3 y

A 21-5 13:17 ... ... 0 0 - 127 0 0 - 130
C 24-5 14:05 ... ... 1 1 254 270 1 1 210 256
C 30-5 13:08 ... ... 1 1 187 178 1 0 - 206
C 15-7 12:36 ... ... 1 0 - 287 0 0 - 301
B 21-7 16:13 ... ... 0 0 - 301 0 0 - 247
C 27-7 18:04 ... ... 1 1 203 183 1 1 186 191
C 05-8 12:20 ... ... 0 0 - 93 1 1 142 80
A 06-8 21:00 ... ... 0 0 - 45 0 0 - 44

Testing / Run-timeTraining / Offline Testing / Run-timeTraining / Offline

X1 …�Xn Xn+1X1 …�Xn Xn+1

X1�…�Xn,�Xn+1 Xn+2X1�…�Xn,�Xn+1 Xn+2

Sect. IV-B

Sect. IV-B

Event�log�L

X1 …�Xn
Xn+1Xn+1

Xn+2Xn+2

Xn+3(Xn+2)Xn+3(Xn+2)
Sect. IV-C

Sect. V
yy

X1�…�Xn,�Xn+3(Xn+2) yX1�…�Xn,�Xn+3(Xn+2) y

CMR

CMS

TM

RM

Fig. 4. Overview of feature creation steps.

the “shape” of the batches R. In Sect. V we show that adding

this feature to the data improves precision of a remaining time

prediction model RM .

A. Overview

Table I shows an example table of features used to train a

model RM . The columns X1, ..., Xn show the existing intra-

case features. We leverage S and R by consecutively adding

columns to the existing features that indicate for each prefix

(Xn+1) whether it will go through segment S, (Xn+2) whether

it will also go through batching pattern R, and (Xn+3) how

long it will last in S as a result of the pattern R. Conceptually,

we can then use these three features as additional features to

learn a new, better prediction model for the remaining time y.

Features cS (Xn+1), cR (Xn+2), d (Xn+3) lie in the future

of any prediction P and thus require their own prediction

models CMS , CMR and TM , respectively. Fig. 4 gives an

overview of the different steps necessary to build these models

(offline) and the steps that need to be executed at run time.

In the offline phase, we use historic data (middle columns

in Table I) to:

1) Learn a classification model CMS that predicts cS (Sect.

IV-B).

2) Learn a classification model CMR that predicts cR
(Sect. IV-B).

3) Create a model TM that predicts d (Sect. IV-C).

4) Learn a regression model RM that predicts y.

At run-time, we:

1) Use CMS to predict cS from X1...Xn.

2) Use CMR to predict cR from X1...Xn, cS .

3) Use TM to predict d from X2, cR.

4) Use RM to predict the remaining time y from

X1...Xn, d(cR). Here we specifically choose to only use
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the feature d in the prediction if cR = 1. Prefixes for

which cR = 0 will not get a feature d.

Clearly, at run-time only the predicted features cS , cR, d
are available when predicting y, thus RM has to be evaluated

using predicted values as input. However, our experiments

have shown that we obtain better performance also when

training on the predicted input features cS , cR, d.

B. Next Segment Prediction and Batch Prediction

By the analysis in Sect. III, we identified a segment S =
(a, b) for which we want to reduce the prediction error.

Let Pa be all prefixes that reached prediction point a. As not

all cases in Pa will also take segment (a, b), we have to predict

the subset P(a,b) ⊆ Pa of prefixes which will have b as their

next activity. Essentially, this is an instance of the next-activity

prediction problem and we can use an existing method [12] to

train a model CM S to predict cS = 1 (P ∈ P(a,b)) or cS = 0
as illustrated in Table I.

To predict which of the prefixes in P(a,b) will also be

batched we learn the classification model CMR. For train-

ing, we use the batch miner from [4] to detect the set of

cases P(a,b),R ⊆ P(a,b) that are part of a batch in segment

S = (a, b). We then can learn a classification model CMR to

predict from X1, ..., Xn, cS whether a prefix P is batched or

not, i.e., cR = 1 when P ∈ P(a,b),R , as illustrated in Table I.

C. Distance-to-Batch Prediction

We now discuss how to build a model TM that predicts for

each prefix P ∈ P(a,b),R that reached a and will be batched in

S = (a, b) how long P remains in S until it is processed in a

batch R at activity b. Theoretically, this is the remaining time

between arrival in S (at time ta) and departure (at time tb).

Predicting d = tb−ta would significantly increase accuracy of

the prediction of the remaining time (see Sect. V). However, as

tb is unknown at run-time and batch characteristics differ (see

Sect. III), we have to fall back to predicting an approximate

“distance” until the next batching moment.

For each prefix, TM has to identify the specific batch the

prefix will be part of (we call this the batch context), and the

distance until that batch closes. In Sect. IV-C1, we use context

parameters of all batches identified in S to estimate whether

a prefix will be included in the currently open batch (or in a

later one). In Sect. IV-C1, we then derive for each prefix the

distance until the closing of “its” batch.

1) Deriving Batch Context Parameters: To derive the batch

context of a prefix in P(a,b),R (i.e., in which concrete batch

it will end up), we need parameters that describe the batching

behavior. For this we will use some of the batching parameters

that can be discovered with the existing batch mining tech-

nique [4]. Fig. 5 illustrates these parameters for the i-th batch

bi in a segment. Time ti,start and ti,end at the start activity

a of the segment are the arrival times of the first and of the

last case in batch bi, respectively. Time BMi is the batching

moment where all cases of batch bi are processed together

at step b; the batch interval BIi measures the distance to the

previous batching moment, i.e. BIi = BMi−BMi−1; Wi,min

BIi

Wi,min

BMi

ti,start

BMi-1

ti,end

bibi-1 bi+1

a

b

Fig. 5. Batch in performance spectrum annotated with batching parameters.

tP ti,endti,end

Wi,minWi,min

BIiBIi
BMiBMi

tRtR

BMi-1

Wi-1,minWi-1,min

BIi-1BIi-1

BMi-2

Wi-2,minWi-2,min

BIi-2BIi-2

BMi-3

ti-1,end

BMi-1

Wi-1,min

BIi-1

BMi-2

Wi-2,min

BIi-2

BMi-3

ti-1,end

Case 1Case 1 Case 2Case 2

Fig. 6. Illustration of an arrival period annotated with past parameter values
(black), forecast parameter values (grey) and forecast time in S subject to R
for case 1 (orange).

measures the duration between the last case entering the batch

at a and the batching moment. These parameters together

describe the triangular shape of one batch bi with vertices

(a, ti,start), (a, ti,end) - where ti,end = BMi −Wi,min - and

(b, BMi), as well as its relative position to a preceding batch

bi−1. We only describe non-overlapping, adjacent batches here,

i.e., ti,start = ti−1,end, which will omit only a minority of

cases from a batch as can be seen in Fig. 5.

We use the batch miner [4] to identify from the performance

spectrum data [19] of segment S all batches b1, ..., bn and the

above parameters. To derive the batching context for a case

arriving at a at run-time, we essentially need to predict:

1) When the current batch bi will close, i.e. predict BIi so

we can derive the predicted next batch moment BM i =
BMi−1 + BIi using the last known batching moment

BMi−1.

2) Whether it will be included in the current batch bi, i.e.

tP = ta < ti,end, or a later batch, i.e. tP > ti,end,

i.e. predict W i,min so we can derive ti,end = BM i −
W i,min.

Note that at run-time the parameters of a batch bi are only

known after the batch closed. When making a prediction P for

a case reaching the start of segment a at time tP we therefore

have to infer the most likely parameters BIi, W i,min, for the

current batch bi from the parameters of the previous batches

bi−1, bi−, ... as illustrated in Fig. 6.

We derive parameters BIi,W i,min of the current batch

bi (annotated in grey in Fig. 6) from the parameters of the

preceding batches b1, ..., bi−1 through forecasting. Forecasting

encompasses a collection of techniques that aim to construct

a time series model that estimates a trend in the data [20].
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Case 1
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AIi�AIi�

ti,start tP

Fig. 7. Illustration of a batch partitioned into n = 4 equal parts.

We specifically use exponential smoothing, which takes the

observations of past periods and applies exponentially de-

creasing weights over time to calculate a forecast for the

next period using a smoothing factor α. We use exponential

smoothing with hyperparameter α to train different models

FBI and FWmin that can forecast BIi and W i,min based on

past observations BIi−h...BIi−1 and Wi−h,min...Wi−1,min,

respectively. We then use BIi and W i,min, together with the

previous batch moment BMi−1, to derive the forecast point

in time until which cases will still be included in the current

batch: ti,end = BMi−1 +BIi −W i,min.

2) Deriving Features: We use the above observed and

forecast batch parameters (shown in black and grey in Fig. 6,

respectively) to create a feature d describing the “distance” of

any current case tP < ti,end to the expected batching moment

BM i (such as cases 1 and 2 in Fig. 6). We discuss two formats

for d: time units until batching or “batch partitions”, which

are both explained in the following and perform differently

on different logs, see Sect. V.

a) Time Until Batching: To calculate the time until

batching d = tR for a case, we consider whether the case

arrived before or after the (predicted) closing time ti,end of the

current batch (see Fig. 6). If a case arrived before closing of the

current batch bi, i.e. tP ≤ ti,end, it ends up in the current batch

(case 1 in Fig. 6) and we predict tR = BMi−1 + BIi − tP .

Otherwise, i.e. tP > ti,end, the case ends up in the next batch

(case 2 in Fig. 6) and we predict tR = BMi−1 +2 ·BIi− tP
assuming the batching interval to the next batch to remain

the same. In the exceptional case where the case is also

not predicted to be in the next batch bi+1, i.e. if it arrived

after ti+1,end = BMi−1 + 2 · BIi − W i,min, then tR =
BMi−1 + 3 ·BIi − tP .

b) Batch Partition: As an alternative to a concrete value

for d, we also propose an abstraction thereof for which we

will use the batch partition d = pn (when dividing BIi into

n parts). Fig. 7 shows how this abstraction is derived.

We divide the arrival interval [ti,end; ti,start] of a batch bi
into n equal parts and then derive in which of these parts a case

arrived based on the arrival time and prediction moment tP of

that case within S. Because we assume ti,start = ti−1,end, we

can predict the length of the arrival interval AIi = ti,end −
ti−1,end after deriving ti,end as explained in Sect. IV-C1.

We divide AIi into n equal parts and define the feature pn
for a case arriving at a at time tP as the number of the partition

of AIi it arrives in. For this, we derive the relative position of

tP in the interval AIi as fP = (tP − ti,start)/AIi, see Fig.

7. If j ·AIi/n ≤ fp < (j+1) ·AIi/n then the case arrived in

partition n− j, j = 0, ...n−1. We define the feature pn as the

batch partition in which the case arrives, where n is the number

of partitions. These partition numbers are decreasing towards

BMi, to be in line with the regression problem of predicting

shorter remaining times if the case is closer to BMi.

Figure 7 shows how the arrival period AIi is partitioned

into n = 4 equal parts and additionally highlights the arrival

of a case. In this example, we would create a feature with

value 3 for case 1.

V. EVALUATION

We conducted several experiments to investigate the perfor-

mance of our method on two real-life event logs [21], [22].

A. Implementation and Computation Time

We implemented the different steps for creating fea-

tures of Sect. IV in Python 3.7. The scripts, avail-

able at https://github.com/multi-dimensional-process-mining/

psm-batch-feature-engineering, take an event log, correspond-

ing batch parameters [4] and the “is batched” prediction cR as

input and return a labeled event log with additional inter-case

feature I ∈ {tR(cR), pn(cR)} for predicting the remaining

time y. We measured an average computation time of 4ms per

feature for the BPIC’20 log [22] and 13ms per feature for the

RF log [21].

B. Experimental Setup and Procedure

Our objectives are to: (1) compare the performance of

different inter-case features I = tR(cR) and I = pn(cR), 1 <
n ≤ 20 against a baseline I = ∅ and against a “ceiling”

I = tR(cR) which uses the actual time-to-batch as additional

feature. (2) To qualitatively review the prediction models in

line with Sect. III. (3) To evaluate the robustness of the

best-performing inter-case features across different prediction

methods (B,E,A) with B ∈ {c, p, s}, E ∈ {a, i, l} and

A ∈ {x, r} (see Sect. II) using the implementation from [2].

We selected the RF log [21] and BPIC’20 log [22] after

inspecting prediction results of existing baseline technique [2]

with the techniques in Sect. III showcased batching features

appropriate for our method of Sect. IV. In the RF log, several

segments show batching. We selected all segments ending in

Send for Credit Collection, (∗ : SC), as these contain only

end-batches of > 5300 cases on average, processed ∼ 1
year apart. In the BPIC’20 log, two segments show batching.

We picked the segment Request Payment:Payment Handled
(RP,PH), which occurs latest in the process and contains

end-batches of highly deviating size (avg. 48, stdev. 38) strictly

processed on Tuesdays and Thursdays. For each labeled event

log, the first 80% and last 20% (based on a temporal split)

are then used for the training and testing, respectively. For

the RF log, we used the implementation from [23] to build

classification model CMS=(∗:SC) (with an accuracy of 72%)

and since all cases are batched in the segment, we did not

require a model CMR. For the BPIC’20 log, we required
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TABLE II
MAE OF INTER-CASE FEATURES I FOR RF LOG (RM = s, l, r) AND

BPIC’20 LOG (RM = s, a, x).

RF Pk=4 P∈R,k=4 P/∈R,k=4 BPIC’20 Pk=3 Pk=4 Pk=5

I =none 230.25 180.63 348.43 I =none 3.944 2.606 2.382

I = tR(cR) 232.74 174.85 370.62 I = tR 3.973 2.505 2.076
I = p4(cR) 183.46 121.95 329.96 I = p2 3.976 2.587 2.322

I = p10(cR) 179.80 117.76 327.56 I = p4 3.980 2.529 2.174

I = p20(cR) 177.52 113.90 329.05 I = p6 3.978 2.537 2.173

I = tR(cR) 95.03 48.13 206.75 I = tR 3.979 2.221 1.519

neither model CMS nor CMR, since Request Payment is

exclusively followed by batching at Payment Handled. We

then applied our implementation to create different inter-case

features I for these segments and built different distance-to-

batch models TM using I and trained corresponding RTP

models RM . An attempt to compare our implementation to [6]

failed because both logs did not contain start event recordings

necessary for this method, resulting in a significant amount of

empty inter-case features.

C. Results

Table II and Figs. 8, 9 and 10 summarize the results of

different inter-case features I against the RF log and BPIC’20

log for the relevant prefix-lengths.

(1) As shown in Table II, we were able to improve prediction

accuracy for both event logs and relevant k. For the RF log,

we achieved a maximum error reduction of 23% for all cases

and of 37% for batched cases using I = p20(cR). For the

BPIC’20 log, we achieved an error reduction of 13% using

I = tR for prefixes of k = 5. In Table II (left, RF log)

we observe that our method mostly results in a reduced error

for batched cases and results in a marginal error reduction of

6% for non-batched cases. For the distance-to-batch prediction

by TM we find a MARE of 0.43 for the batched cases of

the RF log and a MARE of 0.69 for the entire BPIC’20

log. The RTP models RM then show a MARE of 0.20

(batched RF) and of 0.73 (BPIC’20). Thus, the error in TM
to predict the batching moment clearly has an impact on the

accuracy of RM . When comparing the impact of different I on

performance across logs (Table II left and right), we observe

that the time distance tR yields better performance in the case

of frequent batching, i.e. short intervals (BPIC’20), while the

partition distance pn yields better performance in the case of

large batch-intervals (RF), suggesting that a distance in time

units might be more error prone when used for large batch-

intervals. Finally, in Table II (right, BPIC’20 log) we observe

larger error reductions for larger k. This can most likely be

explained by the fact that the percentage of batched cases

grows with k = 3, 4, 5 being 0%, 57% and 78%, respectively.

(2) Qualitatively reviewing predicted y over actual y remain-

ing times for batched cases in RF, we see in Fig. 8 for I = ∅,

71% of cases are over-predicted and 29% under-predicted,

resulting in two clusters on either side of the identity line.

These clusters move closer to the identity line for I = p20(cR)
(Fig. 8 middle). However, several batched cases are still

heavily under-predicted, which is most likely due to a wrong

Fig. 8. Density scatter plot of y∈R and y∈R using I = ∅, I = p20(cR)
and I = tR(cR), and RM = s, l, r for the RF log with k = 4.

Fig. 9. Density scatter plot of y and y using I = ∅, I = tR and I = tR,
and RM = s, a, x for the BPIC’20 log with k = 4.

classification by model CMS . For the ceiling I = tR(cR) of

actual time-to-batch (Fig. 8 right), the predictions align with

the actual values. The same comparison for non-batched cases

shows that both prior and our RTP models heavily over-predict

non-batched cases.

Qualitatively reviewing predicted y over actual y remaining

times for all cases in BPIC’20, we see in Fig. 9 for I = ∅, 46%

of cases are over-predicted and 54% under-predicted, resulting

in three clusters, of which two overlapping the identity line

and one above it. For I = tR, the predictions from the left-

most cluster are better aligned with the actual values (Fig.

9 middle) and even more so for I = tR (Fig. 9 right). The

other clusters appear almost identical across the three I and

are most likely the 43% of cases that are only batched later

in the process and do not have an inter-case feature yet.

Applying our own techniques of Sect. III, the OPS in

Fig. 10 shows that the predictions of I = p20(cR) form

a clearer batching pattern than the predictions of I = ∅

(Fig. 2). Comparing the predicted final timestamps (Fig. 10

bottom) shows that (1) most under-predicted cases for the first

batch moved closer to BM1, (2) the mix of over- and under-

predicted cases between BM1 and BM2 are separated and

moved closer to their corresponding BMi and (3) the set of

over-predicted cases after BM2 is slightly thinned out.

(3) Table III shows the results of the best I per log against

I = ∅ across different RTP training methods (B,E,A). We

were able to improve prediction results for the RF log across

all methods with a maximum error reduction of 23% for

method (s, l, r) and were able to obtain a minimum MAE

of 163 days for method (c, l, x) vs 186 (baseline). For the

BPIC’20 log, we were able to improve accuracy for 13 and

15 out of 18 methods for k = 4 and k = 5, respectively, with

a maximum error reduction of 13% for method (s, a, x) and

k = 5 and were able to obtain a minimum error of 1.95 days

for method (c, l, r) and k = 5.
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TABLE III
MAE OF BEST PERFORMING INTER-CASE FEATURES I ACROSS DIFFERENT PREDICTION METHODS (B,E,A).

Method w/ config. (B,E,A) c, a, x c, i, x c, l, x p, a, x p, i, x p, l, x s, a, x s, i, x s, l, x c, a, r c, i, r c, l, r p, a, r p, i, r p, l, r s, a, r s, i, r s, l, r

RF I = ∅ 196.50 202.64 191.77 202.92 197.90 200.27 200.26 199.40 186.36 200.73 202.15 226.38 201.89 204.98 225.47 201.87 206.04 230.25

k = 4 I = p10(cR) 170.94 172.79 162.83 174.78 170.82 170.66 195.84 198.71 172.65 172.56 169.58 178.49 177.00 171.76 178.30 168.54 181.12 177.52
BPIC’20 I = ∅ 2.608 2.545 2.490 2.662 2.525 2.480 2.606 2.485 2.523 2.762 2.678 2.544 2.789 2.687 2.668 2.792 2.700 2.841

k = 4 I = tR 2.573 2.533 2.462 2.587 2.529 2.490 2.505 2.436 2.511 2.739 2.599 2.536 2.780 2.688 2.689 2.777 2.703 2.839
BPIC’20 I = ∅ 2.325 2.121 2.057 2.438 2.231 2.096 2.382 2.157 2.002 2.471 2.213 1.997 2.365 2.081 2.158 2.448 2.189 2.173

k = 5 I = tR 2.084 2.113 2.031 2.293 2.467 2.188 2.076 2.111 1.989 2.198 2.089 1.952 2.191 2.114 2.043 2.219 2.115 2.160

AP

SC

e|�|

I=�I=�
I=p20(cR)�I=p20(cR)�

BM1 BM2

Fig. 10. OPS of RF log for S = (AP, SC) and k = 4, using RM = s, l, r
and I = p20(cR), compared to I = ∅ (Fig. 2).

VI. CONCLUSION

We introduced visual analytics techniques based on the

performance spectrum [19] to qualitatively analyze the nature

of remaining time prediction errors. Our evaluation showed

that engineering inter-case features that give a case context for

dynamics in other cases, e.g, batching, allows to significantly

reduce the prediction error by up to 37%. This cycle of

qualitative evaluation and feature engineering makes a first

step to a qualitative feedback loop in effectively improving

remaining time prediction models.

Qualitatively evaluating our own experimental results shows

that batching behavior is both quantitatively and qualitatively

picked up with our features. Though, a large amount of

batched cases remain significantly under- and over-predicted,

i.e., batches are not accurately captured, non-batched cases are

heavily over-predicted, and we only improve performance for

cases that have batching in the near future. The performance

improvement relies on the accuracy of the inter-case feature

and to what extent it is clearly present in the data set, i.e.,

the nature of the process. Next steps are to improve the

incorporation of batching in remaining time prediction, but

also explore other process mechanisms and -entities that cause

breaches in ideal process behavior. A next improvement cycle

should for instance focus on inter-case dynamics in non-

batched cases, e.g., due to FIFO behavior or overtaking.
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Abstract—Modern business processes are embedded in a com-
plex environment and, thus, subjected to continuous changes.
While current approaches focus on the control flow only, addi-
tional perspectives, such as time, are neglected. In this paper, we
investigate a more general concept drift detection framework that
is based on the Earth Mover’s Distance. Our approach is flexible
in terms of incorporating additional perspectives thanks to the
capability of defining custom feature representations, as well
as expressive feature similarity measures. We demonstrate the
former by incorporating the time perspective using both a time-
binning-based trace descriptor and a suitable similarity measure
that considers time and control flow. We evaluate the resulting
sliding window detector on different types of control-flow and
time drifts, and holistic drifts involving multiple perspectives.

Index Terms—Process Mining, Concept Drift Detection, Earth
Mover’s Distance

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to changing conditions in business environments,

business processes are continuously evolving and are, thus,

seldomly in a steady state. Therefore, flexibility, supported

by efficient and holistic change detection and management

approaches, is an important competitive advantage and can

even be necessary to persist in a competitive environment.

A major challenge for detecting concept drift is its mul-

tifactorial causes and effects. For example, new regulations

change the control flow, the workload is adapted to changing

market demand/price, the organization of the individual work

changes over time, or new employees temporarily reduce the

performance of specific parts of the process. Hence, concept

drift detection methods that allow for different perspectives

onto the process are needed.

To this end, this paper proposes a drift detection method

based on the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) [1] which allows

us to incorporate different perspectives. Introduced in the

computer vision domain as a similarity measure matching

human perception well, EMD has recently gained interest in

the process mining community as a method for conformance

checking on stochastic languages [2]. Given two distributions

and a measure of pairwise feature similarity, EMD describes

We thank the Alexander von Humboldt (AvH) Stiftung for supporting our
research. Funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft(DFG, German
Research Foundation) under Germany’s Excellence Strategy — EXC-2023
Internet of Production 390621612.

the minimum effort that is required to transform one distribu-

tion into the other. Its intuitive interpretation and flexibility

in terms of specifying a feature distribution and similarity

measure makes EMD a general comparison method that has

been applied in many different domains.

In contrast to most of the existing work which solely focuses

on control-flow level drifts by means of hypothesis tests on

control flow feature distributions, we propose to exploit the

flexibility of EMD to address other manifestations of drift.

For instance, from the resource perspective, the frequency

that a certain resource executes a sequence of activities might

change, while these activities are still handled by other re-

sources. Moreover, the control-flow level drift detection does

not consider time which is a major driver for key performance

indicators. For example, an increasing case arrival rate will

ultimately impact the sojourn times if the available resources

become overloaded. Furthermore, the service times of certain

activities, as a proxy for case complexity, can determine how

the case will be further handled and, therefore, impact the

general control flow. These use cases require methods that

extend the general control-flow perspective and also consider

time, resources or combinations of the former perspectives

yielding a broader or even holistic view on potential changes.

Using EMD we demonstrate how a time perspective can be

incorporated into concept drift detection, e.g., activity service

and sojourn times. To achieve this, we use both a time-aware

trace descriptor and a suitable similarity measure.

Our contributions are as follows: First, we introduce a

sliding window-based concept drift detection approach that

uses stochastic languages to represent the windows. Then,

we use EMD to compare two windows with each other and

detect a (possible) concept drift between them. Moreover, we

demonstrate how the basic detection approach can be modified

in order to incorporate time features.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We

review the related work in Section II. Then, Section IV-A

introduces EMD for stochastic languages and Section IV-B

demonstrates how time can be incorporated into the detection

approach. After presenting the sliding windows method in

Section IV-C, we evaluate our approach in Section V. Finally,

we conclude our paper and give an outlook on future work in

Section VI.
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II. RELATED WORK

Originally, the topic of concept drift originated from the

fields of data mining and machine learning where it describes a

change of a target concept [3], [4] dependent on a hidden con-

text. As summarized in [5], there are three major approaches

for detecting concept drift. Approaches based on sequential
analysis incrementally compute and maintain a test statistic

on distribution changes of the input data, e.g., whether the

probability ratio of certain subsequences changes [6]. Methods

based on statistical process control maintain a model of the

process and detect change points by monitoring prediction

quality metrics [7], [8]. Finally, window-based drift detectors
compare the empirical data distributions between two data

windows at different periods in time. In this context, differ-

ences between the distributions can be assessed directly by

statistical tests [9], assuming equal distributions as the null

hypothesis, or by significant changes of information theoretic

measures, e.g., Kullback-Leibler divergence [10].

In process mining, window-based concept drift detectors are

the most prominent type of detector. The first approach specif-

ically tailored to business processes was proposed in [11].

The authors apply two fixed-size sliding windows representing

traces by feature vectors proposing two global and two local

features, respectively. Differences between the feature vector

distributions are then assessed by a hypothesis test. Finally,

sliding the windows over the log yields a p-value plot that

can be used for visual concept drift detection. A more detailed

analysis of this approach can be found in [12]. Moreover, using

improved windowing techniques, this work was automatized

and extend in [13] to deal with gradual drift and multi-order

dynamics, i.e., multiple changes of different granularities. A

similar window-based approach representing traces by means

of a trace abstraction in terms of so-called runs was proposed

in [14]. Based on the classical α-relations [15], distributions

over trace abstractions are computed and compared using a

hypothesis test. The idea of using α-relations for drift detection

was also extended to drift detection and characterization in

event streams [16], [17]. The authors in [18] propose to

compute pair-wise intra-trace activity distances over a refer-

ence window where distance interval changes indicate change

points. A window-based approach that chooses a different

window representation based on convex polyhedra over the

Parikh vector [19] can be found in [20]. Finally, window

comparison using the canberra distance on the dependency

relations of the heuristic miner was proposed in [21].

In contrast to the window-based approaches, a sequen-
tial analysis based approach, that maintains statistics on

whether directly-follows and eventually-follows relations al-

ways, never, or sometimes hold within sequential sections of

the process, was introduced in [22]. Nevertheless, all these

approaches only consider the control flow level.

Clustering is another approach for detecting changes. The

authors in [23] propose to enhance the trace representation by

a time dimension by adding the start timestamp of the trace.

Although this explicitly incorporates time into the representa-

tion, time information of individual activities is not considered.

A more general framework for trace clustering based change

point detection is introduced in [24]. Traces within a chosen

window are clustered using the Markov Cluster algorithm

and the trace of the difference matrix between two cluster

matrices is proposed as a window similarity measure. The

downside of this approach is that control-flow features and

time information are not considered by the authors. Moreover,

cluster differences were only evaluated visually.

III. PRELIMIARIES

Before proposing our novel concept drift detection method,

this section introduces the basic concepts needed in Sec-

tion IV.

a) Event Log: Let ΣA denote a finite alphabet of activ-

ities and let ΣV be the set of (countable infinite) additional

activity descriptor values that define a view on the process,

e.g., ΣV = N for temporal information based on binning

(cf. Section IV-B). Each event can then be described by an

activity and its additional descriptor value yielding an alphabet

Σ = ΣA × ΣV . Given a descriptor e = (a, v) ∈ Σ, ea = a,

ev = v denote the corresponding activity and view value,

respectively. Subsequently, the set Σ∗ of all finite words over

Σ describes the possible trace variants of the process. For a

trace σ = (e1, e2, . . . , en) ∈ Σn, we denote the i-th element

by σi = ei and the subsequence (ei, . . . ej) by σ[i, j], i ≤ j.

Using the potentially extended alphabet, the input of our

method is an event log that is defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Event Log). Let Σ denote a (countable infinite)
alphabet. An event log is a finite multiset of traces E : Σ∗ →
N.

For example, E = [〈(a, 1), (b, 4)〉7, 〈(a, 4), (b, 2)〉3, 〈(b, 2),
(a, 4)〉1] is an event log containing 10 traces comprising an

additional integer descriptor.

b) Stochastic Language: Stochastic languages can be

used to represent collections of traces. In addition to the trace
variants that are present, a stochastic language also captures

the likelihood of a variant. Formally, it is defined as a function

that assigns a probability to each trace.

Definition 2. Given an alphabet Σ, f : Σ∗ → [0, 1] is a
stochastic language iff Σt∈Σ∗f(t) = 1.

Each multiset of traces, e.g., an event log, can be trans-

formed into a stochastic language by normalization. For

instance, the preceding example event log can be normal-

ized to [〈(a, 1), (b, 4)〉 6
10 , 〈(a, 4), (b, 2)〉 3

10 , 〈(b, 2), (a, 4))〉 1
10 ].

The support of a stochastic language f will be denoted by

Sf = {t ∈ Σ∗|f(t) > 0}. In the following, we will consider

finite stochastic languages, i.e., stochastic languages with

finite support.

IV. METHODS

In this section, we propose an approach for time-aware

concept drift detection. To this end, we first introduce the Earth
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Mover’s Distance (EMD) as a comparison method for proba-

bility distributions. Regarding the importance of incoporating

additional perspectives for holistic change point detection,

using the proposed method, we demonstrate how the detector

can naturally be extended to consider time. Finally, we briefly

describe the sliding window approach that was used to make

the method applicable for concept drift detection.

A. Concept Drift Detection based on EMD

The Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) is a distance-based sim-

ilarity measure for the comparison of probability distributions.

Intuitively, it considers one distribution as piles of earth and

the other as a set of holes. Given a ground distance function

that describes the effort of moving earth from a certain pile

to a specific hole, EMD is the minimum-cost flow required to

move earth from hills to holes.

a) Trace Distance: Before formally defining EMD as a

distance measure for stochastic languages, we introduce the

notion of a trace distance [2]. A trace distance δ : Σ∗×Σ∗ →
[0, 1] describes the dissimilarity of any two given traces. It

is required to be symmetric and to satisfy the identity of

indiscernibles porperty [2]. Besides, it is desirable that δ
additionally satisfies the triangle inequality, i.e., ∀t, t′, t′′ ∈
Σ∗ : δ(t, t′) + δ(t′, t′′) ≤ δ(t, t′′), so that δ, and therefore

also EMD, become a metric. Nevertheless, as detailed in

Section IV-B, some trace distance candidates might only

empirically satisfy the triangle inequality for most inputs.

b) EMD for Stochastic Languages: Given a trace dis-

tance function, EMD as a measure for comparing stochastic

languages has been proposed in [2]. In general, EMD as a

similarity measure between probability distributions unites two

desirable properties. On the one hand, it is frequency-aware

in the sense that it considers the magnitude of discovered

differences. On the other hand, the notion of difference is

determined by the trace distance, and, thus, different distance

function can express different perceptions of similarity. In the

context of processes, we use this property to open different

perspectives on the process. Formally, in the context of finite

stochastic languages f, g, EMD between f and g can be

defined by the following linear program:

Definition 3 (Earth Mover’s Distance). Let f, g be finite
stochastic languages over the alphabet Σ and let δ be a trace
distance function. The Earth Mover’s Distance between f and
g is defined by:

EMD(f, g) = minimize
∑

t∈Sf

∑

u∈Sg

xtu · δ(t, u)

s.t. ∀t ∈ Sf :
∑

u∈Sg

xtu = f(t) (Source)

∀u ∈ Sg :
∑

t∈Sf

xtu = g(u) (Target)

∀t ∈ Sf ∀u ∈ Sg : xtu ≥ 0 (Non-negativity).
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Fig. 1: Optimal cost flow for EMD(f1, f2) for the stochastic

languages f1, f2. Edge inscriptions x∗tu/δ(t, u) show the opti-

mal flow x∗tu and the trace distance value δ(t, u) for all variants

t ∈ Sf1 , u ∈ Sf2 . Zero flow edges are depicted by dashed

lines. Even though we have Sf1 	= Sf2 , EMD(f1, f2) = 0.05
shows that the difference concerns infrequent behavior.

While the last constraints ensure non-negative flows, the

source constraints assert that the entire probability mass for

each trace of f is moved to traces in g. Likewise, the target

constraints limit the flows to g according to its probability

mass distribution. Furthermore, the objective function ensures

a minimal effort flow. Note that, as we consider finite stochas-

tic languages, the number of variables and constraints is finite,

and, thus, the linear program is well-defined. Moreover, the

linear program is feasible due to the equality of the total weight

of f and g as stochastic languages are inherently normalized.

Besides, normalization and a metric as trace distance would

make EMD on stochastic languages a metric too [1].

To detect control flow changes between two stochastic

languages, we can for example use the post-normalized Lev-

enshtein distance, where in a second step the computed

distance value is normalized by the maximum length of the

two considered sequences, as trace distance function. For in-

stance, consider the stochastic languages f1 = [〈a, b, d, f〉 50
100 ,

〈a, c, f〉 40
100 , 〈a, b, e, f〉 10

100 ], f2 = [〈a, b, d, f〉 50
100 , 〈a, c, f〉 35

100 ,
〈a, b, d, e, f〉 15

100 ] and f3 = [〈a, b, d, f〉 20
100 , 〈a, c, f〉 70

100 ,
〈a, b, e, f〉 10

100 ] where f1 represents the basic process behavior.

While in f2 an infrequent new variant where both d and e
can occur is introduced replacing another infrequent variant,

in f3 the most frequent variant changes from 〈a, b, d, f〉 to

〈a, c, f〉. Using the (post)normalized Levenshtein distance, we

obtain EMD(f1, f2) = 0.05 and EMD(f1, f3) = 0.15 which

well reflects the major behavior change in f3. The example

solution to the linear program for EMD(f1, f2) is depicted in

Figure 1. It shows that, on the one hand, the costs are caused

by transferring a probability mass of 0.1 between the two

infrequent variants 〈a, b, e, f〉 and 〈a, b, d, e, f〉, which have

a post-normalized trace distance of 0.2. On the other hand, a

slightly reduced likelihood of 〈a, c, f〉 in f2 causes additional

costs of 0.05 ·0.6 = 0.03. Using EMD for stochastic language

comparison enables us to focus on trace properties by means

of the trace distance function. Moreover, it also allows us to

consider the frequency of observed patterns.
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B. Time-Aware Concept Drift Detection

In this section, we propose to extend concept drift detection

by adding a time perspective, i.e., sojourn times or activity

service times. To this end, we exploit the flexibility of EMD

and introduce a time-aware ground distance. We first bin

the observed times and then apply a weighted Levenshtein

distance variant in order to obtain a control flow and time-

aware comparison method.

a) Binning: We apply time binning in order to abstract

similar time related behavior and to make the weighted

Levenshtein distance applicable. To this end, depending on

the chosen time perspective, first, we collect the observed

activity service or sojourn times. As time features might differ

significantly between different activities, we locally evaluate

the following two clustering approaches, i.e., we compute

the statistics per activity while taking the complete log into

account. Following the Pareto Principle that 80% of the

interesting behavior is caused by 20% of the cases, we propose

to determine the bins by a percentile-based clustering based on

the times observed for each individual activity. The bin edges

are thereby chosen according to a given list of percentiles.

Regarding multimodal time distributions we propose to use

the k-means++ [25] as a data-driven clustering approach. In

the 1-dimensional time setting its objective is theoretically

well-founded being equivalent to minimizing the within-class

variance [26]. A major advantage is that this approach can

deal with different cluster sizes among different activities. By

applying these binning techniques, we discretize time-related

information into k bins and obtain traces over an alphabet

ΣT = ΣA×{0, . . . , k−1} with the bin index as an additional

descriptor.

b) Time-Aware Trace Distance: Given two traces σ, σ′ ∈
Σ∗T over the binned alphabet with k bins, we propose to

use a variant of the weighted Levenshtein distance δl [27]

which splits the total operation costs into control-flow and

time costs, respectively. To this end, on the control-flow

level, we define binary costs cfr : ΣA × ΣA → R
≥0 for

renaming and unary costs cfid : ΣA → R
≥0 for insertion and

deletion. Likewise, on the time level, we use binary costs

ctmr : {0, . . . , k−1}×{0, . . . , k−1} → R
≥0, for matching and

renaming activities considering different time bins and unary

costs ctid : {0, . . . , k−1} → R
≥0 for insertion and deletion. The

resulting trace distance can then be defined by the following

recursive relation:

δl (σ[1,i],σ
′[1,j])=

min

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

δl (σ[1,i−1],σ′[1,j−1])+ctmr((σi)v,(σ
′
j)v) if(σi)a=(σ′

j)a

δl (σ[1,i−1],σ′[1,j−1])+

cfr ((σi)a,(σ
′
j)a)+ctmr((σi)v,(σ

′
j)v)

(Rename)

δl (σ[1,i],σ
′[1,j−1])+cf

id
((σ′

j)a)+ctid((σ
′
j)v) (Insert)

δl (σ[1,i−1],σ′[1,j])+cf
id
((σi)a)+ctid((σi)v) (Delete) .

(1)

Regarding a concrete instantiation of the cost functions, we

need to ensure that it respects the inter-dependencies between

the edit operations to preserve the intuitive interpretability of

the distance value which is stated in the following axiom.

Axiom 1 (Levenshtein-based Trace Distance Interpretability).
Levenshtein-based trace distances that consider time informa-
tion should fulfill the following properties:

1. Renaming is preferable over deletion and insertion
2. Matching events under a large time difference is less

expensive than
(a) deletion followed by insertion
(b) renaming events with different activity labels but the

same time information.

Moreover, since we will use δl in a sliding-window frame-

work, we want δl to be symmetric so that traces from the left

and right window are treated equally. For example, consider

three subsequent windows each containing just a single trace

variant, namely σ1, σ2 and σ3, such that the first and third

window are equal, i.e., σ1 = σ3. Intuitively, differences and,

hence, potential drift points between the first and the second,

or between the second and the third window should be scored

equally, i.e., δl(σ, σ
′) = δl(σ

′, σ′′). Therefore, we use the

same function for the insertion and deletion cost to make δl
symmetric.

Considering the interpretation axioms, let a, a′ ∈ ΣA, a 	=
a′, t, t′ ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}. We use fixed control-flow penalties

for renaming, insertion, and deletion, i.e., cfr (a, a
′) = fr =

1 = fid = cfid(a), costs linear in the bin distance for matching

and renaming w.r.t. time, i.e., ctm(t, t′) = ctr(t, t
′) = |t − t′|,

and cost linear in the bin index for insertion and deletion, i.e.,

ctid(t) = t. Even though time bins of disjoint activities are

not necessarily comparable w.r.t. absolute time, this choice

naturally enforces Axiom 1.2(b). For example, consider the

costs and traces fr = 2, fid = 2, σ = 〈(a, 1), (b, 4)〉,
σ′ = 〈(a, 4), (b, 2)〉 and σ′′ = 〈(b, 2), (a, 4)〉. If renaming

can only be applied to different activity labels, is not per se

expensive and does not respect time differences, we obtain

3 + 2 = δl(σ, σ
′) ≥ δl(σ, σ

′′) = 2 + 2 although renaming

is required twice in the latter case. This contradicts the

intuitive perception of similarity. Likewise, for high renaming

costs, that are independent of the time difference, renaming

operations would dominate EMD, therefore, rendering it less

sensitive to time behavior changes. In addition to a general

operation penalty, we also consider the time bin for insertion

and deletion operations enforcing Axiom 1.2(a).

In order to account for different trace lengths, we post-

normalize the distance by the maximum trace lengths, i.e.,

δ̄l(σ, σ
′) = δl (σ,σ

′)
max(|σ|,|σ′|) , σ, σ

′ ∈ Σ∗. Even though δl is a

metric, normalization might violate the triangle inequality

for Levenshtein based edit distances [28]. Accordingly, δ̄l is

not necessarily a metric. Nevertheless, the triangle inequality

and thus metric properties emprically hold for most of the

descriptors considered in our evaluation.

C. Sliding Window

In order to detect concept drift in an event log, we em-

bed our approach into a sliding window framework. Let

(t1, t2, . . . , tn) ∈ (Σ∗)n denote an ordering of the traces
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Fig. 2: Multi-scale sliding window. At each scale, viz. window

size 2 and 4, we maintain a left and right window. After

comparison, both windows are shifted by a stride size of 2.

by the timestamp of the first event. As depicted in Fig-

ure 2, given an index i, W l
i,w = (ti−w+1, ti−w, . . . , ti) and

W r
i,w = (ti+1, ti+2, . . . , tw) denote the left and right window,

respectively. We compute the corresponding trace descriptors

for each window pair W l
i,w and W r

i,w and transform the

resulting representations into stochastic languages f l
i and f l

r

by normalization. Afterwards, we compare f l
i and f l

r using

EMD yielding the dissimilarity score EMD(f l
i , f

r
i ). Finally,

the windows are shifted by a user-defined stride size. Increas-

ing the stride size, thereby trades localization accuracy for

efficiency. We plot the final EMD values to detect process

changes. Similar to the work in [29], we use different-sized

windows in order to show and validate drift on multiple scales.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we demonstrate the capability of the pro-

posed method to detect control-flow drifts, time drifts, and

control-flow drifts which can only be detected by a holistic

approach. To this end, we created multiple artificial event logs

from variants of the model used in [11]. Figure 3 depicts

the adapted model, which models the process of handling

health insurance claims, in BPMN notation. Arriving claims

are registered and classified into low and high claims. Be-

sides, a questionnaire is sent to the claimant which might be

answered. Each claim undergoes several checks which either

lead to rejection or eventually to acceptance. In contrast to the

original model, our model adapts the efficient reject-if-check-
is-unsuccessful pattern for low and high claims. Furthermore,

our model introduces refunding activities before the claimant is

notified. After checking, every claimant receives a documented

notification and can be called additionally. Finally, the case is

archived while some cases are also controlled in more detail. In

order to assign the tasks to resources, we maintain a resource

pool and randomly choose free resource therefrom. Following

natural behavior, we sample exponentially distributed inter-

case arrival times while the service times of human executed

activities are normal distributed.

A. Implementation

We implemented the methods presented in Section IV as a

plugin in ProM. The plugin allows to specify multiple sliding

windows of different window and stride sizes. Moreover, it

supports the Levenshtein distance and the weighted Leven-

shtein distance for time-binning based trace descriptors, that

we proposed in Section IV-B, as trace distance functions.

Regarding the time perspective, the user can choose between

service and sojourn time-aware concept drift detection. In this

case, the time bins are computed according to user-defined

percentiles for the percentile-based bin edge computation or a

given number of clusters for the data-driven approach using k-

means. In order to efficiently compute EMD, we implemented

an Exterior Point Simplex method described in [30], [31],

which is tailored to the underlying optimal-cost-flow problem.

B. Control-Flow Drift

In order to demonstrate the ability of our approach to

detect control-flow drifts, we apply it to the log used in [11].

The log contains different types of control-flow drift with a

change every 1200 traces. Figure 4a shows the output of our

plugin for different window sizes using EMD with Levenshtein

distance for window comparison. The bottom panel shows a

heatmap of EMD values w.r.t. the indices of the traces, ordered

by the timestamp of the first event, and the window sizes.

Given that different window sizes capture changes of different

frequencies, this spectrum-inspired visualization can help to

localize changes in the time and frequency domain. The upper

panel shows a lineplot of the EMD values for an interactively

selectable window size.

First, as depicted by the dotted lines, we note that all

model changes can be detected, although the inherently high-

dimensional trace descriptor requires large windows sizes to

capture the process behavior. As can be seen for window

size 200, the significantly higher variance indicates that the

sample size is insufficient to fully represent the underlying

distribution. In this case, larger windows are needed to verify

potential drift points. Moreover, it can be seen that EMD

naturally describes the extend to which the process is affected

by the change. To this end, consider the highlighted EMD

value difference between the second and third peak. While the

pre-change model for the second peak contains an or-relation

between ’By Phone’, ’E-Mail’, and ’Post’, as well as the

option to skip everything, the change removes the latter option.

The low EMD values thereby indicate that relatively few cases

are affected, i.e., the notification has been skipped for these

cases. In contrast, the third peak results from introducing an

exclusive choice between the former activities. Considerably

larger EMD values show that many cases are affected, i.e.,

before the change claimants were often notified via multiple

channels.

Although the currently implemented window descriptor

based on stochastic languages, which consider entire traces,

can be effectively high-dimensional, an advantage is that we

can detect long-term dependencies. In order to show this, we

introduce a controlling activity scrutinizing a limited subset

of the recently archived cases. Initially, given two low and

high claim cases, the probability that the high claim case

is selected for additional controlling is 40%. After 2000

cases this probability changes to 20%, following the idea

that high claim cases have been handled more carefully, and

therefore less controlling is required. This introduces a long-

term dependency between the initial check claim sequence
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Fig. 3: The adapted insurance claim model from [11] showing a process for handling low and high insurance claims. Dashed

lines show the activities that are affected by the filtering applied in the time-induced control flow drift scenario.

(a) Different control-flow drifts (stride size 2). (b) Long-term dependency drift (stride size 2).

Fig. 4: Drift detection on the control-flow level using the Levenshtein distance. It shows the spectrum over window sizes 200,

400, 600, 800 and selectively EMD for window size 600.

and the controlling activity which is further extended by

the introduction of the refunding activities (cf. Figure 3).

As depicted in Figure 4b, the drift can be detected which

would not be possible using local statistics, e.g., a window

around each activity if the window size is too small [11].

Intuitively, such drift scenarios are relevant for activities whose

number of occurrences is limited by the resource availability

and, therefore, drifts do not necessarily affect the follows

frequencies of directly preceding activities.

C. Time Drift

In order to assess the capability to detect time drift, we

inject changes of the case arrival rate. Using an initial base

inter-arrival time of 45 minutes, we created a log with sudden

arrival rate drifts to 60, 45, 30, 45, 25, and 45 minutes every

2000 traces, respectively. In order to exclude the possibility

of inter-arrival-time-induced control-flow drifts, we filter the

questionnaire-related activities. Due to the increased sojourn

times, more questionnaires are received back which causes a

control-flow drift.

Regarding the parameter setting of fid and fr, preceding

experiments showed that fid = fr = 1 works well. In general,

we could see that the output of our method is not very sensitive

to this setting for reasonably small values. Furthermore, we

apply the data-driven bin computation using k-means, which

generally performed well, with k = 3. This follows the

intuition to have a bin for slow, moderate, and fast behavior.

As depicted by the dotted blue lines in Figure 5a, according

to our method an increasing inter-arrival time does not signif-

icantly affect the sojourn times. During periods of baseline

arrival rate, the resources are sufficient to handle each case

immediately. Therefore, reducing the arrival rate does not

affect the immediate reaction, and hence the sojourn times

do not change. In contrast, decreasing the inter-arrival times

increases the sojourn times and a drift is detected. The peaks

corresponding to the onsets of arrival rate drifts are highlighted

by dotted black lines. In addition to the ground truth arrival

rate changes, we observe two additional peaks, depicted by the

densely dotted lines, which might be attributed to the variance

of the arrival rate and activity service times. Moreover, larger

EMD values for shorter inter-arrival times show that EMD is

a measure for the impact of the drift. Regarding our definition

of the time-aware trace distance function δl , this experiment

shows that incorporating the time bins into the costs for

insertion and removal causes a shift of the baseline costs, as

indicated by the dashed red line, so that the EMD values are

generally larger during periods of faster case arrival. Given two

traces for which the optimal distance according to δl requires

deletion and insertion, a low arrival rate and, therefore, low

sojourn times and bin indices yield a comparatively smaller

distance value than a high arrival rate and consequently higher

bin indices due to higher costs for insertion and deletion.

Hence, the costs arising from imperfectly matching windows

are generally higher. Since the baseline shifts accumulate,
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we can, to some extend, also observe ongoing gradual drifts

towards increasing sojourn times during the periods of arrival

rate change.

D. Time-induced Control Flow Drift

Finally, we investigate a drift scenario that requires a holistic

approach combining the time and control perspective. To

this end, we distinguish between low claims with an easy

medical history and those with a difficult history. In the

model, this difference reflects in the service time of ’Low

Medical History Check’ with an increased service time for

more difficult cases. The service times for each group are

modeled by normal distributions where the probability of a

low claim being difficult is 20%. The service times sampled

from the resulting Gaussian mixture model are depicted in

Figure 6. Assuming that the resources for calling claimants are

limited and therefore only a fixed percentage of the claimants

can be called, we introduce a drift by changing the individual

probabilities for notification by phone for easy and difficult

cases. While initially the probability is 50% for both degrees

of difficulty, after the drift, that is introduced after 2500 cases,

difficult cases are certainly called and easy cases only with a

probability of approximately 40%. Note that in order to detect

this drift, time has to be considered since the general control-

flow on the activity level is not affected.

Detecting the aforementioned concept drift requires us to

focus on the low claim check activities and the subsequent

notification as there is only a small impact on the complete

process. Therefore, we filter the generated log, containing 5000

traces, for low claim cases by only considering claims that

experience the ’Low Insurance Check’. Note that cases that

are rejected in this step are still considered, which slightly

broadens the focus. Furthermore, we only focus on checking

and notification related activities depicted by dotted lines in

Figure 3. As before, we apply data-driven bin computation

with k = 3. Figure 5b shows the output for the filtered log. The

dotted line indicates a drift that occurs after half of the traces,

which fits the time of the actual drift. The magnitude of EMD

change also gives evidence that this drift only slightly affects

the process, i.e., only a few claims are concerned. Moreover,

the high variance and large EMD values that can be seen in

the multi-scale plot in Figure 5b indicate a high variability

of the binning-based descriptor. Therefore large sample sizes,

i.e., large windows, are required to approximate the underlying

distribution to obtain clearer peaks, as indicated by the black

circle. Besides, it can be noted that it suffices to categorize

service times into three bins to detect the drift, even though

the underlying service time distribution is bi-modal.

Consequently, the presented experimental results show that

our method is able to detect drifts that require a holistic

consideration of time and control flow.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed an EMD-based concept drift

detection approach that allows for different perspectives on the

process thanks to the flexibility of EMD regarding the choice

of the representation and the distance measure. Furthermore,

we demonstrated how a time perspective that enables service

and sojourn-time aware drift detection can be implemented in

this framework. The experimental evaluation showed that var-

ious types of control-flow, as well as time-dependent control-

flow drifts can successfully be detected. However, the ability of

the currently used trace descriptor to holistically detect drift in

long-term dependencies is traded for the requirement of large

windows sizes and possible additional preprocessing.

For future work, given our first results on holistic drift detec-

tion, we intend to perform a more comprehensive evaluation,

in particular on real-world data, as well as to develop meth-

ods that allow to systematically find a proper preprocessing

without requiring domain knowledge. Considering the trace

descriptors, e.g., lower-dimensional descriptors and descriptors

that incorporate additional perspectives are possible future

directions to investigate. Moreover, descriptors and trace dis-

tances that are more robust to concurrency can be investigated.

Furthermore, since binning the time information can result in

information loss, trace distance functions that do not rely on

binning need to be investigated. However, first and foremost,

extensions that provide drift diagnostics, i.e., methods that

reveal the actual changes of the process, are crucial to make the

detected drifts actionable. For example, consider the additional

peaks in Figure 5a. Currently, we can only diagnose that either

control flow and sojourn times are affected or by considering

only the control flow perspective conclude that only the control

flow is affected. Nevertheless, in neither case we can clearly

pinpoint the effect. In this context, we want to exploit the

optimal values of the flow variables in the EMD-defining

linear program. By construction, these values determine the

EMD value and, therefore, describe the differences between

the stochastic languages. Finally, the application to event

streams can be investigated, which, in addition to dealing with

potentially changing time information granularity, requires to

adapt the trace descriptor and/or distance, e.g. by allowing

partial matches, to handle incomplete traces.
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Abstract—Process mining uses computational techniques for
process-oriented data analysis. The use of poor quality input data
will lead to unreliable analysis outcomes (garbage in - garbage
out), as it does for other types of data analysis. Among the key
inputs to process mining analyses are activity labels in event
logs which represent tasks that have been performed. Activity
labels are not immune from data quality issues. Fixing them
is an important but challenging endeavour, which may require
domain knowledge and can be computationally expensive. In this
paper we propose to tackle this challenge from a novel angle by
using a gamified crowdsourcing approach to the detection and
repair of problematic activity labels, namely those with identical
semantics but different syntax. Evaluation of the prototype with
users and a real-life log showed promising results in terms of
quality improvements achieved.

Index Terms—Process mining, data quality, event log, activity
label, gamification, crowdsourcing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Process mining is a well-established research area that
concerns discovering, controlling, and improving processes
using data recorded in event logs [1]. Unfortunately, event
logs in practice suffer from numerous data quality issues,
e.g. imprecise timestamps [2], infrequent behavior [3], and
duplicate events [4]. Using an event log of poor quality as a
starting point for process mining would constitute a case of
the well-known adage “garbage in - garbage out”. One type of
quality problem in event logs relates to activity labels which
reflect the tasks that were performed, e.g. “create purchase
order”. It is important to obtain the correct labels in order to
avoid treating tasks that are identical as different or different
tasks as identical. The former challenge concerns finding
synonymous labels with different syntax, distorted labels with
minor syntactic differences, and polluted labels with the same
syntax structure (using the terminology of the event log
imperfection patterns [5]). The latter challenge amounts to the
problem of identifying homonymous labels [5]. The focus of
our paper is on the former challenge, i.e. correcting and/or
standardising labels that exhibit a different syntax but have
the same underlying semantics. We will refer to these types
of labels as imperfect in the remainder of this paper. Also, we
will use the terms activity and label interchangeably to refer to
activity labels. The problem of imperfect labels is acute and
tackling this problem requires a novel approach in order to
progress beyond the state of the art. In particular, we believe
the involvement of domain experts is essential to achieve a
breakthrough. And while they have been leveraged before,

we do not only focus on label detection but also repair. In
addition, we believe that domain experts need to be involved
in an iterative fashion so that learning can be cumulative.
Hence it is essential that our approach (C1) converges towards
an improved log, (C2) supports input from multiple domain
experts, and (C3) engages them in order to encourage their
participation.

To achieve criterion C2, we will use a form of crowdsourc-
ing. Crowdsourcing in general is defined as “the act of taking
a job traditionally performed by a designated agent (usually
an employee) and outsourcing it to an undefined, generally
large group of people in the form of an open call” [6]. It can
provide a diversity of skills and knowledge for detecting and
repairing imperfect activities in a more efficient way, while
most computational approaches underestimate the complexity
of such a task [7]. In our approach, we further determine the
level of domain expertise using a number of strategies.

Gamification techniques will be used to satisfy criterion C3.
Gamification is defined as “the use of video game elements
in non-gaming systems to improve user experience (UX) and
user engagement” [8] and is growing in popularity in various
domains, e.g. healthcare [9], business [10], and information
systems [11]. While gamification has been used in crowdsourc-
ing successfully (see [12] for a review), there is limited atten-
tion to gamification in process mining, let alone in improving
the quality of event logs. There are numerous game elements
(e.g. narrative, choice) used to enhance user engagement with
gamified systems and to improve their motivation to return
to the system [13]. This study uses common gamification
elements, e.g. points, levels, and badges [14] to inspire feelings
of competence in people and motivate them to perform tasks
more efficiently, and provide better advice for detecting and
repairing imperfect labels.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II describes
related work. In Section III we discuss the design framework
of our approach. In Section IV we describe a prototype of
our gamified system. Section V presents our evaluation and
Section VI summarises our approach and suggests future work.

II. RELATED WORK

The study of event log quality was initially discussed in the
Process Mining Manifesto [15] where a 1 to 5 star spectrum
was proposed for rating the quality of an event log. In such a
framework, process mining analysis can be applied on logs
rated as 3, 4 or 5-star, but not on 1 and 2-star logs. The
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works in regards to event log quality can be divided into two
main categories: those that propose frameworks for event log
quality dimensions (e.g. [5], [16]–[19]), and those that propose
methods for improving event log quality (e.g. [2]–[4], [20],
[21]). In this section we review the second category as we are
pursuing the same goal in this paper.

Among the approaches that have been proposed to im-
prove the quality of event logs, e.g. [2]–[4], [20], [21], some
address noise and outliers [22], some are concerned with
event timestamp and ordering quality issues [2], and some
others focus on activity label quality issues [4], [20], [21],
[23], which is the general topic area of this paper. Some of
theses approaches [20], [23], [24] have looked at activity label
quality issues at the process model level, among which van
der Aa et al. [23] and Koschmider et al. [20] discuss labels
that stem from the same model and Pittke et al. [24] covers
labels that stem from a pool of process models from different
domains [24]. In the field of process model matching and
similarity [25], label similarity measures have been introduced
and may be useful in detecting imperfect activity labels which
have different syntax but the same semantics. Some other
approaches have addressed activity label quality issues at
the event log level [4], [21], however they mainly focus on
detecting and repairing activity labels with the same syntax but
different semantics, i.e. homonymous labels [5]. Our approach,
instead, focuses on activities with the same semantics but
different syntax, i.e. synonymous, distorted, and polluted labels
(as defined in [5]) of a single process at the event log level.

The use of domain knowledge in improving activity quality
has been shown to be effective [7], [26]–[28]. This domain
knowledge can be acquired from an external data set, e.g.
an ontology or a dictionary [20], or it may be provided by
a human (either a limited number of individuals [26], [27]
or an unlimited crowd [7], [28]). Expert feedback has been
used to suggest activity matching [26] or correct automati-
cally generated matching between activities of two process
models [27]. Some approaches [7], [28] use crowdsourcing to
identify activity matches and argue that such a matching is not
as straightforward as most automatic methods assume. These
approaches detect activity matches while, in our approach,
we use crowd-sourced domain knowledge to detect and also
repair activities with the same meaning. In addition, we use
gamification techniques to improve the engagement of the
crowd in completing the required tasks.

III. APPROACH DESIGN

Improving the quality of activity labels in an event log leads
to more reliable process mining outcomes [4], [21]. Figure 1
illustrates our approach, which takes an event log as input and
produces a repaired event log as output which is of higher
quality. This log can be improved even further if it serves as
the input for another round of data cleaning through the use of
the gamified system (Criterion C1). As depicted in Figure 1,
our approach collects knowledge of multiple domain experts (a
form of crowdsourcing) to detect and repair imperfect activity
labels in a collaborative and interactive manner (Criterion C2).

Crowdsourcing enables us to work with knowledgeable people
in a given domain without being restricted by their physical
location. As part of our approach we further determine the
level of domain expertise by asking people to declare how
familiar they are with a particular process and also by asking
them some baseline assessment questions.

In order to motivate domain experts towards providing
advice for detecting and repairing imperfect activities in the
log, we make use of gamification techniques (Criterion C3).
Based on the Octalysis gamification design framework [29],
our approach supports a set of motivational drives as follows:
‚ Development & Accomplishment: This is the internal

drive of most people for overcoming challenges, gaining
knowledge, making progress, and achieving goals and
mastery. In our approach, we have designed collectable
points, levels, badges and progress bars to set goals for
the players and inspire their feelings of achievement.
We also regularly narrate interesting facts regarding data
quality to support acquiring knowledge.

‚ Epic Meaning & Calling: This motivational drive is in
play when a person assumes they are doing something
bigger than themselves, e.g. saving the world. In our ap-
proach, we regularly narrate real disasters that happened
due to poor data quality and caused many lost lives or
led to high costs. This gives domain experts some context
about why they should engage in the game and enables
them to imagine how they can potentially prevent similar
disasters in the future.

‚ Social Influence & Relatedness: This drive motivates
people to follow a social norm, i.e. what everyone else is
doing. In our approach, we motivate players by providing
a ‘help’ option that shows the number and the views of
people who have tried the game challenges so far.

IV. GAMIFIED SYSTEM PROTOTYPE

As depicted in Figure 1, the gamified system consists of
three phases: (1) the pre-game phase, where we generate
a question bank from an input log, (2) the game phase,
where the players interact with the game to suggest quality
improvements, and (3) the post-game phase, where we repair
the log based on players’ answers. The following sections
describe each of these phases in detail.

Let us first formalize the notion of an event log. Let A be
a set of activities. A trace σ is a sequence of activities, i.e.
σ P A˚. An event log L is a multi-set of traces over A, i.e.
L “ tpσ, nq | σ P A˚, n P Nu where n is the number of times
the trace σ is repeated in log L.

A. Pre-game

In the pre-game phase, we generate a set of multi-choice
questions, each asking players to select all options, in the form
of activities, that are synonyms to a given main activity. The
main activity and the options are chosen from imperfect labels
in the log, as they are the candidates for repair actions.

In order to detect imperfect labels, we define a notion called
uniqueness factor. A uniqueness factor represents the extent
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Fig. 1. A gamified system to detect and repair imperfect activity labels

to which an activity has unique semantics compared to other
activities in the log. The uniqueness factor uf : AÑ r0,`8q
for any activity a P A occurring in log L, is defined as:

uf paq “ 2˚p1´Smaxpaqq`
1

|A|´1
ΣxPA´tau|Spa, xq´Smaxpaq|

(1)

where for any activities a, x P A, Spa, xq is the normalized
weighted average similarity between a and x, defined in our
previous work [30], which takes into account context similari-
ties of activities from four dimensions: control flow, resource,
data, and time; and Smaxpaq “ maxxPAztau Spa, xq, is the
maximum similarity between a and any other activities in the
log. uf paq depends on Smaxpaq and the average difference
between Smaxpaq and Spa, xq. Lower values of Smaxpaq, i.e.
a has a unique semantics in the log, lead to lower values of
uf paq. Conversely, higher values of Smaxpaq lead to higher
values of uf paq and this effect becomes greater the closer
the similarity between a and other activities in the log are to
Smaxpaq. We have introduced a multiplication factor of two
to make uf paq more sensitive to the value of Smaxpaq rather
than to the sum of the absolute differences between Spa, xq
and Smaxpaq, because activities that are similar to even one
other activity in the log are candidates of imperfect labels and
this should be reflected in the value of their uf .

Algorithm 1 presents our technique for generating questions
using an event log. Each question focuses on one group of
candidate imperfect activities with the same meaning. Initially,
we mark all activities as not visited Anv and find the activity
mainAct P Anv that has the minimum uniqueness factor
among them (the function called at Line 3). Then we sort other
activities in Anv descending by their similarity to mainAct
(the function called at Line 4) and pick the first rm{2s1

activities as similar options if their context similarity with
mainAct is higher than a threshold θ (Lines 6–7). Then, we fill
out the rest of the options with activities that are not similar to
mainAct selected from the end of the list (Line 8). Finally we
mark mainAct and its similar options as visited because we do
not want to see them in other questions and then we proceed
to generating the next question until the desired number of

1This limitation of the number of similar options is to preserve balance.

questions n is reached2. The time complexity of Algorithm 1
is Opnk log k ` nmq where k, n, and m are the number of
activities, questions and options per question respectively.

Algorithm 1: Generate Game Questions
Input: Activity universe A, number of questions n,

number of options m, threshold θ
Output: Question bank Q

1 Anv Ð A,QÐ tu;
2 while |Q|ă n do
3 mainAct Ð findMinUFActivity(Anv);
4 Asorted Ð sortDescBySimTo(Anv,mainAct);
5 Osim Ð tu, Odiff Ð tu;
6 for iÐ 0 to rm{2s do
7 if SpAsortedris,mainActq ě θ then

Osim Ð Osim Y tAsorted risu;

8 for j Ð 0 to m´ |Osim| do
9 Odiff Ð Odiff Y tAsorted r|Asorted| ´ jsu

10 QÐ QY tpmainAct , Osim YOdiff qu;
11 Anv Ð pAnv ´ tmainActuq ´Osim;

12 return Q

B. Game play

The gamified system is designed around a number of player
goals. Each goal corresponds to achieving a certain level,
represented by a badge received for collecting a set number
of points. We have designed two point schemes to mea-
sure different achievements: stars scheme which measures a
player’s experience (XP) with the game to encourage players’
participation in the game [31], and diamonds which measures a
player’s knowledge of the domain so that the answers provided
can be weighted properly. Accordingly, two sets of levels are
defined: XP levels and knowledge levels. The players can
earn both XP and knowledge points by overcoming some
challenges. A challenge consists of three parts:
‚ A Baseline assessment part, which is a yes/no question

asking whether two terms are synonyms. These ques-
tions are acquired from the vocabulary question bank

2We acknowledge the fact that n and m need to be bounded on
implementation, but conceptually, we do not spell it out for simplicity.
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(Figure 1), which includes a set of true synonyms or
different terms in a domain3. These questions are used to
assess a player’s level of familiarity with the domain from
which the event log stems. This part is the only part for
which we know the ground truth and if the player answers
this part correctly, they will earn more knowledge score
(diamonds) and as a result in the post-game phase we will
value their answers more (i.e., higher weightings). We
are inspired by the idea of using a control word in the
reCAPTHA system [32] for determining correct words
scanned from old print materials.

‚ A Detection part, which is a multi-choice question asking
the player to select all options that are synonyms of a
given main activity. These questions are derived from the
question bank (Figure 1) and help us to identify imperfect
activity candidates in the event log.

‚ A Repair part, which is a multi-choice question with
an optional input field asking a player to suggest a
replacement for the synonyms he has chosen in the
Detection part. The player can either select one of the
options or suggest a new one through the input field.

Players receive immediate feedback on the number of stars and
diamonds earned after each challenge. The number of earned
stars s P N is computed as s “ tα ˚ pu, where p P t1, 2, 3u
is the number of completed parts of the challenge by the
player and α ą 0 is a constant factor. The more parts of
the challenge completed the more stars earned to represent
the player’s experience with the game.

Players earn a number of diamonds d P N, measuring their
domain knowledge, in two parts: the Baseline assessment part
db P N and the Repair part dr P N4, i.e. d “ db ` dr. The
Baseline assessment score is calculated as db “ β ˚ v where
β ą 0 is a constant factor and v “ 1 if the Baseline assessment
question is answered correctly and v “ 0 otherwise.

The Repair score measures the suitability of a suggested
repair as a string and is calculated as dr “ dl ` ds where
dl P N is the length score and ds P N is the spacial
characters and numbers score. The length score follows a bell-
shaped function5 and is calculated as dl “ γ ˚ fpx; a, b, cq “
γ ˚ 1

1`| x´c
a |2b , where x P N is the length of the repair,

γ ą 0 is a constant factor, and a, b, c ą 0 are the function
parameters specifying width, slope and center of the bell
curve respectively. The special characters and numbers score
is computed as ds “ η ˚ sc, where η ą 0 is a constant factor
and sc “ 0 if some special characters and numbers exist in
the suggested repair and sc “ 1 otherwise.

C. Post-game
In the post-game phase, we repair the log using collected

answers from players. The idea is to select answers of high

3The vocabulary question bank can be generated by a domain expert or
by using a domain-specific resource. We acknowledge that this might affect
the applicability of the approach on specific domains.

4We ignore the Detection part due to the lack of the relevant ground truth.
5We penalize too short and too long repairs because based on our

observations in real-life logs, too short labels often do not describe the relevant
semantics precisely and too long labels often include unnecessary information.

weight, where the weight of an answer is determined by a
player’s knowledge level, associated with the number of earned
diamonds in the game, and the player’s original self-declared
expertise level in the domain. This method is referred to as
vote weighting in crowdsourcing [33].

Let Λ Ă Q ˆ Φ ˆ R be the set of all answers given by
players to game challenges, where Q Ď A ˆ p2Azt∅uq is
the question bank generated in the pre-game phase (Section
IV-A), each question consisting of a main activity and a set of
imperfect activities as options, Φ Ď 2A is the set of all detected
imperfect activities (in the Detection part of each challenge),
and R Ď Σ˚ is the set of all repairs suggested by players (in
the Repair part of each challenge) where Σ is the set of all
characters. An answer λ P Λ is defined as λ “ pλq, λA, λrq
where λq P Q, λA Ď Φ, and λr P R refer to the question, the
set of detected imperfect activities, and the repair associated
with λ. The weighting function W : Λ Ñ r0,`8q, assigns
a weight to an answer λ P Λ based on the knowledge level
k P N and the original expertise level e P N of a player and
is defined as W pλq “ τk ˚ k` τe ˚ e where τk, τe ě 0 are the
corresponding coefficients.

For any activity a P A and any repair r P R, the repair
weight function Ψ : A ˆ R Ñ r0,`8q Y K is defined as
Ψpa, rq “ ΣλPΛ,aPλA,λr“rW pλq which is the sum of weights
of the answers that have suggested r as a repair and have a
in their detection set. Also, the crowd-based similarity ∆ :
AˆAÑ R between any two activities a, b P A is defined as:

∆pa, bq “ ΣλPΛ:ta,buĎλAW pλq´

ΣλPΛ:ppaPλA,bPOptpλqqzλAq_pbPλA,aPOptpλqqzλAqqW pλq

where Opt : Q Ñ 2A is a function that retrieves the set
of activity options from a question. If a and b are detected as
similar in an answer λ we increase their crowd-based similarity
by the weight of λ. Otherwise, if only one of a and b is in
the detection set while the other one has been provided as
an option in the question, this means that they are detected
as different by a player and we decrease their crowd-based
similarity by the weight of λ.

Algorithm 2 presents our method for selecting the final
activity repairs to be applied on the log. We repeatedly find the
overall maximum weighted repair rm for any activity am6 and
if the weight is more than a similarity threshold θs (Line 2),
we add the pair to the selected repairs set Π and also select
the same repair rm for any activity b which is very similar
to a (ě θs) (Line 3). This is to guarantee that all activities
that are detected as similar are repaired to a single label. Also
in Lines 4 and 5 we remove a set of repair pairs Γ from the
domain of the repair weight function Ψ to ensure that they
will not be chosen in the next iterations7. More specifically,
for any activity that has a selected repair, i.e. am and any
of its similar activities, we remove all other possible repair
pairs and for activities that are very different form am (ď θd)

6The function argmax Ψ gives the argument that maximizes Ψ.
7Ÿ represents the domain restriction operator in the formal language Z.
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we remove rm from their possible repairs to make sure that
different activities are not repaired into the same label. The
output of the algorithm is the set of selected repairs Π which
can be applied to the input log resulting in a repaired log. The
time complexity of Algorithm 2 is Opk2r2q where k and r are
the number of activities and suggested repairs respectively.

Algorithm 2: Select Repairs
Input: Crowd-based similarity function ∆, repair

weight function Ψ, similarity threshold θs,
difference threshold θd

Output: Selected repairs Π
Precondition: dom Ψ ‰ ∅

1 Π Ð tu;
2 while pam, rmq Ð argmax Ψ,Ψpam, rmq ě θs do
3 Π Ð ΠY tpam, rmqu

Ytpb, rmq P dom Ψ|∆pam, bq ě θsu;
4 Γ Ð tpam, rq|r P Ru

Ytpx, rq P dom Ψ|∆px, amq ě θsu
Ytpc, rmq P dom Ψ|∆pc, amq ď θdu;

5 Ψ Ð pdom ΨzΓq ŸΨ;

6 return Π

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We have implemented our gamified system, called The
Quality Guardian to be used to evaluate our approach with
a public log and a number of participants. This gamified
approach can also be used in an organizational setting with
a particular data set.

A. Data

We used the BPIC 2019 event log [34] for our evaluation.
This log contains events related to a purchase order process of
a painting company. The log was a pre-processed version of a
real-life log and was free from imperfect labels, however, we
purposely injected some imperfect labels to test our approach.
We selected a subset of distinct activity labels (8 out of a
total of 42) and renamed a portion of their instances with new
labels containing similar semantics based on patterns that we
have encountered in real-life logs (i.e. synonymous, distorted,
and polluted) [5]8. The proportion of the label instances, for
each of these 8 activities, that were renamed is in the range
of 20% to 50% because this is roughly the proportion of label
instances that were observed to be imperfect in real-life logs.
From such an injection, we obtained an event log with 8
groups of imperfect labels9. Each group consists of two or
more distinct labels with the same semantics, e.g. group 3
consists of 5 labels: “Clear Invoice”, “Clr Invoice”, “Remove
Invoice”, “Eliminate Inv”, and “Clear Inv”.

8We acknowledge that artificially injecting imperfect labels might not
fully capture real-world issues. However, using a real-life log with actual
imperfect labels but without access to domain experts in an experimental
setting is challenging due to the lack of ground truth. Conducting such an
evaluation is left as future work.

9Available at https://event-log-quality.s3.amazonaws.com/icpm/log.xes.

After injecting imperfect labels, we applied Algorithm 1 to
generate 8 questions, each for one group of imperfect activities
and each with 9 options, i.e. n “ 8,m “ 9. We chose 9
options because similar options per question in this log add
up to at most 4 and we added 5 different options to preserve
balance. We used a similarity threshold (θ) of 0.65 so that
more activities can be included in the options. For computing
the weighted average similarity between activities as per
Equation 1, the weights we used for the context dimensions
are 5, 5, 1, and 1, for the control-flow, resource, time, and data
dimensions respectively [30]. The weights used are in line with
those used in our previous work [30] where we assigned the
control-flow and resource dimensions higher weights because
we found them more informative in measuring the similarity
between activities. The execution of Algorithm 1 took about
50 seconds on a Windows 64-bit operating system with an
Intel Core i7 7600 processor and a 16GB RAM.

B. The Game

Players are initially introduced to a game character called
Sam (Figure 2(a)) who is a data analyst. Players are requested
to help Sam resolve some of the imperfect labels that he has
seen in his data set, i.e. an event log. To trigger a player’s
engagement [31], we let them experience the game before
signing up. Sam asks the players a few sample questions,
each relating to the three main parts of the game: Baseline
assessment, Detection, and Repair (Section IV-B).

Once the players are familiar with the game, they are asked
to sign up to help Sam with his data set. During sign-up,
players are requested to declare their expertise level w.r.t the
domain of the event log: nothing (i.e. no domain knowledge
whatsoever), a little, a fair bit, and a lot. This level cannot be
changed or increased during the game. The players are granted
10 stars and an XP badge Good Starter as soon as they join
the game (Figure 2(b)) as a reward to motivate them to further
interact with the game [31]. Next, the players see a demo of
the game (skippable) before proceeding to the actual game.

Figures 2(c), (d), and (e) show the screenshots of our
implementation of the three main parts of the game: Base-
line Assessment, Detection, and Repair (Section IV-B). For
the Baseline assessment, we created eight yes/no questions
using common synonyms for typical terms used in purchasing
orders, e.g. “refund” and “money back”. To assist and motivate
players, we provide players with ‘help’ options in the forms of
statistical data, such as the measured context similarities [30]
between the main activity and other labels in the options, the
absolute and relative frequencies of each label in the log, the
popularity of each activity which is the number of previous
players who chose a particular option for a given question,
and the string suitability metric of suggested repairs (only
for the Repair part) as measured by the repair score dr in
Section IV-B. Note, the label popularity measure that a player
sees will not be the same as another player, depending on how
many players have completed the game prior.

A perfect answer for each challenge is rewarded 10 stars
and 10 diamonds. The designated XP badges are Good Starter,
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Newbie Contributor, and Phenom Contributor, each requiring
10, 40, and 80 stars respectively. Similarly, the available
Knowledge Badges are Problem Solver, Expert, and Master,
each requiring 20, 45, and 80 diamonds respectively. These
thresholds are chosen based on the number of challenges used
in the evaluation, i.e. 8, and considering the idea that achieving
higher levels would be naturally more difficult than the lower
ones [31]. Players can view their game status through their
profile page (Figure 2(f)).

C. Evaluation Setup

The Quality Guardian game was implemented as a Java
web applications hosted by a Tomcat server10. It was available
online for 3 weeks and was advertised using social media, e.g.
Linkedin. We did not limit the expertise field of players to the
specific domain of the event log, i.e. purchasing orders, be-
cause the game allows for different levels of domain expertise
and because our algorithm prefers the responses by domain
experts in selecting the final labels to repair the log.

We have used the formulas introduced in Section IV-B to
score players during the game. Once we captured all responses
from players, we applied Algorithm 2 to select the best
suggested repairs. We selected the values of the similarity and
difference thresholds θs and θd such that the similarity or the
difference of two activities is approved only if they have a
weighted vote of at least half of the maximum. The parameters
are detailed in the appendix11. The execution of Algorithm 2
took about 43 seconds on the same system used for running
Algorithm 1.

We measured the effectiveness of our approach in a number
of ways. A starting point is to see how many similar labels
have been reduced in the repaired log. Secondly, we evaluate
whether our approach aggregates correct sets of labels by
looking at the number of distinct activity labels in each
group of imperfect labels. Finally, to measure the overall
effectiveness of our approach, we used the adapted version
of the Levenshtein distance [35] (used by Conforti et al. [2])
to the concept of cases whereby, instead of counting addition,
deletion, or replacement of a character, we count addition,
deletion, or replacement of an event.

At the end of the game, to assess Criterion C3, we asked
players to complete an online survey with 5 point Likert scale
answers (strongly agree-strongly disagree) and describe how
they felt about the game. Specifically, they were asked 8
questions each about one of the desirable features of a game
as per the GameFlow evaluation framework [36], including (1)
the clarity of the goals, (2) the usefulness of the feedback they
received, (3) the ease of use, (4) the usefulness of knowing the
crowd views, (5) the ability to control the game actions and
interface, (6) the engagement, (7) the knowledge development,
and (8) the required concentration. We use the Cronbach’s

10Available at https://event-log-quality.s3.amazonaws.com/icpm/codes.zip.
11Available at https://event-log-quality.s3.amazonaws.com/icpm/Pars.pdf.

Although one can set other parameters, all players are scored with the same
parameters, thus changing them would not affect the selection of repairs.

alpha coefficient which is a measure of a multi-user Likert
scale survey responses’ reliability [37].

D. Results

A total of 27 players participated in the game, out of which
6 opt out and we are left with 21 players who completed all
questions and the survey. In the original log, there were 42
distinct activities which was increased to 67 after injection.
After the evaluation, the repaired log contains 46 labels where
6 are injected labels and 40 are from the original log. This
means that 2 of the original labels are removed from the
log as part of the repair actions. This can happen because
the players preferred an injected label more than the original
one with the same meaning. We do not expect this to be a
problem in real setting where all options will be chosen from
real imperfect activities and choosing any of them as a repair
would be acceptable.

Figure 3(a) shows the number of distinct labels in each of
the eight imperfect groups of labels in the original, injected,
and the repaired logs. As depicted in Figure 3, there was
originally one label in each group which was increased to
3–5 labels per group as a result of injection. Through our
repair approach, we have been able to reduce the number of
distinct labels in each group to one in most groups except
for three groups, i.e. G4, G5, and G7. This chart shows that
our approach managed to remove some ambiguity in activity
labels (as required by criterion C1 described in Section I) by
grouping similar labels into one. The remaining multiple labels
in each group may be addressed by decreasing the similarity
threshold θs or by increasing the number of players which
increases the weights of responses allowing them to pass θs.

Table I shows the average distance between the original log
(ground truth written as GT), and the injected log as well as
the repaired log along with other metrics. We can see that
the repaired log indeed is closer, in terms of Levenshtein
distance, to the ground truth compared to the injected log.
In other words, our approach which exploits gamification
and crowdsourcing methods, has delivered some success in
repairing an imperfect log closer to the ground truth.

TABLE I
FEATURES AND MEASURES OF THE INJECTED AND REPAIRED LOGS

Log #Acts #Events #New acts #Aff events Dist to GT
Injected 67 1595923 23 321070 0.2012
Repaired 46 1595923 6 58030 0.0364

Figure 3(b) summarises the results of the survey for each
of the eight features (a score of 1, 5, and 3 refer to ‘strongly
disagree’, ‘strongly agree’, and ‘neutral’ respectively). The
overall Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.7341 in this sur-
vey shows that it is of acceptable reliability. The maximum
achieved score is 4.62 for Q3 (the ease of use) and the
minimum score is 2.66 for Q4 (the usefulness of knowing
the crowd views). We have observed that some players did
not know how to use crowd views because they have skipped
the initial demo which teaches them how to do so and this
explains the reason for this score. The score for other questions
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Fig. 2. Screenshots of the game: (a) main page, (b) badge granted on signing up, (c) baseline assessment, (d) detection, (e) repair, and (f) profile page.
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Fig. 3. (a) The number of distinct labels in each imperfect group in the original, injected, and repaired logs, (b) Summary of survey responses
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is between 3.5–4, e.g. 4 for Q6 which is the engagement of
the game, and this confirms that gamification is a promising
technique to improve user experience (Criterion C3).

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed an approach for detecting and repairing
imperfect activity labels. Our approach uses human knowledge
through crowdsourcing and gamification techniques to repair
event logs with imperfect labels. We have implemented a
prototype of our gamified system and evaluated our approach
by engaging a number of players in the game to repair a
real-life event log with injected imperfect labels. The results
suggest that the approach is effective in improving the quality
of activity labels in event logs. The survey responses suggest
that we have been successful in developing a gamified system
for our purpose as most players have found it quite engaging.
Some of the limitations to our approach include relying on the
existence of multiple domain experts and not evaluating the
approach with real imperfect labels. Further assessment could
be done using additional logs and the use of process mining
techniques to compare before-repair and after-repair models.
Some other avenues for future work include the incorporation
of additional motivational drives [29] in the gamified system
and addressing other types of quality issues in event logs
through the deployment of similar techniques.
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Abstract—The success of a process mining project is highly
dependent on the quality of the event log data, the degree to
which quality issues are detected, and the way they are resolved.
The detection and resolution of data quality issues requires a
systematic approach that is aware of the organisational context
in which event log data is created. To this end, the Odigos
framework has been developed in prior work. The focus of
this paper is the validation of this framework through semi-
structured interviews with a range of experts in process mining.
The experts confirmed the utility of the framework, provided
valuable insights into data quality in practical settings, and
suggested enhancements to the Odigos framework.

Index Terms—process mining, data quality, Odigos framework,
expert validation

I. INTRODUCTION

Event log quality is a critical success factor in any process

mining project [1]. Process mining project methodologies that

refer to event log quality [2]–[4] make provision for quality

issues to be addressed primarily in the pre-processing phase.

This has the caveat that further consideration may be required

in later phases as event logs are manipulated to address

different types of analysis. Curiously, such methodologies pay

scant attention to practical elements such as the identification

of data quality issues, the role of data quality in guiding event

data extraction and log construction, and the impact of low

data quality on process mining analyses [5]. In many process

mining case studies, researchers limit data pre-processing to

merely transforming raw event data to a format that can be

consumed by process mining tools, and to uncritically report

analysis outcomes. We refer to this garbage in - gospel out
effect as naive process mining [6]. As is pointed out in [5],

identifying the root causes of quality issues in event logs helps

researchers to deal effectively with quality issues and, thence,

to derive informed insights from their analysis. However,

existing approaches to data quality and log cleaning (e.g. [7],

[8]) are more focused on treating data quality symptoms (in

a given log) than on recognising the root causes of those

issues. In [6], the authors propose the notion of informed
process mining, which involves a consideration of the context

in which a process executes as a means of identifying root

causes of event log quality issues. To deal with data quality

issues in a systematic way, the Odigos framework [9] guides

process mining researchers in diagnostically and prognosti-

cally identifying data quality issues in process-related event

data. The main contribution of this paper is a qualitative,

interview-based, expert evaluation of the Odigos framework,

which confirmed the utility of the framework. Additionally,

interaction with the experts (i) enhanced our understanding of

the problems with data quality issues and awareness around

data quality issues, and (ii) resulted in suggestions for refining

the framework in the light of their collective experiences. The

remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section II

we discuss unresolved issues relating to event-data quality,

which serve to position the Odigos framework. To make this

paper self-contained, we briefly describe the main features of

the Odigos framework in Section III. In Section IV we describe

our approach to evaluating the relevance and usefulness of

the Odigos framework through expert interviews.The main

results are presented in Section V. In Section VI we discuss

some important themes that emerged through analysis of the

interviews. In Section VII we discuss possible limitations of

our sampling approach as well as insights arising from the

evaluation and directions for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

The importance of data quality for data analysis in general,

and for process mining in particular, is evident [10]–[12].

Process mining methodologies such as PDM [2], L* [3],

and PM2 [4] do not provide methodological guidance for the

identification of quality issues in process mining studies, and

apart from [10], there is little awareness of the impact of data

quality on the findings of process mining studies [5]. Event log

data quality frameworks, such as those described in [10] and

[1] are useful for labeling identified symptoms of data quality.

However, neither helps with identifying the causes of those

quality issues, nor with recommending possible remedies.

Further, the approach in [1] is rooted in hospital information

systems, is not generalised, and as a result does not inform

researchers in approaching data quality in domains other than

healthcare. In [11], the authors, based on their experience in

dealing with multiple event logs, abstract a set of commonly

occurring event data quality issues as pattern templates which

link the manifestation of each data quality issue to likely un-

derlying causes. The authors show that data quality issues can

be detected by searching for the relevant pattern’s signature

in the event log. They also discuss the impact on a process

mining analysis of each pattern and suggest possible remedies

for the detected quality issues. The paper provides valuable

insights regarding some common root causes of data quality

issues. While they may not span the entirety of event log data

quality issues, it is a step towards a systematic, generalisable
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approach to dealing with data quality issues. Preliminary work

towards operationalising this approach was given in [13]. The

metrics-based approach to assessing data quality during the

preparation and planning stage of process mining projects

in [14] highlights how data quality issues can affect the

findings of a process mining analysis. The authors argue that

identifying the root causes of quality issues prior to conducting

process mining analysis and engagement with stakeholders can

provide insights to possible remedies for the quality issues

but do not support this with methodological guidance. The

Care Pathways Data Quality Framework (CP-DQF) [15] uses

the quality framework described in [10] to support systematic

management (identification, recording, mitigation, reporting)

of data quality issues affecting process mining research us-

ing electronic healthcare records (EHR). CP-DQF provides

a comprehensive list of data quality issues in the context

of EHR; however, this framework pays limited attention to

uncovering root causes of quality issues and is constrained by

its exclusive focus on EHR systems. The 3x3 DQA framework

described in [16] also deals with requirements of EHR data

from a reuse perspective. The framework takes the relationship

between task dependence (fitness for use), data dimensionality

and data quality assessment as its core feature. The 3x3

DQA framework is, as the name suggests, a matrix with Task

Dependence (broken into three data constructs - completeness,

correctness and currency) on one axis, and Data Dimension-

ality (broken into Time, Variables and Patients) on the other

axis. Each cell is operationalised by one or more metrics with

the determination of what constitutes “sufficient quality” made

by the user in the light of the user’s “understanding of the data,

the clinical phenomena being examined, and the methods of

analysis used” [16, p. 9]. This framework was assessed by

expert interview with results of quantitative and qualitative

assessments of responses suggesting that the framework was

not intuitive, that the operationalised constructs of EHR data

quality need to be improved and the cognitive overhead of

interpreting the complex guideline logic was a barrier to

practical use. The fact that the framework is specific to EHR

data could be considered a further limitation.

III. BACKGROUND - ODIGOS FRAMEWORK

The Odigos framework (see Figure 1) suggests a systematic

approach to dealing with data quality issues in event logs in

both diagnostic and prognostic ways. Based on the principles

of Semiotics [17], the Odigos framework provides a systematic

understanding of the context of process mining. Semiotics

is the study of signs, their creation and how they generate

meaning. Almost everything that we interact with and is

capable of generating some meaning can be a sign. Figure 1

shows the semiotic content, i.e. actual processes, event data

and event logs, in the center of framework. The Odigos

framework [9] defines the Social world in terms of both

organisational context (situational) and wider social context

beyond the organisation (macro) that can influence people

and IT systems. The Material world in the context of process

mining refers to all IT systems used to support the process. The

Personal
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Material
IT Systems Process participant

Data curator

Situational
Macro

Sh
ap

es

Inculcates
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constrain create

connote

Semiosis
Actual processes
Event data
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Fig. 1. The Odigos data quality framework.

Odigos framework identifies the different layers (presentation,

application, and data) of IT systems as being important when

considering data quality issues. The Personal world includes

the Process participants who carry out processes, and the

Data curator who is responsible for generating event logs

from the recorded event data for use by analysts. The central

tenet of the Odigos framework is that the semiotic content

(processes, event data, event logs) results from direct actions

arising from the individual worlds (indicated by the connote,

create, and constrain arrows in Figure 1) which are ultimately

driven by interactions between the worlds (indicated by the

Inculcates, Modulates, and Shapes arrows in Figure 1). Thus,

the Odigos framework captures the process mining context. By

understanding the context, it is possible to understand/explain

the semiotic content, including data quality. In this paper, we

refer to the interactions between worlds and semiotics using

‘paths’ (see Table I for a complete listing). For example,

path 4, the interaction between the Material (IT system)

world Modulating the Personal world (Process participants)

influencing semiotics (recording event data), could explain

why values in a particular field do not bear any relation to

the label or database column definition. Process Participants

have employed a ‘workaround’ to capture process-critical data

with an IT system design that does not properly support the

process.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The Odigos framework [9] provides a high level concep-

tualisation of the process mining context. It aims to help

process mining researchers discover the root causes of quality

issues in event logs. However, for such a framework to be

successfully applied in process mining methodologies, further

steps are required to confirm the usability and relevance of

the framework. In line with principles given in [18] and [19]

a qualitative approach, using semi-structured interviews with

process mining experts, was used to explore the usability and

relevance of the Odigos framework, and purposive (or judge-

ment) sampling was used to select participants. Interviews
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are one of the main data collection methods in qualitative

research and purposive sampling is relevant as insights and

expert knowledge to properly consider the framework is held

by only certain members of the process mining community.

The sample included researchers and practitioners deemed to

be experts in the field of process mining and data quality.

A. Expert Profile

We selected a panel of 15 experts of whom 11, coded

as E1..E11, agreed to participate. Of the 4 who did not

participate, 2 said they were unable to participate due to time

constraints and 2 did not reply to the invitation. Selection

criteria included: (i) demonstrated experience in practical

applications of process mining, e.g. published case studies

or employment in a senior role related to process mining;

and (ii) demonstrated interest in event log data quality, e.g.

publications in this area; or (iii) recommendation from one or

more of the selected experts. The experts (a) were distributed

across the globe – 3 continents and 6 countries, (b) have a

combined research and practice experience of approx. 130

years (average experience = 10.25 years), (c) work across

multiple domains (the predominant application area being

healthcare followed by education and manufacturing, and (d)

have, collectively, 240 process mining publications and 12

(refereed) publications relating to event data quality1.

B. Interview Process

We used a semi-structured approach in designing the inter-

view protocol [20]. As our aim was to gauge the usefulness

and relevance of the Odigos framework through linking to

the experts’ experience, our interview approach was based on

a protocol that was pretested to ensure questions would be

understood and properly interpreted, would yield the appro-

priate objectives, and would be scoped to encourage open-

ended input. The interviewer ensured that all questions in

the protocol were covered during the interview. However,

digressions to related topics of discussion were permitted in

order to increase the richness of the information captured.

The interview included an introduction to the Odigos frame-

work through sets of examples. Participants were free to ask

questions or comment during this time. Next, the interview

continued using three different sets of questions. The first set

of questions focused on the specific role of the Social, Personal

and Material worlds (inner arcs of the framework) in creating

data quality problems. The second set of questions examined

the interactions between worlds (outer arcs of the framework)

and their role in creating quality issues in an event log. The

third set of questions were about the overall relevance and

potential implications of the framework for a process mining

project.

C. Interview Analysis

We combined both quantitative and qualitative approaches

in analysing the interviews. The interview questions required

the experts to rank the causal paths of influence in terms of

1Based on data from https://dblp.uni-trier.de/

usefulness, and also to provide examples from their experi-

ence. Using the usefulness ranking in combination with the

number of examples in each given arc (Table I), we derived, in

the first stage of our analysis, an initial quantitative estimation

of the usefulness of each arc. Qualitative analysis of the re-

sponses provided a richer understanding of the experts’ views

on each causal path and the importance of the arcs in explain-

ing data quality issues. The qualitative analysis was supported

by Nvivo as a data analysis and evidence management tool

and involved coding the interviews inductively to identify

emerging themes. The coding scheme was based on the Odigos

framework and the structure of the questionnaire (discussed in

Section IV-B). Using open and axial coding approaches, we

then identified 76 unaggregated codes representing emerging

themes within and beyond the Odigos framework’s original

elements. The themes that emerged in relation to the causal

paths are discussed in more detail in Section V and relate to the

Social, Personal, and Material worlds of the framework. The

themes discussed in relation to the outer arcs are represented

in Table I. The themes which were not within the scope of

the Odigos framework are further discussed in Section VI,

Emergent Themes.

V. THE VALIDATION RESULTS

The first set of interview questions revolved around the

issue as to whether the three worlds of the Odigos framework

cover the possible direct causes of data quality problems as

observed by the experts. Almost all the experts found the list

of presented direct causes to be comprehensive. Further, they

were able to elaborate on the Social, Personal, and Material

worlds in contributing to data quality issues as experienced by

them.

A. Social World

The importance of the Social world, and more specifically,

the organisational context, was highlighted by all the interview

participants. The participants, based on their individual expe-

riences, mentioned the following elements of the social world

resulting in data quality problems in event logs:

• Organisation culture (E2, E4, E5). The same system with

the same functionalities is used differently in different

organisations.

• Social pressures and agreements in the work environment

(for example in a hospital emergency department, where

the highest priority is delivering treatment, with less

attention being paid to recording tasks in the IT systems)

(E1, E8)

• Management style (having a process manager role will

decrease data quality issues) (E5)

• Organisation structure (focus on specialisation rather than

workflow and the processes) (E5). E5 also mentioned that

in an organisation with matrix structure management in

comparison to a hierarchical structure management, there

is a lower chance of having data quality problems in

event data. “[...] usually in a matrix structure you have

“vertical” department managers and “horizontal” process
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1 SOC Inculcates PP Process execution 8 3 0 7
Cultural differences, freedom in doing tasks, reg-
ulations and performance criteria, temporal social
processes

2 IT Modulates PP Process execution 8 2 1 2
IT Systems designed to capture information rather
than supporting the workflow

3 SOC Inculcates PP Recording event data 8 3 0 9
Performance criteria, registration after fact, termi-
nologies and language, task priorities, organizational
norms and training

4 IT Modulates PP Recording event data 10 1 0 8
IT system not supporting the record of processes,
human error as a result of system design

5 SOC Inculcates DC Extracting event logs 9 2 0 3
Data curators lack of knowledge about process min-
ing, lack of knowledge of domain, privacy concerns

6 IT Modulates DC Extracting event logs 10 0 1 1

Interoperability between systems and extracting
tools, data curator knowledge and skills in extracting,
complexity of databases and vendor power over data
extraction, integrating the logs

7 SOC Shapes IT Recording event data 8 3 0 9

Different terminology and codes for identical system
artefacts, performance criteria in design of systems,
IT systems designed with goals other than workflow
management, organisational silo structure

8 PP Modulates IT Recording event data 7 3 0 5
Manual entries, deviation of the standard process
path, misusing admin access

9 DC Modulates IT Recording event data 6 4 1 0 Data curator role vs data admin

TABLE I
USEFULNESS: VU=VERY USEFUL; SU=SOMEWHAT USEFUL; NU=NOT USEFUL AT ALL

INFLUENCING MODEL ELEMENT: SOC=SOCIAL ORGANISATIONAL CONTEXT; IT=IT SYSTEMS; PP=PROCESS PARTICIPANTS; DC=DATA CURATOR

MODEL ELEMENT INFLUENCED: IT=IT SYSTEMS; PP=PROCESS PARTICIPANTS; DC=DATA CURATOR

managers. By granting mandate and budget explicitly also

to a process owner it could be more likely that processes,

workflow and event logs get more and better attention.

Thus raising the chance of better data quality.” (E5)2

• Performance criteria and reward systems with a process-

focus. “The company did not have target on process

execution. They were not organised to reward people

based on processes” and “The reward system also can

influence on the execution and record of the processes

and creation of event logs”. (E5)

• Legal requirements: including performance regimens or

government privacy regulations. (E2, E4, E7)

• Cultural differences between countries (E4). For example,

the same processes, using the same systems, would

be done differently in different countries with different

working cultures.

• Consideration of time and temporal nature of business

processes in the framework. Processes may change faster

than the IT systems which support these processes. “Pro-

cesses are in a state of flux” and “in process mining

processes are considered static”. (E6)

B. Personal World

The Odigos framework recognises two roles as part of the

Personal world: Process participants and Data curators. While

the experts acknowledged these roles, they mentioned a richer

set of relevant roles, including:

2Quoted from the expert’s email, in response to our request for feedback
on the paper, 21st of August 2020.

• Process designers. They configure the processes in the

systems. “If they use the wrong label for the processes

and put wrong data, or use inconsistent naming or they

forget to log some certain data [...] or if they enter a

process with a typo and correct it later”. (E2)

• Process analyst. “The way [the] process analyst asks for

an event log has [an] influence on what they get and

the meaning they generate from it. And how the process

analyst looks at data”. (E5)

• Customers. For example, patients or loan applicants if

they directly enter data. (E3)

• Data administrator or IT team. It was argued that this

role should be separated from the role of data curator.

(E2, E4, E6)

• Data curators are not necessarily lone operators, but can

form a “chain”. (E6, E7)

• Bots and intelligent systems. “So it is worth to think of IT

systems as a new actor, they are not only collecting data.

They are also an actor involved, even more important than

the participants”. (E6)

Almost all of the experts agreed with the importance of these

roles in terms of root causes of data quality issues. One of our

eleven experts (E9), however, suggested that the role of process

participants in creating data quality issues can be minimised

by better designing IT systems to avoid, for example, human

errors and control [flow] variation of the processes.

C. Material World
All of the experts agreed on the important role IT systems

play in causing data quality issues in event logs. They men-
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tioned, based on their own experiences, the following data

quality considerations in relation to IT systems:

• Interoperability between different systems in use, and the

problem of linking data from multiple sources. (E1, E6,

E7, E8)

• The interoperability between systems in use and the tools

used by data curators to derive the data (data curation

systems). (E1)

• Information architecture and the design of applications

(e.g. system or application errors) (E3, E6). One of the

experts (E6) also mentioned that data quality issues could

be created as a result of an error in linking applications

in the systems, and gave the example of a hospital

system that creates automatic (ward) bed requests at 4am

when the emergency department interface is connected.

If the ED system has a bed request without the request

time field entered, the bed request system automatically

populates the field with the current time (4am).

• Mixed granularity of events and timestamps recorded.

(E1, E11)

• The compatibility of IT systems in recording event data

with the requirements of process analysis (E5, E11) (for

example the appropriate granularity of time stamps). “The

IT systems are only focused on a piece of information

but not the entire system and time in which value is

created” and “Most systems are not designed to capture

event logs”. (E5)

• Timing of system updates by software vendor. (E6)

D. Different Paths of Influence

In the second section of the interview, questions focused

on the nine different causal paths in the Odigos framework

relevant to explaining the root causes of data quality issues

in event logs. Our purpose firstly was to identify whether

participants perceive these causal paths as useful in explaining

data quality issues (useful referring to if they had seen data

quality issues which could be explained using these causal

paths) and, secondly, whether they could provide any examples

that would help us to further specify these causal paths in our

framework. Table I summarises the results of the interviews on

these nine causal paths. Each row in the table refers to a single

causal path and (i) summarises the experts’ perceptions of the

usefulness of the causal path in explaining the root causes of

data quality issues, (ii) gives the number of examples of data

quality issues that they experienced in terms of this path, and

(iii) provides a thematic analysis of the discussion surrounding

experts’ experiences related to the path. Table I shows that

experts saw the nine causal paths as (predominantly) very
useful or somewhat useful in explaining data quality issues.

In the following sections we discuss the main themes that

emerged and the examples provided in relation to each path.

Path 1: Social-process participant in process execution
Table I shows that eight out of eleven of our experts agreed that

path 1 is a very useful causal path in explaining data quality

issues. The seven examples given by the interviewed experts

highlighted the importance of organizational culture (different

ways of doing the same process with the same system (E2),

freedom in doing the tasks and not adhering to any formal

processes (E5), deviation from formal processes because of

customers’ pressure (E11)), temporal social processes (for

example change of the processes during night vs day shifts

(E6) or use of new drugs by physicians when those drugs

are not yet defined in the systems (E3)) and performance

criteria (in an emergency department, patients who could be

seen earlier were made to wait close to 4 hours (E6)).

Two experts (E3, E10) raised concerns about differentiating

between data quality issues and infrequent aberrant process

behaviour. We will further explore this in Section VI.

Path 2: IT systems-process participants in process execution
Table I shows that eight of the eleven interviewed experts

agreed that this path is very useful, three ranked it as somewhat

useful, and one participant commented that this is not useful

according to their experience with data quality issues. Three of

the interviewees mentioned that IT systems (both applications

and interfaces) not supporting the business processes are the

main cause for data quality issues in this category (E5, E9,

E10). For example in a loan process, the system did not allow

multiple offers for the same client and every time a client

accepted an offer the other offers needed to be deleted from the

system manually, only then the loan offer could be confirmed

(E4).

Path 3: Social-process participants in recording event data
Eight out of eleven experts agreed that path 3 is very useful

in explaining data quality issues and nine different examples

were given by the experts. Two of the common themes

between different respondents were registration after the fact

and batch recording (E2, E4, E5, E8, E9, E10). Some experts

(E1, E4) provided several examples that reflected that process

participants had to deal with different social pressures and

priorities (e.g. in healthcare, patients and their treatment are

prioritised, in a mortgage management context focus is on

customer service) rather than with recording tasks in systems.

Other examples provided by the experts reflected the role of

performance criteria in the way process participants record

the data (E1, E5). For example in a manufacturing context,

maintenance personnel’s performance is measured according

to the number of repairs they complete or attend to. Con-

sequently, these process participants did not pay attention to

recording the activities accurately during each case, but only

logged these for a case after they finished it (E1). Experts also

mentioned organisational norms and training in the use of the

IT systems as another factor affecting process participants’

recording of the tasks (E1, E8). One of the main related

examples mentioned was medical staff in hospitals and their

resistance to using IT systems (E1, E6, E8, E9).

Our experts emphasised the importance of designing sys-

tems that support recording the workflow and guide the process

participants through processes. They also emphasised having

performance criteria which are not inconsistent with workflow

management (E5).

Path 4: IT systems-process participants in recording event
data Almost all experts (ten out of eleven) agreed that path 4
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is very useful in explaining quality issues in event logs. In

relation to this path the experts mentioned that IT systems are

not supporting the processes (E1, E4, E5, E8, E11). Different

reasons were identified for this lack of support including

(i) database design (E4), (ii) terminologies used in systems

being different from the terminologies used by process par-

ticipants (E8), (iii) lack of automation allowing human errors

in entering data (E1, E2), as one of the experts mentioned

“sometimes they [process participants] have to log as an extra

activity, sometimes they log when they save, if the system is

focused on workflow then the logs are recorded automatically”

(E5), and (iv) not having a user friendly interface. For example,

in a hospital using SAP, users had to manually enter data.

However, there were many separate forms and data fields,

many of which were mandatory. This caused users to enter

one word or a few letters in each field to allow progression

through the form, perhaps assuming that they will complete it

later (E8, E9).

Path 5: Social-data curators in extracting event logs This

path was considered very useful by nine out of eleven experts,

two of them ranked it as somewhat useful, with three examples

being given by them. Themes relating to data curators included

(i) lack of knowledge of process mining requirements (E1, E2,

E4, E8, E10), (ii) having domain knowledge (E2, E7), and

(iii) privacy concerns (E3, E4, E5, E6, E7, E8). Examples of

data quality problems were anonymisation of data in such a

way that it conflicts with the aims of process mining (E5),

for example privacy concerns leading to the changing of

timestamps (possible re-identification of patients) (E6) or the

aggregation of data without separate case IDs (E4).

Path 6: IT systems-data curators in extracting event logs
This path was considered very useful by ten out of eleven

experts. They mentioned different factors including data inte-

gration problems between different IT systems (E1, E3, E6,

E7), different clocks or time settings of different devices (E11),

interoperability issues between IT systems and data extraction

tools (for example extracting data to the old version of MS-

Excel which ended up in many missing rows (E1)), complexity

of data extraction and software vendors’ power over this (E8),

chain of data curators with consequent data provenance chain

(E6, E7). “It can be difficult for data curators to link data

from different source systems so they may end up doing

probabilistic rather than deterministic linkage” (E6).

Path 7: Social-IT systems in recording event data The

influence of the social context on IT systems was considered

as very useful by eight out of eleven process mining experts

with nine examples given in relation to this path. Participants

mentioned several factors including the impact of performance

criteria in designing the systems (E2, E5), IT systems designed

with goals other than workflow management (E4, E9), siloed

organisations where data is compartmentalised and multiple

disconnected systems are used by each department (E7, E8),

various terms used within the organisation to refer to the

same concept (E1), and IT systems designed with i) varying

timestamp configurations (future timestamp is assigned as a

default value (E11)) and ii) different case ID format rules

(in a call centre a dummy case ID is assigned by a call

centre agent and has the same format as a customer number

(E11)). Examples include using performance measures for

patients’ length of stay in emergency departments in hospitals

(E6) or defining a KPI around resolution time for IT tickets

(E2). In both scenarios, process participants exploited the

system configuration to meet the defined KPI without actually

achieving those KPIs.

Path 8: Process participants-IT systems in recording event
data Process participants influencing the recording of event

data in IT systems was considered as useful by seven out

of eleven experts, with five examples provided. In relation

to this path, the experts mentioned factors such as audit

functionality which can be activated by process participants

(E7), misusing admin access to the system (E2, E10) which

results in deviation from the standard process path, and manual

data entries by process participants (E4).

Path 9: Data curators-IT systems in recording event data
The influence of data curators on IT systems design was

considered useful by six out of eleven experts. A number of

them felt that in the definition of path 9, the role of data curator

should be changed to data administrator (E2, E4, E6). One of

the experts mentioned that data quality issues resulting from

path 9 could also be explained by path 7 (E4). One expert

stated that it is important for a process analyst to acquire

knowledge (either from data curator or data admin) about

recent/planned changes and updates to IT systems prior to

asking data from data curators (E8).

E. Overall relevance and effectiveness

We asked the experts to rate the overall framework in

terms of 1) its effectiveness in providing explanations for data

quality problems in process mining, and 2) the relevance of

the approach in improving process mining methodologies in

the data pre-processing stage. All participants agreed that the

framework is very effective or somewhat effective in explaining

quality issues and that it is very relevant or somewhat relevant
for the pre-processing stage. Expert E11 suggested that the

framework is somewhat effective and it needs to be explained

with examples for someone “to get into thinking [about] the

model”. In relation to the relevance of the framework in the

data pre-processing stage of process mining methodologies,

one of the experts (E4) said “It is a must [...], there is no

other approach in existing process mining studies”. Experts

also mentioned that the framework (i) helps to ask the right

questions (E2, E8), (ii) provides the landscape of data quality

issues (E6), (iii) helps researchers to look into the right place

(E6, E5), and (iv) assists with finding the actual problem (E11).

“Also you can identify the questions that you can ask from

data curator and anticipate problems, gives complete sets of

questions” (E8). Four of the process mining experts (E1, E3,

E6, E11) mentioned that the Odigos framework can be used

to classify data quality issues.

Experts also suggested that the framework would be more

useful if it were more detailed (E1, E2, E7). Three of them

suggested that the framework should prioritise data quality
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issues, i.e., what are the quality issues that affect the process

mining findings (E2, E3, E10). All experts agreed with the

statement that there is need for a supporting methodology and

one expert said that the Odigos framework can be used to

improve existing data extraction and pre-processing method-

ologies (E8). Overall, we found strong support from all of the

process mining experts on the effectiveness and relevance of

the Odigos framework.

VI. EMERGENT THEMES

Here we discuss themes that were not anticipated by the

interviewers but emerged from the interviews. We reflect on

how they will be considered in the further development of the

Odigos framework.

New roles As we discussed in relation to the personal world

(section V-B), experts introduced new roles involved in the

creation of event data and the introduction of data quality

issues. These new roles include the process designer (E2),

process analyst (E5), customer as process participant (E3),

data administrator (E2, E4, E6), chain of data curators (E6,

E7), (i.e. where there is more than one data curator involved

in extracting event logs), and intelligent systems such as bots

(E6). The Odigos framework definition of ‘process participant’

is not exclusive to employees, so any role which is involved in

recording data and completing tasks using the IT systems, such

as a customer or patient, can be considered in this definition.

We agree with expert E2 that the process designer role should

be considered in relation to data quality issues. Rather than

only this addition, we argue that it is then also important

to include the role of formal processes and how processes

are defined and embedded in IT systems, in the definition of

the Material world. As one of our experts (E5) mentioned,

the role of process analyst is important at the point that they

are asking for data and when they are seeking meaning from

the data within the domain context. Accordingly, the process

analyst is a user of the Odigos framework. Therefore, we do

not need to explicitly consider this role in the definition of the

Personal world. We agree with experts E6 and E7 that the data

curator could be more than one person. Accordingly, we now

extend the definition of data curator to include any person

or groups of people who are involved in extraction of data

and transferring it to the form of event log(s) for the process

analyst. One of our experts (E6) mentioned the emerging role

of bots and intelligent systems in the creation of event data

and data quality issues in event logs. Intelligent systems and

bots could be considered in the Odigos framework in terms of

the material world. Advances in technology (material world)

may change, but will not diminish, the role and significance

of process participants and social structures.

What is data quality? Several experts raised the question of

what actually constitutes a data quality issue, and, in particular,

if data representing (possibly infrequent) variations in process

behavior should be defined as a data quality problem (E2,

E3, E6 and E10). “I have [the] more philosophical question

whether you need to include the processes. If people are doing

the processes in a different way, is that a quality issue?” (E10).

The original motivation behind the Odigos framework was to

look beyond symptoms of data quality issues (meaning any

anomaly in a data set which hinders the standard analysis

processes using process mining tools). We argue that any data

quality symptom in an event log is potentially representing

a reality. It should be investigated to decide how it can be

dealt with. We agree with E6 that “we should get rid of

the mindset that data quality is an inconvenience that should

be done quickly to get to the analysis phase, exploring data

quality is about understanding data”.

Technology advancement Technological advancement could

either improve data quality issues or introduce new ones.

Expert E7 mentioned that causal paths 1–4 would be less

important with technology development and automation. “At

the moment [it] is a problem but this is a problem where

technology is not developed. For example, in banks you would

not have that problem but in healthcare it is always behind in

terms of technology” (E7).

Solutions to data quality problems Experts mentioned

several solutions to existing data quality problems. Having

process-aware information systems and designing systems

which guide process participants was one of the main solutions

(E2, E4, E5, E9). “The big task is to ask designers and business

managers to have the right metrics and to design process-

aware systems.” (E5). Expert E9 was of the opinion that

in less stressful work environments, a process-aware system

with a well designed user interface would improve recording

of the tasks with consequent improvement in the quality of

event data. However, in contexts with higher work pressure,

expert E9 felt that merely improving the IT systems would not

solve the data quality problems. More clarity about privacy

requirements imposed by government regulations and using

better encryption methods was another factor mentioned by

expert E7. The importance of communication between process

analyst and data curator was added by expert E9 as a solution

to deal with data quality issues: “It is important to say what

we [process analyst] need otherwise they [data curators] just

give us a chunk of data. Maybe some issues can be fixed by

them easily if we clarify what do we need” (E9).

VII. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we validated the Odigos framework, an

approach for identifying causes of data quality issues affecting

process mining. We interviewed eleven process mining experts

and, through these interviews, gained additional insights into

data quality and the usefulness of the Odigos framework.

For this study, purposive sampling was chosen with a view

of reaching a targeted sample quickly and because, in this

instance, sampling for proportionality was not the primary

concern. We note that such an approach increases the like-

lihood of getting the opinions of the target population at the

possible expense of overweighting opinions of subgroups in

the target population that are more readily accessible. We also

note that as the interviews with experts were conducted over a

period of several weeks, the conduct of the interviews changed
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slightly as we got more familiar with the process and better at

explaining concepts underlying the framework to the experts.

Overall, the framework was perceived as useful by the

experts who confirmed that such a framework, together with a

supporting methodology to guide process mining researchers

to go beyond data quality symptoms, fills a gap in the field.

Our discussions with the experts unearthed interesting experi-

ential examples, which provided further insight into the causal

paths of the framework. They also broadened our perspectives

on the three worlds of the framework.

An interesting insight that followed from an interview with

one of the experts was that the removal or mitigation of the

root cause of a data quality issue is contingent upon the

organisational context and thus on an understanding of the

causal paths and their ends (the worlds involved).

In some of the examples provided by the experts, we could

see that both the Social and Material worlds played a role in

the way process participants use the IT systems. To identify

what is the best mitigation plan in these scenarios, careful

consideration should be paid to the specific context and how

plausible changes to these worlds would impact on the way

IT systems are used. For example, in a hospital emergency

department, the work pressure and the social agreements on

prioritising patient welfare is non-negotiable. This may mean

that mitigation measures are more likely to be successful (in

this organisational context) if changes can be made in the

material world, i.e. having IT systems that can accurately and

automatically capture activities without compromising process

participants’ social world obligations. The feasibility of this

solution, however, needs to be assessed against other social

world considerations. One can think of implementation cost,

risk management, training provision in the use of current IT

systems, process redesign, etc. This may then determine the

‘balance point’ of mitigation efforts. That is, emphasis towards

one end of the causal path with some effort applied at the

other. Thus, the Odigos framework facilitates development of

mitigation measures that address root causes of data quality

issues tailored to a given organisational context. In the same

vein, the recognition that the context at either end of a causal

path has changed may be a trigger to (prognostically) re-

examine the impact of the change on data quality with early

revision of mitigation efforts.

In some of the examples given by the experts, we found

multiple causal paths from the Odigos framework that ex-

plained the problems. However, we could argue that in any

context one of these has the greatest explanatory power. We

also note that, it is possible that causal paths may be ‘chained’,

which may reflect an ancestor sequence of root causes.

Given the acceptance of the Odigos framework by the

experts, future work will focus on development of method-

ological guidance in the use of the framework for purposes

including (i) diagnostic use - identifying root causes of iden-

tified data quality issues, (ii) prognostic use - assessing the

organisational context to anticipate data quality issues, (iii)

remediation - devising data cleaning strategies to rectify data

quality issues in such a way that the goals of the process min-

ing analysis are not compromised, and (iv) prevention - using

the framework to understand the organisational context and

develop prevention strategies that best fit with the imperatives

of, and interactions between each of the social, material, and

personal worlds.
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Abstract—Measuring key performance indicators, such as
queue lengths and waiting times, using event logs serve for
improvement of resource-driven business processes. However,
existing techniques assume the availability of complete life
cycle information, including the time a case was scheduled for
execution (aka arrival times). Yet, in practice, such information
may be missing for a large portion of the recorded cases. In this
paper, we propose a methodology to address missing life-cycle
data by incorporating predicted information in business processes
performance analysis. Our approach builds upon techniques from
queueing theory and leverages supervised learning to accurately
predict performance indicators based on an event log with
missing data. Our experimental results using both synthetic and
real-world data demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Performance analysis is an important task when improv-

ing business processes [1]. Accurate and robust estimation

of performance measures, such as cycle times and queue-

lengths, is crucial for locating bottlenecks and understanding

system dynamics [2]. In heavily loaded processes where cases

compete over scarce resources, the use of queue mining,

which is the discovery of the queueing perspective in process

mining [3], plays a key role in performance analytics [4].

Common queue mining methods assume that one observes

a complete activity life cycle, including arrival times (when

an activity is scheduled), activity start times, and completion

times. However, arrival times are often not observed in the

data [5], in particular for processes in which a manual service

is provided, such as patient treatments in hospitals. The reason

being that data is often recorded only for the service providers,

not the requesters. For instance, the start and end of a treatment

step for a patient is recorded in a health information system,

whereas the patient’s arrival in the waiting room for the

treatment is not. Attempts to obtain the missing data may

involve incentives for self-reporting by service requesters or

explicit sample-based observation. Yet, arrival times will, in

general, only be available for a small portion of the cases.

In this work, we target performance analysis of business

processes without assuming fully observable activity life cy-

cles. Specifically, in our setting, the time that an activity

was scheduled for execution, aka the arrival time, is assumed

to be only partially available, e.g., through self-reporting or

sampling. Hence, queueing measures that were shown to be

of high value when analyzing a process’ performance, see [6],

cannot be computed exactly based on historical data.

The problem of estimating the queueing features in histor-

ical data was studied in queueing theory in the past [7]. A

statistical method that provides performance estimation (e.g.,
queue length distribution) under missing data is referred to as

a queueing inference engine (QIE) [7]–[10]. QIEs make use

of various queueing assumptions, e.g., Poisson arrivals and

first-come first-served (FCFS) dispatch policies, to provide an

accurate distribution over queueing measures in single-station

systems [7] and queueing networks [10].

Taking up these results, one may use a QIE to infer queue

lengths and other congestion features in hindsight. However,

as many analytical approaches in queueing theory, a QIE

suffers from the curse of simplicity, i.e., unrealistic and overly

restrictive assumptions. Arrivals in real processes may not be

Poisson, but depend on deterministic appointment times. Also,

cases may be classified into types, which show differences in

service times. Lastly, dispatch policies may not adhere to the

order of arrivals, thus violating the FCFS assumption.

The contribution of this paper is a methodology to overcome

this curse of simplicity. We propose to utilize a QIE to generate

improved predicted values of performance indicators through

supervised learning, thereby mitigating the modelling biases

imposed by a QIE’s assumptions. To this end, we combine

features created from a QIE with temporal features directly

extracted from recorded data to correct inherent estimation

errors of the QIE. Features of both types are then used to

learn a reconstruction of queue lengths and waiting times.

We perform a thorough empirical evaluation of the ap-

proach. Using a synthetic dataset that satisfies QIE assump-

tions, we show that while QIE-based features perform well,

additional features derived from the log may assist in reducing

prediction error. We also experimented with real-world data

from an outpatient cancer hospital in the United States. Here,

QIE assumptions no longer hold and as a result, relying solely

on QIE-based features offer an inferior solution to a com-

bined set of features that uses both QIE-based and additional

log-based features generate improved approximations for the

measures of interest (e.g., we observe a 48% improvement of

queue length prediction over the baseline).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

introduces our model and problem definition, along with back-

ground on queueing theory. Our proposed solution is given

in Section III. Section IV details our evaluation, followed by

related work (Section V) and concluding remarks (Section VI).
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TABLE I: Example log including life cycle information.

Case Activity Life Cycle State Timestamp Resource

11 Vitals start 6/7/20 10:30 Yorke
12 Consultancy start 6/7/20 10:38 Greenwood
11 Vitals end 6/7/20 10:45 Yorke
13 Vitals start 6/7/20 10:55 Yorke
11 Imaging start 6/7/20 11:05 O’Brien
12 Consultancy end 6/7/20 11:10 Greenwood
13 Vitals end 6/7/20 13:50 Yorke
13 Consultancy start 6/7/20 14:05 Greenwood
11 Imaging end 6/7/20 14:10 O’Brien
13 Consultancy end 6/7/20 14:15 Greenwood

II. MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

We start by presenting a standard event log model that shall

be used throughout the paper. Next, we define two process

performance indicators (PPIs), namely queue length and wait-

ing time, and formulate the problem of their prediction. We

conclude the section with some background on the queueing

inference engine (QIE), a set of methods used for estimating

PPIs from missing event data.

A. Event Data with Life Cycle Information

Let E be the universe of events. We assume that an event

e ∈ E is a quintuple, e = (i, a, s, t, r) such that,

• i ∈ I is a unique case identifier,

• a ∈ A is an activity,

• s ∈ {start , end} is a life cycle state denoting start or

completion of activity execution,

• t ∈ T is a timestamp associated with the event,

• r ∈ R is the resource that executes the activity.

Let E∗ be the set of all finite sequences over E . Then,

a case i corresponds to a trace of events, σi ∈ E∗ of

length ni. We denote by σi,j the j-th event in trace σi with

j = 1, . . . , ni. We refer to the quintuple of attributes of event

σi,j by (i, ai,j , si,j , ti,j , ri,j). Moreover, we assume that the

information on life cycles of activity executions per case is

complete and unambiguous, i.e., there are matching start and

end state transitions for all activity executions and multiple

executions of the same activity do not overlap within a trace.

Formally, for an event with si,j = start (si,j = end ), there
is a later (earlier) event, j < l (j > l), with ai,j = ai,l
and si,l = end (si,l = start), and for all events in between,

j < k < l (l < k < j), it holds that ai,k �= ai,j .
An event log L ⊆ E∗ is defined as a set of traces. The event

log covers a time period [tmin, tmax] with tmin (tmax) being

the minimal (maximal) timestamp observed in the log.

Table I illustrates our model of an event log. It contains

events about treatment steps, which are either vitals, con-
sultancy, or imaging, of three patients in a hospital. Events

indicate the start and completion of the respective activities.

We assume that there is a one-to-one correspondence be-

tween an activity and a resource, and hence, the underlying

system can be described as a system of queues with each

queue containing cases that wait to be processed by the

corresponding resource. However, we do not enforce any

assumption in terms of a single entrance into the process. That

Vitals

Consultancy

Imaging

λVitals

λImaging

λConsultancy

Fig. 1: System of queues for the activities of the example log.

is, each of the activities and, hence queues, may experience

exogenous as well as internal arrivals.

Fig. 1 illustrates a system of queues for the aforementioned

example log. The process defines that vitals, if conducted,

happen before consultancy and imaging. Yet, some patients

arrive directly to these treatment steps.

In this work, we shall assume that information about ex-

ternal arrivals is missing. For internal arrivals, we consider

the transition time to be negligible, i.e., the arrival time

corresponds to the completion time of the previous activity.

More specifically, given a case with trace σi, the only unknown

timestamp is that of the first event in a trace, namely σi,1. This
event may relate to one out of many possible activities to start

a process instance, though.

B. Predicting Process Performance Indicators

In resource-driven systems, cases compete over scarce re-

sources and form queues. Hence, we consider two key PPIs for

measuring performance of such systems, namely queue length

and waiting time (or delay) [11]. The two PPIs reflect the

congestion level of the system and are known to be strongly

correlated with client satisfaction [12], quality of service [13]

and resource utilization [11]. For example, knowing the queue

length per resource over time may help in identifying bottle-

neck resources in the process [14].

Typically, the PPIs are considered over time (i.e., presented
as a time series) and their distribution at different points in

time is of high interest. Formally, we denote byQr(t) ≥ 0, t ≥
0 the queue length stochastic process that may be realized

(computed from the data) with non negative values qr(t) ≥ 0.
For example, by writing q1(10) = 5 we mean that the first

resource queue had the value of 5 at the 10th minute (assuming

minute time units). Clearly, high values of observed queue

lengths correlate with busyness of the system and congestion.

Another measure of interest is the stochastic process that

represents the (virtual) waiting time for a case that arrives at

time t (denoted Wr(t), t ≥ 0). Several works link Wr(t) with

customer dissatisfaction and churn [15], [16]. The realization

of Wr(t) is denoted by wr(t).
When executing a business process, we wish to compute

q̂r(t) and ŵr(t), prediction of the true values of the realizations

of the two stochastic processes (qr(t) and wr(t)) as they were

observed over the time period of the event log ([tmin, tmax]).
Throughout this work, we shall assume full independence be-

tween the different resources. Thus, our methods will consider

every resource in the queueing network to be a single-station

queue for which we wish to predict the actual queue length
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and virtual waiting over the recorded time period. Hence, we

drop the r subscript from the stochastic processes (and their

realizations) and write Q(t) and W(t) (with realizations q(t)
and w(t)), respectively.

We are now ready to define the queue length and waiting

time prediction problem.

Problem 1 (Queue Length and Waiting Time Prediction). Let
q(t) and w(t) be the realizations of queue length and virtual
waiting times at time t, respectively. Given an event log L over
time period [tmin, tmax], the Queue Length and Waiting Time
Prediction problem is to provide accurate predictors q̂(t) and
ŵ(t), for all t ∈ [tmin, tmax].

State-of-the-art techniques from statistical queueing theory

construct exact expressions for the distribution ofQ(t) at every
time point t by making simplifying assumptions regarding

the underlying system. Once the distribution is obtained, one

may predict the missing queue lengths by, e.g., using the

mean values of the distribution. These methods are collectively

referred to as the queueing inference engine (QIE) [7], [8],

[10]. Specifically, QIE methods receive missing data L, in

which only start and completion times of activity executions

are observed, and provide an exact distribution for the queue

length (πL(Q(t))) for every point in time t ∈ [tmin, tmax]:

πL(Q(t)) = P (Q(t) = q(t) | L) (1)

where P (X = x | Y = y) is the distribution of X conditioned

on Y = y. We write the conditioning on the event log, meaning

that we condition on all available information in the log.
However, when trying to solve Problem 1, there are three

main issues when applying the QIE. First, it enforces various

assumptions, i.e., Poisson arrivals, a first-come first-served

(FCFS) service policy, and non-idling resources. These as-

sumptions may not hold true in real-world systems. Second,

it provides the distribution of the waiting times for each

individual case. Yet, it does not deliver a distribution over

W(t) that would enable the construction of an estimator for

ŵ(t), i.e., for the waiting time for an arbitrary time point.

Third, the QIE neglects additional contextual information that

may appear in the log, beyond start and completion times.
In this work, we show how to overcome these limitations.

To this end, we will embed the QIE in a methodology for

supervised learning to predict both, q(t) and w(t), without

imposing strong assumptions on the investigated system.

III. QUEUEING INFERENCE WITH SUPERVISED LEARNING

We next present an approach for solving Problem 1 (Sec-

tion II). The approach uses supervised learning based on some

event data with full life cycle information, i.e., data that

contains information on external arrivals that do not appear

in the original log L. Formally, we assume the existence of a

(commonly partial) measurement function,

ψ : I � A× {arrival} × T ×R,
that maps some cases to exogenous arrival events. In essence, it

maps a case identifier to the corresponding event with arrival
being this event’s life cycle state.

L

⊕

ψ

QIE [10]

Feature

Extraction

Feature

Extraction

Φ

fq

q̂(t)

fw

ŵ(t)

π(Q) Lψ

ΦQ(π(Q)) ΦL(Lψ)

Fig. 2: Approach to queue length and waiting time prediction.

For example, ψ can be obtained by providing incentives

for self-reporting, by purchasing observation services, or by

placing dedicated sensors to measure the arrivals for some

cases. Given ψ with I ′ ⊂ I as its domain, the training log is

denoted Lψ such that,

Lψ = L ∪ {i⊕ ψ(i) | i ∈ I ′} ,
with ⊕ being a concatenation operator. Equipped with a

training log, we turn to describe our technique for predicting

missing queue lengths and virtual waiting times.
An overview of the approach is illustrated in Fig. 2. We start

by solving the problem of inferring missing queue lengths.

We do so by creating a feature representation Φ and learning

a supervised model based on the training log Lψ . After

predicting the queue length values q̂(t), we may proceed to

predict ŵ(t) as a function of q̂(t) (dotted arrow in Fig. 2),

using q̂(t) as a derived feature. Alternatively, we can use the

same feature representation Φ to learn a supervised model,

thus directly predicting ŵ(t) (dashed arrow in Fig. 2).
Starting from the event log, we use two sources to generate

the feature set. The first source is the QIE approach of

constructing queue length distribution conditioned on missing

data [10]. This results in the exact queue length distribution

π(Q)1 under a set of queueing assumptions (top left of Fig. 2).
From this distribution, we extract a feature set ΦQ(π(Q)),

to be described in Section III-A1. The second source we

use is the training log Lψ , i.e. the original log enriched

with arrival measurements, from which process-aware fea-

tures ΦL(Lψ) are extracted (Section III-A2). The two feature

sets are combined to create a feature representation Φ =
ΦQ(π(Q)) ∪ ΦL(Lψ), which is used to predict the actual

historical queue length (Section III-B) and the virtual waiting

time at each point in time (Section III-C).

A. Designing the Feature Space
The queueing inference engine enables us to obtain π(Q),

which is the exact theoretical queue length distribution, condi-

1We drop the time index t for brevity reasons.
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tioned on L, under the aforementioned assumptions [10]. The

mean of the distribution π(Q) may then serve as a prediction

for the queue length, as the expected value (conditional on

data) is known to be the best least-squares predictor of the

value itself [17].

Yet, as mentioned in Section II-B, applying the QIE in our

context means that (i) simplistic modelling assumptions are

imposed; (ii) analysis is limited to the waiting time distribution

per case, rather than for an arbitrary point in time; and (iii)

contextual information in the event log is neglected. Against

this background, we propose a feature encoding function ΦQ
over the queue distribution provided by the QIE, which maps

an estimated queue distribution π(Q) to a feature vector

(Section III-A1). In addition, we extract contextual features

from the event log (Section III-A2). All these features serve

us in predicting the actual queue length (Section III-B).

1) Feature Extraction from the Queue Distribution: The

first novel component in our framework is the extraction of

features from a given queue distribution ΦQ(π(Q)).
We partition the feature set into three groups, each dedicated

to a different property of the distribution we aim to capture. In

what follows, we let qmax be a value such P (Q > qmax) 	 0,
i.e., we assume that the distribution is truncated at qmax.

Measures of Central Tendency: We consider the mean,

median, and mode as three main statistical quantities (that are

identical that for symmetric distributions). The mean (aka first

moment) is defined in our context as:

φM =M =

qmax∑
q=0

q · P (Q = q) (2)

Since the mean measure is particularly susceptible to the

influence of outliers and is not well-suited to identify a central

point in skewed distributions, we also consider the median. For

our setting, it is computed as follows:

φmedian = argmin
q∈[0,qmax]

P (Q ≤ q) ≥ 1

2
(3)

Finally, to be able to cope with nominal scales, we incorporate

the mode, i.e., the most common value of the distribution:

φmode = argmax
q∈[0,qmax]

P (Q = q) (4)

We use all three measures in ΦQ(π(Q)). Note that

ΦQ(π(Q)) is not complete and further measures for central

tendency, e.g., the geometric mean, may be employed.

Distribution Quantiles: To encode more information from

the distribution, we discretize it using the quantiles of π(Q).
Specifically, we incorporate the deciles of the distribution, i.e.,
10-quantile. The i-th decile is given by:

φqi = argmin
q∈[0,qmax]

P (Q ≤ q) ≥ i

10
(5)

where the 5-th decile is the distribution’s median.

Distribution Dispersion: We further capture the dispersion of

the distribution by its standard deviation (referred to as second

moment in its squared form):

φsd = sd =

√ ∑
q∈[0,qmax]

(q −M)2 · P (Q = q) (6)

Lower σ values indicate that most values tend to be close to the

mean, while higher σ indicate dispersion over a wider range.

We next suggest two additional (less common) moments of a

distribution to serve as additional predictors for dispersion.

The third moment, skewness, measures the asymmetry of

the probability distribution with respect to its mean.

φγ =
∑

q∈[0,qmax]

(
q −M
sd

)3 · P (Q = q) (7)

Unlike standard deviation, skewness can also be negative, indi-

cating that a significant part of the distribution is concentrated

on smaller values and the mean values of the distribution shift

left to the center. Positive skewness means that the distribution

is right-tailed and the mean tends to the right as well.

Finally, we use the fourth moment kurtosis to measure the

tailedness of the probability distribution.

φκ =
∑

q∈[0,qmax]

(
q −M
sd

)4 · P (Q = q) (8)

Similar to skewness, kurtosis describes the shape of a prob-

ability distribution and is especially useful to quantify the

the effect of outliers. Larger kurtosis indicates a significant

influence of outliers on the distribution.

2) Feature Extraction from the Event Log: We extract

features from the event log, L, focusing on log-based features

at a specific time t, for which we aim to predict the queue

length, q̂(t). Specifically, we use the elapsed time in the period

(φt = t− tmin) and the number of observed timestamps prior

to the current one φn, defined as follows. Let

at = max
ei∈L

{ti | si = arrival ∧ ti ∈ [tmin, t]},

then, φn can be written as,

φn = |{ei ∈ L : si = start ∧ ti ∈ [tmin, at]}|.

B. Predicting the Queue Length

Having obtained a combined feature set Φ = ΦQ(π(Q)) ∪
ΦL(L), we aim to find a queue length estimator. To this end,

we cast our problem as a regression problem aiming to find

regressor fq . To implement this regressor we use an out-of-the-

box approach, experimenting with several types of regression

models including linear regression and gradient boosting.

For training we assume the availability of a labeled set

containing respective labels q(t) and w(t) for t ∈ [tmin, tmax].
In test time, given an event log L, we use the QIE to produce

π(Q), from which we extract the feature sets ΦL(L) and

ΦQ(π(Q)), respectively. Then, we apply fq to estimate the

queue length q̂(t) for every observed time t ∈ [tmin, tmax].
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C. Predicting Virtual Waiting Times

Having predicted q̂(t), we now turn our efforts to the

prediction of the (virtual) waiting times. Similar to queue

length prediction, we cast the waiting time estimation as a

regression problem and aim to find a regressor fw that predicts

ŵ(t). We present two alternatives to learn function fw.
1) Using the Predicted Queue Length: The first alternative

we consider uses the estimation of q̂(t) as a single feature.

Specifically, M/M/1 queues satisfy the following three as-

sumptions: (1) arrival is according to a Poisson process, (2)

service times are exponentially distributed with some mean 1
μ

and are independent of each other and of inter-arrival times,

and (3) the dispatching policy is First-Come-First-Served.

These assumptions lead to the following best predictor [4]:

ŵ(t) = (q̂(t) + 1)/μ (9)

Therefore, using q̂(t) as the only feature in a linear regression

model, should yield (under the relevant queueing assumption)
1
μ as the coefficient of q̂(t) and 1

μ as the intercept. However,

since the underlying data does not necessarily adhere to the

M/M/1 model, we simply feed q̂(t) as a single feature into

fw. We consider both linear and non-linear models of fw,
testing the robustness of our approach with respect to various

choices of the machine learning algorithm.

2) Using the Feature Set: An alternative solution directly

uses Φ to learn a regressor fw, estimating ŵ(t) eliminating

q̂(t) as a feature. Note that fw and fq are different mappings,

using the same feature set but trained using different labels

based on Lψ (using w(t) and q(t), respectively).

IV. EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate our methodology using datasets,

as detailed in Section IV-A. Our experimental setup is given

in Section IV-B. Section IV-C reports our main results.

A. Datasets

We rely on two datasets, a synthetic log coming from an

M/M/1 queueing system simulator, and a real-world dataset

coming from the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute (DFCI), a large

outpatient hospital in Boston, USA.

MM1: To test our method in a controlled setting, we created

a synthetic event log using an M/M/1 simulator. It produces

timestamped arrival, start, and completion events. We used five

different values for the arrival rate (λ ∈ {.84, .86, .88, .9, .92})
and a constant service rate of μ = 1 (a common scenario [18])

for the simulations. For each λ value, we sampled 55, 000
inter-arrival times (for a total of 196,459 cases) and recorded

their execution to create the event log.

DFCI: We consider a real-world dataset of the Dana-Farber

Cancer Institute, a large outpatient cancer hospital in the US.

It originates from a process that contains an appointment

schedule and two types of patients. The log contains 154, 777
cases over two and a half years between 2014 and 2016

coming from the blood draw station. The average queue

length is 15.90 and the average virtual waiting time is 20.53

minutes. The DFCI log provides two additional elements: (1)

a schedule, which is used to measure the delay between the

time of prediction and the respective time (delay), and (2)

customer type (type) that represents the complexity level of

the patient. To demonstrate the usefulness of this information

that is often available in real-life logs we add the two features

to Φ (dubbed Φ+).
For the annotation and prediction of w(t) we use the waiting

time of the last customer that arrived at the system at time t.

B. Experimental setup
Our method was implemented in Python and is publicly

available.2 We used scikit-learn3 for supervised learning.
1) Evaluation Measures: The prediction quality of queue

length q̂ and waiting time ŵ is evaluated using 1) the root mean

squared error (RMSE), 2) the mean absolute error (MAE), and

3) the absolute relative error (MARE).
Let y1, y2, . . . , yk and ŷ1, ŷ2, . . . , ŷk be a set of k real values

and the corresponding predictions of a PPI y (queue length or

waiting time), respectively.
RMSE measures the prediction accuracy and is given by:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

k

k∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)2, (10)

where low RMSE indicates that the predictor is precise.
The next two measures are MAE and MARE, which are

less sensitive to outliers compared to the RMSE, and hence

worth exploring. They are defined as follows,

MAE =
1

k

k∑
i=1

|yi − ŷi|,MARE =
1

k

k∑
i=1

|yi − ŷi|
yi

. (11)

MAE measures the absolute error and MARE normalizes it

with respect to the real values. Whenever MARE is undefined

(i.e., yi = 0), its value is omitted from the computation. Note

that these values are rare.
2) Experimental Methodology: For each dataset our evalu-

ation is randomly partitioned into two parts, namely, a training

set (75%) and a test set (25%).
During training, we apply supervised learning over the

training set to produce fq(Φ) (Section III-B) and fw(Φ)
(Section III-C2). We report results of linear and gradient

boosting [19] regressors, selected empirically from a set of

regressors including, among others, XGBoost and Random

Forest. Once fq(Φ) is trained, we use its predictions over

the training set to train a single feature model fw(q̂) (Sec-

tion III-C1). We also train fq and fw on subsets of the features.
For testing, we use fq(Φ) to predict queue lengths and

fw(Φ) and fw(q̂) to predict waiting times over the test set.

C. Results
We start with a comparative analysis of average performance

(Section IV-C1), followed by an illustrative qualitative analysis

(Section IV-C2), and a feature analysis (Section IV-C3).

2https://github.com/guy-ber/Queueing-Inference-with-Missing-Data.git
3https://scikit-learn.org
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TABLE II: Comparison: Baseline vs. our approach.

MM1 DFCI

Queue Length
Prediction RMSE MAE MARE RMSE MAE MARE

Baseline φM 4.690 2.903 0.434 9.717 7.308 0.480

Linear
Regression

fq(ΦQ(π(Q))) 5.094 3.077 0.467 7.898 6.216 0.631
fq(Φ) 5.252 3.145 0.467 7.636 5.995 0.600
fq(Φ+) - - - 7.433 5.834 0.584

Gradient
Boosting

fq(ΦQ(π(Q))) 5.082 3.063 0.467 7.464 5.807 0.546
fq(Φ) 4.675 2.917 0.461 6.873 5.524 0.488
fq(Φ+) - - - 6.554 4.996 0.461

Waiting Time
Prediction RMSE MAE MARE RMSE MAE MARE

Baseline (φM + 1)/μ 5.774 4.037 2.762 - - -

Linear
Regression

fw(q̂) 5.921 3.911 1.741 17.553 12.840 2.422
fw(ΦQ(π(Q))) 6.235 3.913 1.882 17.290 12.652 2.280

fw(Φ) 6.351 3.929 1.857 17.173 12.553 2.292
fw(Φ+) - - - 17.024 12.418 2.278

Gradient
Boosting

fw(q̂) 6.344 4.014 1.917 17.433 12.758 2.348
fw(ΦQ(π(Q))) 5.787 3.623 1.599 17.141 12.475 2.257

fw(Φ) 5.860 3.638 1.611 16.722 12.052 2.220
fw(Φ+) - - - 16.519 11.885 2.191

1) Average Performance: Table II reports on the average

performance of our approach over the two datasets, using

RMSE, MAE, and MARE as evaluation measures. At the top,

we present the performance of three queue length predictors:

a baseline model (φM , see Section III-A), a model that uses

the distribution features only (fq(ΦQ), Section III-A1), and a

model using all features, (fq(Φ)), including log-based features

(Section III-A2). For the last two, we present results using

linear and gradient boosting regressors. The lower part lists

the waiting time prediction with Eq. 9 as a baseline method,

a model trained over the distribution features only (fw(ΦQ)),
a model trained using all the features (fw(Φ)), and a model

trained over a the predicted queue length (fw(q̂)). The formula

(φM + 1)/μ cannot be applied for the DFCI dataset since it

violates the single-server assumption. For the DFCI dataset,

we further consider fq(Φ
+) and fw(Φ

+), which include the

additional features delay and type (see Section IV-A).

Our empirical analysis indicates that gradient boosting out-

performs linear regression, probably due to its ability to cap-

ture non-linear relationships between features. Therefore, we

focus hereinafter on the results of gradient boosting regression.

The MM1 dataset presents a sterile setting, for which using

φM should suffice to achieve the best prediction for q(t) [4].

While this holds for MAE and MARE, we see that using Φ
does provide a slight improvement in RMSE. A reason may be

the presence of outliers, which are better handled by φM . For

waiting time prediction, the baseline provides the best RMSE,

while a distribution-based model achieves the best MAE and

MARE. Hence, when analyzing an M/M/1 queuing system,

non-queue-based features are superfluous.

For the DFCI dataset, the full feature set (Φ+) provides

the best prediction of both queue length and waiting time,

compared to features coming from both the log (ΦL) and

the QIE (ΦQ). Specifically, the additional features (delay
and type) yield an improvement. For instance, when using

fq(Φ
+) we get a 48% RMSE increase over the baseline. This

demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach in real-world

scenarios, especially, when additional features are available.
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Fig. 3: Queue length (left) and waiting time (right) prediction

over an example time period, MM1 (top) and DFCI (bottom)

2) Qualitative Analysis: To explore the results of Sec-

tion IV-C1, we conduct a qualitative analysis of two time

periods from the experiments (Fig. 3).

The shaded area in the queue length prediction figures

represents π(Q) (Eq. 1), showing the area covered by 1.96

standard deviation from the mean of the distribution (and

censored from below at 0). The distribution represents an

aggregated view of all likely scenarios of the queue length

over time. As such, it is only natural that the results for the

MM1 dataset (top left of Fig. 3) is mostly within the shaded

area, although it shows a certain variability over time. The

figure also presents the predictions of fq(ΦQ(π(Q))), in red,

with features extracted from the queue distribution, and using

the full set of features fq(Φ) in blue. We can see that both

models yield similar results, with the ability to rise and fall

with the actual behavior of the instance, yet not venturing too

far away from the center of the shaded area.

A different picture is revealed for the real-world data where

we present the full feature set fq(Φ
+) that includes the two

additional features of delay and type (denoted in purple).

While the instance remains mainly within the distribution

shaded area, we observe a deviation at the very beginning of

the tested interval, which is likely due to violation in the arrival

time assumptions. Initially, patients likely arrived in a bulk

rather than according to a Poisson process as the QIE assumes.

Here, we also see different performance between the models.

While fq(ΦQ(π(Q))), in red, fails to identify the deviation at

the beginning, fq(Φ
+), in purple, adapts the prediction to fit

the peculiarities of the specific instance, presumably utilizing

the features extracted from the log.

The prediction of waiting time shows a similar pattern.

For the MM1 dataset, both models exhibit a similar behavior,

rising and falling with the actual waiting time, yet remaining

cautious, which hurts the prediction whenever it goes to the

extreme. For the real-world data, using the full set of features

yields a more agile model that identifies better the changes of

the actual waiting time. In particular, a model that uses the

distribution features alone yields higher overestimation in the

middle of the interval than a model using all available features.
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Fig. 5: Queue length (left) and waiting time (right) feature

importance over the MM1 (top) and DFCI (bottom) datasets

3) Feature Analysis: Next, we assess the effect of features

on prediction quality. First, we compare the results of the

two groups of features (ΦQ(π(Q)) and ΦL(Lψ)) with the full

feature set, namely Φ for MM1 and Φ+ for DFCI. Then, we

analyze the individual features impact using Gini importance.

Fig. 4 demonstrates the varying feature set importance

between settings. For MM1, log-based features are insufficient

to accurately predict both q(t) and w(t). Yet, for queue length

prediction, its addition to distribution-based features improves

the results of fq(ΦQ(π(Q))). For waiting time prediction,

the distribution-based features suffice as the waiting time in

an M/M/1 queue is exponential (and thus memoryless) in

steady-state. The DFCI dataset tells a different story where the

distribution-based and log-based features achieve competitive

results yet the full model takes the best of both worlds.

Finally, we explore the impact of individual features. As

expected, for MM1, the distribution mean is the most dominant

feature for queue length prediction (top left of Fig. 5). For the

waiting time prediction (top right of Fig. 5), the distribution

dispersion features are dominant. Fig. 4 further suggests that

log-based features are ineffective for the MM1 dataset. For

DFCI, features such as delay, n, and t influence both pre-

dictions. The upper quantiles (q9 and q8) are also influential,

capturing the right tail of the distribution.

V. RELATED WORK

Prediction of performance properties of a process using

event logs has been approached from various angles [20]. A

first class of techniques is generative. Performance characteris-

tics are assumed to be tied to some underlying process, so that

control-flow discovery is conducted first, before enriching the

model with performance characteristics, e.g., [21]–[25]. Then,
analytical or simulation-based time prediction is facilitated.

Other techniques are discriminative and leverage machine

learning algorithms, mostly for regression, e.g., XGBoost and

neural networks. Features that capture control-flow informa-

tion, but also data linked to cases, or context information are

used as a starting point [26]–[28]. Yet, the focus is on intra-

case features, neglecting interferences among cases.
For resource-driven processes, it has been recognized that

performance analysis requires the inclusion of congestion

levels. Queueing effects may be considered for time pre-

diction in generative methods by choosing an appropriate

target formalisms, such as Generalized Stochastic Petri nets

(GSPNs) [29] or queueing networks [30]. Discovery of these

models adopts traditional control-flow discovery for the struc-

ture and extends it with estimations of model parameters [2],

such as arrival rates or resource capacities.
For discriminative approaches, queueing features are often

designed manually, e.g., the Q-Lasso method [31], proposed

for waiting time prediction in healthcare. Such a manual

approach is time-consuming and requires specialized expertise.
Techniques for automated feature generation, see [32]

for a review, try to avoid the above limitations by using

generic functions for feature transformation (e.g., sine, squared
root, log). Useful transformations are constructed using local

search [33], reinforcement learning [32], and deep learn-

ing [34]. While being generally applicable, the main draw-

backs of these methods are their computational complexity

along with their limited ability to derive complex features.
Focusing on process performance analysis, a process may

be approximated by a single-station queue to derive predictive

features [4]. Beyond single-station models, discovery of con-

gestion graphs enables the construction of dynamic queueing

features [35]. In [36], the authors construct inter-case features

including a count of the number of cases and inter-event

durations for cases that share similar prefixes. In a queueing

system, these features translate to the number of customers

in queue and in service, and waiting and service times. Yet,

in [4], [35], [36], full life cycle information is assumed, which

renders the approaches inapplicable in our setting.
Discovering queues from event logs with missing life cycle

information was proposed in [37]. The method reconstructs

queue lengths based on a preliminary clustering of the ob-

served times and Bayesian inference of unobserved times using

phase-type Markov chains. The difference to our work is that

we assume arrival times to be missing, whereas [37] assumes

knowledge about arrivals to be given and handles missing

information on transit times (between nodes of a queueing

network) and activity start times. Hence, the approach in [37]

cannot be applied to our scenario of missing arrival times.
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Finally, queueing inference adds missing information on

queue lengths to an event log and, hence, can be seen as a

log repair mechanism. Such mechanisms have been presented

for various types of information in logs, see [38], [39].

Notably, the interplay of cases when competing for shared

resources was shown to enable the inference of events that

are completely missing in an event log [40].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we addressed performance analysis for

resource-driven processes, for which life cycle information

on arrival times is only partially available. To this end, we

proposed a methodology for supervised learning that aims

at queue length and waiting time prediction. Specifically,

we show how features derived by queueing inference under

simplistic modelling assumptions are combined with temporal

features extracted directly from an event log to achieve a

more robust set of features that enables accurate performance

prediction. Our empirical analysis reveals that the use of

log-based features, in addition to distribution-based features

improves the overall performance, especially for the real-world

dataset that does not comply with the QIE model assumptions.

In future work, we intend to lift our approach to online

scenarios, which requires the integration of online QIE.
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Abstract—Business process models can be (re)constructed us-
ing event data recorded during the process’ execution. Similarly,
event data can be used to verify conformance to prescribed
behavior and to analyze and improve the underlying processes.
However, not all events that are related to a process necessarily
relate to its control-flow. Some events occur in the context of the
process. In this work, we introduce the concept of context events
to deal with these types of events. We show how distinguishing
between contextual and control-flow events aids process discovery
to obtain less complex process models. We demonstrate how
visualizing context events on top of process models helps identify
points in the process where context events occur often, aiding
understanding. We analyze these benefits using two case studies
involving real-life processes and event data.

Index Terms—Process Mining, Complex Event Processing,
Context events, Business process intelligence

I. INTRODUCTION

A process comprises a series of activities performed in

order to achieve a specific goal, such as creating a product or

delivering a service. A process model describes the control-
flow of a process, i.e., the order in which its activities should

be executed. Organizations use process models in a normative

and descriptive manner to define the boundaries of a process

and to make sure the process yields the desired result. Modern

processes are supported by information systems in which

they leave digital footprints in the form of event data. Such

events typically represent the occurrence of an instance of

an activity. Analyzing event data is valuable because it can

reveal previously unknown properties of processes. Process

mining is a discipline that analyzes both event data and process

models. It comprises three main use cases: process discovery,

conformance checking, and process enhancement [1].

In many processes, there exist activities that, while bearing

a relation to the process, are not part of its prescribed control-

flow. These activities can occur at any time during the process

execution. For example, lab tests in a hospital are part of

the diagnostic process, but can be executed at any time

during the process. Event data representing activities that may

occur at any time during the process’ execution have proven

problematic for most discovery algorithms [2]. Additionally,

such behavior complicates conformance checking [3]. In con-

clusion, it limits process understanding. Existing methods to

obtain more precise process models exclude such contextual
behavior during process discovery. However, by filtering out

behavior, the discovered process model will not represent any

of the excluded events and lack the complete picture.

It is our aim to both locate contextual behavior in a process

and to represent it in a complete yet precise process model. To

this end, we introduce the concept of context events. Context

events are events that can be linked to cases in a process,

but the activity associated with the event is not part of the

prescribed control-flow for the process. As such, context events

may influence the process, but do not change the control-flow

state. Context events are a new class of events that are useful

to be identified and handled separately from events that are

related to the control-flow as defined by a process model.

Fig. 1 introduces a running example of a compensation

request process to which we will relate the ideas presented in

this paper. The process model for this example is taken from

[1]. We use the alphabet a through h to represent the activities

of the process. We also introduce three activities, x, y and z,

that are related to the process but can not be mapped to an

activity in the process’ control-flow. These activities represent

contact with the customer, which can occur at any given time

in the process. There are few alternatives to represent the

customer contact activities in our process model. Fig. 2a shows

a

τ

b

d

e

f

start end

p2

t1

p1 p3

p4

c
g

hp5

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

t8
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t7

(a) Process model in Petri net notation.

a. register request g. pay compensation

b. examine thoroughly h. reject request

c. examine casually h. reject request

d. check ticket x. incoming call

e. decide y. incoming chat

f. re-initiate request z. incoming complaint

(b) Legend for the transition labels of Fig. 1a

Fig. 1: Running example of a compensation request process.
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(a) Fig. 1a with context activities added in a parallel branch.
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(b) Discovered process model, using the Inductive Visual Miner (IVM)
[4], based on a example dataset taken from [1] extended with context
events x, y, and z for only 4 out of 1, 391 cases (0.29%).

Fig. 2: Two examples of how the running example can be

extended with context activities x, y and z.

how they can be modelled in a parallel branch. This does

not allow to pinpoint which activity occurs exactly where in

relation to the other activities. Fig. 2b shows a discovered

process model based on an example dataset taken from [1].

The dataset is extended with context events x, y, and z for

only 4 of the 1, 391 cases (0.29%). The discovered model in

Fig. 2b allows activity a to be executed after b,c and d, while

in the dataset this never happens. Likewise, the number of

occurrences of b plus c is no longer equal to the number of

occurrences of d. This shows the influence of only a few events

on a process discovery result. Clearly, neither alternative is

satisfactory. A novel approach is required that captures the

non-control-flow behavior and relates it to the process model.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section

II discusses related work. Section III introduces preliminary

definitions. Section IV explains our approach, while in Section

V the approach is evaluated using two case studies. Section

VI concludes the paper with suggestions for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Context is used in many different ways. In [1], the context

in which events of a process are executed is divided into

four categories: case, process, social, and external. These may

influence the execution, performance or outcome of a process.

In [5], Hompes et al. relate process, case, and activity context

information to performance in order to identify possible causal

relationships. The multi-perspective process explorer presented

in [6] allows the user to visualize context information by se-

lecting elements of a process model and comparing aggregated

attribute values between the selected parts of the model. In

[3], contextual information consists of control-flow events that

occur in the neighborhood of a log pattern.

Our approach to distinguish control-flow events from con-

text events could prove beneficial for other process mining

approaches. In both [3] and [7], context is used during process

discovery. However, no distinction is made between control-

flow events and events that occur in the context of the process.

Another way of improving the result of process discovery, is

by filtering out undesired behavior from an event log before

applying a discovery algorithm. An approach for this using

information theory concepts is presented in [8], while in [9]

the probability of an activity occurring in the context of other

activities is used. Finally, a different approach to improving the

result of discovery is the repair approach presented in [10]. A

given process model is repaired to reflect the behavior present

in an event log from the same process. Both model discovery

and model repair techniques can benefit from our approach,

as it helps reduce the number of activities and relations

between those activities, hence reducing the complexity of the

respective task, as shown in Fig. 2.

Visualization, used by many process mining techniques, can

be improved by separating context information and control-

flow information. As mentioned above, the multi-perspective

process explorer [6] allows to aggregate the values of case and

event attributes in the context of a process model. However,

it does not allow to show contextual events in relation to a

process model. Similarly, in [11], an artifact-centered approach

is used to show multiple related (sub-)processes and how

they interact with each other. Since context events are not

necessarily related to one another, applying this approach in a

process with contextual behavior does not lead to meaningful

results. Work by de Leoni et al. creates movies in which the

state of each process activity is calculated at each moment in

time [12]. The result is plotted on top of a process model.

However, there is no option to show events that are not part

of the control-flow, i.e., that are not part of the process model

in the movie. Only the number of unmapped events at any

time during the process is shown in the process movie.

In [13], four questions are raised regarding the overlap

between the fields of complex event processing (CEP) and pro-

cess mining. Our work can be applied towards the challenge of

process mining sensor events. Identifying control-flow-related

sensor events, while keeping track of when other (contextual)

sensor events take place, helps identify those sensor events

that can be transformed into activities. Mandal et al. use an

example from the logistics domain [14]. Goods are transported

from a warehouse to a customer. While on route, incidents may

happen that require recalculating the route. Knowing when

incidents (context events) occur in relation to the transportation

process (control-flow) facilitates the adaptation of the process,

reducing the influence of incidents on the delivery time.

III. PRELIMINARIES

The research reported in this paper builds on a body of

existing research in process mining. Although our approach

is generic and applicable to any modelling language (e.g.,

BPMN, EPC, etc.), we opt for Petri nets due to their simple

and clear semantics. Our approach uses alignments of Petri

nets and event logs for the localisation of context events.
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Processes supported by information systems leave a digital

footprint in event logs. Events have properties identifying

different aspects of the event, such as a timestamp or the

corresponding activity. Events from the same process instance

are grouped into cases, and multiple cases form an event log.

Definition 1 (Event, Event attributes). Let E be the universe
of events, i.e., the universe of unique event identifiers. Let Q be
the universe of event properties and let V be universe of event
property values. Let π ∈ Q → (E � V) be the event property
function. For any property q ∈ Q, π(q) (denoted πq) is a
partial function mapping events onto values. If πq(e) = v,
then event e ∈ E has a property q ∈ Q and the value of
this property is v ∈ V . If e /∈ dom(πq), then event e does
not have property q and we write πq(e) =⊥. Let A be the
universe of activity labels, label ∈ Q, dom(πlabel) = E , and
rng(πlabel) = A, i.e., every event has a label property value.

Definition 2 (Case, Trace, Event log). A case c ∈ E∗ is a
sequence of events, i.e., c = 〈e1, e2, . . . , en〉. A trace σ ∈
A∗ is a sequence of activity labels. We define function trace
to project a case onto its trace, i.e., trace : E∗ → A∗ and
trace(c) = 〈πlabel(e1), πlabel(es), . . . , πlabel(en)〉. Let L be
the universe of event logs. An event log L ∈ L is a set of
cases, i.e., L ⊆ E∗.

Definition 3 (Petri net, Petri net edge). Let N be the universe
of Petri nets. Let P be the universe of places. Let T be the
universe of transitions. Let P ⊆ P be a set of places, T ⊆ T
be a set of transitions, and F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) be
a flow relation between places and transitions (and between
transitions and places). A Petri net N ∈ N is a tuple N =
(P, T, F ). A Petri net edge f ∈ F is an input edge if f ∈ P×T
and an output edge if f ∈ T ×P . We define function label as
a transition labeling function, i.e., label ∈ T → A ∪ {τ}.

Definition 4 (Marking, System net). A marking M is a
multiset of places, i.e., M ∈ B(P). Let S be the universe of
system nets. A system net S ∈ S is a triplet (N,Minit,Mfinal)
where N ∈ N is a Petri net, Minit ∈ B(P ) is the initial
marking, and Mfinal ∈ B(P ) is the final marking.

Figure 1a shows an example Petri net. Visually, a Petri net

consists of squares, circles, and directed edges, which repre-

sent the transitions, places, and flow relations, respectively.

Transitions represent process activities. The only exceptions

are the invisible transitions labeled τ , which do not represent

pieces of the process’ work but are necessary to properly

model some types of routing of the process. Places may

contain tokens; whereas the structure of the Petri net never

changes, tokens are created and consumed. A transition is

enabled (the activity it represents is allowed to occur at the

current state) if and only if at least one token exists in each

input place of the transition. By firing (i.e., executing) a

transition, a token is consumed from each input place and

a token is produced for each output place. The state of a

Petri net is uniquely determined by the distribution of tokens

over places, which is denoted as its marking. For the Petri

net in Fig. 1a, the initial marking is place start, and the

final marking is place end. A complete firing sequence is a

sequence of transitions leading from the initial marking to the

final marking, indicating a complete execution of a process

instance. The set of all complete firing sequences of a system

net S is denoted by ΨS . For further information on Petri nets

in relation to process mining, readers are referred to [1].

Conformance checking aims to verify whether observed

behavior recorded in an event log matches behavior described

by a process model. The notion of alignments provides a robust

approach to conformance checking, which makes it possible to

pinpoint the deviations causing nonconformity [15]. Building

such alignments between an event log and a process model

is not trivial, since the log may deviate from the model at an

arbitrary number of places. We need to relate “moves” in the

log to “moves” in the model. However, it may be that some

of the moves in the log cannot be mimicked by the model

and vice versa. In other words, not all traces in an event log

may be reproducible by the corresponding Petri net, i.e., not

all traces may correspond to a complete firing sequence.

Definition 5 (Alignment move). Let M be the universe of
alignment moves, i.e., the universe of unique alignment move
identifiers. We define function λ as follows. Given m ∈ M:

• λevent(m) ∈ E ∪ {	},
• λlabel(m) ∈ A ∪ {τ},
• λtrans(m) ∈ T ∪ {	},

where 	 identifies the absence of respectively an event or a
transition, such that

• λevent(m) =	 =⇒ λtrans(m) ∈ T ,
• λtrans(m) =	 =⇒ λevent(m) ∈ E ,
• λevent(m) �=	 =⇒ λlabel(m) = πlabel(λevent(m)),
• λtrans(m) �=	 =⇒ λlabel(m) = label(λtrans(m)).

Definition 6 (Alignment, Alignment set). An alignment γ ∈
M∗ is a finite sequence of alignment moves such that each
alignment move appears only once, i.e., 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |γ| :
γ(i) �= γ(j). An alignment set is Γ ⊆ M∗ such that each
alignment move appears only once. Uγ is the universe of
alignments and UΓ the universe of alignment sets.

For a given alignment move m ∈ M, m is considered a

synchronous move when λevent(m) �=	 ∧ λtrans(m) �=	,

a model move when λevent(m) =	 and λlabel(m) �= τ , a

log move when λtrans(m) =	 and an invisible move when

λlabel(m) = τ . For every alignment γ ∈ Uγ of a system net

S ∈ S and a case c ∈ E∗, the projection on λevent yields c,
and the projection on λtrans yields a path in ΨS .

Multiple alignments are possible for the same case and

model. The aim is to find a complete alignment with a

minimal number of deviations, also known as an optimal
alignment [15]. For the sake of space, we assume here that

all deviations (i.e., model moves for visible transitions and

log moves) have unit cost. In [15], Aalst et al. show how this

assumption can be removed. Different alignment techniques

exist, which we generalize by the alignment function.

Definition 7 (Alignment function). The alignment function
align ∈ L × S → UΓ aligns an event log with a system
net and returns an alignment set consisting of one optimal
alignment for each case in the event log.
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Clearly, different cases may have different (optimal) align-

ments as they contain different events and deviations. For

example, Fig. 3 shows three possible alignments for trace

〈a, e, b, d, g〉 and the Petri net (system net) in Fig. 1a. Here, γ1
contains two deviations: one log move (m12) and one model

move (m15). Furthermore, γ2 contains one invisible move

(m22), a model move (m23), and two log moves (m25 and

m26). Lastly, γ3 contains an invisible move (m32), two model

moves (m33 and m37), and one log move (m34). Since no

alignment exists with less than two asynchronous moves for

visible transitions, γ1 is an optimal alignment for the trace.

IV. PUTTING EVENTS INTO CONTEXT

In this paper, we argue that not all events should be treated

equally. We distinguish two main types of events: control-flow

events and context events. We aim to visualize the process

model using both event types. The concept of alignments is

used to identify where in a process model context events occur.

This requires context events to be identified (Section IV-A) and

that a mapping is created between the context events and the

process model (Section IV-B).

A. Identifying Context Events

In order to identify different types of events, we introduce

an event property type ∈ Q with dom(πtype) = E . In other

words, every event has an event type. The default value is

control-flow. This implies that an event is part of the control-

flow of the process. During analysis, an analyst may define

other event types to relate to context events. For example,

a purchasing process typically consists of activities such as

placing an order, making a payment, receiving a request, and

sending goods. These events would be of type control-flow.

Other events may occur that may influence the process, but do

not change the state of the process. For example, a customer

may call to inquire the status of the order, may file a complaint,

or may visit the website to check the current prices. These

events can be defined as events of type context. Furthermore,

γ1 =

m11 m12 m13 m14 m15 m16

e11 e12 e13 e14 	 e15
a e b d e g
t1 	 t3 t5 t6 t8

γ2 =

m21 m22 m23 m24 m25 m26 m27

e11 	 	 e12 e13 e14 e15
a τ d e b d g
t1 t2 t5 t6 	 	 t8

γ3 =

m31 m32 m33 m34 m35 m36 m37 m38

e11 	 	 e12 e13 e14 	 e15
a τ d e b d e g
t1 t2 t5 	 t3 t5 t6 t8

Fig. 3: Three example alignments of trace 〈a, e, b, d, g〉 with

the system net in Fig. 1a. Columns represent alignment moves.

The rows represents the alignment move identifier, the event

identifier, the label, and the transition, from top to bottom.

multiple event types may be identified to distinguish different

types of contextual events (e.g., call, complaint, website visit).
Process models describe the lifecycle of a single process

instance, i.e., a case. As such, events that are not linked to a

case cannot be logically represented on a process model. To

analyze context events, they need to be included in an event log

and linked to a case. A connection is to be made between the

context events and the control-flow events. Such connections

can be made based on shared event properties (e.g., order id)

or on the time period in which the events occurred.

Figure 4 shows the alignments for the traces 〈a, d, c, g, h〉
and 〈a, d, h〉 with the Petri net in Fig. 1a. Context events

labeled x, y, and z are inserted. Since there are no transitions

in the Petri net labeled x, y, or z, these context events thus

become log moves in the alignment. In order to distinguish

log moves for context events (i.e., events of type context)
from regular log moves (i.e., log moves for events of type

control-flow), we introduce alignment move types. The type

of the move equals the type of the event. If the move does not

correspond to an event, the move is of type control-flow.

Definition 8 (Alignment move type). Let m ∈ M be an
alignment move. We extend function λ such that:

• λevent(m) �=	 =⇒ λtype(m) = πtype(λevent(m))
• λevent(m) =	 =⇒ λtype(m) = control-flow

γ4 =

m41 m42 m43 m44 m45 m46 m47 m48

e41 e42 e43 e44 e45 	 e46 e47
a d x c y e g h
t1 t5 	 t4 	 t6 t8 	

γ5 =

m51 m52 m53 m54 m55 m56 m57 m58

e51 e52 e53 e54 	 	 e55 e56
a d x y τ e h z
t1 t5 	 	 t2 t6 t9 	

Fig. 4: Example of alignments with context moves highlighted

in gray. In γ4 (trace 〈a, d, x, c, y, g, h〉), m43, and m45 are of

type context. In γ5 (trace 〈a, d, x, y, h, z〉), m53, m54, and m58

are of type context.

B. Visualizing Context Moves

In existing literature, when projecting alignment data onto

Petri nets, model moves are commonly associated with tran-

sitions and log moves with places [1]. As such, we have

chosen to associate context moves (i.e., moves of type context)

to Petri net edges as to avoid ambiguity about information

mapped onto the process model. This design decision has

several consequences that need to be addressed.

Firstly, to determine on which edges a context move should

be plotted, we need to determine through which transitions

a case travels, i.e., what its corresponding firing sequence is.

Since context moves occur in-between control-flow moves, it

is enough to determine the preceding and succeeding control-

flow move in the alignment, for each context move. To

do this, we define function enrich. Each context move is

mapped to exactly one control-flow predecessor move and
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one control-flow successor move. If the context move is the

first (respectively last) move in the alignment, the predecessor

(respectively successor) does not exist and we write 	. Figure

5 shows the results of applying function enrich to γ4 and γ5.

Definition 9 (Enrich function). We define function enrich to
enrich each context move in an alignment with it’s preceding
and succeeding control-flow alignment move, i.e.:
enrich : Uγ → M× (M∪ {	})× (M∪ {	}).

enrich(γ4) = {(m43,m42,m44), (m45,m44,m46)}
enrich(γ5) = {(m53,m52,m55), (m54,m52,m55),

(m58,m57,	)}

Fig. 5: Results of enrich(γ4) and enrich(γ5).

Secondly, since transitions might have multiple input and

output edges, if we would associate a context move with every

outgoing edge of the transition corresponding to the preceding

control-flow move and every incoming edge of the transition

corresponding to the succeeding control-flow move, we risk

increasing the total number of context moves associated with

the process model. To avoid this, we assign a weight to every

context move. If a context move is mapped onto n edges, this

weight is calculated as 1
n .

Thirdly, the control-flow moves that precede or succeed a

context move may be model moves, i.e., the labels represented

by their corresponding transitions were expected in the model,

but they did not occur in the event log. In this case, we cannot

be entirely certain that the context move actually occurred

between these two model transitions. We argue that, depending

on whether only one of the surrounding control-flow moves

in the alignment is a model move, or both, the certainty

decreases. This is captured by the function cert. Given a

context move, its predecessor, and its successor, the certainty

is calculated as shown in Fig. 6.

cert(mcont,mpred,msucc) =⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

0.25 λtrans(mpred) =	 ∧ λtrans(msucc) =	
0.50 λtrans(mpred) =	 ∧ λtrans(msucc) �=	
0.50 λtrans(mpred) �=	 ∧ λtrans(msucc) =	
1.00 λtrans(mpred) �=	 ∧ λtrans(msucc) �=	

Fig. 6: Calculation of the certainty that a context move has

occurred in between two control-flow moves.

We choose this way of calculating weight and certainty

for simplicity and ease of use. Other aspects of the model,

the event log, or their alignment can be taken into account

in order to calculate how certain one can be of a context

move occurring between any two transitions of the model. For

example, the prefix or postfix of the trace, or even the number

of optimal alignments could be used.

Once the context moves are identified and enriched with

their surrounding control-flow moves, they can be mapped

onto a Petri net model. Algorithm 1 shows how context moves

are mapped to Petri net edges. Context moves are plotted

Algorithm 1: Map Context Moves onto Petri net edges

Input: N = (P, T, F ) ∈ N
Input: Γ ∈ UΓ
Output: EF ⊆ F ×M× R× R

EF ← ∅
foreach γ ∈ Γ do

EM ← enrich(γ)
foreach (mcont,mpred,msucc) ∈ EM do

ct← cert(mcont,mpred,msucc)
tp ← λtrans(mpred)
ts ← λtrans(msucc)
fout ← {(tp, pp) ∈ F}
fin ← {(ps, ts) ∈ F}
overlap←{(tp, pp) ∈ fout | ∃(ps, ts) ∈ fin ∧ ps = pp} ∪

{(ps, ts) ∈ fin | ∃(tp, pp) ∈ fout ∧ pp = ps}
if |fout| = 0 ∧ |fin| > 0 then

foreach f ∈ fin do
EF ← EF ∪ {(f,mcont,

1
|fin| , ct)}

else if |fout| > 0 ∧ |fin| = 0 then
foreach f ∈ fout do

EF ← EF ∪ {(f,mcont,
1

|fout| , ct)}
else if |overlap| > 0 then

foreach f ∈ overlap do
EF ← EF ∪ {(f,mcont,

1
|overlap| , ct)}

else if |overlap| = 0 then
foreach f ∈ fin ∪ fout do

EF ← EF ∪ {(f,mcont,
1

|fin|+|fout| , ct)}
return EF

as close as possible to the location in the process model

where they occurred, i.e., as close as possible to the transitions

corresponding to the control-flow moves immediately before

and after the context move. When a context move is positioned

in between two transitions that have a route between them,

then it is mapped on the two edges connecting the transitions

in the Petri net. In Algorithm 1 this is expressed in the

situation where overlap exists between the Petri net places

related to both transitions. When no such overlap exists, the

context move is plotted on all outgoing edges of the transition

corresponding to the preceding control-flow move and on

all incoming edges of the transition corresponding to the

succeeding control-flow move. When the context move does

not have a preceding control-flow move, i.e., it occurred before

the first control-flow move, then the context move is plotted

on the incoming edges of the transition corresponding to the

succeeding control-flow move. Finally, when the context move

does not have a succeeding control-flow move, it is plotted

on the outgoing edges of the transition corresponding to the

preceding control-flow move.

Consider context move m43 of alignment γ4 in Fig. 4. This

move corresponds to event e43 (label x), and is positioned

in between m42 (label d, transition t5), and m44 (label c,
transition t4). Both m42 and m44 are synchronous alignment

moves. This implies that the certainty that e43 occurred

between t5 and t4 is equal to 1. In the Petri net (shown in

Fig. 1a) there are no shared places between the outgoing edges

from transition t5 and the incoming edges from transition t4.

Following Algorithm 1, context event e43 is thus related to

edge (p2, t5) and edge (p1, t4), both with a weight of 1
2 .
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V. EVALUATION

This section reports on an evaluation of our technique based

on two case studies. The first case study, presented in Section

V-A, is based on a hospital process in which patients are tested

for sepsis. These tests can be executed at any time during the

patients stay in the hospital. The second case study, in Section

V-B, shows an insurance claim process in which customers can

call the insurance company to ask questions regarding their

claim. The approach has been implemented in ProM. 1

A. Case Study Emergency Room Sepsis Process Discovery

This section illustrates how our technique can be beneficial

for process discovery [1]. When selected events in the event

log are marked as context events, they can be kept aside while

executing the process discovery process. Using less activities

in process discovery will lead to a less complex result. After a

model is discovered, the context events can be plotted on top of

this model, highlighting the locations where the context events

are most likely to occur. Visualizing context events in this way

can identify the best locations for modifying the process model

by adding context activities, which relates to model repair.

The process used in the case study in this section was

introduced by Mannhardt et al. in [16]. The data is publicly

available through [17]. The data describes cases that follow

a process starting in the emergency room of a hospital and

ending when the patient is released from the hospital. The

data focuses on activities to detect and handle sepsis. Sepsis

is the presence in tissues of harmful bacteria and their toxins,

typically through infection of a wound. The data consists of

16 activities leading to 15,214 events for 1,050 cases. The

event log has 846 different execution paths (trace variants).

Three activities are related to lab tests, i.e., CRP, Lactic Acid
and Leucocytes. These activities can be performed anywhere

during the process. When events for these activities are

removed from the event log, we still have the same 1,050

cases, however, the number of variants is reduced to 182.

A reduction of 664 variants by only removing these three

activities highlights the complexity caused by considering

those events as control-flow events. The same reduction in

complexity can be observed when Fig. 7 is compared to

Fig. 8. Both figures show the result of a process discovery

analysis using the Directly Follows Miner (DFM) [18]. While

the number of activities is reduced by only three, the number

of connections between the transitions of the process model

is reduced ten-fold. On the other hand, we have removed

information about the execution of the lab tests and it is no

longer visible when they can occur.

To provide insights into when the lab tests are executed,

we use the hand-made Petri net presented in [16]. Next, we

mark the three lab test events in the event log as context

events. The context enriched event log is aligned with the

model and finally, the lab test events are plotted on top of

the model. The resulting enriched process model is shown

in Fig. 9. The figure shows the sum of the weights of the

1ProM is an extensible tool that supports a wide variety of process mining
techniques through plug-ins, see http://www.promtools.org. Our technique is
part of the ContextEvents package.

Fig. 7: Result of the DFM miner [18] on sepsis event log [17],

using all events and the path slider is set to 80%.

Fig. 8: Result of the DFM miner [18] on sepsis event log [17],

not using the lab events and the path slider is set to 80%.

Fig. 9: Absolute context heatmap of sepsis process lab tests.

Fig. 10: Relative context heatmap of sepsis process lab tests.

context events on each edge, highlighted in a red color scale.

An edge is colored black when the edge does not have any

context events mapped to it. The width of the edge indicates

the sum of the weights of all context events that are related to

the edge. The red color intensity of an edge indicates the sum

of the certainties of the context events related to that edge. We

refer to this visualisation as an absolute context heat map. We

use the term heatmap because the figure shows the magnitude

of a phenomenon, i.e., the occurrence of context events. The

variation in color gives a visual cue to the reader about how

certain we are about the magnitude.

Fig. 9 shows that most lab tests are executed after Admission
NC2. Since Admission NC is the activity with the highest

frequency in the event log it is as expected that lab tests have

a high occurrence rate at this point in the process model.

We create a so-called relative context heatmap to put the

cases with context events related to an edge in perspective

of the total number of cases that traverse that edge, i.e., the

percentage of cases with a context event related to that edge

is calculated and plotted.

If we look at the relative context heatmap, presented in

Fig. 10, a different insight emerges. Relatively, most lab tests
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are executed after an admission to a normal or intensive care

department, i.e., Admission NC and Admission IC. Lab tests

also occur immediately following the ER Sepsis Triage activity

when both IV Antibiotics and IV Liquid are not executed.

We can take this analysis a step further by filtering on

cases for which a selected event occurs. In Fig. 11 the data

set is filtered on cases having an event that is aligned to the

Admission IC1 transition, and in Fig. 12 only cases that have

an event that is aligned to the Admission IC2 transition. Fig.

11 shows that from Admission NC1 to Admission IC1 and

immediately after Admission IC1, relatively often a lab test

is executed. Respectively for 54% of cases after Admission
NC1 and 100% after Admission IC1. Fig. 12 shows that after

Admission IC2, always a lab test is executed. Combining

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 reveals that after the admission to an

intensive care department a lab test is always executed. Adding

a mandatory labtest activity to the process model, immediately

after both the Admission IC activities, would make it possible

to check if the labtest is always executed or not.

Fig. 11: Relative context heatmap of sepsis process lab tests,

filtered on cases that have activity AdmissionIC1.

Fig. 12: Relative context heatmap of sepsis process lab tests,

filtered on cases that have activity AdmissionIC2.

B. Case Study UWV Claim Process

UWV is the social security institute of the Netherlands and

responsible for the implementation of a number of employee

related insurances. The case study focuses on the unem-

ployment benefits claim process of UWV. When employees

become unemployed, they may be entitled to the benefits.

Employees have to file a claim at UWV, which then decides

whether they are entitled to benefits. When claims are ac-

cepted, employees receive benefits with a regular frequency

until they find a new job or the maximum period for their

entitlements is reached. UWV refers to employees who are

making use of their services as customers, therefore we use

the term customer in the remainder of the paper.

The unemployment benefits claim process starts at UWV

when a claim is received. First, the customer is sent a change

form, because the customer is obliged to notify UWV of any

changes during the claim handling process. Next a check is

performed whether all required information is available. If this

is not the case, the customer can be requested to provide the

missing information. The request can be done by two types

of letters or a phone call. When the information is received,

UWV registers a Document IN event. If needed a reminder

can be send to the customer. When all information is received

the decision is made. Finally, the customer is notified of the

decision by the appropriate letter.

Fig. 13: Absolute context heatmap for UWV claim process.

Before, during and after the claim handling process the

customer can contact the UWV call center. Every contact is

registered as a Call IN event including a description of the

questions asked by the customer. The process model used in

this case study is obtained from a process specialist at UWV.

Fig. 13 shows the absolute context heatmap for the UWV

claim process. Incoming calls occur during the whole process

execution as can be seen from almost all edges being colored

red and not being thin. The most incoming calls occur after

the decision is made and before the acceptance letter is sent.

Most customers get accepted (on average 80%). The second

most frequent location of calls is immediately after the first

Change Form OUT, which occurs at the start of the process.

Fig. 14: Relative context heatmap for UWV claim process.

The relative context heatmap in Fig. 14 shows there are

several locations that trigger similar amounts of incoming

calls. The first location is again between the decision and the

acceptance letter. Also, questions come in after information

was requested from the customer by sending a letter. Interest-

ingly, when information was requested by phone, a relatively

smaller number of customers ask questions. This gives rise

to the insight that contacting customers by phone could be

beneficial for UWV to reduce the number of incoming calls.

Next, just before receiving a Change Form IN, questions come

in. Finally, after receiving a negative decision, withdrawing

the claim or when the claim is stopped, more questions are

triggered compared to when the claim is accepted. Providing

a customer with adequate information regarding the decision

could help reduce the number of customers calling UWV. This

analysis shows that knowing when customers call is helpful

when advising UWV on how the process could be improved

from both the customer and UWV’s perspective.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The technique introduced in this paper uses existing process

mining concepts such as event logs, process models, and

alignments to introduce the concept of context events: events

that are part of the event log and can be linked to cases

in a process, but are not part of the process’ control-flow.

Highlighting such events on a process model separately from

the control-flow activities provides added value by showing

novel insights and facilitating process discovery.

The emergency room sepsis case study in Section V-A

shows that keeping selected events aside while doing process

discovery leads to less complex results. The events that are first

kept aside, can, with our technique, be once more related to

the process model. In this way the information contained in the

events is used to improve the discovered model. In the UWV

case study in Section V-B, customers can call UWV while their

unemployment benefits claim is being processed. Identifying

the locations in the process model when relatively the most

customers call, gives input for improving the customer journey.

We foresee several directions for further research on this

topic. For example, up until now, we have only looked at

atomic events, i.e., events without duration. Instead, we could

also look at durative events, i.e., events that have a start and a

complete timestamp. These types of events identify a period

in which they are active. Examples of these types of durative

event are the caseload of a system and the happiness level of a

customer during the process execution. One option of plotting

these periods on top of a process model is to use a heatmap,

reflecting the average caseload of the system or the average

happiness of the customers when the process was executed. In

this way, a more complex context can be related to the model.

In this paper, we have shown how to plot a single context

event type in relation to a process model. Research could be

directed to finding ways to plot multiple context classes on the

same process model. This should be done in a way that is still

comprehensible to the users of the visualization. A simple yet

effective direction would be to use icons attached to the Petri

net edges. Different icons may represent different event types.

Instead of having an analyst identify context events, the

labeling could be done in a semi- or fully automatic way. One

approach would be to use the techniques developed by Tax et

al. [8] to identify so-called chaotic activities.

Another possible direction for future work is to use data

attributes when plotting context events. In this way, context

events can be conditionally plotted or guards could be derived

indicating under which circumstances context events occur.

Inversely, context events themselves can become input for

explanatory data analysis. For example in the work work by de

Leoni et al. [19] on process predictions. In the work by Van der

Aalst et al. [20] on visualizing token flows using interactive

performance spectra the context events can be used as a new

classifier to explain the process behavior.

Finally, while we use calculation heavy alignments in our

current approach, it is also possible to use the more perfor-

mance friendly token-based replay.
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Abstract—Process mining aims at discovering different per-
spectives of business processes (BP) from event logs generated by
BP management systems. However, BP can be entirely or partially
performed outside such systems. Emails are widely used as an
alternative tool to collaboratively perform BP tasks. Recently,
there have been several initiatives to extend the scope of BP
mining to consider email logs. However, most of them have been
mainly focused on discovering BP activity perspective neglecting
other equally important knowledge. Actor perspective is one of
the important knowledge that can ensure more understanding
regarding individuals acting for performing BP activities. Mining
such perspective from emails logs provides additional information
about the precise contribution of actors in the execution of BP
activities. Such information is not limited to executing activities
but also refers to requesting, informing, planning or observing
activities’ execution. This paper first formalizes the knowledge
we may discover from emails related to actors perspectives.
Then, it introduces an approach based on speech act detection
from textual content of emails for discovering such knowledge.
Our approach is validated using a public email dataset. Our
results are publicly provided to be a first step towards ensuring
reproductibility in the studied area.

Index Terms—activity, actor perspective, emails, speech act

I. INTRODUCTION

Process mining consists of discovering BP knowledge from

structured event logs. However, some BP or BP parts are not

necessarily supported by a BP management system that pro-

duces structured events logs. Therefore, applying traditional

process mining techniques generates at best partial view of

such BP. Emails are widely used as a collaborative tool to sup-

port BP execution. However, given the unstructured nature of

email data, BP mining techniques cannot be directly applied.

Thus, structured event logs need to be generated by extracting

BP-related information from unstructured email data. Most

existing works have been interested in extracting activities

with the aim of mining the BP activity perspective [1]–[6].

Activities’ actors perspective (also called organizational or re-

source perspective) presents one of the relevant BP knowledge

that provides additional insights. This perspective basically

describes the people assigned to various job functions in a

BP [7]. It can reveal the organizational structure, relations and

interactions of BP activities’ performers [8], [9]. It also allows

analyzing the influence of actors on BP performance [10] or

mining teams’ composition of collaborative activities [11].

Mining actor perspective from emails raises two challenges:

(1) What kind of additional information (oriented actor

perspective) that emails can provide comparing to traditional

event logs?, and (2) How to discover them ?

As for the first challenge, traditional event logs are gener-

ally generated by BP management systems and contain only

the trace of activities’ performers [8]–[10]. This is limited

as several actors can actually intervene, differently, in the

achievement of an activity. They would not necessary be

performers; they can intervene with different contribution

types that would vary from requesting the execution of an

activity, requesting information for execution, informing about
execution, observing how the activity is executed (without

doing concrete action as the case of managers for some

activities) or simply executing the activity. A recent work [11]

discovered different actors involved in the execution of an ac-

tivity. However, it supposed that an activity is represented and

implemented as a sub-process and actors are performers of this

sub-process. Therefore, interactions with other collaborators

(not necessarily tasks’ performers) remain missed.

As for the second challenge, only few works have studied

activities’ actor perspective discovery from emails [12]–[14].

They were mainly based on emails’ interlocutors (e.g. senders,

receivers) to define activities’ actors and weights denoting

their involvements. They do not take into account the email

content, which provides additional information regarding the

contribution of the actors in the activity execution.

To address the aforementioned challenges, this paper pro-

poses an approach to mine the actors’ perspective of activities

using speech act information that can be extracted from emails.

It defines the actor perspective as the composition of: (1)

the set of actors’ groups involved in performing an activity

and frequently interchanging activity related emails, (2) the

organizational (e.g. manager) and business (e.g. trader) roles

of these actors, and (3) actors’ contributions (e.g. execution,

request, information, etc.) inferred from the detected speech

acts of activities’ occurrences in emails. Activities in this

paper are provided as an input. They are generated using our

previous work [15] that introduces a non-supervised approach.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

gives an overview of the related state of the art. Section III

outlines the main abstractions of our approach. Section IV

presents the algorithmic solution of some key steps. Finally

and before concluding, Section V introduces our evaluation

results carried out using the public Enron dataset.
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II. STATE OF THE ART

Several initiatives proposed to mine BP [1]–[6], [16] and

activities [6], [12], [17]–[21] from emails. However, most

of them mainly focused on activities’ recognition. Only few

works targeted the actor perspective of these activities [12]–

[14], [21]. They studied it by defining activities’ actors and

their organizational roles. Some of them [12]–[14] additionally

associated to these actors weights denoting their degree of

involvement. Two actor involvement diagrams were offered

in the visualization tool EmailAnalyzer [14]; (i) task person

diagram showing the relation between activities and actors,

and (ii) case-person diagram showing the relation between

actors and instances. Some of them [13], [14] also studied

the social network of activities’ related emails’ users.

These works [12]–[14], [21] were mainly based on the emails’

interlocutors (senders / receivers) or emails’ inter-relation (e.g.

reply, forward) to uncover actor perspective. Jlailaty et Al

[21] have additionally included person names appearing with

activities in emails’ bodies. Nevertheless, the actual actors’

contributions (e.g. request, execution) in performing activities

were not defined in these works. Actually, emails contain

richer information at the level of their textual content than

person names or email addresses. Activities for example are

usually introduced in emails with specific speech acts which

could give indications concerning actors’ contributions.

In the context of discovering activities from emails, there

have been existing works that dealt with activity name recog-

nition by using act theory based methods [17]–[20]. Most of

them are supervised based approaches; they classify emails or

emails’ sentences according to senders’ speech acts [18]–[20]

or use these speech acts as key passage to deduce activities

[17]. In the literature, three possible classifications of speech

acts are proposed: (1) Illocutionary act classes [22]: Assertive,

Directive, Expressive,etc. (2) Speech act verbs [23]: Propose,

Request, Deliver,etc. and (3) Emails-oriented speech acts [17]:

Salutation, Chit-chat, meeting, promise, farewell,etc. These

works have reduced BP activities into a set of speech acts

which is not realistic. Actually, activities differ from one

BP to another and speech acts would further specify the

sender purpose from introducing activities in emails. However,

activities’ recognition step remains required.

Introduced approaches in this section have considered an

email [1]–[6], [13], [16], an email subject [14] or an email

sentence [6], [12], [17]–[21] as the lowest structural level that

would express: (1) one activity, and/or (2) one sender speech

act. Actually, in the context of non-controlled textual data as

emails, the expression of these two elements would not be

constrained by emails’ structure or punctuation. Employees

could then express more than one activity instance with

different speech acts even in the same sentence. Taking the

example of the email retrieved from the Enron dataset (Fig. 1);

In the first sentence, the sender informs recipient(s) about one

activity instance of opening a long trading position. As for the

last sentence, the sender introduces three activities instances

with two different speech acts; (i) cut a deal (colored by grey)

Fig. 1. Email sample from Enron Dataset

and replace a deal (framed by dashed rectangle) in the form

of intention , and (ii) purchase energy (framed by continuous

line) in the form of information about execution.

III. APPROACH MAIN NOTATIONS

Our approach discovers activities’ actor perspective from

emails. Due to the unstructured nature of emails log data in

the context of activities, our approach needs to transform it

into a structured format. Such format is an event log that

records useful information at each occurrence of an activity in

an email. This section formalizes then the input and the output

of our approach and the concept of our structured event log.

A. Input: Emails & Activities

1) Emails Log: Emails log (Definition 1) in our input is

of semi structured format comparing to its raw format. In

fact, email parts (e.g. main body) and relations between emails

(e.g. reply) are supposed to be detected. Emails’ interlocutors

roles in a company are also supposed provided which are

of two types; (i) Organizational role (OR) (e.g. manager),

and (ii) Business role (BR) (e.g. trader). In case of external

interlocutors (not employees), roles are denoted as ’external’.

Definition 1: (Emails Log Data: EmL) An emails log

data (EmL) is a set of emails where each email em =
(id, tm, sender, to, cc, subj,mainbdy, cvhist, nextids) has

nine elements: a unique identifier (id), a timestamp (tm), a

sender (sender), list of receivers with different status (to, cc),
a subject (subj), a body composed of a main body (mainbdy)

and a conversational history (cvhist) and finally, a set of ids

(nextids) of emails sent as reply or forward of em and having

timestamps higher than tm. Each u = (add, or, br) ∈ to ∪ cc
has an email address (add), an OR (or) and a BR (br).

2) Activities: Activities in this paper are provided by our

previous work [15] which analyses emails to discover the

most occurring activities (in an unsupervised way). An activity

(Definition 2) was defined as the composition of: (1) Activity
Name (AN) that reflects its main goal (e.g; ’create deal’), and

(2) A set of Business Data (BD) that refer to the data used

or generated during its execution (e.g; {’deal price’, ’ID’}).
Let AN and BD denote the sets of AN and BD.

Definition 2: (Activity) An activity is defined as Act =
(AN,BD) such that: (1) AN ∈ AN , and (2) BD =
{bd1, ..bdp} ∈ BD∗. A will denote the set of all activities.

To detect activities in emails without sentences’ structure

constraints (as discussed with Fig. 1), the same previous work

maps each activity component type (AN or BD) to a set of pat-

terns used by employees to express it (Definition 3). A pattern
was defined as a set of lemmatized words associated with their

syntactic functions (e.g. verb, noun). Let W , T and P denote
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the sets of words, syntactic tags and patterns. If p ∈ P , it is

defined as p = {(w1, t1), ..(wl, tl)} where (wj , tj) ∈ W × T
∀j. Taking the example of the activity name AN1 =’purchase

power’ of Fig. 1, p1={(’purchase’,’v’),(’power’,’n’)} and

p2={(’buy’,’v’),(’numeric’,’n’),(’mw’,’n’)} are among the pat-

terns mapped to it where ’v’ (’n’) refers to verb (noun)

syntactic tag. Patterns provide then a semantic characterization

so that an activity can be detected in emails even when

using different words: (1) having synonymy relation (e.g.

’buy’/’purchase’), or (2) sharing the same business context of

use; p2 allows the detection of AN1 by referring the purchased

quantity (’numeric) of power in megawatt (’mw’) rather than

explicitly mentioning the word ‘power’. An AN pattern must

contain at least one verb. A BD pattern does not contain

verbs and must contain tags of numeric values (e.g. price) or

of named entities’ types (e.g. location, person name).

Definition 3: (Mapping-To-Patterns) A Mapping-To-

Patterns function is defined asMPat : AN∪BD → P∗ where

MPat returns the list of patterns associated to an activity

component type (∈ AN ∪ BD).

B. Output: Actor Perspective

In the context of emails, for each activity, an actor is a

user present in the interlocutors’ lists of emails containing it.

Let AT be the set of activities’ actors. This paper defines

an actor perspective of an activity according to Definition

5 which leverages defining the notion of its actors’ groups

(Definition 4). An actor group of an activity refers to the set

of actors that coexist frequently (according to thmin) in the

same interlocutors lists of emails related to the same activity.

Definition 4: (Activity Actors’ Group) Let Act ∈ A be an

activity. GAct = {a1, ..am} ⊂ AT is a group of actors of

Act ⇔ ∀(ai, aj) ∈ GAct × GAct,
|Ei

⋂
Ej |

min(|Ei|, |Ej |)
> thmin,

while; (1) thmin ∈ [0, 1], (2) Ek = fem(ak, EmL, act) for

k ∈ {i, j}, and (3) fem : AT × EmL × A → EmL is the

function that returns for each actor (∈ AT ) the set of emails

(related to Act) while he belongs to their interlocutors lists.

Definition 5: (Activity Actor Perspective) Let Act ∈ A be

an activity. Let GAct, be the set of unique actors groups’ ids

of Act. Let OR and BR denote the sets of OR and BR of

actors in the company. Actor perspective of an activity Act is

defined as a tuple ΩAct = (Ar,F , R, C) while;

- Ar = {a1, .., an} ⊂ AT is the set of n actors;

- F : Ar → G∗
act is the function that maps each actor to his

groups’ ids (one actor can be affected to multiple groups);

- R = {(or1, br1), .., (on, bn)} ⊂ OR × BR is the set of

actors’ roles such that ori and bri are the OR and BR of ai;
- C = {σ1, . . . , σn} is the set of distributions of actors’

contributions towards the activity act. Each distribution σi =
{(c, λc,i) | c ∈ ζ ∧ λc,i ∈ [0, 1]} refers to the distribution

of the contributions (c ∈ ζ) of actor ai towards the activity

Act such that
∑

c λc,i = 1. A tuple (c, λc,i) ∈ Ci refers to a

contribution c and its fraction λc,i;

Six contribution types ∈ ζ are identified based on our

analysis of industrial emails and discussions with BP experts;

(1) Request the execution of an activity from other actors,

(2) Request Information concerning the execution of an

activity (e.g., status, useful data, opinion, permission), (3)

Execution by performing the activity, (4) Information about

the execution of an activity (executed or not), (5) Planning by

expressing intentions of executing an activity (even by other

actors), and (6) Observation of how an activity is performed,

without doing a concrete action towards its execution.

C. Event Logs

Compared to the standard event log format provided by XES
standard, our event log (Definition 9) differs in three ways.

First, the notion of BP instance (trace) is omitted since it does

not play an important role in discovering our actor perspective.

Second, the notion of activity occurrence (Definition 7) is

introduced as an alternative to the well-know concept of

activity instance in process mining. The main difference is

that activity occurrence refers to the appearance of its AN (and

optionally of its BD) in an email without; (1) necessarily being

executed, or (2) disposing precise information concerning its

instantiating. Third, the structure of our event logs must allow

the recording of information referring to actors’ contributions

at each activity occurrence which are related to the notions

of; (1) Activity Component occurrence (Definition 6), and

(2) Speech Act (Definition 8) of activity occurrence. In what

follows, let E denote the set of email main bodies (after

transforming each one into a format similar to p ∈ P).

Definition 6: (Activity Component Occurrence) Let

AC ∈ AN ∪ BD be an activity component. Let Pos :
P × E → N

∗ return the positions’ list of appearance of

words’ pattern p ∈ P in an email e ∈ E sorted in ascending

order. ACocc = (AC,Rf ) is the occurrence of AC in e
⇔ (1) ∃p ∈ Mpat(AC) while w ∈ e ∀w ∈ p and ∀
i ∈ [1, |Pos(p, e)| − 1], |Pos(p, e)[i + 1] − Pos(p, e)[i]| ≤
thd | thd ∈ N, AND (2) Rf is the raw form of patterns’

words in e (before lemmatization).

An activity component type occurs then in an email e if one

of its patterns is detected while its words are low dispersed.

Low dispersity of words (ensured by a defined threshold thd)

means that they appear close to each other in e. This guaran-

tees that if a pattern is detected in e, it will express the same

activity component objective (as it was supposed in [15]). Con-

sidering; (1) an email extract eA = ’I have created deal ticket

241558 for July’, and (2) an activity Act2 = (AN2, {bd2})
where pan = {(′create′,′ v′), (′ticket′,′ n′)} ∈ Mpat(AN2)
and pbd = {(′deal′,′ n′), (′numeric′,′ n′)} ∈ Mpat(bd2).
In case of pan (pbd), the words ’create’ and ’ticket’ (’deal’
and ’numeric’ tag reflecting ’241558’) appear close to each

other in eA inducing the detection of AN2 (bd2) occurrence

where; AN2occ = (AN2, {′created′,′ ticket′}) ( bd2occ =
(bd2, {′deal′,′ 241558′})). In what follows, let O denote the

set of activities’ components’ occurrences.

Definition 7: (Activity Occurrence) Let Act =
(AN,BD) ∈ A be an activity. Let focc : AN ∪BD×E → O∗

be a function that returns the occurrences of an activity

component in an email e ∈ E . Act has an occurrence
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Acto = (ANocc, BDocc) ∈ O × O∗ in e ⇔ (1) ANocc ∈
focc(AN, e) �= ∅, AND (2) BDocc = {focc(bd, e), bd ∈ BD}.

An activity is considered then detected in an email if mainly

a pattern representing the activity name is detected (because

BD values would not always be present in the same email).

Definition 8: (Speech Act) Let Acto = (ANocc, BDocc) ∈
O × O∗ an occurring activity. A speech Act (SA) of Acto
defines the purpose behind introducing ANocc in an email e.

In this paper, four speech acts (SA) types are considered:

- Request act: The actor requests the execution of an activity

from the recipient(s), e.g. ‘can you schedule an interview with

this candidate?’ for the activity ‘schedule interview’.

- Request information act: The actor requests some infor-

mation concerning the execution of an activity (status, useful

data), e.g. ”who is the best person in london to forward the

resume to?” for the activity ’forward resume’

- Intention act: The actor expresses an intention of doing the

activity in the future (by himself or other actors), e.g. “kate,

my assistant, shirley crenshaw, will schedule a meeting.”

- Information act: The sender uses the email for informing

about activity execution status (it was executed or not or in

current execution), e.g. the activity ’create deal’ of eA.

Definition 9: (Event Logs) An event log (EL)

is a set of events while each event is defined

as ev = (id, Acto, ActorInd, SA, em) where:

Acto = (ANocc, BDocc) ∈ O × O∗ is the occurring

activity; ActorInd is a list of textual indicators that may

refer to the activity real doer (e.g. personnel pronoun, person

or organization name); SA is the activity speech act; and em
∈ EmL is the email in which the activity occurred.

IV. APPROACH

Our approach is composed of three main phases (Fig. 2):

Phase1: Preprocessing: This phase preprocesses each email

main body. It removes some stopwords and useless words

(e.g.; thanking, salutations, signatures). It detects also some

numeric values and named entities and it replaces them by

tags (e.g., pricenumeric, personname). Finally, it returns, a

structured format (a tuple t = (w, pos, wb, ts, sent)) allowing

the detection of activities’ patterns while recording information

concerning; (1) words’ raw form (w, e.g. ”created” of email

extract A), (2) its position of appearance (pos) in the email,

(3) words’ basic or lemmatized form (wb), e.g. ”create” is the

basic form of ”created”, (4) words’ syntactic function tags (ts):

only two types of tags are considered: verb (v) and non-verb

(n) as they are important in defining activity components, and

(5) the sentences (sent) where words appears in the email.

Phase2: Event logs entities detection and generation from
emails logs (detailed in Section IV-A): It mainly detects

events’ attributes (according to Definition 9) present in emails’

main bodies. It first detect activities’ occurrences (Acto) using

their characterization in term of patterns (provided by our

previous work [15]). For each Acto, it records its exact

position of appearance in an email and the sentence where

it appeared. Then, it exploits these two information to find;

(i) indicators of actor involved in the occurring activities

Fig. 2. Approach Main Steps

(ActorInd), and (ii) SA of activities occurrences.

Phase3: Actor perspective mining from event logs: (de-
tailed in Section IV-B) It analyses the obtained event logs

to discover, for each activity, its actor perspective. Related

actors’ contribution are defined: (1) directly by deducing them

from speech acts of activity occurrences, or (2) indirectly

by considering actors’ indicators or tracking actors reactions

towards received emails.

A. Phase2: Event logs entities detection from emails logs:

1) Step1: Activities’ occurrences detection: This step de-

tects the occurrences of activities in emails using their related

patterns. It aims to: (i) find their exact positions of appearance

in emails, and (ii) extract the sentences where they occurred.

For each activity component AC ∈ AN ∪ BD having a

set of patterns P =Mpat(AC), this step is mainly based on

iteratively searching all the occurrences of each pattern (∈ P})
in each email while verifying the low dispersity criterion. First,

it replaces words’ pattern in an email by tags reflecting them.

The syntactic functions of these words in the email must match

those of the pattern. After that, the email will be reduced to

the list of pattern’s tags while keeping their real position of

appearance in the email (without removing redundancy). The

elements of this list are then sorted in an ascending order

according to these positions. By scrolling through this list,

each element will be added to the same pattern occurrence if:

(i) its tag was not previously added, (ii) the position distance

that separates it from the last added element does not exceed

a defined threshold (thd), and (iii) it is assigned to the same

sentence of the tag previously added. Once having an element

where (ii) or (iii) is not verified, this latter will mark the end of

one potential pattern occurrence and the beginning of another.

Examples illustrating the results of this step are in this link1.

2) Step2: Local features extraction: It uses the entire

sentence where an activity name occurred to extract local

features (about its verb) useful for next steps and which are

of two types; (i) grammatical, and (ii) verb voice; passive

or active. Grammatical features are obtained after parsing
grammatical dependencies [24] from the sentence (without

removing standard stop words as they would be useful). This

returns a tuple of three additional elements comparing to t:
- Words’ POS tag: A POS (Part-Of-Speech) tag of a word

indicates some grammatical categories such as word’s tense

or number (plural/singular), e.g. past participial, verb ING;

- Words’ Dependency tags: each word’s tag defines its

grammatical relation with the verbal element to which it

depends, e.g. ‘subject’ (‘agent’) is a dependency tag between
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the action’s performer and verb in active (passive) voice;

- Words’ Subtrees: A subtree of a word w refers the the

subset of words having direct grammatical dependencies with

w, e.g. {’that’, ’was’, ’purchased’, ’for’, ’bal-day’} forms the

subtree of ’purchased’ in the last sentence of Fig. 1.

For identifying, for each activity occurrence, the voice of
the verb being used to express it, this step uses verb’s subtree

to check if it verifies the specific grammatical structure of a

passive voice sentence. Otherwise, the verb voice is considered

as active. In this paper, this specific structure is considered as

the composition of: (i) an auxiliary dependency tag referring

to an auxiliary verb (’be’ or sometimes ’get’), and (ii) A past

participle POS tag of the main verb denoting the action.

3) Step3: Extracting actor indications: These indicators

would be useful to define the actual contribution of some

emails’ interlocutors. In fact, if the sender uses the first (or the

second) personnel pronoun to express the doer of the activity

action, it is an indication that he (or some recipients) is (are)

the actual executor(s). This step studies two cases:

(i) If the verb of the activity is in passive voice: the doer of

the action may be specified in what follows the activity verb

using a prepositional phrase with the preposition ‘by’ e.g. ”it

was purchased yesterday by Mark”. This steps localizes then

such prepositional phrase in case it was indicated.

(ii) If the verb of the activity is in active voice: the doer of

the action may be specified by the subject of the sentence

subtree of the activity verb. The position of such subject is then

determined in order to find its correspondent textual content.

4) Step 4: Predicting activities’ occurrences’ speech acts:
For predicting SA once an activity occurs, two methods are

proposed; (i) rules based method: It is an unsupervised

method that defines a decision tree summarizing some rules

derived form natural language, and (ii) supervised method: It

applies any existing supervised learning algorithm. It does not

require a human expertise to define prediction rules. However,

it leverages a labeled training dataset.

These two methods are based on analysing four kinds of

properties of each verb characterizing an activity occurrence;

- Grammatical properties: they concern the verb’s voice, form

(in basic form or not), POS tag and dependency tag .

- Subtree properties: they concern words (basic form &

grammatical properties) preceding the verb in its subtree.

- Neighbourhood properties: they concern words preceding

the verb and appearing close to it in the same sentence.

The closeness of a word is defined by a distance threshold

separating its position of appearance from that of the verb.

- Sentence properties: They concern some specific words (e.g.

‘I’, ‘we’, ‘you’, ’please’ ..) or punctuation (‘?’) appearing in

the overall sentence of the verb.

In case of the supervised method, for each occurred

activity, learning features are deduced from POS tags and

dependency tags of the defined properties’ verbs. They include

also some specific words indicating tense (e.g. yesterday),

personnel pronoun (e.g. ’I’, ’we’, ’you’), request words (e.g.

’please’) and sentence punctuation. As they must have nu-

merical representations during the learning phase, this method

calculates the distance that separates them from the activity

verb (in term of absolute value of difference between their

positions of appearance and that of the verb). In case of non

existence of one feature, a large distance value is considered.

In case of Rules based method, it aims to define SA on

the basis of activity verb tense (that could be deduced from

verb POS tag). In fact, if emails’ senders use activity verb in

past, they would inform about its execution (e.g. ’I created

a ticket’). If they use it in future, they would express an

intention of execution. As for verb in present or in basic form,

additional properties (e.g. neighbourhood) must be analysed to

identify the correspondent SA. This method defines then a set

of rules to ensure tense-SA mapping and summarizes it in the

form of a decision tree (Fig. 3). Our tree is composed of ten

levels (discontinuous rectangles, e.g. L1, L2). Each level could

contain; (i) a diamond shape referring to a verb property to

be verified, e.g. D1: ’Verb voice is active’ (ii) Rounded shape

indicating tree’s end terminators while precising the predicted

SA, e.g. SA=Request, and (iii) Rectangle shape referring to

an action to be done after a decision, e.g. A2: Return to D1.

Levels of our tree are of three categories:

- Sentence form decision levels (L1&L2): they concern (i)

sentence punctuation (L1), if it is a question, SA will be

a request information act unless the verb is preceded by a

specific modal verb (MD1, e.g. can, could, would) to be

considered as a request act, and (ii) verb voice (L2), if it is

in passive voice, SA is assigned to an information act unless

the auxiliary verb is not expressed in its basic form (i.e ’be’).

Otherwise, the verb is replaced by its auxiliary verb..

- Own and neighborhood decision levels (L3→ L6): Start-

ing from these levels, the verb is considered in an active voice

and some own and neighbourhood properties are checked.

The closer they are to the verb, the higher the priority of

the corresponding rules/decisions. As verb POS tag is an

own property, it has a higher priority. This tag could directly

indicate if the verb is in ’Past’ tense or not to recommend if

SA is an information act (L3). Then, the priority pass to some

specific words appearing in the verb neighborhood; (i) modal

Fig. 3. Speech Acts Prediction Tree 1
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verbs in L4 (’MD’, e.g. will, would, shall) recommending that

SA is an intention act unless ’you’ is present in verb subtree as

a subject or switched with some specific modal verbs (MD2,

e.g. can, would), (ii) some special verbs (in L5) of intention

(e.g. want, plan) or of request (e.g. suggest) recommending

that SA is an intention or request act unless they are expressed

in ’Past’ (SA will be information), and (iii) some special words

indicating request SA (’requestInd’, e.g. ’please’) in L6.

- Transitive decision levels (L7→ 10): Here, verb is con-

sidered either (i) third-person verb, or (ii) in basic form

(L8 → L10). Verb neighborhood would be not sufficient to

recommend tense or SA. Some properties are then checked

to transfer the SA prediction to the closer verb preceding the

activity verb. This operation will be repeated unless no verb

precedes the activity verb or SA is predicted. If at the end,

SA is not yet predicted, SA will be assigned to information

(L7) and request (L10) in case of (i) and (ii) respectively.

B. Phase3: Actor perspective mining from event logs

This phase has as input the event log (EL) generated from

the second phase. For each activity type of name AN , it

generates a sublog by projecting EL on AN by keeping only

events with activity occurrence name AN. Then it uses this

sublog to discovers its activity actor perspective. Algorithm 1

illustrates the main operations applied on each sublog:

Step1: Cluster actors by groups (Line 2,3): It uses the

coexistence fraction, as defined in Definition 4, to group sets

of actors frequently interchanging activity related emails.

Step2: Define relevant values of activity occurrences (Line

4): It characterizes one activity occurrence by values enabling

their tracking in future emails (Ideally by unique values). Two

types of data are considered: (1) receivers’ email addresses (of

Algorithm 1 Activity SubLog Mining

Input: SL(SubLog), EmL(EmailLogs), thmin

Output: Ar, G, R, C
1: contrb act = {P : [], Ex : [], R : [], Obs : [], RI : [], I : []}
2: TOs = [ev.em.to for ev in SL ], CCs = [ev.em.cc for ev in SL],

senders = [ev.em.sender for ev in SL]
3: Ar = TOs∪CCs∪senders, G = FindActorsGroups(SL,Ar, thmin)

4: RelevBDV al, RelevAddr = LargeV ar(SL)
5: for Ev in SL do
6: tos=Ev.em.to,ccs=Ev.em.cc, sender = Ev.em.sender
7: futureReacts = SearchReacts (Ev.em, EmL, RelevBDV al,

RelevAddr)
8: contrb act[Map[Ev.SA]].append(sender)
9: if Ev.SA == ′informationact′ then

10: if ′i′ in Ev.ActorInd then
11: contrb act[Ex].append(sender)
12: if ′you′ in Ev.ActorsInd & len(tos) == 1 then
13: contrb act[Ex].append(tos[0])
14: if (Ev.SA == ′requestact′) & len(tos) == 1 then
15: contrb act[Ex].append(tos[0])
16: for r in tos do
17: if r in futureReacts.senders & Ev.SA == ′requestact′ then
18: contrb act[Ex].append(r)
19: Ctr Rec = Counter(TOs ∪ CCs), Ctr CCs = Counter(CCs)

20: contrb users[Obs] = [ r for r in Ctr CCs.keys() if
Ctr CCs[r]
Ctr Rec[r]

>

0.5 & r /∈ contrb act[Ex]]
21: for act in A do
22: affcs = FindAff(contrb act[Obs], act), ctr = Counter(affcs)

23: C[act][c] =
ctr[c]

len(affectations)
for c in ζ

=0

external users, e.g. candidates) and (2) BD (e.g. deal number).

These data types are considered relevant if their values are

largely distinct, which means the fraction of unique values

among all values is close to 1 (as each one tends to be unique).

Step3: Determine future reactions of each event (Line 7):

It tracks future emails sent by actors to identify event related

emails. These emails can be (i) of ’reply’ or ’forward’ relation

with the event’s email, (ii) of bodies containing an event

relevant value, or (iii) sent to relevant event’s email addresses.

Step4: Determine potential actors’ contributions of each
event: This step analyses the attributes of each event to

estimate the potential contributions of its related email’s

interlocutors. These contributions are: (1) directly deduced

from event SA (through Map[Ev.SA]); information, request,

request information and intention acts refer to information,

request, request information and planning contributions made

by email sender (Line 8), and (2) indirectly deduced from

event SA by exploiting the values of the other event attributes;

a potential contribution of execution is assigned to: (a) email

sender if SA is information and ’I’ belongs to event’s actor

indicators (Lines 10,11), (b) email receiver (Lines 12→17) if;

(i) SA is request, or SA is information and ’you’ belongs to

event’s actor indicators and (ii) email is of unique receiver

of sate ’To’, or the receiver belongs to the list of senders of

future reactions’ emails (only in the case of request SA).

Step5: Determine the distribution of actors’ contributions:
This step performs some operations of aggregation on the

overall emails’ interlocutors and their potential contributions.

Fist, actors of observation contribution are identified if they are

always receivers with ’CC’ Status without having execution

contribution (lines 19, 20). Then, contribution affectations of

Step4 are grouped by actors. Finally, for each actor i, λc,i

(C[act][c]) of each contribution (c) will be the fraction of its

number of occurrences in the trace of affectations (line 21).

V. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION RESULTS

This section evaluates our approach on real emails belong-

ing to Enron dataset. The evaluation is split into two parts. One

part evaluates a key step which is SA prediction of activities’
occurrences to justify our choice among the two proposed

methods. The second evaluates event logs generation and actor
perspective mining phases. It studies, per activity sublog, the

accuracy of occurrences detection and SA prediction (of the

TABLE I
EVALUATION DATASET

Ep OR BR Labviz Ne Nre Na

E1 Managing Director Trading MD Tr0 343 421
E2 Senior Counsel Legal SC Lg0 102
E3 Managing Director Risk MD RM1 2283 504
E4 Assistant Management Asst 3 357
E5 Manager Logistics M Log1 738 106
E6 Specialist Settlements Spec sett1 108
E7 Specialist Logistics Spec Log19 100 682
E8 Employee Employee E203 158
E9 Specialist Logistics Spec Log21 80
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selected method). It highlights also our visualization for an ac-

tivity actor perspective. Our approach was implemented using

Python and some Natural Language Processing libraries,

e.g. Spacy to lemmatize words and detect their subtrees and

their syntactic, POS and dependency tags.

For discovering activities using our previous work [15], we

used emails (of Enron) sent by nine employees to different

collaborators. Then, activities’ patterns were used to detect

activities’ occurrences (with thd = 3) in emails sent by (1) the

same set of nine employees, and (2) employees that frequently

receive activities’ oriented emails. Business and organizational

roles (BR, OR) of employees were annotated on the basis of

either their email signatures or some public resources (e.g.

investigation report of enron). In case of their unavailability,

they were denoted as ”employee”. Table I summarizes the

features of our evaluation dataset. For each employee, BR and

OR are indicated. Ne and Nre are the number of emails (of non

empty main body) sent by him and by his selected receivers.

Labviz is his visualization label (in Fig. 4). Na indicates the

number of all detected activities (occurring more than 7 times).

A. Speech acts prediction

This part evaluates our SA prediction methods. First, a

sample of 937 activities’ occurrences were selected from our

evaluation dataset (mainly from emails of E1, E3 and E4).

Then, each activity occurrence was annotated according to its

SA. Finally, rules based method was applied on the overall

annotated data. As for the supervised method, data were split

into training data (70%) and test data (30%). Some supervised

learning algorithms were then tested; SVM (Support Vector

Machine), RF (Random Forest) and DT (Decision Tree).

To compare the predicted SA with the annotated ones, F1-

score was used. The obtained results are summarised in Table

II. For each SA, the total of annotated data (N) is indicated

with the correspondent F1-scores of our rules based method

(f1r), SVM (f1SVM ), RF(f1RF ) and DT (f1DT ). As noticed,

the two variant of our SA prediction method tend to have good

scores (∈ [0.79, 0.91]). As rules based method obtained the

higher score, its results were adopted for the remained steps.

B. Event Log Generation and Actor Perspective Mining

This part evaluates our event log and shows the practical

relevance of the actor perspective mining step. The generated

event log contains 2359 events and 106 activities (i.e 106

sublogs). Details and sublogs (in form of csv files) of the

most occurred activities are provided in this link 1. Due to

1http://www-inf.it-sudparis.eu/SIMBAD/tools/ActivityActorPerspective/

TABLE II
F1-SCORES

SA N f1r f1SV M f1RF f1DT

intention 416 0.92 0.8 0.82 0.8

information 333 0.91 0.82 0.82 0.8

request 132 0.9 0.77 0.8 0.78

request information 56 0.9 0.91 0.85 0.77

Total 937 0.91 0.8 0.81 0.79

TABLE III
SUBLOGS OF MOST 10 OCCURRED ACTIVITIES

ID Activity Nev AO ASA Ngr

el1 sell trade 144 0.99 ± 0.015 0.92 ± 0.045 6
numeric0mw{gas}

el2 create make deal 139 0.94 ± 0.073 0.95 ± 0.08 2

el3 enter deal 126 1 ± 0 0.9 ± 0.016 2

el4 change convert deal 102 0.93 ± 0.05 0.93 ± 0.06 4

el5 purchase buy 96 0.95 ± 0.05 0.9 ± 0.045 5
numeric0mw{gas}

el6 set adjust deal 77 0.95 ± 0.06 0.84 ± 0.09 7

el7 extend deal{numeric} 67 1 ± 0 0.8 ± 0.06 2

el8 conduct bring interview 66 0.98 ± 0.04 0.96 ± 0.01 5

el9 send attach resume 60 0.98 ± 0.015 0.96 ± 0.03 4

el10 see check deal trade 49 0.87 ± 0.14 0.85 ± 0.14 3

Fig. 4. Create Deal Actor Perspective

lack of space, table III summarizes only those of the 10 most

occurred activities. Each sublog is identified by an ID (e.g.

el2), the correspondent activity (e.g. ’create make deal’), the

number of events Nev (e.g. 139) and the number Ngr of the

detected groups of actor (with thmin = 0.5). AO and ASA

refer to the accuracies of; (1) occurring activities detection,

and (2) SA prediction. They reflect their variation according

to emails’ senders through this format: WF ± sd where;

WF is the weighted average of accuracies per sender and

sd is their standard deviation. The obtained results show good

performances in term of accuracies. They show also how they

can be affected by; (1) activity, e.g. 0.12 difference between

AO of el10 and el1) and (2) email’s sender (e.g. sd = 0.14
for el10) which is due to a variation in writing style.

One of the main motivations of discovering activities’ actors

in BP is to analyze the underlying social network. Since our

main novelty is the discovery of actors’ contributions, a visu-

alization tool that takes them into account was implemented

using networkx and matplotlib. Our implementation provides,

for each activity, three different visualizations as illustrated in

Fig.4 (which shows the actor perspective of ’el2’): two graphs
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visualizing the interactions between senders and receivers, and

a pie chart showing the overall contributions of senders.

Nodes in the graphs refer to the actors of the activity.

These actors are of two types: (1) senders: that frequently

send emails about the activity (more than 5 times in case of

Fig. 4). They could also be receivers, and (2) OnlyReceivers:

that receive emails about the activity. These actors may react

to the emails sent by “senders” by replying or forwarding

emails but do never send activity related emails. Nodes’ size,

color and label reflect; (i) the number of emails concerning the

activity that was sent or received, (ii) the actor OR, and (iii)

concatenation of the actor OR, BR and an anonymous ID. The

interactions represented by edges are colored according to the

SA detected in the email. Their width refers to the number of

emails concerning the activity that was sent or received.

1) Senders-OnlyReceivers interactions: This graph shows

the interactions made by senders and OnlyReceivers. These

interactions (i.e. edges) are of two types; (i) Undirected edges

indicating that two actors were receivers of the same email

(they are not connected in case one of them is a sender). A

Connected group of nodes refers to a group of OnlyReceivers

receiving the same emails; (ii) Directed edges referring to a

number of emails sent from a sender to a group of OnlyRe-

ceivers with specific SA. Each closed dashed line in the graph

regroups actors of the same group, e.g. blue and orange lines.

2) Senders-Senders interactions: It summarizes interactions

between senders, e.g. ’E203’ always send information of exe-

cution to other senders while receiving intentions or requests.

3) Senders’ Pie-chart contributions: it illustrates the frac-

tions in (%) characterizing the distribution of each sender’s

contributions. e.g. E204: 75% request & 25% planning.

Our visualization outlines the different interactions and

contributions made by actors of the same activity (per BR

or/and OR). It would provide more understanding regarding

activity execution rights. Given the example of the employees

Spec log21 and E204, it’s clear that they do not have the right

of creating a deal (through an information system). This is

why they always contact a manager (M log1) or a specialist

(E203) having access. This would recommend; (1) who to be

contacted for executing an activity or for intervening in case

of a delayed activity, and (2) extensions to be implemented in

an information system to further automate actors’ interactions.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed an approach for discovering activities’

actor perspective from emails. It defines an actor perspective

considering the additional information that would be present

in emails and it proposes a related visualization. It differenti-

ates from existing works by defining actors’ contributions in

performing an activity. To this end, it was mainly based on

SA detection of activities occurrences. Two variants were pro-

posed for predicting SA; rules based method and supervised

method. Our experiments were carried out on a public dataset

and the results are publicly shared (link1), which is, in our

knowledge, absent in related works (This is why comparison

with them was not feasible when evaluating our proposals).

The obtained results show good performances with emails

of the selected employees. We agree that further analysis (on

larger set of employees) must be carried out to study if our

main assumptions remain valid while varying writing styles.

These assumptions concern mainly our rules used for SA

prediction and the relevance of the selected features.

This work presents a preliminary step towards mining actor

perspectives of the overall BP that can be discovered from

emails. Towards this goal, we are currently investigating how

to take advantage of existing relevant metrics (e.g. work

handover, activities reassignment) and extend them by adding

richer information that can be mined from email data.
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Abstract—Process mining is no longer limited to the one-off
analysis of static event logs extracted from a single enterprise
system. Rather, process mining may strive for immediate insights
based on streams of events that are continuously generated
by diverse information systems. This requires online algorithms
that, instead of keeping the whole history of event data, work
incrementally and update analysis results upon the arrival of
new events. While such online algorithms have been proposed
for several process mining tasks, from discovery through confor-
mance checking to time prediction, they all assume that an event
stream is ordered, meaning that the order of event generation
coincides with their arrival at the analysis engine. Yet, once events
are emitted by independent, distributed systems, this assumption
may not hold true, which compromises analysis accuracy.

In this paper, we provide the first contribution towards
handling unordered event streams in process mining. Specifically,
we formalize the notion of out-of-order arrival of events, where
an online analysis algorithm needs to process events in an
order different from their generation. Using directly-follows-
graphs as a basic model for many process mining tasks, we
provide two approaches to handle such unorderedness, either
through buffering or speculative processing. Our experiments
with synthetic and real-life event data show that these techniques
help mitigate the accuracy loss induced by unordered streams.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional process mining takes place in a postmortem

fashion. An event log is extracted from an enterprise system,

which is then analyzed. Specific analysis tasks, for instance,

include the discovery of a process model [1], the assessment

of conformance of the log with a given model [10], or the

construction of a model for time and outcome prediction [13].

Recently, the application scenarios of process mining have

been greatly extended. This includes scenarios in which streams

of event data from diverse information systems are used to

provide near-real time operational insights and decision support.

In such a streaming setting, events arrive continuously, at

potentially high rates, from various systems. Hence, analysis

has to rely on online algorithms that store solely a limited

amount of data and work incrementally. That is, each event is

processed only once, upon arrival, and incorporated by updating

the analysis results. Respective online algorithms have been

proposed not only for process discovery [8], [18], but also for

conformance checking [28], and prediction tasks [22].

Once event streams are emitted by independent, distributed

systems, the order in which the events are generated (the so-

called ‘event time’) does not necessarily coincide with the

order in which the events arrive at a process mining engine

(the ‘arrival time’). That is, out-of-order arrivals of events

may be observed [20]: Events arrive for processing before
all older events have arrived. Such a situation, referred to as

unorderedness of the stream, is common for distributed event

streams, due to synchronization issues, network delays, and

intermittent connectivity. Assuming that events for a business

process are collected from information systems, e.g., a Web

portal, an ERP system, a manufacturing system, and an SCM

system, the events arriving at a process mining engine cannot be

expected to be ordered by their event time, even if each system

emits its events in-order. Incorporating sensed event data for

analysis, e.g., from real-time locating systems in logistics or

health care [25], renders this problem even more prominent.

Existing online algorithms for process mining, whether for

discovery, conformance checking, or prediction, assume that

an event stream is ordered, i.e., the arrival order corresponds

to the event time order. When these algorithms are applied

to unordered streams, erroneous or at least inaccurate results

are obtained. The reason being that most techniques exploit

control-flow information, so that the ordering of events is of

utmost importance for the analysis. Specifically, a directly-

follows graph (DFG), derived for a single case or a set thereof,

captures which activities have been executed directly after

one another. It provides a basic model employed by many

contemporary process discovery algorithms, see [1], and is used

to define behavioral features in the construction of prediction

models [19]. Considering a DFG per case, the captured order

is also used in alignment-based conformance checking [10].

To illustrate the effect of out-of-order arrivals, consider the

events in Table I. Here, the ‘Timestamp’ refers to the event

time, while the ‘Arrival TS’ denotes the arrival time. Figure 1

further visualizes different scenarios of event arrivals for the

first three events of case 1, ordered versus unordered. The

lower part also illustrates that an online algorithm to construct

the DFG solely based on the arrival order will yield erroneous

results, suggesting that a sequence A,C,B of activity executions

was observed. Handling unorderedness explicitly, an online

algorithm shall yield the same result as if all events would

have arrived in-order.

In this paper, we provide techniques to handle unordered

event streams in process mining. We focus on the computation

of a DFG as a basic model for many process mining tasks

and show how to achieve resilience against unorderedness.

Specifically, we make the following contributions. We formal-

ize the notion of unordered event streams and discuss the

applicability of a number of established strategies to handle it
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TABLE I
RUNNING EXAMPLE OF AN UNORDERED EVENT STREAM.

Case ID Activity Timestamp Arrival TS

1 A 14:00 14:10
1 B 14:30 14:50
1 C 14:40 14:45
2 A 15:00 15:31
2 B 15:17 15:27
2 D 16:32 17:32
1 E 17:00 17:05
2 C 17:05 17:15
2 E 17:07 17:14

Processing time
Unordered stream

A A C A C B
Naïve DFG discovery 
over unordered stream

A A C A B CDFG discovery that
handled unorderedness

A B CEvent time

Processing time 
Ordered stream

Fig. 1. Effect of unorderedness on the DFG computation.

in the context of process mining. Based thereon, we propose

a pipeline-based model for incremental computation of the

DFG and introduce two operators to handle unorderedness

that employ either buffering or speculative processing. The

respective design choice is reviewed regarding the advantages

and disadvantages of either operator.

We implemented our approach on top of Apache Flink,

a framework for stream data processing, and conducted

experiments with synthetic and real-life event data. Our results

indicate that buffering and speculative processing help mitigate

the accuracy loss induced by unordered streams.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Background

information is presented in Section II, which is followed by

a discussion of related work in Section III. Our approach to

process mining over unordered event streams is introduced in

Section IV. Our implementation and experiments are detailed

in Section V, before we conclude in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Event, Traces and Logs

Event logs record the execution of a process. The recording

of a single instance of a process (a.k.a. case) is a trace, a finite

sequence of events. An event, in turn, is a manifestation of

the execution of an activity of the process. An event records

important information about the execution of the activity, such

as the case and the time it was executed. It may include further

information, e.g., on the (human) resource that executed the

activity [27]. In the context of this paper, we require events to

contain at least a case identifier, an activity, and a timestamp,

which correspond to the first three columns in Table I.

In traditional postmortem process mining, the order among

events is derived from their timestamps. Turning to online
process mining, however, events are processed in the order of

their arrival at a process mining engine. As illustrated above,

the differences in the order of event generation as manifested

in the timestamps (‘event time’) and as derived from the event

arrival (‘arrival time’) have severe implications for the analysis.

Definition 1 (Event): Let C be the set of all case identifiers,

A be the set of all activities, and T be the (ordered) domain of

timestamps. An event e is tuple (a, c, te, ta) ∈ A×C×T ×T ,

where te is the event time and ta is the arrival time.

We refer to the properties of an event using dot notation.

For example, for an event e, e.a refers to the activity and e.te
refers to its event time. For our work, it is useful to consider

streams of events per case, rather than a single, global stream.

Definition 2 (Event stream): Let E be the set of all events.

An event stream is an unbounded sequence σ = 〈e1, e2, . . . 〉,
such that ex.c = ey.c and ex.ta < ey.ta for any 1 ≤ x < y
and ex, ey ∈ E. We write ex ∈ σ to indicate that event ex is

part of stream σ.

In Definition 2, we enforce the order among the events based

on their arrival time. When an event stream corresponds to a

completed case, it is called a trace. An event stream is said

to be ordered, when the event time of arriving events grows

monotonically. Otherwise, the stream is called unordered.

Definition 3 (Unordered event stream): Let σ be an event

stream. It is unordered, if there exists ex, ey ∈ σ, such that

ex.ta < ey.ta and ex.te > ey.te.

For illustration, consider the following two streams

constructed using the events from Table I and their

Timestamp1 and Arrival TS columns respectively,

for the first three events. Then, stream σ1 =
〈(A, 1, 14:00, 14:00), (B, 1, 14:20, 14:30), (C, 1, 14:40, 14:40)〉
is ordered, whereas the second stream σ2 =
〈(A, 1, 14:00, 14:10), (C, 1, 14:40, 14:45), (B, 1, 14:30, 14:50)〉
is unordered.

Given the events of one or more cases, a directly-follows

graph (DFG) may be derived (also known as a process map) [8],

[18]. It represents a basic model in process mining that captures

which activities have been executed directly after one another.

Definition 4 (Directly follows graph): Let A be the set of

activities. A directly-follows graph is a tuple DFG = (V,E,w)
where V ⊆ A, E ⊆ A × A and w is a function that assigns

weights to the arcs, w : E → N0 ∪ {−1}.
Unlike traditional notions of a DFG, the above definition

allows for a negative weight −1 for edges. Later, we will

use these negative weights to retract dependencies between

activities due to unorderedness of an event stream.

In online process mining, a DFG is constructed incrementally.

With the arrival of new events, nodes and edges can be added,

and weights of existing edges can be altered.

Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of the DFG for the

unordered stream σ2 introduced above. In Figures 2(a) and 2(b),

new nodes and edges with positive weights are added to the

1Assuming that events are received according to their event time.
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A

(a)

A C1

(b)

A CB

-1

1 1

(c)

Fig. 2. Incremental maintenance of the DFG for stream σ2: (a) after arrival
of event A; (b) after arrival of C; and (c) after the out-of-order arrival of B.

DFG, since the arrival times coincides with the event times.

Event B then arrives out-of-order, since its event time is smaller

than the one of event C. Hence, the weight of edge (A,C) is set

to −1, indicating that the edge has to be retracted. Additionally,

the edges (A,B) and (B,C) are added with weight 1.

B. Techniques to Handle Unordered Streams

In order to yield accurate results, online process mining has

to account for unordered event streams and handle out-of-order

arrivals of events. In the general field of data stream processing,

techniques to handle unorderedness can be classified as buffer-

based, punctuation-based, or speculation-based [12].

Buffer-based techniques delay the processing of stream

elements for a slack period θ [3]. Once this time has passed,

elements are sorted and passed to the downstream operator for

processing. Out-of-order arrivals beyond θ are ignored.

Punctuation-based techniques depend on a special stream

element that indicates the progress of the stream. As such,

buffering is applied, but not for a fixed time period, but based

on the streaming data. That is, elements are buffered until a

punctuation is received that indicates that all elements up to a

certain time points have arrived.

Speculation-based processing is optimistic [5] and assumes

that no out-of-order arrivals will occur. Hence, results of

a computation are emitted immediately with the arrival of

new elements. If late elements arrive, the emitted result is

invalidated and an update that incorporates the late element

is emitted. Thus, the downstream operator has to employ a

sophisticated logic to react to result updates. Speculation-based

techniques incur a significant overhead compared to buffering

when event streams show frequent late arrivals. However, they

yield low processing latency and are generally more resilient

to unorderedness than buffering. To balance the latency and

computational effort, a slack period θ may also be applied on

top of a speculative technique [23].

In the context of process mining, we will focus on buffer-

based and speculation-based techniques. The reason for not

considering punctuations is that they cannot be expected to

be present in event streams in the general case. Punctuations

represent an assumption on the capabilities of the systems

generating events, which would limit the applicability of

process mining techniques.

III. RELATED WORK

Shifting the focus of process mining from static event logs to

streams of event data, a number of online algorithms have been

proposed in recent years. In general, such online techniques

need to address the following requirements, or at least a subset

thereof, see also [26]: R1, they shall build and maintain analysis

results incrementally; R2, they shall access each received event

only once, or for a limited number of times; R3, they shall

provide analysis results with low latency; R4, they shall adapt

to fluctuating event arrival rates; R5, they shall handle stream

imperfections, such as unorderedness.

Focusing on process discovery, Kindler et al. [16], [17]

proposed an incremental procedure that works on batches of

completed cases. From each batch, a process model, a Petri

net, is constructed. Merging these models, a global Petri net

that covers the behavior observed across multiple batches is

derived, thereby addressing requirements R1 and R2. We note

that the ability to merge partial results is at the very core of

any approach to incremental maintenance. However, in [16],

[17], this merging step is actually not detailed.

Burattin et al. [8] propose to conduct process discovery

over a sliding window and through lossy counting with budget.

The window is used to collect a finite subset of recent events

(i.e., events become outdated at some point) from the stream to

update the discovered model, whereas lossy counting is adopted

for the frequencies of the directly-follow relation. Hence,

the approach covers requirements R1-R3, while R4 has been

addressed through an implementation on a scalable architecture

in [4]. In [18], a similar approach is proposed that addresses

memory limitations (the size of the discovered model), by

applying and comparing cache management techniques.

Other work proposes the use of sequential pattern mining

to discover continuously evolving process models from event

streams [15]. Similar to the approaches above, this approach

employs a forgetting mechanism for outdated events, and a

decaying mechanism, to stay within memory limits. Again,

this covers requirements R1-R3.

The approaches discussed thus far are geared toward discov-

ery of imperative process models. Yet, similar approach have

also been proposed to discover declarative process models from

event streams [7].The work addresses requirements R1-R4.

Turning to conformance checking between an event stream

and a model, it was proposed to rely on a decomposition of a

process model along with a tailored token replay technique [29],

which covers requirements R1-R3. Moreover, alignment-based

techniques to conformance checking have been lifted to a

streaming setting. In [28], prefix alignments are introduced to

handle events as they arrive (requirements R1 and R2). Yet,

when computing accurate results instead of approximations,

these techniques may suffer from performance issues. An

alternative angle for online conformance checking have been

put forward in [6], which relies on pre-computed possible

deviations, and in [9], [30], which follow the idea to derive

behavioral patterns the process model for online evaluation.

Again, requirements R1-R3 are addressed by these approaches.

However, all of the discussed approaches assume that the

event stream is ordered. Hence, requirement R5 related to

stream imperfections is not addressed. In this paper, we

aim to close this gap with a generic technique to handle

unorderedness, a specific type of stream imperfection. By
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focusing on DFGs as a basic model, our technique can be used

to achieve robustness against unorderedness for most of the

aforementioned algorithms. Thus, providing a complementary

approach that addresses R5.

IV. HANDLING UNORDEREDNESS IN PROCESS MINING

This section introduces our approach to handle unorderedness

for online algorithms to process mining. We take up the ideas

of buffer-based and speculation-based techniques for unordered-

ness in the general field of stream processing, see Section II-B.

Unlike punctuation-based techniques, these approaches do not

enforce assumptions on the systems generating events.

Buffered 
Handler

Speculative 
Handler

Event 
Sources

DFG 
Maintainer

Events

Fig. 3. Three alternative pipelines for online process mining.

In general, stream processing jobs can be described adopting

a data flow programming model [24]. That is, events are

processed through a pipeline that is captured by a directed

acyclic graph (DAG). Nodes in the graph are operators that

apply some transformation to their input data, while the edges

in the graph show how the transformed results are used as

input to further operators. A source operator is responsible for

receiving a stream of raw data and feeding it into the pipeline.

Symmetrically, a sink operator receives the results of the

transformations and forwards it for storage and interpretation.

For the context of process mining that is based on an online

construction of a DFG, Figure 3 illustrates three pipelines. First,

events may directly flow from the event sources to the DFG
Maintainer operator, which incrementally constructs the DFG

and also serves as a sink. Yet, as detailed above, this approach

will potentially lead to erroneous results for unordered streams.

We therefore suggest to consider two alternative pipelines, in

which another operator, a Buffered Handler or a Speculative
Handler, is injected before the incremental computation of the

DFG. Either of these two operators and, hence, the respective

pipelines strikes different trade-offs, as will be discussed in

the remainder.

For illustration, we will take up the event stream of Table I.

For this stream, the final DFG derived based on the timestamps

(i.e., the event times) is given in Figure 4.

A. Buffered Handler

A buffered handler has a slack parameter θ, which can

be seen as a time window for which the operator keeps

receiving events from the stream. As the window expires, the

A B C

1

2 2

D

E
1

1

Fig. 4. Final DFG after processing all events of Table I in-order.

operator reorders the events by their timestamps (event time)

(Definition 1). Then, the reordered events can be sent to the

DFG maintainer. Yet, to help distributing the computation, one

may also first construct one or more window DFGs of these

events, which are subsequently merged by the DFG maintainer

with a global DFG that is updated continuously.

Once the results have been sent downstream, the operator

resets, keeping solely the most recent event w.r.t the timestamp.

Any future event with a timestamp less than the one of this

event is ignored. Hence, out-of-order events may arrive too
late in relation to the slack time θ. A too small value of θ
will cause inaccuracies in the DFG computation, whereas a

too large value of θ will yield significant delays before the

DFG is updated. However, adaptive techniques can be used to

dynamically change the value of θ at runtime [11], [2].

When the operator produces its output as a stream of ordered
events, the DFG maintainer works as in the traditional setting.

This can be seen as a 1:1 transformation: For every event

received by the buffered handler, there will be a corresponding

output event. Only in the case of a too late arrival, the event

will be discarded. When the operator produces its output as

a DFG, the DFG maintainer operator is slightly modified to

merge the received window DFG with the so-far constructed

global DFG. This merging is additive, meaning that the global

DFG will only be extended with nodes or edges, or the weights

of existing edges are incremented:

Definition 5 (DFG merge): Let g1 = (V1, E1, w1) and g2 =
(V2, E2, w2) be two DFGs. Function merge(g1, g2) produces a

new DFG g′ = (V ′, E′, w′) where V ′ = V1∪V2, E′ = E1∪E2

and ∀ e ∈ E′, w′(e) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

w1(e) + w2(e) e ∈ E1 ∧ e ∈ E2

w1(e) e ∈ E1 ∧ e �∈ E2

w2(e) e ∈ E2 ∧ e �∈ E1

To produce correct results, the buffered handler needs to keep

a buffer of events for each case separately.

Figure 5 illustrates how a buffered handler works on the

unordered event stream of Table I. We set the slack time θ = 30
minutes. Then, we have time windows, such as the one [14:00-

14:30).2 Note that the window start time is inclusive and the

end time is exclusive. Any event with an arrival timestamp

greater than or equal to 14:00 and less than 14:30 will be

included in the window [14:00-14:30).
In the first window, only the event of activity A in case 1

is received. This event will be kept as the most recent event

for case 1. The DFG generated for this window just contains

the event for activity A and this will also be the global DFG.

2In Table I, we show only a snapshot of the windows relevant to the arrival
timestamps of the event stream.
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Time window Content Latest element Window DFG Global DFG

[14:00 – 14:30) (1, A, 14:00, 14:10), (1, A, 14:00, 14:10)

[14:30 – 15:00) (1, C, 14:40, 14:45),
(1, B, 14:30, 14:50)

(1, C, 14:40, 14:45)

[15:00 – 15:30)

[15:30 – 16:00) (2, B, 15:17, 15:27),
(2, A, 15:00, 15:31)

(2, B, 15:17, 15:27)

[16:00 – 16:30)

[16:30 – 17:00)

[17:00 – 17:30) (1, E, 17:00, 17:05) (1, E, 17:00, 17:05)

(2, E, 17:07, 17:14),
(2, C, 17:05, 17:15)

(2, E, 17:07, 17:14)

[17:30 – 18:00) (2, D, 16:32, 17:32) (2, E, 17:07, 17:14)

A B C1 1 A B C1 1

A A

A B1 A B C2 1

C E1 A B C2 1 E1

B C1 E1 A B C2 2 E2

A B C1 1

A B C2 1

A B C2 1

A B C2 2 E2

Fig. 5. Buffered handling of event stream of Table I.

In the second window, events of activities B and C arrive

out-of-order. Yet, they are captured as their timestamps are

greater than the latest element seen previously for this case.

To generate the window DFG, these events are ordered based

on their timestamps. With the latest element from the previous

window, the graph corresponds the sequence of the events of A,

B and C. The window DFG graph is sent to the DFG maintainer

to be merged with the current global DFG (Definition 5). The

window [15:00-15:30) does not contain any events.

Events of case 2 start to arrive in window [15:30-16:00).
Although the events arrive out-of-order, they belong to the

same window. The window DFG is constructed and the merge

with the global DFG causes the update of the weight of edge

(A,B). In window [17:00-17:30) events from two cases arrive

and they are maintained in two different buffers. For case 1,

the most recent event from the previous window is related to

C. In this window, an event for activity E is received, so that

the window DFG defines the relation between E and C. For

case 2, events C and E arrive out-of-order and are reordered.

Then, the window DFG is constructed, where the most recent

event from the previous window for case 2 is that of activity B.

We also show the global DFG after merging the two window

DFGs. The most recent event for case 2 is that of activity E.

In window [17:30-18:00), the event of activity D from case

2 arrives. Yet, since its timestamp is less than that of the most

recent event of activity E. Hence, the event of activity D is

ignored (highlighted in red in Figure 5). As a result, no window

DFG is constructed and the global DFG is not updated.

Comparing the last global DFG in Figure 5 with the one

in Figure 4, there is a difference: D is not present in the last

global DFG and also the weights of the edges are different. We

will formalize the measurement of the difference in Section V.

B. Speculative Handler

The speculative handler provides updates for the computation

of the DFG upon the reception of new events. In particular, out-

of-order arrivals in an unordered stream may lead to updates

that retract edges of the DFG. In comparison to the buffered

handler, the speculative handler tends to maintain a larger state.

The reason being that the buffered handler only needs to keep

track of the most recent event, w.r.t to the timestamp, for each

case. The speculative handler, in turn, needs to maintain the

whole DFG for each case.

Figure 6 shows how the speculative handler processes the

event stream of Table I. With the arrival of the event of activity

B of case 1, the operator identifies the out-of-order arrival

by a comparison of the events’ timestamps. Based thereon, a

change DFG is generated, which consists of three nodes and

three edges. The insertion of the late event at the right position

requires us to invalidate the directly-follows edges between the

preceding and the succeeding events. In our case, these are the

events of activity A and activity C for case 1, respectively. As

a result, the change DFG contains the edge (A,C) with weight

−1 (Definition 4) and two edges (A,B) and (B,C), with

weight 1, reflecting the directly-follows dependencies induced

by the received event. The DFG maintainer operator will merge

this change DFG with the current global DFG to obtain a new

global DFG (Definition 5). For the case of the out-of-order

arrival of the third event in the stream, the edge (A,C) in the

global DFG will have weight 0 and, thus, is removed. The

same effect happens when events related to activities C and D

for case 2 arrive out-of-order. Incorporating all the respective

change DFGs, the global DFG is identical to the one obtained

under in-order arrival (Figure 4).
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Event Case DFG Change DFG Global DFG

(1, A, 14:00, 14:10)

(1, C, 14:40, 14:45)

(1, B, 14:30, 14:50)

(2, B, 15:17, 15:27)

(2, A, 15:00, 15:31)

(1, E, 17:00, 17:05)

(2, E, 17:07, 17:14)

(2, C, 17:05, 17:15)

(2, D, 16:32, 17:32)

A A A

A C1 A C1 A C1

A C

B

-1

1 1A B C1 1 A B C1 1

B B A B C1 1

A B1 A B1 A B C2 1

A B C1 1 E1 C E1 A B C2 1 E1

A B E1 1 B E1 A B C2 1 E1
1

A B C1 1 E1
B E

C

-1

1 1 A B C2 2 E2

A B D1 1 C1 E1
B C

D

-1

1 1

A B C

1

2 2

D

E1

1

Fig. 6. Speculative handling for the event stream of Table I.

V. EVALUATION

A. Implementation

We have implemented the two operators on top of Apache

Flink,3 a scalable stream processing engine. For the buffered

handler, we have used the built-in event time window and

have provided a custom mechanism to trigger the computation.

Most recent events are tracked with a custom state object

to store the latest event seen on the stream (Section IV-A).

For the speculative handler, we used the low-level Process
Function, which is triggered for each arriving stream

element. Again, a custom state object was used to maintain the

prefixes of the traces to derive the change DFGs (Section IV-B).

Our implementation is available in a Github repository.4

B. Experiments

Datasets. We evaluated our approach using both synthetic and

real-life event data. The former was derived using a model

previously proposed to assess the performance of algorithms

for concept drift detection [21]. For this model, event data was

generated using the BIMP simulator.5 We generated events for

a total of 250 cases, each comprising 10 events on average.

Case durations varied from 1 to 10 hours.

To introduce unorderedness, we relied on the out-of-order

generator [14]. The tool enabled us to control the percentage

of events that will arrive out-of-order, as well as the minimum

and the maximum delay for events. In our experiments, we

have set the minimum delay to 3 hours and the maximum

delay to 10 hours. For the percentage of delayed events, we

varied the value from 10% to 90% at 10% increments.

3https://flink.apache.org/
4https://github.com/DataSystemsGroupUT/

Process-Discovery-over-unordered-streams
5http://bimp.cs.ut.ee/simulator

Regarding real-life data, we considered the BPI challenge

dataset of 2015.6 It covers processes of a Dutch municipality.

For our experiments, we took subset of the data for cases

that occurred in 2014. The timestamp of events is recorded

at the granularity of days, so that many events have the same

timestamp. Yet, there is another event attribute, which points

to the planned completion time of the activities. We used this

attribute as the timestamp to derive an unordered stream and,

through sorting by this attribute, also an ordered stream.
Setup and procedure. We ran the three pipelines of Figure 3

on a local Flink cluster. First, we fed the ordered events

to the buffered handler, the speculative handler, and directly

to the DFG maintainer, respectively. Then, we recorded the

evolution of the global DFG to serve as the baseline. Next,

each unordered stream (with a certain percentage of out-of-

order events) was fed into the three pipelines and, again, we

recorded the evolution of the global DFG.
For the buffered handler, we varied the slack time θ from 10

minutes to 60 minutes at steps of 10 minutes. When comparing

the results to the traditional pipeline that does not handle

unorderedness, however, we made sure that the latter also uses

a buffer to make the results comparable.
Metrics. To measure the accuracy of the generated DFG, we

compared the global DFG after each trigger of the respective

mechanisms, and compare the results with the baseline. That is,

after each window had been processed by the buffered handler,

we compared the global DFGs from the unordered and the

ordered stream. Likewise, for the speculative handler, DFGs

where compared after processing each element. We used the

following metric to compare DFGs:

accuracy(g, g′) =
2− loss

totalfrequencyg
− excess

totalfrequencyg′

2
(1)

6https://www.win.tue.nl/bpi/doku.php?id=2015:challenge
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Fig. 7. Results for the synthetic dataset. Y-axis shows accuracy

Here, loss refers to edges and their weights that are in the

baseline DFG g, but not in g′ that evolves from the unordered

stream. Conversely, excess sums the weights of edges in g′

not present in g, due to out-of-order arrivals. The obtained

accuracy value is between 0 (no matches at all) and 1 (identical

graphs).

Results. We first focus on the average accuracy (Figure 7(a))

and the accuracy obtained after processing the whole data

(Figure 7(b)) for both the buffered and the speculative tech-

niques for the synthetic log. We notice some variance of

the accuracy within each group of streams with a certain

percentage of unorderedness related to the window size. Also,

with increased unorderedness, the accuracy obtained with the

buffered technique is more affected compared to the speculative

approach, especially in Figure 7(b). When comparing the

DFGs once the last window (buffered handler) or last event

(speculative handler) has been processed, we notice that the

speculative approach is able to yield a DFG that is identical to

the one of the baseline (ordered stream). The buffered approach,

in turn, leads to a small (the accuracy is still above 0.96 in all

scenarios), yet notable difference in the resulting DFGs.

Next, we focus on comparing the two proposed techniques

to the case where the unordered stream would have been

processed without handling unorderedness explicitly, which

corresponds to the middle pipeline in Figure 3. In Figure 7(c),

the buffered handler for a window of 60 minutes is compared

to the traditional pipeline (unaware) under different degrees

of unorderedness (i.e., 10%, 50%, and 90% delayed events).

Here, the buffered technique is able to maintain accuracy above

0.9, whereas the best accuracy of the traditional approach

is about 0.85 for 10% delayed events. The accuracy drops

significantly, to about 0.42, as the severity of the unorderedness

increases. For the case of speculative processing in Figure 7(d),

the accuracy of the speculative approach is converging to 1,

whereas the traditional pipeline performs much worse. For a

highly unordered stream, the accuracy drops below 0.2.

Figure 8 reports the accuracy of the different techniques

over the BPI 2015 dataset. In both cases, the handling of

stream unorderedness as proposed in this paper contributes

to increased accuracy, which confirms the results obtained

for the synthetic dataset. We further notice that speculative

processing does not reach an accuracy value of 1 by the end

of processing. The reason is that many events (belonging to

different activities in the same case) in the dataset have the

exact same timestamp. So, when the data is sorted by the

timestamp (to form the baseline) the order of two events does

not necessarily correspond to the order in the original dataset.

This causes observing different edges in the respective DFGs.

This phenomenon also contributes to the comparatively lower

accuracy of the buffered approach.

From the experimental results, we conclude that, as expected,

the speculative approach maintains better accuracy compared

to the buffered approach. By definition, it also yields a lower

latency, since events are processed immediately upon their

arrival. However, this comes at the expense of resources used

to maintain the state of evolving cases. An interesting direction

for future work, therefore, is to study a hybrid approach that

combines buffered and speculative processing, and evaluate its

performance from both points of view, the achieved accuracy

and the induced resource consumption.
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Fig. 8. Results for the BPI 2015 dataset.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we pointed out the importance of accounting

for stream unorderedness, when performing online process

mining. We presented two approaches to handle out-of-order

arrivals of events. That is, a buffered or speculative handler

shall be introduced in a pipeline for process mining that builds

upon the computation of a directly-follows graph. We have

implemented and evaluated the approaches on both, synthetic

and real-world datasets. Our results show how inaccuracies

due to unorderedness can be mitigated by our techniques.

In future work, we intend to develop a hybrid approach

to strike a balance between the desired accuracy level to

maintain, and the latency of reporting updates in the DFG

computation. Moreover, we intend to lift our techniques to

process perspectives beyond control-flow, such as information

on temporal dependencies and involved resources.
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Abstract—Although conformance checking is great at detecting
process deviations, it still poses challenges that hinders adoption
in auditing practice. A major challenge is that in real life a
large number of deviating cases is often detected of which only
a small amount are true anomalies and thus of real interest
to auditors. The number of deviations are often too large to
inspect one by one, which explains why auditing requires a
sample-based approach. This paper contributes to the research
on the practical feasibility of continuous auditing and studies the
potential of weak supervision to classify deviations into anomalies
and exceptions, allowing auditors to do a full-population analysis
of the identified deviations. The Snorkel framework is applied
which uses a set of imperfect domain expert rules to classify
the set of deviations into anomalies and exceptions. A controlled
and artificial experiment has been set up to explore the relation
between the performance of this approach and the number and
quality of domain expert rules. The results demonstrate the
potential of this approach as a limited number of medium to
high quality domain expert rules succeeds to classify deviations
with acceptable accuracy.

Index Terms—auditing, conformance checking, declare, pro-
cess deviation, snorkel, weak supervision

I. INTRODUCTION

Process mining is a family of process analysis techniques

that discovers a process model from real process executions

(process discovery), detects deviations between a normative

model and the real process (conformance checking) and en-

hances the process (process enhancement) [1].
Process mining can be useful for auditing purposes to get

a better understanding of the audited company’s business

environment, including the business processes. Mainly con-
formance checking has great potential in auditing [2] as it

provides a tool to automatically discover deviations between

the normative process model and the actual process [1]. How-

ever, various challenges remain which hinder full adoption in

practice.
A major challenge relates to the nature of identified de-

viations. Deviations can be classified into two types, i.e.

exceptions which are deviations from the normative model

but acceptable because of specific conditions that hold 1 and

1Because normative models are typically simplified and idealized represen-
tations of how a process should look like, such specific conditions are often
not modeled along, which results deviations that are only exceptions rather
than anomalies.

anomalies which represent deviations that are an issue and

require follow-up by the auditor [3], [4]. Theoretically, the

auditor could check each deviating case to verify it can be

classified as an exception or anomaly, but in practice this

quickly becomes infeasible because of the large number of

deviations identified by conformance checking [5]. Therefore,

current conformance checking approaches do not entirely

simplify the auditor’s work, which prevents the realization of

full-population auditing [4].

In this paper, we study the potential of a combination of

conformance checking, weak supervision and domain expert

rules as a step forward towards auditing the complete set of

transactions of a specific business process, replacing up-front

sampling methods [4]. The specific problem at hand is where

the auditor is confronted with a large set of deviating cases, as

identified by the conformance checking approach, which need

to be classified as exceptions or anomalies. In the envisaged

solution, the auditor only needs to provide a limited set of

rules they would use to label deviating cases as exceptions or

anomalies in combination with a weak-supervision approach

to use this domain knowledge to label all deviations in the

initial set. Weak supervision is a branch of machine learning

that uses noisy, limited, or imprecise sources and while labels

derived from such sources are also ’weak’ (but inexpensive),

weak supervision manages to construct powerful prediction

models [6], [7].

We build upon the weak supervision framework Snorkel

[8], to classify process deviations into anomalies and ex-

ceptions based on a limited set of expert rules. We analyze

its potential in an experimental and artificial setting which

replicates the context of a procure-to-pay process. For our

approach, we opted for the Snorkel Framework as it allowed

the injection of domain knowledge in a machine learning

model by means of rules and we could extract the labeling

model functionality from the larger framework. Auditor’s

expertise, encoded as labeling functions, is used to guide the

classification process [8].

Our study shows how a realistic set of deviating cases can

be classified into anomalies and exceptions without the need

for manually evaluating each case individually or the need

for a large set of labeled cases to train a classification model
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(which also requires manual labeling work). The contribution

of this paper is three-fold:

1) We demonstrate the potential of weak supervision, and

the Snorkel framework in particular, to bring full-

population based auditing closer to reality.

2) We demonstrate that Snorkel’s labeling model has a

higher performance, in terms of accuracy, than a major-

ity voting regardless of the quality of the expert rules.

3) We indicate that six high to medium quality rules per

label category suffice to identify 60% of the anomalous

cases and reach an overall accuracy of 80%.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we explain

how the weak supervision system Snorkel can be used in

auditing practice. Our research design is explicated in III.

Section IV shows the quantitative results of our study. Sec-

tion V discusses our findings and highlights the implications.

In Section VI, we provide some related work. The paper is

concluded in Section VII.

II. SNORKEL FOR AUDITING

The machine learning system Snorkel can help to overcome

the challenges related to conformance checking in auditing.

Traditional supervised machine learning models need a large

set of labeled training data to train predictive models. Snorkel

does not. Instead, it combines weak supervision sources for

training [8]. In this section, we explain how Snorkel can be

used to classify process deviations in the context of auditing.

A. Theoretical background

A recent paradigm for weak supervision that does involve

domain knowledge in machine learning models is data pro-
gramming. Data programming combines the labels from many

weak supervision sources, like heuristic rules, to label datasets

programmatically without using any ground truth [9]. Snorkel

is a system that implements the idea of data programming.

It trains models without manually labeling any training data.

The main principle behind Snorkel is that domain knowledge,

encoded as labeling functions, is used for labeling purposes

[8].

In this study, we implement Snorkel in the context of

labeling cases as either anomalous (1) or exceptional (0). The

labeling procedure needs deviating cases detected by confor-

mance checking, in the form of an event log, as input. The

event log contains a set of cases, which represent sequences

of one execution of a process [1]. The log consisting of only

deviating cases is unlabeled, meaning that the cases are not

yet labeled as 0 or 1. The objective of applying Snorkel to

an unlabeled set of deviating cases is to identify which cases

are anomalous and which are exceptional. In what follows we

explain how Snorkel works by walking through two steps: (1)

Add a label to each case for each labeling function, and (2)

Combine labeling function outputs in a generative model.

1) Add a label to each case for each labeling function: In

the first step, auditors need to provide Snorkel with labeling

functions. Labeling functions are rules that encode domain

knowledge. They enable auditors to inject their knowledge into

machine learning models. Therefore, it is important that the

auditor has enough knowledge to explicitly determine rules

that identify anomalous and exceptional cases. A more formal

representation of a labeling function λi is given below.

λi � −→ {−1, 0, 1}
Each λi takes a deviating case and labels it as either

exceptional (0), anomalous (1) or it can abstain (-1) from

labeling. To illustrate the concept of abstaining, we define

the following labeling function: “if a signature is missing,

then the case is anomalous.”. The example labeling function

identifies whether a case is anomalous (1) or not. If the case

is not anomalous, according to this labeling function, it is

not necessarily exceptional (0). The abstain label (-1) enables

modeling that type of behaviour.

One specific labeling function labels a subset of the data.

More labeling functions can overlap (agree) or conflict (dis-

agree) with each other. Notice that each labeling function

labels each case in the given event log. The output label that

an individual labeling function provides for a specific case, is

stored in a j×i labeling matrix L, with j being the number of

cases in the event log and i the number of labeling functions.

The labeling matrix L is used as input for the next step.

In Algorithm 1, we provide the pseudo-code that illustrates

how we implemented this step in Snorkel.

Algorithm 1
Given:
cases: set of deviating cases in event log

Let:
l(i) be a labeling function with index i, defined by an auditor
L(i,j) be a label outputted by labeling function l(i) for case j

for labeling function l(i) do
for case j do

if labeling function l(i) outputs anomaly then
Store 1 in L(i,j)
else if labeling function l(i) outputs exception then
Store 0 in L(i,j)
else Store -1 in L(i,j)

end if
end for

end for

2) Combine labeling function outputs in a generative
model: In the previous step, each of the j case is labeled

by each of the i labeling functions as either an anomaly (1),

an exception (0) or unknown (-1), resulting in an j×i labeling

matrix L. As these labeling functions are imperfect and often

local rules, labels for a specific case can contradict and two

random cases are often labeled by a partially differing set of

labeling functions. The goal of a labeling model is to take the

i labels for a specific case and map it to a final predicted label.

A first naive approach is to use a ‘majority vote’ labeling

model, which predicts the label most often assigned by the

labeling functions to the specific case. This approach can

become particularly troublesome as labeling functions are
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correlated as this increases the weight of some rules in the set.

In other words, correlated labeling functions are together more

influential when assigning the final label than uncorrelated

labeling functions. Furthermore, this also ignores the fact that

these labeling functions are of varying quality and some rules

should not receive too much weight.

The Snorkel framework follows a different approach by

estimating a generative model for the unlabeled data, in order

to derive the appropriate weights for each labeling function.

Intuitively, Snorkel models the true label for a case as a

latent variable in a probabilistic model. It encodes a generative

model using parameters which represent the probability that

a rule either labels a case as an anomaly or exception rather

as unknown and the probability that a rule makes a correct

prediction. Next, these parameters are learned on the unlabeled

data set by minimizing the negative log marginal likelihood.

Ultimately, the generative model uses the accuracies and

correlations of the labeling functions to combine the individual

output labels into a single confidence-weighted label per case.

For technical details on data programming and Snorkel, we

refer to works of [8], [9].

In Algorithm 2, we provide the pseudo-code of this step.

Algorithm 2
Given:
j: case index
i: labeling function index
L: i× j label matrix, consisting of labeling function outputs

Let:
y(j) be the final output label for case j

for labeling function l(i) do
for case j do

Learn labeling function accuracies
Learn labeling function correlations
Reweigh labeling functions
Calculate final label
Add final label to y(j)

end for
end for

B. Assumptions

With Snorkel, we aim to label the unlabeled event log by

using labeling functions. Since labeling functions represent the

auditor’s domain knowledge, the auditor’s role is essential in

our study. Consequently, an important assumption in testing

whether weak supervision systems can be used to classify

deviations, is that an auditor is capable of defining labeling

functions that identify anomalous and exceptional cases. No-

tice that this shifts the auditor’s role from checking individual

cases on anomalies or exceptions to providing high level rules

that identify anomalous or exceptional cases.

C. Implementation

Snorkel requires Python 3.6 or a later version. We im-

plemented Snorkel and the algorithms from Sections II-A

in Python 3.6 for Linux. The codes are stored in a GitHub

repository2

III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

This section explicates the research design of our study.

First, we explain our research goal and design. Next, we de-

scribe how data were artificially generated. Final, we provide

some background on how we constructed labeling functions.

A. Research goal and design

We define a set of deviating cases that needs to be classified

as anomalous or exceptional. More specifically, we generate

an unlabeled set of deviating cases and a labeled validation

set that is used to validate our results. Subsequently, we use

heuristics, representing auditing knowledge, as sole input to

label the unlabeled set of deviating cases.

In order to test how good the weak supervision system

Snorkel performs at classifying deviating cases as anomalous

or exceptional, we run a set of computational tests under

controlled conditions. We want to measure whether following

parameters have an impact on the model’s performance:

• The quality of the labeling functions, expressed in terms

of accuracy

• The number of labeling functions

Above parameters are both associated with labeling func-

tions. To determine their quality, we first construct three

sets of different quality levels of labeling functions: high

(> 80%), medium (60% − 80%) and low (< 60%) accuracy

labeling functions. Every set consists of at least 10 labeling

functions. A labeling function is a proxy for the auditor’s

domain knowledge. Therefore, respectively, a high, medium

and low accuracy labeling function represents that an auditor

is very good, medium or not good at all at defining labeling

functions that accurately express their knowledge.

We chose for an artificial setting because this research is still

in an exploratory phase. It is expensive to collect data when

it is unclear which relations we are looking for. Therefore,

it is more logical to start with an artificial, but realistic,

setting in which we can control the data. Building upon this,

it is important to know what the data comprises, because

there is a high risk that some patterns in the data point to

correlations (rather than causal relations). This can lead to a

wrong interpretation of the results. Furthermore, the artificial

setting enables us to simulate auditors of different expert levels

by defining different quality levels of rules. Nevertheless we

call the artificial setting ‘realistic’, because we start from a

specific and realistic setting: a procure-to-pay process.

B. Data

The set of deviating cases, including exceptions and anoma-

lies, that is used in this study is artificially generated. This

allows, amongst other things, for a set-up with a validation

set. To this purpose, we start from three declarative process

models. We created a normative, an auditor and a real process

2https://github.com/manallaghmouch/snorkelforauditing
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model for a procure-to-pay process; the first being the most

restrictive, and each of the latter two being a less restrictive

version of the previous one. The models consist of eight

activities: create purchase request, approve purchase request,
create purchase order, sign, receive goods or services, receive
invoice and pay.

The normative process model represents the process that

a company desires to follow and holds the most restrictions.

It contains 14 declarative constraints in our design. Deleting

some of these constraints results in the auditor process model

(7 constraints). This model contains the process paths that the

auditor would accept, even if they deviate from the normative

process model. Deleting again some declarative constraints

from the auditor model results in the real process model. This

is the least restrictive model of the three, and consists of

the lowest number of declarative constraints (3 constraints).

Behaviour that fits in this model, but not in the auditor

model, are examples of deviating cases that are anomalies.

The declarative constraints in the real model simulate the

user constraints that are imposed by the information system’s

configuration. As such, the behaviour that is modeled in the

real process model represents the as-is process.

Fig. 1: The designed normative process model.

To get a better understanding of how the designed Declare

models look like, we show the normative process model in

Figure 1. An example of a declarative constraint in this model

is a chain response between the activities Create PR and

Approve Pr. This means that if Create PR occurs, then Approve
PR directly follows. The auditor model is not visualised, but

consists of seven constraints that are a subset of the normative

process model. Following the same rationale, the real process

model is a subset of the auditor model and consists of three

constraints. For more information on the DECLARE template,

we refer to the work of [10].

Recall that the declarative process models were designed

with the sole purpose to artificially create an unlabeled event

log and a validation set. We used the real process model to

artificially generate two event logs using the MinerFUL Log
Generator from [11]: one log of 2000 cases and another log

of 1000 cases. Both logs contain cases of 3 to 10 events per

case. The first event log represents the unlabeled event log,

meaning that this set consists of cases that are not yet labeled

as anomaly or exception. The second event log is used to

obtain the validation set. Because the validation set is used

to validate the outcomes of the labeling algorithm, it should

consist of only labeled cases. We obtain the labels of the

validation set cases by performing a conformance check in

the following two steps:

1) The event log of 1000 cases is compared with the norma-
tive process model. The result is a binary classification

into deviation and no deviation. The cases that contain

at least one deviation are extracted as ’deviating cases’.

2) The deviating cases from step 1 are compared with the

auditor process model. The result of this conformance

check is a binary classification into anomaly and excep-
tion.

The cases that are labeled as ‘anomaly’ or ‘exception’

constitute the validation set. After the two-step conformance

check, we obtain the following two datasets. (1) An unlabeled

event log consisting of 2000 deviating cases, and (2) A

balanced, validation set consisting of 1000 deviating cases

(452 anomalies, 548 exceptions). Note that none of the 1000

artificially generated traces of the real process model fell

within the constraints of the normative process model. As a

consequence, all 1000 cases are deviating cases and are part

of the validation set.

C. From rule sets to labeling functions

We define a rule set as a grouping of one or more rules

that identify a concept. Because we are dealing with a binary

classification problem, we need two key rule sets, respectively

a set of rules that identify an anomaly (Rule Set Anomaly -

RSA) and a set of rules that identify an exception (Rule Set

Exception - RSE). In order to obtain the two key rule sets, we

construct four additional rule sets: Rule Set Normative (RSN),

Rule Set Auditor (RSAU), Rule Set Real (RSR) and Rule

Set Deviations (RSD). RSN is the collection of declarative

rules that constitute the normative process model. RSAU is

the collection of declarative rules of the auditor process model.

RSR is the collection of declarative rules of the real process

model. RSD is the difference between the declarative rules

in the normative process model and the declarative rules

in the real process model. Mathematically, the rule sets are

formulated as follows.

RSN = {x : x is declarative rule from normative model}
RSAU = {x : x is declarative rule from auditor model}
RSR = {x : x is declarative rule from real model}
RSD = RSN \ RSR

RSA and RSE are then as follows.

RSA = RSD \ RSAU

RSE = RSAU \ RSN

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we show the results of our experiments. First,

we describe the effect of the quality of the labeling functions

on the accuracy of Snorkel’s labeling model, the LabelModel.

Subsequently, we show the effect of the amount of labeling

functions on the accuracy of the LabelModel.
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A. Effect of the quality of labeling functions on performance

As described in the previous section, we constructed three

sets of different quality levels of labeling functions: high,

medium and low. Furthermore, we distinguished between

anomaly and exception rules.

To test the effect of labeling function quality on the per-

formance of the LabelModel, we limit the amount of labeling

functions to a balanced set of five anomaly and five exception

functions that were randomly chosen. How the labeling func-

tion sets are composed in terms of quality level, differs over

the experimental runs.

We executed 66 experimental setups in total. We can divide

this in six parts of 11 setups. The 11 setups were structured as

follows. We fixed the amount of the anomaly (exception) rules

to five at a constant level of quality, while gradually decreasing

the quality of the exception (anomaly) rules. For example, we

start with 5 high quality anomaly rules and 5 high quality

exception rules. In the second setup, we still have 5 high

quality anomaly rules, but 4 high quality exception rules and

1 medium quality exception rule. In the third setup, we again

still have 5 anomaly rules, but 3 high quality exception rules

and 2 medium quality exception rules. We keep on replacing

higher level exception rules by lower level exception rules until

we are left with 5 low quality exception rules.

Each setup was repeated 15 times to obtain an average

accuracy. The mean accuracies of Snorkel’s LabelModel and

the naive approach of majority voting were calculated. Figure 2

visualizes our findings. Notice that the ‘lift’ in the Figures

should be interpreted as the improvement the LabelModel

offers relative to the naive approach of majority voting. To

get an understanding of the behaviour of labeling function

quality per category on the accuracy of the models, we kept

one category fixed, while decreasing the quality of the labeling

rules of the other category. For example, in (a), we show the

effect of the quality of exception rules on the accuracy, keeping

anomaly rules at a constant level of high quality.

Figure 2 shows that Snorkel’s LabelModel performs sig-

nificantly better in classifying deviating cases than the naive

approach of majority voting (t = 0.00, p < 0.01). High- and

medium-quality anomaly rules are robust to changes in quality

of the exception rules (Figure 2 (a) and (b)). Furthermore,

for the fixed medium- and low-quality anomaly rules, the

LabelModel decreases abruptly at the point where the quality

level of exception rules shifts from high quality to medium/low

quality. The same reasoning holds for the fixed high- and

medium-quality exception rules, where the quality level of the

anomaly rules shifts from high quality to medium/low quality.

This effect is mainly noticeable for the LabelModel. It suggests

that the LabelModel loses most performance when the set of

labeling functions consists of about 25% low-quality rules.

However, adding even more low-quality rules to the model at

the expense of high-quality rules does not have an additional

decreasing effect on accuracy. All figures have about the same

gradient, except for (c). This figure shows that majority voting

may perform better than the LabelModel in some specific

cases. A possible explanation for this behaviour in our setting

is that the set of low quality exception rules contains rules

with a zero accuracy, while the set of anomaly rules does not.

B. Effect of the number of labeling functions on performance

In order to test the effect of the number of labeling functions

on the performance of the LabelModel and the majority voting

approach, we increase the number of randomly chosen labeling

functions gradually. We do this for an equal mix of high

and medium quality labeling functions from the anomaly and

exception categories. Since Snorkel requires a minimum of

3 labeling functions, our minimum is set to 4 (to keep a

balanced set of anomaly and exception rules). For every setup,

we increased the number of labeling functions per category by

one.

First, we test the sensitivity of our model by showing how

many anomalies the model classifies correctly with a balanced

set of only high- and medium-quality anomaly rules as input.

We focus on anomaly rules, because discovering anomalous

cases is highly important from an auditing perspective. Second,

we perform a similar analysis on a balanced combination of

both anomaly and exception rules. In Figure 3, we graphically

present our results.

As both (a) and (b) show, the LabelModel is better at

identifying anomalous cases than majority voting, regardless

of the number of labeling functions and regardless the use of

only anomaly rules or a combination of anomaly and exception

rules (lift). When only using anomaly rules, the LabelModel

correctly classifies 65% to 80% of the anomalies (a), when

using both anomaly and exception rules, the LabelModel cor-

rectly classifies 50% to 75% of the anomalies (b). Furthermore,

for both setups, is significantly better at correctly classifying

anomalies than majority voting (t = 0.00, p < 0.01). The dif-

ference is more noticeable when both anomaly and exception

rules are taken into account. However, the LabelModel labels

more anomalous cases correctly when the model is provided

with anomaly rules only. This might indicate that including

additional exception rules, on top of the anomaly rules, in the

model has a negative impact on correct classification.

Although from an auditing point of view, we focus on

correctly classifying anomalous cases, we are still interested

in predicting both anomalies and exceptions. Classifying both

is important because at the end of the classification, a limited

amount of cases might still be unlabeled. In the case of audit-

ing, we would see these cases as ‘potentially anomalous’, to

depict that the model was unsure about the label and therefore

abstained from making a final decision on the label. To avoid

the negative effect of having a balanced set of anomaly and

exception rules on correctly classifying anomalies, we could

provide the model with more anomaly rules than exception

rules or assign more weight to the anomaly rules.

We also have to take into account that adding more rules

to the model diminishes the added value when the model

already consists of about 12 rules. With 12 rules consisting

of a balanced set of high- and medium-quality rules, the

LabelModel identified about 60% of the anomalous cases
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(a) High-quality anomaly rules.
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(b) Medium-quality anomaly rules.
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(c) Low-quality anomaly rules.
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(a) High-quality exception rules.
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(b) Medium-quality exception rules.
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(c) Low-quality exception rules.

Fig. 2: The effect of decreasing the quality of rules on accuracy.

correctly (twice as much than majority voting), the other 40%

were not identified (i.e. the model abstained from labeling).

The overall model accuracy at this point was 80%, meaning

that many cases were correctly classified as anomalous or

exceptional.

V. DISCUSSION

This section points out the relevance and implications of our

results in a broader perspective. We discuss the implications

for research and practice and provide an overview of some

research limitations.

A. Implications

Our work has implications for the research field of contin-

uous auditing. Research in this area focuses on automation

of tasks that highly require domain expertise. A general

question here is to what degree full automation is practical in

auditing practice. Recent studies suggest that automation could

have a powerful effect on today’s accounting practices [12].

However, it is less likely that auditing tasks will be fully

automated. Rather, auditors will work together with machines

to complete a task [13], [14]. The findings of our research

implicate the same. Computational tools and techniques will

only be valuable in auditing as long as using them significantly

simplifies current auditing tasks, which is currently not the

case. Conformance checking results in a large set of process

deviations and forces an auditor to take samples [4], [5], [15].

Our study shows that weak supervision can offer a solution

for the problem of alarm floods in auditing, enabling full

population testing. We demonstrate that the weak supervision

system Snorkel smoothly integrates domain knowledge, in

the form of rules, in a machine learning model. Our results

suggest that the provided rules have to be of medium to high

quality to obtain reasonable results. Furthermore, with only six

high- to medium-quality labeling rules for both anomalies and

exceptions, the Snorkel model reaches an acceptable accuracy.

B. Limitations

Our study has some limitations that are inherent to its

artificial setup. First, the generated event logs are based on a

procure-to-pay process. While we designed a realistic process

model and obtained powerful results, future research has

to investigate the potential effect of using different process

models. A reasonable starting point for such research can be

changing the complexity of the declarative model and explore

its effect on model performance.

Second, although the declarative rules are a good proxy of

an auditor’s knowledge, it does not fully account for an actual

auditor. Now we know weak supervision potentially holds a

solution for continuous auditing, a follow-up fine-tuning of

our research direction might be as follows. As a first step, we

can design a semi-artificial experiment in which auditors have

to verify rules from the auditor model. Subsequently, we let

auditors design rules from scratch and use these as labeling

functions.

Third, to label the generated set of deviating cases, we

used Snorkel’s generative model. While this model effectively

labeled our dataset, a discriminative model could generalize

beyond the provided heuristics without losing precision [8].

The obtained (labeled) event log can serve as input to train a
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(a) Correctly classified anomalies, based on anomaly rules.
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Fig. 3: The effect of increasing the number of rules on correct classification of anomalies.

discriminative model on unseen data. The possibilities in the

context of auditing have to be further investigated in future

research.

VI. RELATED WORK

This section describes background literature that is relevant

to our research. We start with discussing prior research on

conformance checking in auditing. Thereafter, we provide

some background on weak supervision and Snorkel.

A. Continuous auditing of business processes

The increased availability of digital data and information

systems is changing the current way of auditing [16]–[18].

Continuous Auditing is the idea of automating audit pro-

cedures. Such techniques can assist auditors in objectively

auditing a company [4], [16], [19], [20]. Continuous auditing

enforces traditional auditing to change. Auditors who are

familiar with the flow of transactions and related control

activities become essential, as they can now analyze business

processes based on digital transactions [21].

Many continuous auditing tools and techniques can be

used to analyze business processes [22], [23]. In particular,

process mining is a family of process analysis techniques that

provides an objective view on the process. It uses an event log

as input to initialize automatic analysis [1]. Conventionally,

process mining is divided in three types: process discovery,

conformance checking and process enhancement. With process

discovery, a process model is discovered from real process

executions. With conformance checking, a normative process

model is compared with the real process to detect process

deviations. With process enhancement, additional analysis like

time and resource analysis are performed with the objective

to enhance the actual process. Using solely an event log

as input, process mining techniques can provide insightful

information about a business process, like sequence, duration

and interaction information [1], [24].

Mainly the type conformance checking is useful for more

in-depth auditing analyses [2], [4]. Although conformance

checking smoothly automates the identification of a large set of

process deviations, using this in auditing practice bears some

challenges. Since the normative process model is a simplified

representation of how the process should look like, an alarm

flood of process deviations is detected. This set consists of a

relatively small set of deviations that are important from an

auditing point of view (anomalies) and a relatively large set

of technical deviations that do not matter from an auditing

perspective (exceptions) [4]. Current conformance checking

output does not simplify the auditor’s work, with the conse-

quence that sampling is still necessary. Some studies propose

frameworks that could provide a solution for alarm floods

in continuous auditing [4], [15], [25]. However, a practical

integration of existing techniques is not yet tested. In this

paper, we demonstrated and experimentally tested how a weak

supervision system can be leveraged to classify deviating cases

as anomalous or exceptional.

B. Weak Supervision

Machine learning based systems are getting increasingly

more attention nowadays. With deep learning techniques,

can effectively be used to predict the labels of unseen data

instances. However, those techniques require large training sets

of labeled examples to reach high predictive performance. Ob-

taining these large sets of labeled data is time consuming and

costly [26]. Because of this, weak supervision is gaining more

attention. It is a branch of machine learning in which cheaper

sources of heuristic or noisy labels are used [27]. Some

popular forms of weak supervision are distant supervision

[28], [29], crowd-sourced labeling [30], [31], and heuristics

for labeling data [32]. Although these weak supervision forms

are inexpensive, they have a rather limited accuracy [27].

A recent paradigm for weak supervision that has been

proposed in literature is data programming. Data programming

combines the labels from many weak supervision sources,

without using ground truth labels, to increase the accuracy and

coverage of training data. Furthermore, probabilistic training

labels that represent the lineage of individual labels, are
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generated. Consequently, with only a generative mode, source

accuracies and correlation structures are recovered without

using labeled training data Snorkel is a system that implements

data programming to train machine learning models without

manually labeling any training data. For this purpose, it uses

a set of labeling functions (i.e. rules) as input [8]. A labeling

function encodes domain knowledge and other supervision

sources programmatically. After defining a set of labeling

functions, the labeling functions are combined in a machine

learning model to build labeled training sets that can be used

to train a discriminative model [8], [27]. Since domain knowl-

edge is very crucial in auditing and Snorkel provides a way

of injecting domain knowledge into machine learning models,

we used the Snorkel system in this paper to demonstrate its

potential to classify process deviations.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we show how weak supervision effectively

labels deviating cases as anomalous or exceptional. We did

this by implementing the weak supervision system Snorkel.

We ran a set of computational experiments on a realistic, but

artificially generated, event log of a procure-to-pay process,

along with a normative and auditor model, representing the

desired business process on the one hand and the acceptable

process on the other hand. The results of this study suggest

that Snorkel’s labeling model performs better than the naive

approach of majority voting. With each six high- to medium-

quality labeling functions for both anomalies and exceptions,

the Snorkel model reaches a relatively high accuracy of 80%

and identifies at least 60% of the anomalous cases.
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Abstract—Given an event log as a collection of recorded real-
world process traces, process mining aims to automatically con-
struct a process model that is both simple and provides a useful
explanation of the traces. Conformance checking techniques are
then employed to characterize and quantify commonalities and
discrepancies between the log’s traces and the candidate models.
Recent approaches to conformance checking acknowledge that
the elements being compared are inherently stochastic – for
example, some traces occur frequently and others infrequently –
and seek to incorporate this knowledge in their analyses.

Here we present an entropic relevance measure for stochastic
conformance checking, computed as the average number of bits
required to compress each of the log’s traces, based on the
structure and information about relative likelihoods provided by
the model. The measure penalizes traces from the event log not
captured by the model and traces described by the model but
absent in the event log, thus addressing both precision and recall
quality criteria at the same time. We further show that entropic
relevance is computable in time linear in the size of the log, and
provide evaluation outcomes that demonstrate the feasibility of
using the new approach in industrial settings.

I. INTRODUCTION

Process mining studies tools, methods, and techniques for im-
proving real-world processes based on event data generated by
historical process executions [1]. The core problem in process
mining is that of automatically discovering a process model
from a given event log, where an event log is a collection
of traces, each capturing a sequence of observed process
events. Such discovered models should faithfully encode the
process behavior captured in the log and, hence, satisfy a
range of criteria. Specifically: (1) a discovered model should
describe as many as possible of the traces recorded in the
log (good recall, or fitness); (2) should allow as few traces
as possible that are not present in the log (good precision);
and (3) should be as “simple” as is consistent with the other
two goals (good simplicity). In tension with these three is a
further objective: (4) the model should allow traces that may
stem from the same process but are not present in the sample
(good generalization). Conformance checking is a subarea of
process mining that addresses the problem of measuring and
characterizing the four quality criteria when using a discovered
process model to explain the corresponding event log.

Classical process mining techniques often consider frequen-
cies of traces in the logs and/or frequencies of events in
the traces. However, the implications of such considerations
usually stay hidden from the consumers of the artifacts that

are produced. For instance, most existing discovery algo-
rithms strive to construct process models that fit, i.e., can
replay, frequent traces from the input event logs. However,
the vast majority of the discovery techniques construct non-
deterministic models in which routing decisions are equiprob-
able, significantly limiting the ability of the models to explain
the behaviors of the true processes sampled via the event logs.
Indeed, if traces in a log suggest that failure was observed in
nine out of ten traces, a model that says that (only) every
second trace is erroneous is of reduced utility, and potentially
harmful to subsequent decision-making activities. By accumu-
lating event data over a long time, the log approaches the true
event and trace frequencies. If this information about the true
process were able to be reflected in the discovered model, the
model would generate better process simulations, and hence
better predictions of future processes.

We refer to process mining endeavors that process and
produce artifacts with explicit information on the likelihood of
process events and traces collectively as stochastic, or statisti-
cal, process mining. For example, a discovery algorithm could
construct a model with annotations of relative likelihoods of
making routing decisions such that a large collection of traces
induced by the model (by following the encoded stochastic
decisions) would result in a probability distribution over traces
that closely matches the distribution of log traces. We call
such a model a stochastic process model. Before designing
algorithms for discovering stochastic process models from
event logs, we seek to understand which stochastic models
can be considered to be “good” explanations of a given log.

Hence this paper, in which we present a novel technique for
stochastic conformance checking called entropic relevance, or
relevance. Given a log, the entropic relevance of a stochastic
process model is the average number of bits used to compress
[2] a trace from the log using the relative likelihoods induced
by the model. The fewer bits are used, the better the model
“explains” the event log, i.e., the closer the relative likelihoods
of traces derived from the model to those obtained from the
event log. Log traces that do not fit the model are penalized
by encoding them using a more expensive background model.
Entropic relevance also penalizes traces that fit the model but
are not present in the log, as these reduce the likelihoods of
the log traces that fit the model, and increase the length (in
terms of bits) of their compressed forms. Hence, an entropic
relevance measurement reflects a compromise between the
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precision and recall quality criteria. Such duality is indeed
expected in the case of stochastic conformance checking.
Finally, given a model and log, relevance is computable in time
linear in the size of the log, making it – as we demonstrate
below – useful when evaluating the quality of the process
discovery algorithms commonly used in the industry.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. The next
section presents an overview of the compression methodology
we employ, and describes how an event log can be encoded
via a stochastic process model. Section III discusses formal
stochastic models used in process mining. Based on these
models, Section IV presents the notion of entropic relevance.
Section V discusses the results of our evaluation of the entropic
relevance measure, while Section VI summarizes related work.

II. MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW

We employ a minimum description length compression-based
framework to measure the quality of process models. Two key
observations make this possible: that a good process model is
one which accurately describes an observed set of traces, taken
as a sample from an underlying universe of traces; and that the
“describes” operation can be precisely quantified by assessing
the cost of compressing the set of traces relative to the
stochastic language expressed by the model. A signal benefit
of this entropic relevance approach is that not only is the
model structure an influence on its measured usefulness, but
also the probability of each individual trace having emerged
from the model. A relationship fundamental to information
theory is critical to understanding the new approach: if a
symbol e of probability p(e) occurs, then the information
conveyed by that occurrence is − log2 p(e) bits, and hence that
is also the minimum number of bits required to describe any
instance of e. For example, if e has probability p(e) = 0.8,
then each e that occurs in a stream of such symbols has a
cost of 0.3219 bits attributable to it. Practical compression
systems operate very close to these entropy-based limits,
see, for example, Moffat and Turpin [3, Chapter 5]; and the
information-theoretic relationship between probabilities and
bits is an achievable one.

Fig. 1 provides an overview of our proposal. In the figure it
is supposed that an event log has been provided, sampled from
an underlying “true” (but unknown) process; and that two pro-
cess models are being considered as alternative explanations
for that set of observations. If each of the two models assigns
a calculable probability to every possible sequence of process
states that might occur, then computing

∑
t− log2 p(t | M)

values, where the summation is over the traces t in the log and
p(t | M) is the probability assigned to trace t by model M ,
results in a value that encapsulates the information content of
the whole log, given M . The smaller that value, the shorter
the compressed output would be were it to be generated, and
the better the model matches the log. (That is, while Fig. 1
suggests that actual compression occurs, it is the size of the
output that is of interest, and not the actual bits that arise.)

Fig. 2 provides more details of the compression process,
considering each trace in the log. The stochastic process model
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Fig. 1: To measure the entropic relevance of a process model to a
collection of traces, the model’s structure and probabilities are used to
compute the cost in bits of losslessly representing the traces relative to
the model model. Better models lead to a shorter compressed forms.
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with respect to a probabilistic model: each trace either has a non-zero
probability in the model, which can be used to derive a bitstring; or
it is spelled-out as symbol-by-symbol codes via a universal model.

(defined in detail in Section III) assigns calculable non-zero
probabilities to a finite or infinite subset of the universe of
possible traces, rather than to every possible member of that
universe; and hence assigns a probability of zero to each of the
infinite number of possible state sequences in the complement
subset. If some particular trace in the log fits the model, it can
be coded as single entity, using its corresponding end-to-end
probability in the model. On the other hand, the traces with a
probability of zero according to the model must be “spelled
out” on a symbol-by-symbol basis, using a background (or
universal) model in which every possible state always has
a non-zero probability, and hence in which every possible
sequence of states can always be coded. To choose between
these two cases, the output associated with every trace is
prefixed by a code – a (biased) 0 or 1 bit – that indicates which
option applies. Given such an encoding and the stochastic and
background models, one can always reconstruct the original
log by applying the reverse procedure.

Fig. 3 steps back from the detail and provides a high-level
view of the proposed mechanism. There are four components
that collectively sum to the compressed size, and that vary
in different ways as the process model changes. At the left
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end of the figure, if the process model is small and easily
described, it likely fits only a small fraction of the log’s traces.
The majority of traces, the ones that do not fit the model, are
coded using the more expensive background model, and it
dominates to total cost. As the process model becomes larger
and more sophisticated, it fits a greater fraction of the traces,
and the balance shifts from the background model to the more
economical stochastic process model. The total compressed
size decreases as this transition takes place. Throughout this
normal operating range the contributions of the other two
factors – the binary per-trace selector flag, and the description
of the process model – are typically very small overheads.

In the limit, at the right of Fig. 3, the process model becomes
large and is over-fitted to the traces in the particular log. The
cost of using an over-fitted model is low, since each pathway
through it is unique; the cost of the background model is also
low, since no sequences need to be processed via it; and there
is no cost involved in selecting between the stochastic model
and the background model. However the total compressed
size will have increased, because of the complexity and detail
required in the description of the process model.

In terms of Fig. 3, we define (see Section IV for full details)
entropic relevance to be the sum of the selector coding cost,
the background coding cost, and the model coding cost. It is
useful to retain the model size (measured in some conventional
manner) as a second dimension, shown as the horizontal axis
in the plot. Furthermore, since process models are discrete
objects (rather than a continuous phenomena) the separation
between entropic relevance and model size allows definition of
a Pareto frontier, i.e., the set of models that are either smaller
in size, or superior in terms of entropic relevance, to other
possible models.

Entropic relevance (again, in anticipation of Section IV)
is measured in “bits per trace”, with small values being
preferable to large ones. The numeric range is open-ended,
and it is neither desirable nor possible to normalize the
measurement in any way to obtain a “0 to 1” range. Instead,
it has meaningful units that clearly indicate the complexity of
the process that is being represented by the model. With that
understanding established, the process mining desiderata listed
at the beginning of Section I can be considered: (1) traces not
covered by the model must be coded using the background

predictions, increasing the net bit cost; (2) processes permitted
by the process model but not present in the log cause the
imputed probabilities of traces that do occur to decrease, again
increasing the net bit cost; and (3) simple models have smaller
model description costs, decreasing the net bit cost. Objective
(4) can also be accounted for, by noting that the background
model is always available, so hitherto unseen traces can be
accommodated, albeit with increased net bit costs.

III. MODELS OF STOCHASTIC LANGUAGES

This section introduces the notion of a stochastic language and
several models, theoretical and those used in practice, that aim
at encoding stochastic languages. The notion and models are
used in the subsequent formal discussions and explanations of
the conducted empirical evaluations.

A. Stochastic Languages

A language is a, possibly infinite, collection of finite sequences
of symbols. These sequences are often referred to as words.
In this work, we use words to encode observed processes.
Hence, we refer to words as (process) traces composed of
actions rather than symbols. Let Λ be a universe of actions.
Then, Λ∗ is the set of all traces over Λ. By ε, ε ∈ Λ∗, we
denote the empty trace. For example, set X = {ε,a,ab,abc,
abcd, abcdd, abcde} defines a language of seven traces;
we write abc to denote sequence 〈a,b,c〉 when the context
is clear.

A stochastic language is an assignment of probabilities to
traces so that the assigned probabilities sum up to one, i.e.,
a stochastic language is a probability density function over
traces. For example, a stochastic language might be used to
encode the relative likelihoods of observing words in a book,
or encountering traces in an event log of a software system.
A stochastic language is defined as follows.

Definition III.1 (Stochastic language):
A stochastic language L is a function L : Λ∗ → [0, 1] for
which it holds that: ∑

σ∈Λ∗

L(σ) = 1.0.

y
For example, L1 = {(ε, 0.5), (a, 0.25), (ab, 0.125), (abc,
1/16), (abcd, 1/32), (abcdd, 1/64), (abcde, 1/64)} ∪⋃
t∈Λ∗\X {(t,0.0)}, where set X is specified above. Given a

trace t ∈ Λ∗ and a stochastic language L, L(t) specifies the
relative likelihood of a randomly drawn trace to be equal to t.

By L̂, we denote the set of all traces possible according
to L, i.e., L̂ := {t ∈ Λ∗ |L(t) > 0.0}. We say that L is
finite if and only if L̂ is finite; otherwise L is infinite. It holds
that L̂1 = X , i.e., the traces in X are all the possible traces
according to L1, and thus L1 is finite.

B. Stochastic Deterministic Finite Automata

A stochastic deterministic finite automaton (SDFA) can be
used to encode a stochastic language; here we adopt the
definition of an SDFA from Carrasco [4].
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Definition III.2 (Stochastic deterministic finite automaton):
A stochastic deterministic finite automaton (SDFA) is a tuple
(S,∆, δ, p, s0), where S is a finite set of states, ∆ ⊆ Λ
is a set of actions, δ : S ×∆→ S is a transition function,
p : S ×∆→ [0, 1] is a transition probability function, s0 ∈ S
is the initial state, and for each state s ∈ S it holds that∑
λ∈∆ p(s, λ) ≤ 1.0. y

By A, we denote the universe of SDFAs.
Fig. 4 shows an SDFA using graphical notation. In this

notation, the states and transition function are visualized as
circles and arcs, respectively. For instance, the SDFA shown
in Fig. 4 has seven states s0 . . . s6, and its transition function
is defined by {(s0,a,s1) , (s1,b,s2) , (s2,c,s3) , (s3,d,s4) ,
(s4,d,s5) ,(s4,e,s6)}. Arcs are labeled by actions and transi-
tion probabilities. Hence, the arc from state s0 to state s1 with
label “a(1/2)” specifies that (s0,a,s1) ∈ δ and (s0,a,0.5) ∈ p.
Consequently, the transition probability function is defined by
{(s0,a,0.5) , (s1,b,0.5) , (s2,c,0.5) , (s3,d,0.5) , (s4,d,0.25) ,
(s4,e,0.25)}. State s0 is the initial state and, hence, is denoted
by an arrow leading to it.

1/2
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1/2

s1

1/2
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1/2
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1/2
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1 s5

1 s6
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Fig. 4: An SDFA.

Given two traces t1, t2 ∈ Λ∗, by t1 ◦ t2, we denote their
concatenation, i.e., the trace obtained by joining t1 and t2
end-to-end. For example, it holds that tr ◦ ace = trace.

An SDFA A = (S,∆, δ, p, s0) encodes stochastic language
LA defined using recursive function πA : S × Λ∗ → [0, 1], i.e.,
LA (t) := πA (s0, t), t ∈ Λ∗, where:

πA (s, ε) := 1.0−
∑
λ∈∆

p(s, λ), and

πA (s, λ ◦ t′) := p(s, λ)πA (δ(s, λ), t′), λ ∈ Λ, t = λ ◦ t′.

Note that πA (s, ε) denotes the probability of terminating a
trace in state s of A. Such probabilities are shown diagrammat-
ically as labels inside of the corresponding states. For example,
for SFDA A from Fig. 4, it holds that πA (si, ε) = 0.5,
i ∈ [0 .. 4], and πA (sj , ε) = 1.0, j = 5 or j = 6.

If L is a stochastic language encoded by some SDFA, we
say that L is a regular stochastic language. The SDFA in Fig. 4
encodes stochastic language L1 discussed in Section III-A and,
thus, L1 is regular.

C. Event Logs

An event log is a finite collection of events that relate to a
process and are distinguished by their attributes and attribute
values. Usually, events in an event log encode information
about actions executed by software systems that support a
business process of an organization. In general, an event can

have arbitrary attributes, but three attributes are common in
process mining. These are the case identifier, timestamp, and
the action identifier attribute. The value of the case identifier
attribute of an event relates this event to a case, or instance,
of the process; i.e., all events with the same case identifier
stem from the same instance of the business process. The
time of occurrence of an event is stored in its timestamp
attribute. Finally, the action identifier attribute is used to store
information about an action that induced the event.

In this work, we are neither interested in the exact times of
event occurrences (but only in their orderings) nor in the dis-
tinctions between events and actions. Thus, we encode all the
events with the same case identifier as a trace of corresponding
actions (obtained via the action identifier attribute) arranged
in the ascending order of the event timestamps. Finally, as
there can be several case identifiers that induce the same
trace (indeed, several business processes can induce the same
sequence of actions with different timestamps), for our needs,
it is convenient to represent an event log as a multiset of traces.

Definition III.3 (Event log):
An event log, or log, is a finite multiset of traces. y

By E , we denote the universe of logs. For example, E1 = [ε32,
a16, ab8, abc4, abcd2, abcdd1, abcde1] and E2 = [ε250,
ab250, abc250, abcd50, abce50, abcde50, abced50,
abcdde50] are two logs, i.e., E1, E2 ∈ E . Trace abc occurs
in E1 four times, while in E2 it is recorded 250 times.

An event log is inherently stochastic. By accumulating a
large number of traces, and perhaps over an extended period
of time, an event log aims to approach their true underlying
probability distribution. Let X be a random variable and let O
be a multiset of observations. By P(X = x | O), or P(x | O)
when the context is clear, we denote the estimate based on O
of the probability of observing X to be equal to element x.
Given an event log E ∈ E , we define the stochastic language
L of E by assigning probability L(t) := P(t | E) to each
trace t ∈ Λ∗. In this work, we use the maximum likelihood
estimation, i.e., P(t | E) := mE(t)/|E|, where mE (t) denotes
the multiplicity of element t in multiset E. Therefore, L1 from
Section III-A is the stochastic language of event log E1 from
above. Note that the stochastic language L2 of event log E2 is
given my the function with these non-zero values {(ε, 0.25),
(ab, 0.25), (abc, 0.25), (abcd, 0.05), (abce, 0.05), (abcde,
0.05),(abced,0.05),(abcdde,0.05)}.

D. Frequency Directed Action Graphs

A common approach for representing event logs for consump-
tion and decision making by practitioners is by encoding them
into Directly-Follows Graphs (DFGs) [1]. A DFG of an event
log E is a digraph in which vertices are actions encountered in
the traces of E and edges encode the directly-follows relation
over the actions, i.e., the DFG contains an edge directed from
action a to action b iff E contains a trace t1 ◦ ab ◦ t2 where
t1, t2 ∈ Λ∗ [5].

As DFGs of industrial event logs are immense, they are
often post-processed by filtering out vertices and edges that
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correspond, respectively, to infrequent actions and pairs of
subsequent actions in the log. The vertices and edges of the
filtered graphs are then annotated with numbers that reflect
the frequencies of observing the corresponding concepts in
the log. The frequencies aim to reflect the stochastic nature
of the processes encoded in the corresponding log to inform
the decision-making practices. To describe such filtered graphs
mathematically, we introduce the notion of a frequency di-
rected action graph.

Definition III.4 (Frequency directed action graph):
A frequency directed action graph (FDAG) is a tuple
(Φ,Ψ, φ, ψ, i, o), where Φ ⊆ Λ is a set of actions, Ψ ⊆
((Φ × Φ) ∪ ({i} × Φ) ∪ (Φ × {o})) is a directly-follows
relation, φ : Φ ∪ {i,o} → N0 is an action frequency function,
ψ : Ψ→ N0 is an arc frequency function, and i 6∈ Λ and o 6∈ Λ
are the input and the output of the graph, respectively. y

By G, we denote the universe of FDAGs.
Fig. 5 shows an example FDAG. In the figure, boxes with

rounded corners represent actions, whereas arcs encode the
directly-follows relation. The input node and the output node
are denoted by i and o, respectively. The input node has
no incoming arcs, while the output node has no outgoing
arcs. Finally, the action and arc frequencies assigned by the
corresponding frequency functions are encrypted next to the
respective actions and arcs.
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Fig. 5: An FDAG.

Van der Aalst [1] observes that practitioners can interpret
FDAGs in different ways. Because of the filtering step, it is
possible to associate a given FDAG with different collections
of traces. He then discusses several pitfalls this phenomenon
can lead to in practice. We agree with those observations, and,
for our purpose, fix one such possible interpretation. To avoid
ambiguities, next, we define our interpretation rigorously as a
mapping from a given FDAG to the corresponding SDFA.

Definition III.5 (SDFA of FDAG):
Let G := (Φ,Ψ, φ, ψ, i, o) be an FDAG. Then, (S,∆, δ, p, s0),
where S = Φ ∪ {i}, ∆ = Φ, δ = {(s, t, t) ∈ ({i} ∪Φ)×Φ×
Φ | (s, t) ∈ Ψ}, p = {(s, t, x) ∈ ({i}∪Φ)×Φ× [0, 1] | (s, t) ∈
Ψ∧x = ψ(s, t)/

∑
(s,u)∈Ψ ψ(s, u)}, and so = i, is the SDFA

of G, denoted by SDFA(G). y

Thus, if A = SDFA(G), then, according to our interpretation,
G encodes the possible traces of LA, i.e., traces L̂A, and the
relative frequency of each trace t ∈ L̂A is given by LA (t).
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Fig. 6: An SDFA.

For example, Fig. 6 shows the SDFA of the FDAG from
Fig. 5 that encodes infinite stochastic language L2 which,
among others, assigns these non-zero values to traces {(ε,1/4),
(a, 3/8), (ab, 3/16), (abc, 3/32), (abcd, 3/160), (abce, 3/64),
(abcdd, 3/800), (abcde, 3/160), (abcddd, 3/4000), (abcdde,
3/800)}; all the other possible according to L2 traces have the
cumulative relative frequency of 9/8000.

IV. ENTROPIC RELEVANCE

This section gives a precise definition of entropic relevance.
Given an event log E ∈ E and an SDFA A, trace t ∈ E is
either a possible trace according to the stochastic language of
A, or is not. This distinction determines how the number of
bits required to encode t is computed. If t is possible, then it is
presumed to be encoded using the probability of t according to
A, i.e., LA (t). Otherwise, t is presumed to be encoded using
background knowledge about the log. These two modes are
captured in this next definition.

Definition IV.1 (Trace compression cost):
Let t ∈ E be a trace in an event log E ∈ E , let A ∈ A be
an SDFA, and let bits : Λ∗ × E×A → R+ be a function that
maps any and every sequence t ∈ Λ∗ to the number of bits
required to uniquely encode t, given a viable encoding that
assumes knowledge of E and A. The trace compression cost
of t in the presence of E and A is defined:

costbits (t, E,A) :=

{
−log2 (LA(t)) t ∈ L̂A
bits (t, E,A) otherwise.

y

For simplicity, in this first presentation we use a straight-
forward background model to measure bits (t, E,A), ignoring
both E and A, and trivially encoding t by taking each indi-
vidual action as an equi-probable symbol over the underlying
alphabet augmented by an “end of string” symbol, and with
each trace terminated by that special symbol: bits (t, E,A) :=
(1 + |t|) log2 (1 + |Λ|). (We anticipate future exploration of
more sophisticated encoding schemes that explore partial
embeddings of traces into finite-context automata, and/or make
use of the relative frequencies of the actions present in E.)

Given that definition, let A1 and A2 be SDFAs shown in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 6, respectively. Then, based on logs E1 and
E2 from Section III-C, the compression costs of traces abcd
and abce are (in bits):
1) costbits (abcd, E1, A1)=−log2

(
LA1 (abcd)

)
=−log2 (1/32)=5.00;

2) costbits (abcd, E1, A2)=−log2
(
LA2 (abcd)

)
=−log2 (3/160)=5.74;

3) costbits (abce, E2, A1)=(1+|abce|) log2 (1+|{a,b,c,d,e}|)=12.93;
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4) costbits (abce, E2, A2)=−log2
(
LA2 (abce)

)
=−log2 (3/64)=4.42.

Hence, A1 compresses trace abcd better than does A2, while
A2 compresses abce much better than A1. In particular,
abce is impossible according to A1, and is encoded using
the bits (·, ·, ·) function (case 3). That encoding needs five
symbols: four actions and an “end of string” symbol, each
taking log2 6 bits because the alphabet in E2 contains five
symbols, and an “end of string” symbol must also be included.

Also needed in the nominal compression cost is the “se-
lector” associated with the diamond decision box in Fig. 2,
and illustrated by the yellow line in Fig. 3. If the prob-
ability associated with a two-choice event is p, the ex-
pected cost of coding a stream of such choices is given
by H0 (p) := −p log2 (p) − (1− p) log2 (1− p); with, by
definition, H0 (0.0) := H0 (1.0) := 0.0. These considerations
lead directly to our main definition.

Definition IV.2 (Entropic relevance):
Let E ∈ E be an event log and let A ∈ A be an SDFA. Let
ρ(E,A) be the overall probability that a trace in E is possible
in the stochastic language of A, ρ(E,A) =

∑
t∈L̂A

P(t | E).
Then, the entropic relevance of A to E, or relevance of A to
E, is denoted by rel (E,A) and defined as:

rel (E,A) := H0(ρ(E,A)) +
1

|E|
∑
t∈E

costbits (t, E,A) .

y

Fig. 2, presented earlier, explains Definition IV.1 and Defi-
nition IV.2. During the nominal encoding process, each trace t
in the log is considered in turn. If t has a non-zero probability
in the model, the corresponding selector code is generated (the
left branch out of the decision diamond in Fig. 2), and then
that probability is used to encode t relative to the model (the
first option in Definition IV.1). If the probability of t is zero
according to the model (the right branch in Fig. 2), the opposite
selector code is needed, and then bits (t, E,A) bits are used
to represent t on a symbol-by-symbol basis in the universal
background model (the second option in Definition IV.1).
The selector codes associated with the diamond decision box,
needed to differentiate between the two alternatives on a per-
trace basis, add an average of H0(ρ(E,A)) bits per trace.

Again, consider automata A1 and A2 from Fig. 4 and Fig. 6,
respectively, and event logs E1 and E2 from Section III-C.
Table I summarizes the constituent costs and the resulting
entropic relevance values for the four combinations. In the first
row, SDFA A1 explains event log E1 perfectly, as the traces
in the log all fit the automaton, and the relative likelihoods
of observing the traces in the log and in the automaton are
identical. No other automaton can achieve lower relevance for
E1, and A1 is optimal.

Automaton A2 explains E1 reasonably well, but with an
increased model coding cost because of mis-matched proba-
bilities for the empty trace and for the one-action trace a (1/2
vs 1/4 for the empty trace, and 1/4 vs 3/8 for a).

The probability ρ(E2, A1) that a trace from E2 is possible
according to LA1 is 0.85, and hence H0(ρ(E,A)) = 0.61 bits.

Autom. Log ρ Select. Bckgrd. MdlCst. Relevance
A1 E1 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.97 1.97
A2 E1 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.26 2.26
A1 E2 0.85 0.61 2.33 2.55 5.49
A2 E2 0.95 0.29 0.78 3.15 4.22

TABLE I: Entropic relevance (in bits) and its constituents for
two example automata and two event logs. The columns list the
probability of traces from the log being possible according to the
automata (ρ); and the average (over all that log’s traces) selector
coding cost (Select.), background coding cost (Bckgrd.), and model
coding cost (MdlCst.). The final column sums those three to get the
entropic relevance.

That is, the choice between the background model and A1 adds
−log2 (ρ) = 0.23 bits to the traces in E2 that are possible
according to LA1 ; adds −log2 (1− ρ) = 2.74 bits for traces
that are not possible; and averages at 0.61 bits per trace.
The relevance of A1 to E2 is then obtained by adding in
the arithmetic mean of the trace compression costs of the
traces in E2. The smallest compression cost arises for the
empty trace (2.59 bits, part of the model coding cost), while
the highest cost is associated with abcdde (18.09 bits, part
of the background coding cost). Overall, A1 can be used to
compress E2 using, on average, 5.49 bits per trace.

In the last row of the table, A2 “explains” E2 using 4.22 bits
per trace, and hence A2 is a better model for E2 than is A1.
First, note that A2 fits more of E2’s traces than does A1, and
with ρ(E2, A1) = 0.85 and ρ(E2, A2) = 0.95, the average
cost of selecting between the process model and background
model is less for A2 than for A1. In direct correspondence,
the share of relevance stemming from the background coding
cost is also less for A2 than for A1. Finally, despite the fact
that more traces from E2 fit A2 than A1, which pushes A2’s
model coding cost higher, the overall cost of using A2 is less.

V. EVALUATION

To study the usefulness of entropic relevance, we used event
logs from real-world IT-systems made publicly available by
the IEEE Task Force on Process Mining.1 For each log,
directly follows models (DFMs, also known as DFGs) were
constructed using the approach of Leemans et al. [6], with
trace removal thresholds of 1/100, 2/100, . . . , 100/100. Fig. 7 plots
relevance values (and constituents) for three logs: Road Traffic
Fine Management [7], Sepsis Cases [8], and BPI Challenge
2012 [9]. The size of each model (the horizontal axis) is taken
to be the number of states plus the number of edges.

For the first two logs, the curves correspond to the an-
ticipation provided by Fig. 3. In both cases as the models
become more complex, an increasing fraction of traces fit
the model (green line); a decreasing fraction are coded using
the background model (blue line); and the selector coding
cost (yellow line) is small over most of the range. Entropic
relevance settles at around 2.5 bits per trace for Traffic Fines,
indicating that the log is highly regular and hence highly
compressible; and at around 30 bits per trace for Sepsis.

1https://data.4tu.nl/repository/collection:event logs real.
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Fig. 7: Entropic relevance and its constituents, plotted as a function of model size measured as states plus edges.
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Fig. 8: Entropic relevance, again plotted as a function of model size, for three different techniques.

In the third log in Fig. 7, a different picture emerges.
Now the background model dominates the entropic cost and
relevance values are high, a consequence of long traces that
tend not to repeat in the log. Changing to a more nuanced
background model – based on action occurrence frequencies
and a zero-order model, for example – would lower the rele-
vance values, but not decrease the model’s reliance on them.
In the context of the framework introduced here, the traces in
this log are relatively inconsistent, and hence incompressible.

Celonis SE (https://www.celonis.com) granted us access to
DFGs they constructed using “Celonis Snap”, the free version
of their enterprise-grade product. For each of the logs in Fig. 7,
they generated twenty DFGs using two different techniques
(PE and VE) and ten configurations for each technique. These
DFGs were transferred to us on July 6, 2020. Fig. 8 plots
relevance values in bits for these DFGs, again as a function
of model size, plus the DFMs already used in Fig. 7. Now
models, and hence methods, can be compared by considering
the Pareto frontier of the points plotted in each graph. For
these logs the relevance approach identifies the methods of
Celonis SE as being preferable when the goal is to have small-
to moderate-sized DFGs. However, note that the numeric
relevance values are subject to the approach used to map
DFGs to SDFAs and to the choice of background coding
model. Detailed analysis of these interactions and of the DFGs
discovered using other techniques is future work.

The computation of entropic relevance requires straightfor-
ward data structures and execution loops. With a hash-map
used to implement the set of edges at each state in the model,
computation time is linear in the total volume of log data pro-

cessed (number of traces times average length). The average
CPU time for computing relevance using our implementation
on a commodity laptop computer for the largest analyzed log
(BPI Challenge 2018 – Payment application; 43,809 traces and
984,613 events) over the 100 constructed DFMs (size ranged
from 25 to 238) was 0.47 sec. Note also that none of the
models plotted in Figs. 7 and 8 were over-fitted to the data, and
the model description costs (see Fig. 3) were small compared
to the entropic relevance scores. Our tool [10] and dataset [11]
used to conduct the experiments are publicly available.

VI. RELATED WORK

A plethora of non-stochastic process discovery and confor-
mance checking techniques have been proposed over the last
two decades, including the Genetic Mining [12], Heuristic
Mining [13], Inductive Mining [14], and Split Mining [15]
algorithms, all of which have been well-received by the pro-
cess mining community. Non-stochastic conformance check-
ing techniques can be broadly classified into quantitative,
those that summarize conformance diagnostics into a single
number, and qualitative, those that construct detailed analytics
of commonalities and discrepancies between model and log
traces. Carmona et al. [16] provide a useful overview.

Recently, Van der Aalst et al. [17], [18] initiated discussion
of desired properties for conformance checking techniques.
Entropy-based measures are the only quantitative conformance
checking techniques that are known to satisfy all the properties
for precision and recall that have been proposed to date [19],
including the strict monotonicity properties.

The selection of currently available stochastic process min-
ing techniques is rather scarce. To the best of our knowledge,
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there are two stochastic discovery techniques proposed by
academia. The technique presented by Rogge-Solti et al. [20]
discovers stochastic Petri nets, while that of Leemans et al. [6]
can be used to discover DFGs, and was employed in Section V.
There are many commercial tools for discovering DFGs, or
FDAGs, from event logs, but these are all closed source.

Two stochastic conformance checking techniques have been
proposed. Leemans et al. [21] base their approach on the
“earth movers’ distance”, and measure the effort to transform
the distribution of log traces into the distribution of model
traces, seen as two piles of dirt that need to be aligned with
minimal effort. The technique is computationally demanding
and suggests practical trade-offs between accuracy, run time,
and memory usage. The approach of Leemans and Polyvyanyy
[22] is inspired by entropy-based conformance checking [19].
Leemans and Polyvyanyy [22] also suggest a range of desired
properties for stochastic precision and recall and show that
their measures indeed possess these properties. The calculation
of the measures requires (in the worst case) a quadratic number
of steps in the size of the corresponding SDFAs, while entropic
relevance runs in linear time in the size of the log. In addition,
relevance, as defined here, reflects the compromise between
precision and recall in a single value with meaningful units.
Exploration of the relationships and correlations between these
two previous measures and ours, and understanding of their
differences, is an area for future work.

Finally, note that our proposal is an application of the mini-
mum description length principle [23], [24]; which, in turn, is
related to the 1965 definition by Kolmogorov that the intrinsic
descriptive complexity of an object is the length of the shortest
binary computer program that describes it [2]. Kolmogorov
complexity formalizes the notion widely known as “Occam’s
Razor” [25], a problem-solving principle attributed to William
of Ockham which suggests that the simplest (that is, shortest)
sufficient explanation of a phenomenon is the best.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented an entropic relevance measure for stochas-
tic conformance checking. The new measure is grounded in
a minimum description length compression-based framework
that assesses how accurately a stochastic process model de-
scribes an event log by computing the length of an encoding
of the log traces relative to the stochastic language expressed
by the model. The relevance of a model to a given log
reflects a compromise between the precision and recall quality
criteria, and is computable in time linear in the size of the
log. Relevance is measured in bits, with values being directly
interpretable, and with small scores being preferable.

Future work will investigate the effects of using different
background models for calculating entropic relevance, with
the aim of identifying models that lead to useful relevance
measurements; noting that background model cost is one of
the three components of the relevance calculation, and in some
cases is dominant. We also plan to explore new techniques
for discovering stochastic process models in a direct response
to entropic relevance. Now that we have defined entropic

relevance as a useful quantity, an important next step is to
explicitly design models that seek to minimize it.
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Abstract—Conformance checking techniques are used to com-
pute to what degree a process model and real execution data
correspond to each other. In recent years, alignments have
proven to be useful for calculating conformance statistics. Most
alignment techniques provide an exact conformance value. How-
ever, in many applications, it suffices to have an approximated
alignment value. Specifically, for large event data and using
standard hardware, current alignment techniques are time-
consuming and sometimes intractable. This paper proposes to
use simulated behaviors of process models to approximate the
conformance checking value. To simulate a process model, we
exploit the behavior in the given event data. This method is
independent from the process model notation and provides upper
and lower bounds for the approximated alignment value. We
assess the quality of our approximations and compare it to
existing approximation techniques. The experiments on real event
data show that using the proposed method, it is possible to achieve
significant performance improvements.

Index Terms—Process Mining, Conformance Checking Ap-
proximation, Alignment, Simulation, Edit Distance

I. INTRODUCTION

Conformance checking aims to investigate the conformity

of a discovered/designed process model w.r.t., real process

executions [1]. Conformance checking techniques are used

to detect deviations and to measure how accurate a process

model is. It is possible to apply this branch of techniques to

assess both event data and the process model. Alignments [2]

were developed with the concrete goal to describe and quantify

deviations in a non-ambiguous manner. Computing alignments

has rapidly turned into the de facto standard conformance

checking technique [3]. Moreover, alignments serve as a

basis for other process mining methods that link event data

to process models, e.g., they support performance analysis,

decision mining [4], business process model repair [5], and

prediction techniques. However, alignment computations may

be time-consuming for real large event data.
In some scenarios, the diagnostic information that is pro-

duced by alignments is not required and we simply need an

objective measure of model quality to compare process mod-

els, i.e., the alignment value. Moreover, in many applications,

it is required to compute alignment values several times. For

example, if we aim to discover an appropriate process model

from event data, it is required to discover several process mod-

els using various process discovery algorithms with different

settings, and, measure how each process model fits, w.r.t., the

event data, i.e., by applying alignment techniques. As normal

alignment methods take a considerable time for large real event

data, analyzing many candidate process models is impractical.

Therefore, by decreasing the alignment computation time, it

is possible to consider more candidate process models in a

limited time. Thus, by having an approximated conformance

value, we are able to find a suitable process model faster. By

providing bounds, we guarantee that the accurate alignment

value does not exceed a range of values, and, consequently

we determine if it is required to do further analysis or not,

which saves a considerable amount of time. Thus, it is valuable

to have a quick approximated conformance value and it is

excellent worth to let users adjust the level of approximation.

It is shown in [6] that using the edit distance function,

a subset of model behaviors can be used instead of the

process model for conformance approximation. It suggests to

sample some behaviors from the event log and approximate

their alignments. In this paper, we extend the previous work

by proposing to use process model simulation (i.e., some

of its possible executable behaviors) to create a subset of

process model behaviors. The core idea of this paper is to

have simulated behaviors close to the recorded behaviors in

the event log. Moreover, we provide bounds for the actual

conformance value. Using the proposed method, users are able

to adjust the amount of process model behaviors considered

in the approximation, which affects the computation time

and the accuracy of alignment values and their bounds. As

the proposed method just uses the simulated behaviors for

conformance approximation, it is independent of any process

model notation. Because we use the edit distance function and

do not compute any alignment, even if there is no reference

process model and just some of the correct behaviors of the

process (e.g., some of the valid variants) are known, the

proposed method is able to approximate the conformance

value. The method additionally returns problematic activities,

based on their deviation rates.

We implemented the proposed method using both the

ProM [7] and RapidProM [8] platforms. Moreover, we applied

it to several large real event data and process models. We

also compared our approach with the state-of-the-art alignment

approximation method [6]. The results show that the proposed

simulation method improves the performance of the confor-

mance checking process while providing approximations close

to the actual values.
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec-

tion II, we discuss related work. Section III defines preliminary

notation. We explain the proposed method in Section IV and

evaluate it in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper and

presents some future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we explain some conformance checking

and simulation techniques in the process mining domain. For

a complete overview of conformance checking techniques

in process mining, we refer to [9] and [10]. Early work

in conformance checking uses token-based replay [11]. This

technique replays a trace of executed events from the event

log on a Petri net and adds missing tokens if transitions

are not able to fire. After the replay phase, the conformance

statistic is computed based on remaining and missing tokens.

Alignments were introduced in [12] and have rapidly devel-

oped into the standard conformance checking technique [3].

In [13] and [14], decomposition techniques are proposed for

alignment computation. Applying decomposition techniques

generally improves computation time. These techniques use

the divide-and-conquer paradigm. However, these techniques

are primarily beneficial when there are lots of unique activities

in the process [15]. The authors in [3] and [16] also propose to

incrementally compute prefix-alignments, and providing real-

time conformance checking for event data streams. Recently, a

general stochastic conformance checking method is proposed

in [17] which requires a stochastic process model that is not

available in many cases.

Some research has been done to approximate the alignment

value. [18] uses deep learning to approximate alignment statis-

tics. Moreover, a recursive general approach for approximating

the alignment, i.e., computation of near-optimal alignments,

has been proposed in [19]. Moreover, [20] uses a statistical

trace sampling approach that approximates the conformance

value without proving bounds for the actual alignment value.

The authors of [21] suggest a conformance approximation

method that applies relaxation labeling methods to a par-

tial order representation of a process model. Similar to the

previous method, it does not provide any guarantee for the

approximated value. Furthermore, it needs to preprocess the

process model each time. Finally, [6] recommends using a

subset of model behaviors for conformance approximation and

bounds for the actual value. It suggests applying the alignment

technique for some traces to build the subset of model behav-

iors. In this paper, we propose a guided simulation method to

build the subset of model behavior to generate behaviors that

are closer to recorded behaviors in the event data. Unlike many

conformance checking methods, this method is independent of

process model notation and considers a process model as a set

of possible behaviors.

Different approaches to simulation in process mining have

been proposed. These approaches are mostly at an instance

level, i.e., a detailed level such as the framework presented

in [22], which uses the process detailed information to create

a CPN model for simulation. Moreover, [23] recommends an

approach to simulate an event log based on a given (stochastic)

process model. In [24], a simulation approach to simulate

business process models that uses information in event logs

is proposed. Another direction of the simulation in process

mining is an aggregated level simulation, e.g., [25], in which

the system dynamics modeling technique is introduced for

“what-if” analysis in processes.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we briefly introduce basic process mining

and, specifically, conformance checking terminology and no-

tations that ease the readability of this paper.

Given a set X , a multiset B over X is a function

B : X→N≥0 that allows certain elements of X to appear

multiple times. We write a multiset as B=[ek1
1 , ek2

2 , ..., ekn
n ],

where for 1≤i≤n, we have B(ei)=ki with ki∈N≥0. If ki=1,

we omit its superscript, and if for some e∈X we have B(e)=0,

we omit it from the multiset notation. B={e∈X|B(e)>0} is

the set of unique elements present in the multiset. The set of

all multisets over a set X is written as B(X).
A sequence of length n over members of set X is a function

σ:{1, 2, ..., n}→X which defines the occurrence order of

elements of set X . We show a sequence using the notation

σ=〈s1, ..., sn〉 where si=σ(i), for 1≤i≤n. We denote with

si∈σ that si is an element of the sequence σ. Moreover, the

set of all possible sequences over set X is shown by X∗.
The empty sequence is denoted with ε. Furthermore, |σ| indi-

cates the length of sequence σ, e.g., |〈a, d, d, e〉|=4. Function

hd : X∗×N≥0→X∗, returns the “head” of a sequence, i.e.,

given a sequence σ∈X∗, hd(σ, k)=〈s1, s2, .., sk〉, i.e., the se-

quence of the first k elements of σ. If k≥|σ|, then hd(σ, k)=σ.

Symmetrically, tl : X∗×N≥0→X∗ returns the “tail” of a se-

quence and is defined as tl(σ, k)=〈sn−k+1, sn−k+2, ..., sn〉,
i.e., the sequence of the last k elements of σ. If k≥|σ|,
tl(σ, k)=σ. We define that hd(σ, 0)=tl(σ, 0)=ε. The concate-

nation of two sequences σ1 and σ2 with length m and n is

sequence σ3=σ1·σ2 with length m+n where σ3(i)=σ1(i) for

1≤i≤m and σ3(i)=σ2(i−m) for m+1≤i≤m+n. A subse-

quence σs of σ is obtained by removing |σ|−|σs| elements of

σ where the result equals σs. For example, 〈b, d〉 is a subse-

quence of 〈a, b, c, d, e〉. Moreover, σ′ is a strict subsequence

of sequence σ if there exist σ1 and σ2 such that σ=σ1·σ′·σ2
and we denote it by σ′�σ ; furthermore, if σ1=ε, we say that

σ′ is a prefix of σ.

Having two sequences, function ω:X∗×X∗→X∗ re-

turns one of the longest common subsequence of them.

For example, ω(〈a, b, d, e〉, 〈c, a, d, f, e〉)=〈a, d, e〉. Finally,

fq:X∗×X∗→N≥0 is a function that returns how many

times in a sequence a subsequence is present. For example,

fq(〈d, a, d, e〉, 〈d〉)=2.

Event logs are the starting point of many process mining al-

gorithms. For alignment computation, we just use the control-

flow information of the event logs. Therefore, we define an

event log as follows.

Definition 1 (Event Log): Let A be the universe of activities

and A⊆A is a set of activities. An event log is a multiset of
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sequences over A, i.e., L∈B(A∗). Moreover, we refer to each

σ∈L as a ”variant” whereas L(σ) denotes how many traces

of the form σ are presented within the event log. Moreover,

|L| refers to the number of variants in the event log.

For example, in the event log that is presented in Figure 1,

A={a, b, c, d, e}, |L|=5, and L(〈a, b, e〉)=2.

There are many notations to describe the possible behaviors

described by a process model. Here, we define a process model

using a set of all its possible replayable behaviors as follows.

Definition 2 (Process Model): Let A be the universe of

activities and A⊆A is a set of activities. A process model is

a set of sequences over A, i.e., M⊆A∗.
For example, in the process model that is presented in Fig-

ure 1 in a Petri net notation, we have 〈a, b, d, b, c, e〉∈M ,

〈a, b, e〉∈M , and 〈a, b, d, b, e〉∈M . Note that in case of having

an unbounded loop in a process model, Set M is infinite.

As we define event logs and process models as collections

of sequences of activities, we are able to use edit distance and

the optimal alignment functions to compute their alignment.

Definition 3 (Edit Distance and Optimal Alignment
Cost): Let A be a set of activities and σl, σm∈A∗
be two traces. 
:A∗×A∗→N≥0 is a function such that


(σl, σm)=|σl|+|σm|−2×|ω(σl, σm)| returns the minimal

number of required edits to transform σl to σm. In addition,

we define δ:A∗×A∗→B(A)×B(A) that returns two multisets

of synchronous and asynchronous moves. Synchronous moves

correspond to one of the longest common subsequences of

the given sequences and asynchronous moves represents the

edited activities that are required to transform subsequences.

Moreover, Γ:A∗×P(A∗)→N≥0 is a function that returns the

minimum number of edits to transfer a trace to one of the

traces in a set of traces, i.e., the optimal alignment cost.

For example, 
(〈a, b, d, b, e〉, 〈a, c, d, e〉)=3 that corresponds

two deletions (i.e., b) and one insertion (i.e., c). Therefore,

δ(〈a, b, d, b, e〉, 〈a, c, d, e〉)=([a, d, e], [b2, c]). By using�1 and

�2, we retrieve the synchronous and asynchronous moves

respectively. For example, ([a, d, e], [b2, c1])�2=[b2, c] are the

asynchronous moves. Note that, there may exist more than one

longest common subsequence for two sequences and the δ is

non-deterministic. Moreover, for the model that is presented

in Figure 1, Γ(〈a, c, e〉,M)=1 that corresponds to transfer

〈a, c, e〉 to 〈a, b, c, e〉∈M or 〈a, c, b, e〉∈M . In [6], it is shown

that Γ(σ,M) equal to the optimal alignment cost.

To compute the fitness value of a trace and a model we use

the following equation.

fitnessTrace(σL,M) =
Γ(σL,M)

|σL|+Ms

(1)

In the above equation, Ms= min
σ∈M

(|σ|) is the length of the

shortest trace in the model. To compute the fitness value of an

event log and a process model, we use the following formula.

Fitness(L,M) =

∑

σ∈L

L(σ)×fitnessTrace(σ,M)

∑

σ∈L

L(σ)
(2)

Figure 1: An example event log, a Petri net, and a prefix tree.

Figure 2: A schematic view of the proposed method.

IV. APPROXIMATING ALIGNMENTS USING SUBSET OF

MODEL BEHAVIOR

In this section, we present the proposed conformance ap-

proximation method. We aim to approximate the alignment

value without any alignment computation. A schematic view

of this method is shown in Figure 2. We first analyze the

event log; then, based on the probabilities of subsequences,

we provide characteristics of the process model using the

simulation method. Afterwards, based on these characteristics,

we provide prefixes for the alignment approximation. In the

following, each stage is explained in more details.

A. Event log analysis

In this stage, we traverse the event log to find all the activ-

ities and variants in the event log. Moreover, we compute the

occurrence probability of different sequences with a specific

length. These probabilities guide the simulation algorithm to

generate model traces close to the available traces in the event

log. The occurrence probability of a subsequence σ′∈A∗ is

computed as follows.

Prob(σ
′
, L)=

∑

σ∈L

L(σ)× fq(σ, σ′)

∑

σ∈L

(
∑

σ”�σ∧ |σ”|=|σ′|
(L(σ)× fq(σ, σ”))

(3)

For example, for the event log that is presented

in Figure 1, Prob(〈a, b, c〉, L)= 10
10+10+3+3+3+2 or

Prob(〈a, b, c, e〉, L)= 10
10+3+3 . By getting the maximum

length of subsequence from the user, we are able to compute

the probabilities of them.

B. Simulation

The input of the simulation algorithm is a process model

and an event log and it provides a Model Characterization that

is defined as follows.

Definition 4 (Model Characterization): Let M⊆A∗ be a

process model, a 4-tuple MC=(SL, Pk, k,Ms) be a model

characterization of M , where SL⊆M is a subset of model

traces and Ms= min
σ∈M

(|σ|) is the length of the shortest trace in

model M. Moreover, Pk={hd(σ, i)|σ∈M ∧ i ≤ k} is the set

of all prefixes in M with length less or equal to k.
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To simulate the process model, we use a prefix tree. In

Figure 1 a process model and a part of its prefix tree are

shown. We consider sequence σ′ as a prefix of model M if

∃σ∈M∧l∈N≥0
(hd(σ, l)=σ′). We use Pk to show the informa-

tion of the prefix tree that contains all the observed prefixes.

Most process model notations, e.g., BPMN and Petri net,

allow us to clarify which activities are executable after the

execution of sequence of activities (i.e., a prefix). Thus, we

define prefix extension as follows.

Definition 5 (Prefix extension): Let A be a set of

activities and let σ′∈A∗ be a sequence of activities

and let M⊆A∗ be a process model. The prefix ex-

tension function α:A∗×P(A∗) →P(A∗) returns the set of

all possible extensions of prefix σ′. In other words,

α(σ′,M)={σ′·〈a〉|∃σ∈M (σ′·〈a〉=hd(σ, |σ′|+1)}.
For example, if M is corresponding to the

process model that is presented in Figure 1,

α(〈a, b〉,M)={〈a, b, c〉, 〈a, b, d〉, 〈a, b, e〉}.
The simulation algorithm starts with initializing P={ε} and

SL ={}. At each step, we select one of the non-extended

prefixes in P and discover all its possible extensions, i.e.,

α(σ′,M), and append them to P . Moreover, if any of the

newly extended prefixes are complete trace, we append them

to SL. Therefore, the updated sets are P=P∪(α(σ′,M)) and

SL=SL∪{σ∈α(σ′,M)|σ∈M}. Note that a prefix σ′∈P is

non-extended if �σ”∈P\{σ′} (σ′=hd(σ”, |σ′|)).
The simulation method is guided to select the prefix

with the highest probability according to Equation 3.

In this regard, for all non-extended prefixes in P , the

method computes Prob(tl(σ′, l), L), where l indicates the

maximum length of subsequences that is given by the

user. For example, in Figure 1, if P={ε, 〈a〉, 〈a, b〉, 〈a, c〉},
we know that 〈a, b〉 and 〈a, c〉 are non-extended prefixes.

Therefore, the method chooses 〈a, b〉 which has a higher

probability in the event log. By extending this prefix, we

have P={ε, 〈a〉, 〈a, b〉, 〈a, c〉}∪{〈a, b, c〉, 〈a, b, d〉, 〈a, b, e〉},
and SL={〈a, b, e〉}.

By having the k value, we guarantee that all possible

prefixes of the model with length less or equal to k are present

in Pk. The proposed simulation method finds k based on the

length of the shortest non-extended prefix in P .

We continue the simulation procedure until at least one

of the following conditions is satisfied: 1) the number of

simulated traces, i.e., |SL| reaches to the simulation size, i.e.,

given by the user 2) there exist no non-extended prefix in P
which means we could not simulate any new traces 3) having

k≥2×max
σ∈L

(|σ|)+Ms that indicates all the unseen prefixes are

longer than two times of the longest trace in the event log plus

the shortest path in the model. In the next subsection, we prove

that if we have the third condition, we are able to find the

optimal alignment cost using the simulated traces. Moreover,

we use Pk notation to show a set of all observed prefixes with

length less or equal to k where Pk={σ′∈P | |σ′|≤k}.
To sum up, the output of the simulation stage is

MC=(SL, Pk, k,Ms). Note that any other simulation method

that generates a model characterization can be used in the

proposed approximation method. For example, it is possible

to extend the prefix tree in a breadth first traversal order.

If the simulation method could not guarantee to have a set

of complete prefixes with a specific length, we should use

Pk={ε} and k=0 in the corresponding MC.

C. Computing Alignment Cost Bounds and Approximation

In this stage, for each variant σ∈L, we compute the

bounds and an approximation for its alignment cost based

on a model characterization MC=(SL, Pk, k,Ms) which can

be produced by any simulation method. Thus, the proposed

approach is independent of the process model notation and

the simulation method to provide bounds and approximation

values. Here, we first explain how to compute the upper and

lower bounds; then, the approximation method is described.

Upper bound: For the upper bound of the alignment cost,

we compute UB(MC,σ)=Γ(σ, SL). It is shown in [6] that

Γ(σ, SL)≥Γ(σ,M) as Γ returns the distance of the most

similar trace and SL⊆M . In the following, we prove that if

k≥2×|σ|+Ms, then Γ(σ, SL) returns the optimal alignment.

Note that by having Pk, SL contains all the model traces with

length less or equal to k.

Lemma 1 (Maximum required length of prefixes):
We know that Γ(σ,M)≤|σ|+Ms. Suppose that σ′m∈M
corresponds to the optimal alignment of σ, i.e.,

Γ(σ,M)=
(σ, σ′m). Therefore, 
(σ, σ′m)≤|σ|+Ms and

according to Definition 3, |σ|+|σ′m|−2×|ω(σ, σ′m)|≤|σ|+Ms.

Note that the maximum length of the longest common

subsequence of two sequences is at most the length of the

shorter sequence. Thus, in the worst case, |σ′m|≤2×|σ|+Ms.

Therefore, the length of the model trace corresponds to the

optimal alignment of trace σ should be less or equals to

2×|σ|+Ms. In other words, if k≥2×max
σ∈L

(|σ|)+Ms, we re-

turn the actual fitness value using SL.

Lower bound: For the lower bound, we use the maximum

value of three values, i.e., LB(MC,σ)=Max(lb1, lb2, lb3).
let A′⊆A be the set of all activities in the model,

lb1(MC,σ)=|σ|−|σ�A′ | where σ �A′ is a projection of se-

quence σ on activities in set A′. It means if we have some

activities in the trace that are not present in the model, we

can easily consider them as asynchronous moves. Moreover,

as discussed in [6], lb2(MC,σ)=max(Ms−|σ �A′ |, 0) is a

lower bound for the optimal alignment cost that is useful

if the length of the trace is shorter than the shortest path

in the model. Note that both lb1 and lb2 are independent

from the simulation result. Finally, we compute the third

lower bound as lb3(MC,σ)=Γ(hd(σ, k), Pk). As we have all

possible prefixes of model M with length less or equal to

k in Pk, lb3 computes the minimum number of edits that

is required to have a valid prefix for trace σ. As ε∈Pk, we

always have 0≤lb3(MC,σ)≤min(k, |σ|). All lb1, lb2 and lb3
are valid lower bounds for the actual alignment cost; therefore,

we use the highest number to have a tighter bound.

Approximation: In both SL and L, because of the presence

of loops in the process, it is possible that a subsequence is
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Table I: Result of using the proposed approximation method for the event log that is given in Figure 1, using model

characterization MC=({〈a, b, e〉}, {ε, 〈a〉, 〈a, b〉, 〈a, c〉}, 2, 3}.
Trace/ Event Log Γ(σ,M) Γ(σ, SL) Actual Fitness Lower Bound Fitness Upper Bound Fitness Approximated Fitness Frequency

〈a, b, c, e〉 0 1 1.0 0.857 1.0 0.857 10

〈a, e〉 1 1 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 4

〈a, c, b, d, e〉 1 2 0.875 0.75 1 0.75 3

〈a, b, e〉 0 0 1 1 1 1 2

〈d, e〉 3 3 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.4 1

L ∼ ∼ 0.921 0.821 0.94 0.821 ∼

present several times in a trace. The repetitive patterns increase

the number of unique behaviors which leads to inaccurate

approximations considering a constant MC. We define the

repetitive patterns of a sequence as follows.

Definition 6 (Repetitive Patterns): Let σ∈X∗ be a sequence.

Given a non-empty strict subsequence σ′�σ, we call σ′ a

repetitive pattern if σ′·σ′�σ. Moreover, we define function

λ:X∗→P(X∗) that receives a sequence and returns the set of

all repetitive patterns in it.

For instance, we have λ(〈a, d, d, d, d, e〉)={〈d〉, 〈d, d〉} and

λ(〈a, f, g, f, g, e〉)={〈f, g〉}.
To deal with the problem of the existence of repetitive

patterns, we propose to compress sequences and keep only

one repetition of repetitive patterns. The sequence compression

function is defined as follows.

Definition 7 (Sequence Compression): Let σ′ be a repet-
itive pattern of σ and σ=σ1·σ′..σ′·σ2. We say that σc is a

compression of σ by σ′ if σc=σ1·σ′·σ2·. Moreover, we define

sequence compression function θ:(X∗\{ε})×(X∗\{ε})→X∗

is a function such that θ(σ, σ′)=σc.

Therefore, if θ(σ, σ′)=σc, then σ′ �∈λ(σc). For example,

θ(〈a, d, d, d, d, e〉, 〈d〉)=〈a, d, e〉.
To approximate the alignment cost, we consider both

original and compressed traces of the simulated log

and the original event log. Therefore, we compute

Apx(MC,σ)= min
σ”∈{θ(σ,σ′)|σ′∈λ(σ)}

(Γ(σ”, SL∪SLc)). How-

ever, by compressing the traces, it is possible to remove

some asynchronous moves which causes to have approxi-

mated alignment cost smaller than the lower bound. There-

fore, if the computed Apx(MC,σ)<LB(MC,σ), we use

Apx(MC,σ)=LB(MC,σ)+UB(MC,σ)
2 .

To compute the fitness bounds and approximation for traces,

UB, Apx, and LB values should be used instead of Γ(σ,M)

in Equation 1, e.g., fitnessLB(MC,σ)=UB(MC,σ)
|σ|+Ms

. To com-

pute the lower bound for the fitness we need to use UB and to

have the fitness upper bound, LB should be used. Moreover,

to have fitness bounds and approximation for an event log

and a model characterization, we use the weighted average of

values for the variants in the event log similar to Equation 2,

e.g., FitnessApx(L,MC) =

∑

σ∈L

L(σ)×fitnessAPX(MC,σ)

∑

σ∈L

L(σ) .

In Table I, the computed bounds and the approximated

fitness value for each variant and the overall event log of

Figure 1 is given based on having only one simulated trace and

k=2, i.e., MC=({〈a, b, e〉}, {ε, 〈a〉, 〈a, b〉, 〈a, c〉}, 2, 3}. The

approximated fitness is 0.821 and the proposed fitness bounds

are 0.94 and 0.821. By increasing |SL|, we expect to have

Table II: The real event logs that are used in the experiment.

Artificial start and end activities are inserted in all the traces.

Event Log Activities# Traces# Variants#
BPIC-2012 [26] 25 13087 4336

BPIC-2017 [27] 28 31509 15930

BPIC-2018-Inspection [28] 17 5485 3190

BPIC-2019 [29] 44 251734 11973

Hospital-Billing [30] 20 100000 1020

RTFM [31] 13 150370 231

Sepsis [32] 18 1050 846

more accurate approximations and bounds. Furthermore, using

the δ function, we find the number of asynchronous moves for

each activity which is 1 for a, 2 for b, c, and d, and 0 for e.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we aim to explore the accuracy and the

performance of the proposed method. We first explain the

implementation and the experimental setting. Thereafter, the

experimental results and a discussion of results are provided.

A. Implementation

To apply the proposed conformance approximation method,

we implemented the Conformance Approximation using Sim-
ulation plug-in in the ProM framework1 [7]. It takes an

event log and a process model as inputs and returns the

conformance approximation, its bounds, and the deviation

rates of different activities. In this implementation, we consider

a Petri net representation. However, other notations can be

supported using our proposed method. The given Petri net can

have silent transitions or duplicate labels, however, it should

be sound. The user is able to adjust the maximum number

of the simulated traces. Another parameter of this plug-in

is the maximum length of subsequence in computation of

probabilities according to Equation 3.

To apply the method on various event logs with different

parameters, we ported the developed plug-in to RapidProM,

i.e., an extension of RapidMiner and combines scientific

work-flows with a several process mining algorithms [8].

B. Experimental Setup

We applied the proposed methods on seven different real

event logs. Some information about these logs is given in

Table II. To discover models, we used the Inductive miner [33]

with infrequent thresholds equal to 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7.

In the first experiment, we compared the proposed method

with the sampling method [6] that generates a subset of model

traces by alignment computation of some traces in the event

log. Here, we use its default setting, i.e., computing alignment

1svn.win.tue.nl/repos/prom/Packages/LogFiltering and http://www.
promtools.org/doku.php
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Table III: Comparison of approximating the conformance checking using the proposed simulation method and the sampling

method that is proposed in [6]. For the sampling method, we selected the 10% of the most frequent variants in the event logs

and for the simulation method, we used |SL| equal to the generated model traces by the sampling method.

of 10% of the most frequent variants. However, the generated

model traces using this method could be less than the number

of computed alignments. Therefore, we use the simulation

method with |SL| equal to the number of unique model

behaviors that are generated by sampling method.

In the second experiment, we analyse the effect of changing

the simulation parameters on the accuracy and performance

of the proposed method. Therefore, we used the simula-

tion method with |SL| equals to 100, 500, and 1000 and

the subsequence length equals 1, 2, 3, and 4. Moreover, in

the last experiment, we compared the proposed simulation

method, with a random simulation method. In this regard, we

used the subsequence length equal to 2 and |SL| equal to

10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, and 10000 for Sepsis event log.

In all the experiments and for all methods, we used one

thread of CPU. Moreover, each experiment was repeated four

times, since the conformance checking and simulation times

are not deterministic, and the average values are shown. For

computing the normal conformance checking, we used the

method that is proposed in [34].

To evaluate whether the proposed simulation method is

able to improve the performance of the conformance checking

process, we measure PI= Normal Conformance Time
Approximated Conformance Time

. In this

formula, a higher PI value means conformance is computed

in less time. As both approximation methods need a prepro-

cessing phase (e.g., traversing the event log and computing a

subset of model behaviors), we compute PI considering the

preprocessing time.

The approximation error, i.e., the difference between ap-

proximated fitness value and the actual fitness value shows

how the accuracy of approximation that is computed by

AppxErr=|ActualF itness−AppxFitness|. Also, we mea-

sure the bound width of an approximation by computing

BoundWidth=UBFitness−LBFitness. A tighter bound

width means we have more accurate bounds.

C. Experimental Result and Discussion
In Table III, we show how different approximation methods

improve the performance of conformance checking. For both

sampling and simulation methods, in most of the cases, we

have improvement in the performance of conformance check-

ing (i.e., PI>1). This improvement for the simulation method

is much higher in all the the cases. It is mainly because,

the required time to generate model traces is less than using

alignments. When we have complex process models and large

event logs, the improvement is higher. However, in these cases,

we have a higher approximation error and the provided bounds

are not accurate enough. However, the provided bounds for

the conformance value are always worse when the simulation

method is used. It is because, the sampling method knows the

exact conformance values of the 10% of the most frequent

variants. Due to a Pareto-line distribution a small number of

variants may account for a large number of traces.
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Table IV: Analysing the effect of the simulation size on the

approximation time and the accuracy results. Here, the average

value are shown when the subsequence length for computing

probabilities equals to 2 and IMi=0.2.

The result shows that we are able to have more accurate

approximations using the simulation method specifically when

we have more precise process models (that are discovered

using a higher threshold in the Inductive miner) even with

just few simulated traces. Note that the corresponding model

behavior for alignment of several variants may be similar.

Therefore, the sampling method usually generates fewer model

traces compared to the number of computed alignments. For

example, for RFTM event log and process model that is

discovered using IMi=0.7, it computed alignments of 24
variants to generate 6 model traces.

For some logs, none of the methods are able to provide

accurate bounds (with the applied setting). Specifically, when

the process model is imprecise, the output of the proposed

method is not accurate. The simulation of an imprecise process

model usually generates many behaviors that may be far from

variants that are in the event log. Thus, the provided bounds

are far from each other which is a limitation of our method. To

have more accurate results in these cases, we should simulate

more traces that decrease the performance improvement.

In the next experiment, we analyze the effect of the number

of simulated traces on the simulation and approximation times

and the accuracy of the approximation. In this experiment, we

considered subsequences in Equation 3 equals to 2 and used

the process models with threshold equals to 0, 2.

The results of this experiment are shown in Table IV. The

results indicate that increasing the size of |SL| increases the

required time for simulation and finding the distance of the

most similar trace (i.e., the Approximation time). Results show

that for some event logs which have simple structured process

models, e.g., RTFM, even with 100 simulated traces, we are

able to detect accurate conformance value. Moreover, for some

Table V: Comparison of using the proposed simulation method

with random simulation technique [6] for Sepsis event log

when the Inductive miner with threshold 0.2 is used.

event logs, it is not possible to generate the specified number

of unique model traces, which is the reason that PI does

not decrease as expected. Also, by increasing the size of the

simulated traces, we provide more accurate approximations

and bounds. Therefore, the user is able to trade-off between the

performance improvement and accuracy of the approximated

value by adjusting this parameter. We also conducted a similar

experiment for analyzing the effects of changing the length of

subsequences when we compute probabilities. We found that

this parameter has no significant impact on the performance of

the proposed method. However, when |SL| is low, the length

of subsequence affects the accuracy of approximation value

and the provided bounds.

Finally, we analyzed the effect of considering log behaviors

in the simulation process on the accuracy of provided confor-

mance approximation and its bounds. As the base line, we used

the random simulation method that was originally proposed

by [35] and used for conformance checking approximation in

[6]. The results of this experiment are presented in Table V

which show that the proposed method detects more accurate

approximation and bounds. Also, the random sampling method

is faster than our method. It is because there is no need to

have a probability computation in this method and also it may

generate traces that are already presented in SL.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an approximation method for

computing conformance values including providing upper and

lower bounds based on process model simulation. We consider

a process model as a set of all possible behaviors than can be

executed by the process. This assumption allows us to obtain

conformance checking results even for the cases that we do

not have a descriptive process model. Using the simulation

method, we generate a subset of the model’s behaviors. We

guide the simulation method to generate traces that are more

similar to the recorded behaviors in the event log. We apply

these simulated traces for approximating the conformance

value using the edit distance function. Moreover, the method

provides lower and upper bounds for the approximated value

based on the seen simulated behaviors.

To evaluate the proposed method, we implemented our

technique using both ProM and RapidProM and applied our

implementation to seven real event logs and 28 discovered
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process models. The results show that the proposed method

is able to decrease the conformance checking computation

time and simultaneously find approximated values close to the

actual alignment value. We found that when the process model

is imprecise, the accuracy of the approximation degrades.

Furthermore, experiments show that considering behaviors in

the event log in simulation improves the accuracy of the

approximation value and bounds compared to the case that

a process model is simulated randomly.

As future work, we aim to provide a platform in which gives

us qualitative feedback in a faster way. Moreover, it is possible

to provide an incremental approximation tool that increases the

number of simulated traces incrementally and lets the end-user

decide when the accuracy is enough.
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Abstract—The assessment of behavioral rules with respect to a
given dataset is key in several research areas, including declara-
tive process mining, association rule mining, and specification
mining. The assessment is required to check how well a set
of discovered rules describes the input data, as well as to
determine to what extent data complies with predefined rules.
In declarative process mining, in particular, some measures
have been taken from association rule mining and adapted to
support the assessment of temporal rules on event logs. Among
them, support and confidence are used most often, yet they are
reportedly unable to provide a sufficiently rich feedback to users
and often cause spurious rules to be discovered from logs. In
addition, these measures are designed to work on a predefined
set of rules, thus lacking generality and extensibility. In this
paper, we address this research gap by developing a general
measurement framework for temporal rules based on Linear-
time Temporal Logic with Past on Finite Traces (LTLpf ). The
framework is independent from the rule-specification language
of choice and allows users to define new measures. We show
that our framework can seamlessly adapt well-known measures
of the association rule mining field to declarative process mining.
Also, we test our software prototype implementing the framework
on synthetic and real-world data, and investigate the properties
characterizing those measures in the context of process analysis.

Index Terms—Declarative Process Mining, Specification Min-
ing, Association Rule Mining, Quality Measures, Temporal Rules

I. INTRODUCTION

Measuring the degree to which process traces comply with
behavioral rules is key in process analysis branches such as
conformance checking [1], compliance assessment [2], and
discovery of process constraints [3]. To date, several measures
have been defined to this end. Among the most frequently
used measures there are support and confidence. However, their
definition has been customized to the specification languages in
use and even for the specific mining algorithms under analysis.
For instance, there is a significant difference in the definition
of support used in [3] (percentage of traces fully compliant
to a rule) and [4] (percentage of fulfilled triggers of the rule
over the entire log), in a way that the support of rule “If a is
executed, then b will be executed later” on a set of traces like
txa, b, c, dy, xa, b, c, ay, xa, cyu is equal to 0.33 for [3] and 0.5
according to [4]. Furthermore, the definition of those measures
are defined ad hoc for specific sets of rules, like DECLARE [5]
templates. Such issues hinder the fair comparison and eventually
the advancement of rule-based process mining.

A plethora of other measures are available in the context
of association rule mining that are reportedly superior in
comparison to support and confidence [6]. However, these
measures do not take into consideration the temporal dimension,
which is a first-class citizen dimension in process mining.

In this paper, we address this research problem by proposing
a general measurement framework rooted in formal semantics,
specifically in Linear-time Temporal Logic with Past on Finite
Traces (LTLpf ), to express process rules in a reactive form
[7] and abstract from specific rule-specification languages.
More specifically, we show that a fine grained temporal logic
interpretation of any formula in the form “if A then B” allows
us to assess all the available association rule mining measures
as-is for temporal rules.

Towards investigating the implications of using a large set
of available measures on log analysis, we conduct an extensive
set of simulation experiments. Through them, we observe that
the measures respond differently to changes in the behavior
evidenced by event logs, thus suggesting that different measures
can be used to highlight different aspects of a process as per
its recorded executions. Also, we test our implementation of
the framework on both synthetic and real-world data.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion II discusses prior research on measures for declarative
process mining and specification mining. Section III defines
preliminaries upon which we define our framework. Section IV
defines the measurement framework. Section V presents
computational studies of our implementation and Section VI the
results of its application to a series of simulation experiments.
Finally, Section VII summarizes the contribution of this paper
and points to opportunities for future research.

II. RELATED WORK

Temporal logic and declarative specifications have been widely
used to support process discovery and conformance checking.
The assessment of rules with respect to traces is a key
component of all these techniques.

In declarative process discovery, quality measures are used
to prune candidate rules based on user-defined thresholds. This
pruning is used for DECLARE discovery in [3], [4] and for
DCRgraphs discovery in [8]. These techniques are mainly
based on confidence and support measures. Nevertheless, the
use of support and confidence is not sufficient to avoid a large
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number of spurious results, thus threatening their statistical
validity [9]. In addition, the definitions of these metrics are
also different for different techniques. For instance, the support
measure presented in [3] is different from the support of [4].
Also, both are defined for the sole DECLARE template set.

In the area of conformance checking, de Leoni et al. [1] use
alignments and fitness to measure the degree of conformance
of a DECLARE model with respect to an execution trace.
Polyvyanyy et al. [10] rely on entropy to measure precision
and recall of both procedural and declarative models. Finally,
Burattin et al. [11] use specific measures like fulfillment ratio
and violation ratio based on the evaluation of the number of
activations of a rule that lead to a fulfillment and the number of
activations that lead to a violation in a log. Quality measures are
critical for all these techniques. However, the metrics provided
in these works are bound to the specific techniques and the
precise modeling languages used. Also, those techniques do
not provide a general measurement framework that can be
applied for any type of temporal-logic rule.

In software engineering, a number of works employ tech-
niques for the discovery and quality assessment of temporal
patterns. This stream of research is called specification mining.
Yang et al. [12] discover 2-value temporal patterns using
a trace measure that quantifies partial satisfactions of a
rule. Yet, the technique lacks generality as it is limited
only to alternation patterns (similar to ALTERNATERESPONSE
and ALTERNATEPRECEDENCE in Table I) and the adopted
computation heuristics are tailored to the software domain.
Le et al. [6] emphasize the limits of using only support
and confidence measures and investigate properties of other
measures reviewed in [13]. Their results demonstrate that there
are several measures outperforming support and confidence,
and that the combination of different measures yields better
results. However, they limit their study to 2-value temporal
patterns (specifically, RESPONSE and PRECEDENCE in Table I).
Furthermore, their computation of the probability for a temporal
specification is based on a sliding window technique [14]: the
traces are read in chunks of the size of a given window, then the
probability of a rule is the percentage of windows in which it
is valid. They test the effect of different window sizes, showing
that their results depend not only on the input rules and the
data, but also on this parameter selection. Lemieux et al. [15]
extend specification mining to arbitrary Linear Temporal Logic
(LTL) specifications (implicitly on finite traces) beyond 2-value
templates. Yet, they resort only on support and confidence
measures to prune uninteresting results, thus incurring in the
already mentioned statistical limits [9].

In summary, we observe that measures are largely used as a
tool to support research, but they are hardly made subject to
evaluative research themselves. Next, we define preliminaries
for a framework to assess various measures.

III. PRELIMINARIES

As the formal foundations of our framework, we consider rules
specified in Linear Temporal Logic on Finite Traces (LTLf )
[16], as used in DECLARE [5], [17]. LTLf has exactly the

Table I: Some DECLARE constraints expressed as RCons

Constraint LTLf expression [16] RCon

PARTICIPATIONpaq ♦a tStart �̋ ♦a

INITpaq a tStart �̋ a

ENDpaq l♦a tEnd �̋ a

ATMOSTONEpaq lpa Ñ lp ♦aqq a �̋ lp ♦aq

RESPONDEDEXISTENCEpa, bq ♦a Ñ ♦b a �̋ p♦b_ ♦bq

RESPONSEpa, bq lpa Ñ ♦bq a �̋ ♦b

ALTERNATERESPONSEpa, bq lpa Ñ ♦bq^lpa Ñ lp a W bqq a �̋ lp a U bq

CHAINRESPONSEpa, bq lpa Ñ ♦bq ^lpa Ñ lbq a �̋ lb

PRECEDENCEpa, bq  b W a b �̋ ♦a

ALTERNATEPRECEDENCEpa, bq p b W aq^lpb Ñ lp b W aqq b �̋ ap b S aq

CHAINPRECEDENCEpa, bq p b W aq ^lplb Ñ aq b �̋ aa

same syntax of LTL [18]. Its semantics is interpreted on finite
traces, and hence takes into account that business processes are
assumed to terminate sooner or later [19]. DECLARE focuses
on some specific LTLf formulas. Table I illustrates some of
the most important rules for business process modeling.

Specifically useful for our purposes is LTLpf , which is an
extension of LTLf supporting the expression of properties
of the past (hence the “p” suffix) [7]. Well-formed LTLpf
formulae are built from an alphabet Σ Ě tau of propositional
symbols and are closed under the boolean connectives, the
unary temporal operators l (next) and a (previous), the binary
temporal operators U (Until) and S (Since):

ϕ ::“ a|p ϕq|pϕ1 ^ ϕ2q|plϕq|pϕ1 U ϕ2q|paϕq|pϕ1 S ϕ2q.

From these basic operators, it is possible to derive: classical
boolean abbreviations True, False,_,Ñ; constant tEnd, verified
as  lTrue, denoting the last instant of a trace; constant tStart,
verified as  a True, denoting the first instant of a trace; ♦ϕ
as True U ϕ indicating that ϕ holds true eventually before
tEnd; ϕ1 W ϕ2 as pϕ1 U ϕ2q _ lϕ1, which relaxes U
as ϕ2 may never hold true; ♦ϕ as True S ϕ indicating that
ϕ holds true eventually in the past after tStart; lϕ as  ♦ ϕ
indicating that ϕ holds true from the current instant till tEnd;
aϕ as  ♦ ϕ indicating that ϕ holds true from tStart to the
current instant.

Given a finite trace t of length n P N, an LTLpf formula
ϕ is satisfied in a given instant i (1 ď i ď n) by induction of
the following:
t, i |ù True; t, i * False;
t, i |ù a iff tpiq is assigned with a;
t, i |ù  ϕ iff t, i * ϕ;
t, i |ù ϕ1 ^ ϕ2 iff t, i |ù ϕ1 and t, i |ù ϕ2;
t, i |ù lϕ iff i ă n and t, i` 1 |ù ϕ;
t, i |ù aϕ iff i ą 1 and t, i´ 1 |ù ϕ;
t, i |ù ϕ1 U ϕ2 iff t, j |ù ϕ2 with i ď j ď n, and t, k |ù ϕ1

for all k s.t. i ď k ă j;
t, i |ù ϕ1 S ϕ2 iff t, j |ù ϕ2 with 1 ď j ď i, and t, k |ù ϕ1

for all k s.t. j ă k ď i.
A formula ϕ is satisfied by a trace t, written t |ù ϕ iff t, 1 |ù ϕ.
One of the central properties of LTLpf , shared with LTLf , is
that one can compute a deterministic finite state automaton
(DFS) Aϕ such that for every trace t we have t |ù ϕ iff t is
in the language recognized by Aϕ.
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IV. TEMPORAL-EXTENDED MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORK

In this section, we build on LTLpf to develop our measurement
framework. Above, we discussed that relying only on confi-
dence and support measures can produce spurious results [9]
and that various measures beyond them have been proposed in
association rule mining for time-unaware rules [13]. Table II
presents a comprehensive list of those measures. Some of
them, like confidence and support, are used for the temporal
specification of processes, though interpreted in different, ad-
hoc ways [3], [4], [7]. The framework we propose next is
generic as it allows for the usage of any probabilistic measure
(including those of Table II) on any rule for the temporal
specification of processes. To this end, Section IV-A formalizes
the reactive temporal specification of rules, Section IV-B
discusses their probabilistic interpretation, and Section IV-C
defines the overall framework.

A. Reactive Temporal Specification

Our first building block is the concept of Reactive Constraint
(RCon), originally introduced in [7], which we extend here.
A rule typically expresses that the occurrence of certain
preconditions (activation) implies certain consequences (target).
We codify such intuition in RCons based on LTLpf .

Definition 4.1 (Reactive Constraint (RCon)): Given an
alphabet ΣYttStart, tEnd,True, Falseu, let ϕα and ϕτ be LTLpf
formulae over Σ. A Reactive Constraint (RCon) Ψ is a pair
pϕα, ϕτ q hereafter denoted as Ψ fi ϕα �̋ ϕτ .

An RCon is interpreted as follows: each time the activator
is true, the target should be true at that point of the trace. For
example, a ˝� ♦b is an RCon describing that every time a
(the activator, ϕα) is True, then also ♦b (the target, ϕτ ) must
evaluate to True. Because at every event of the trace (i.e., any
point in time) both the activator and target can be either True
or False, the possible evaluation of an RCon can result in either
of the following four combinations.

Definition 4.2 (RCon evaluation): Given an RCon Ψ fi

ϕα ˝� ϕτ and a trace t of length n P N, let ti be the ith

event in the trace (1 ď i ď n). For each ti P t the possible
evaluations of Ψ are:
ϕα “ False, ϕτ “ False if tt, i * ϕα ^ t, i * ϕτu;
ϕα “ False, ϕτ “ True if tt, i * ϕα ^ t, i |ù ϕτu;
ϕα “ True, ϕτ “ False if tt, i |ù ϕα ^ t, i * ϕτu;
ϕα “ True, ϕτ “ True if tt, i |ù ϕα ^ t, i |ù ϕτu.

For example, the first two rows of Table III show the evaluation
of RCon p♦b ^ ♦eq ˝� p c _ ♦fq in each event of trace
xa, b, c, d, f, c, e, c, hy. The constraint states that, between the
execution of tasks b and e, no occurrence of c is expected
unless it is eventually followed by f. Notice that ϕα and ϕτ
are evaluated separately at every event of a trace.

The RCon evaluation can be performed efficiently based
on the automaton-based techniques defined in [7], adapting
it for offline verification. The full description of this aspect
goes beyond the scope of the paper, but we briefly outline
the rationale here. Intuitively, we resort on [7, Theorem 4]: an
RCon can be separated in pure-past, pure-present and pure-
future components. The respective sub-formulas contain only

past temporal operators, none, or only future ones. Therefore,
by mirroring pure-past formulas and reversing their automata, a
single replay of the sub-trace from the beginning to the activator
event keeps track of the truth value of the pure-past formula
till that point. As we know the suffix of the trace, we can
apply the same principle to pure-future formulas too: a single
replay from the end of the trace to the activator event keeps
track of the truth value of the pure-future formula from that
point onwards. In this way, we evaluate any formula at each
event reading the trace only twice: once from tStart to tEnd (past
components) and once from tEnd to tStart (future components).
This implies that the computational cost depends linearly on
the number of events in the event log and the number of rules
to verify. Specifically, given an event log L with |L| traces,
assuming every trace t P L having length up to n events, and
M rules, the cost to verify all rules on L is: Op|L| ˆ nˆMq.

B. Probabilistic interpretation

The evaluation of RCons indicates whether a rule holds true or
false within a trace. In real life, traces often contain noise or
partially deviate from desired process specifications. In such
occasions wherein the trace contains also events that do not
satisfy the rule, we are interested in understanding to what
degree a rule is satisfied. As we have previously defined the
notion of satisfaction for ϕα and ϕτ on single events (Def. 4.2),
we can devise a probabilistic interpretation for RCons over
traces.

Definition 4.3 (Probability of an LTLpf formula): Given an
LTLpf formula ϕ and a trace t of length |t| “ n, we define
the probability of ϕ over t “ xt1, . . . , tny as the proportion of
events ti (i P r1, ns, n P N) satisfying ϕ.

P pϕ, tq “
|ti P r1, ns : t, i |ù ϕu|

n

Definition 4.4 (Probability of LTLpf formulae intersection):
Given two LTLpf formulae ϕ1 and ϕ2 and a trace t of length
n, we define the probability of the intersection of ϕ1 and ϕ2

over t as the proportion of events ti P t satisfying both ϕ1 and
ϕ2.

P pϕ1 X ϕ2, tq “
|ti P r1, ns : t, i |ù ϕ1, t, i |ù ϕ2uu|

n

The probability of all the RCon evaluations follows from the
above definitions.
$
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P p ϕα X ϕτ , tq “
|ti P r1, ns : t, i * ϕα, t, i * ϕτu|

n

P p ϕα X ϕτ , tq “
|ti P r1, ns : t, i * ϕα, t, i |ù ϕτu|

n

P pϕα X ϕτ , tq “
|ti P r1, ns : t, i |ù ϕα, t, i * ϕτu|

n

P pϕα X ϕτ , tq “
|ti P r1, ns : t, i |ù ϕα, t, i |ù ϕτu|

n

For example, Table III shows the probabilities resulting form
the evaluation of RCon p♦b ^ ♦eq ˝� p c _ ♦fq on trace
xa, b, c, d, f, c, e, c, hy. Probabilities defined as above permit the
application, in the context of temporal logic specifications, of
measures defined for association rule mining [13], where an
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Table II: Probabilistic measures from [13] on association rules in the form “if A then B”.

Measure Formula Range

Support P pABq r0, 1s

Confidence/Precision P pB|Aq r0, 1s

Coverage P pAq r0, 1s

Prevalence P pBq r0, 1s

Recall P pA|Bq r0, 1s

Specificity P p B| Aq r0, 1s

Accuracy P pABq ` P p A Bq r0, 1s

Lift/Interest
P pABq

P pAqP pBq
r0,`8q

Leverage P pB|Aq ´ P pAqP pBq r´1, 1s

Added Value/
Change of Support

P pB|Aq ´ P pBq r´1, 1s

Relative risk
P pB|Aq

P pB| Aq
r0,`8q

Jaccard
P pABq

P pAq ` P pBq ´ P pABq
p´8,`8q

Certainty factor
P pB|Aq ´ P pBq

1´ P pBq
p´8,`8q

Ø-Coefficient
(Linear Correlation
Coefficient)

P pABq ´ P pAqP pBq
a

P pAqP pBqP p AqP p Bq
p´8,`8q

Measure Formula Range

Interestingness
Weighting Dependency

pp
P pABq

P pAqP pBq
q
k
´ 1q ˆ P pABqm r0,`8q

Yule’s Q
P pABqP p A Bq ´ P pA BqP p ABq

P pABqP p A Bq ` P pA BqP p ABq
p´8,`8q

Yule’s Y

a

P pABqP p A Bq ´
a

P pA BqP p ABq
a

P pABqP p A Bq `
a

P pA BqP p ABq
p´8,`8q

Klosgen
a

P pABq ˆmaxpP pB|Aq ´ P pBq, P pA|Bq ´ P pAqq r´1, 1s

Gini Index P pAq ˆ pP pB|Aq2 ` P p B|Aq2q +

P p Aq ˆ pP pB| Aq2 ` P p B| Aq2q

´P pBq2 ´ P p Bq2

r´2, 2s

Collective Strength
P pABq ` P p B| Aq

P pAqP pBq ` P p AqP p Bq
ˆ

1´ P pAqP pBq ´ P p AqP p Bq

1´ P pABq ´ P p B| Aq
p´8,`8q

Laplace Correction
NpABq ` 1

NpAq ` 2
r0.5, 1s

J-Measure P pABq log
P pB|Aq

P pBq
` P pA Bq log

P p B|Aq

P p Bq
p´8,`8q

Two-Way Support
Variation

P pABq log2

P pABq

P pAqP pBq
+ P pA Bq log2

P pA Bq

P pAqP p Bq

+ P p ABq log2

P p ABq

P p AqP pBq
+ P p A Bq log2

P p A Bq

P p AqP p Bq

p´8,`8q

Zhang
P pABq ´ P pAqP pBq

maxpP pABqP p Bq, P pBqP pA Bqq
p´8,`8q

Measure Formula Range

Conviction
P pAqP p Bq

P pA Bq
r0,`8q

Piatetsky-Shapiro P pABq ´ P pAqP pBq r´1, 1s

Cosine
P pABq

a

P pAqP pBq
r0,`8q

Loevinger 1´
P pAqP p Bq

P pA Bq
p´8, 1s

Information Gain log
P pABq

P pAqP pBq
p´8,`8q

Sebag-Schoenauer
P pABq

P pA Bq
r0,`8q

Least Contradiction
P pABq ´ P pA Bq

P pBq
p´8,`8q

Odd Multiplier
P pABqP p Bq

P pBqP pA Bq
r0,`8q

Example and
Counterexample Rate

1´
P pA Bq

P pABq
p´8, 1s

Odds ratio
P pABqP p A Bq

P pA BqP p BAq
r0,`8q

One-Way Support P pB|Aq log2

P pABq

P pAqP pBq
p´8,`8q

Two-Way Support P pABq log2

P pABq

P pAqP pBq
p´8,`8q

Table III: Evaluation (0 is False and 1 is True), probabilistic
interpretation, and statistics computation of a sample of
measures for RCon p♦b^ ♦eq �̋ p c_ ♦fq.

Trace t1 “ x a, b, c, d, f, c, e, c, h y

ϕα: p♦b^ ♦eq 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

ϕτ : p c_ ♦fq 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1

P pϕαq “ 6{9 P p ϕαϕτ q “ 2{9 P p ϕα ϕτ q “ 1{9

P pϕτ q “ 7{9 P pϕα ϕτ q “ 1{9 P pϕαϕτ q “ 5{9

Support: P pϕαϕτ q “ 0.56 Confidence: P pϕτ |ϕαq “ 0.83

Specificity: P p ϕτ | ϕαq “ 0.33 Lift: P pϕαϕτ q{pP pϕαqP pϕτ qq “ 1.07

Event log Support Confidence Specificity Lift
t1 “ xa, b, c, d, f, c, e, c, hy 0.56 0.83 0.33 1.07
t2 “ xb, d, a, f, g, d, e, dy 0.88 1.00 0.00 1.00
t3 “ xa, c, d, b, c, e, f, cy 0.38 1.00 0.20 1.14
t4 “ xb, c, c, e, ay 0.4 0.50 0.00 0.83

Mean 0.55 0.83 0.13 1.01
Standard deviation 0.23 0.24 0.16 0.13

Variance 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.02

antecedent A and a consequent B are defined for every rule
in the form “if A then B”. To that extent, it suffices to map
ϕα to A and ϕτ to B, thus having P pAq as P pϕαq, P pBq as
P pϕτ q, and P pABq as P pϕαXϕτ q. As a result, we can extend
any measure defined for association rules to temporal rules
as well, including those of Table II. For example, Table III
shows few measures computed from the probabilities of RCon
p♦b^ ♦eq �̋ p c_ ♦fq.

C. Measurement system

Given as input an event log L, a set of Reactive Constraints
(RCons) R, and a set of probabilistic measures M, our
framework returns the measurement of every measure in M
for each constraint in R over log L. More precisely, the output
can be reported at three different levels of detail:

Event level: distinct evaluation of ϕα and ϕτ for every
constraint in R on each event of each trace in L;

Trace level: measurement of every measure in M for every
trace in L for every constraint in R;

Event log

Reactive
constraint

Measures

Logical 
evaluation

 Probabilistic
   interpretation Statistics

 t1: A <10001>
     T <10101>
 t2: A <00001111>
     T <11111011>
     …
 tn: A <0010111>
     T <0001011>

      Sup  Conf  …
 t1:  0.7  0.9   …
 t2:  0.3  0.7   …
 tn:  1.0  1.0   …

     Mean Std.Dev … 
Sup  0.50 0.20    …
Conf 0.85 0.10    …
…    …    …       …

Event level Trace level Event log level

Figure 1: Measurement framework pipeline.

Log level: statistical distribution of every measure in M for
every constraint in R.

For example, Table III shows the aggregation of trace-level
measures for RCon p♦b ^ ♦eq ˝� p c _ ♦fq in a log that
consists of 4 traces. Being able to perceive the overall status
of a constraint is as important as the possibility to analyze its
details in single traces. Therefore, we report the entire statistical
distribution of a measure across the log to provide a complete
information spectrum. Figure 1 depicts the pipeline of the
framework from the input to the output. In the first stage, an
RCon is evaluated in each trace of the log. Then, the evaluation
result is used to compute probabilities and measures of the
rule in each trace. In the final stage, the statistical distribution
of each measure over the log is drawn.

The design of the RCons, in particular the choice of
the activators, is crucial for the evaluation and the com-
putation of the measures. Let us take as an example the
constraint RESPONDEDEXISTENCEpa, bq from the repertoire of
DECLARE (see Table I). The classical LTLf formula underlying
RESPONDEDEXISTENCEpa, bq for whole-trace evaluations is
 ♦a _ ♦b [16]. However, the formulation of the rule as an
RCon can lead to different interpretations:

‚ a �̋ p♦b_ ♦bq, i.e., when a occurs, b is expected to occur
somewhere in the trace;

‚ p♦a_ ♦aq �̋ p♦b_ ♦bq, i.e., for every event of the trace
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Table IV: Measurements of a constraint expressed with different
formulations on trace xd, a, b, c, ay.

RCon formulation Evaluation Support
P pϕαϕτ q

Confidence
P pϕτ |ϕαq

a �̋ p♦b_ ♦bq
ϕα: x0, 1, 0, 0, 1y
ϕτ : x1, 1, 1, 1, 1y

2{5 “ 0.4 2{2 “ 1

p♦a_ ♦aq �̋ p♦b_ ♦bq
ϕα: x1, 1, 1, 1, 1y
ϕτ : x1, 1, 1, 1, 1y

5{5 “ 1 5{5 “ 1

True �̋  p♦a_ ♦aq _ p♦b_ ♦bq
ϕα: x1, 1, 1, 1, 1y
ϕτ : x1, 1, 1, 1, 1y

5{5 “ 1 5{5 “ 1

tStart �̋ p ♦a_ ♦bq
ϕα: x1, 0, 0, 0, 0y
ϕτ : x1, 1, 1, 0, 0y

1{5 “ 0.2 1{1 “ 1

such that a occurs either in the past or in the future, also
b should occur somewhere in the trace;

‚ True �̋  p♦a_ ♦aq _ p♦b_ ♦bq, i.e., at every event, if a
occurs in the trace, also b is expected to occur;

‚ tStart �̋ p ♦a_ ♦bq, i.e., at the beginning of the trace, if a
occurs in the trace also b should occur.

All the formulations above are legitimate as they entail that
the occurrence of a in the trace demands the occurrence of b.
However, the difference in the way the activator is represented
turns out to be crucial. The activator, indeed, encodes when
the rule is of interest. For example: are we interested in each
single occurrence of task a or only in its eventual occurrence
in the trace? Do we want the rule to be satisfied in every
point of the trace or just at the beginning of the trace? This
choice has a clear impact on the measures. Table IV presents
the evaluation of a trace with the different formulations seen
above and their measurements for the confidence and support
measures. While they are all perfectly compliant to the trace
(confidence is equal to 1, i.e., each time the activator holds
true, also the target holds true), the support varies considerably,
i.e., the frequency of ϕα X ϕτ . Notice that this phenomenon
comes with neither a good nor with a bad connotation, but
stresses the idea that a full control over the formula implies a
mindful decision about its design and subsequently on picking
the right measures for it.

In summary, we have defined a measurement framework
for declarative specifications defined as Reactive Constraints,
capable of reporting customizable measures at both trace and
event log levels.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We have implemented our measurement framework as a proof-
of-concept software prototype on top of an existing declarative
process specification discovery tool [7]. The Java source-code
can be found at github.com/Oneiroe/Janus. The core software
architecture for the verification of RCons is shared with the
discovery tool. That is why the new and the old software
components are contained in the same repository despite the
independence of the two modules (discovery and measurement).
All the models used in the following experiments are discovered
with [7].

In the remainder of this section, we report on the results of an
experimental investigation on the computational performance
of our implemented framework. In particular, we assess the
performance of the implemented technique against an increase

Table V: The set of DECLARE rules used in the experiments.

INITpaq RESPONSEpe, fq CHAINRESPONSEpo, pq

ENDpbq PRECEDENCEpg, hq CHAINPRECEDENCEpq, rq

ATMOSTONEpcq ALTERNATEPRECEDENCEpi, lq RESPONDEDEXISTENCEps, tq

PARTICIPATIONpdq ALTERNATERESPONSEpm, nq

in the data size (i.e., the size of the event log) and the model
size (i.e., the number of rules) with synthetic event logs. Finally,
we test the performance on a set of real life logs.

We repeated every experiment 10 times to smooth random
factors. The reported results average over the ones of the single
repetitions. The machine used for the experiments was equipped
with an Intel Core i5-7300U CPU at 2.60GHz, quad-core, 16Gb
of RAM and an Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS operating system.

To test the response of our implemented framework against
the input data size, we set up a controlled experiment in which
we first generated logs of varying sizes that are compliant
with a fixed set of rules, resorting on the simulation engine of
MINERful [20]. Thereupon, we computed the measures listed
in Table II against all the rules of a larger test model (not fully
compliant with the event log). For every run, we recorded the
wall-clock time of our prototype.

The starting set of rules stems from the DECLARE repertoire
of templates [5] and is provided in Table V. Notice that the
set contains all the rule templates seen in Table I and is
designed in a way that every constraint insists on different tasks.
The test model consists of 649 constraints extracted by the
discovery algorithm of Janus (setting the support and confidence
threshold parameters to 0.05 and 0.8) from a synthetic event
log of 834 963 events, 500 traces and tasks in ra, zs that is
compliant with the initial model.1 Given the test model obtained
as described above, we performed two tests of 65 iterations
each, based on synthetic event logs that comply with the rules
of Table V, by: (1) increasing the length of the traces (with
a step of 100 events per iteration, keeping the number of
traces per event log equal to 500); (2) increasing the number
of traces in the event log (with a step of 50 new traces per
iteration, keeping the trace lengths between 900 and 1000
events). Figure 2 illustrates the results of both experiments. We
observe that the factor actually influencing the wall-clock time
is the total amount of events rather than the trace length: indeed,
Fig. 2 shows that the recorded timings of both experiments
tend to lie on the same line. This experimental result confirms
the linear relation between the total number of events in the log
and the computational performance illustrated in Section IV-A.

Next, we investigate the response of the framework to an
increase in the model size. To do so, we first generated an
event log containing 1000 traces with a trace length between
100 and 500 events from the simulation of the rules in Table V.
Thereupon, we used the discovery algorithm of Janus to
automatically retrieve different test models with varying levels
of compliance. To that extent, we made the confidence threshold
range from 1.0 (full model compliance), down to 0.0 with a step

1Available at github.com/Oneiroe/Janus/blob/master/tests-SJ2T/model.zip
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Figure 2: The computation time is linearly dependent on the
total number of events in the event log.
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Figure 3: The computation time is linearly dependent on the
total number of rules to check.

of 0.05. The rationale is, the lower the confidence threshold,
the higher the number of constraints in the test model. Then,
we calculated all the measures in Table II for every constraint
of each test model. The time taken for the measurements are
shown in Fig. 3. Notice that the computation time is linearly
dependent on the number of rules to check, thus in line with
the theoretical computational cost exposed in Section IV-A.

To test the performance also in real settings, we calculated
the measurements on 11 openly available BPICs event logs2

plus one event log stemming from a partner of a smart-city
project in which the authors are involved (labelled as “Smart
city” in Table VI). We included the latter event log due to its
considerable size: as it can be noticed from the table, it is the
one bearing the largest amount of events in this experiment.

For each log, we ran the discovery algorithm of Janus in
order to extract a test model to check the event log against.
We tuned the parameters of the discovery algorithm to obtain a
set of rules that are highly compliant (confidence threshold of
0.8), even if not frequent (support threshold of 0.05). Table VI
illustrates the results. For each log we report, along with the
number of traces, tasks and events contained in the log and
the number of rules in the test model, the total time from
the launch to the termination of the software (“Total”), the
time to evaluate the rules on every event (“Checks”), and the

2https://data.4tu.nl/

Table VI: Performance records on real-life datasets.

Event log Traces Tasks Events Rules Total [sec] Check [msec] Measures [msec]

BPIC12 13087 36 262200 519 94.7 20 589.40 70 414.90

BPIC13 cp 1487 7 6660 20 1.3 129.3 274.9

BPIC13 i 7554 13 65533 14 2.6 389.5 666.5

BPIC14 f 41353 9 369485 51 20.6 3871.70 13 477.10

BPIC15 1f 902 70 21656 3856 37.9 13 197.70 22 796.00

BPIC15 2f 681 82 24678 5889 56 19 199.60 35 130.60

BPIC15 3f 1369 62 43786 4098 72.3 24 449.00 45 503.70

BPIC15 4f 860 65 29403 4690 55 18 605.10 34 459.80

BPIC15 5f 975 74 30030 5164 62.9 21 975.00 39 039.20

RTFMP 150370 11 561470 49 62 12 666.30 43 145.40

SEPSIS 1050 16 15214 260 3.1 710.70 1590.70

Smart city 4347 20 692333 292 67 22 226.60 39 295.50

time to compute the measures aggregated by trace and log
(“Measures”). We remark that the wall-clock time remains
within acceptable ranges as the slowest run takes around 1.5
minutes to check about 500 constraints.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we report on experiments that show interesting
implications of having a vast availability of measures with
customization options. We argue that having different measures
yields a more precise characterization of the behavior at hand.
Indeed, different measures respond differently to different
stimuli in the data. To support this claim, we study the variation
in the measures at the injection of specific noise types in the
event log that directly or indirectly affect a constraint, thereby
assessing their sensitivity or resilience to changes. In fact, while
an observable reaction of measures could be desirable when,
e.g., noise reveals a change in the process execution, resilience
could be preferable, for example, when noise stems from a mere
interference or technical issue affecting the information system
that records the log. Ultimately, we observe how different
measures sense different aspects of a constraint, thus confirming
the need of using a multitude of measures and the importance
of a proper selection thereof to conduct an in-depth behavioral
analysis.

We conducted the experiment as follows. We took as
reference model the set of rules in Table V and the synthetic
event log that complies with it.1 Notice that the rules are
designed not to interfere with one another as each of them
insists on different tasks. In this way, it is possible to observe
the response of measures at varying noise levels targeting
one constraint at a time, thus diminishing the effect of cross-
interference. Thereupon, we injected noise in the event log,
resorting on the technique described in [21], and calculated all
the measures in Table II for the reference model. In particular,
we made use of the following types of noise:
Events insertion: spurious events are included in the traces

(mimicking, e.g., double records, alien events, etc.);
Events deletion: events are expunged from the log (mimick-

ing, e.g., missing records, uncommitted transactions, etc.);
White noise: events are randomly inserted and deleted.
Addressing one rule at a time, we studied (1) the direct effect
of noise on that constraint by altering the occurrences of its
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activator and target via insertions and deletions, and (2) the
indirect effect, by altering the occurrences of the other tasks in
the log with white noise. We made the noise spread all over the
log according to a controlled probability variable. For instance,
setting the noise injection as the deletion of occurrences of
task a with a probability of 20% results in the removal of 20%
of the occurrences of task a from the log, picked at random.

More specifically, for every rule in the set of Table V, we ran
a separate experiment for (i) event insertion noise affecting the
activator or (ii) the target, (iii) event deletion noise affecting
the activator or (iv) the target, (v) white noise affecting neither
the activator nor the target. For each of the combinations above,
we let the error-injection probability range from 0 to 100 %
with a step of 10 %. Because of the random factor, we repeated
each experiment 10 times and recorded the average results.

Figure 4 shows the results of such experiments on constraint
RESPONSEpe, fq. Every line corresponds to a measure. The
RESPONSE constraint imposes that the target occurs eventually
after each occurrence of the activator. The plots reveal through
the starting point and the steepness of the slopes in the curves
whether, and to what extent, the corresponding measures
consider the frequency of the events satisfying the activator or
the target in the traces. As it can be seen, the measures shows
different trends for each stimulus.

At large, the RESPONSE constraint appears to be particularly
sensitive to the deletions of the target and influenced by both
the deletions and insertions of the activator, while mostly
insensitive to spurious insertions of the target and white noise.
More specifically, we can derive the following observations.
‚ The deletion of events satisfying the target leads to more

violations of the rule (higher P pϕα ϕτ q), thus the negative
effect is reflected in the drop of many measures based on
P pϕαϕτ q (e.g., confidence, lift, certainty factor). In contrast,
the curves of specificity and accuracy grow because of their
definition bound to P p ϕα ϕτ q.
‚ The deletion of events satisfying the activator, instead,

does not bring more rule violations, but only less satisfactions
(lower P pϕαϕτ q). Therefore, measures such as relative risk,
lift, Zhang, or leverage, decrease. Measures focusing on the
target (e.g., prevalence) are basically unaffected.
‚ The insertion of more events satisfying the target (higher

P pϕτ q) does not influence the frequency with which the
activator is satisfied. Most of the measures are stable, with a
slightly decreasing trend for, e.g., lift or accuracy.
‚ The insertion of more events satisfying the activator is

less characterizing, as the new elements may bring both new
rule satisfactions (higher P pϕαϕτ q) and violations (higher
P pϕα ϕτ q). That is why many measures show an increasing
trend (e.g., cosine or Laplace), while others oscillate around the
initial value (e.g., confidence). Even the most visible downward
trends (see certainty factor, Zhang and Ylue’s Y and Q) do
not show a totally smooth trend.
‚ Lastly, the constraint is mostly stable against random

alterations that affect neither the activator nor the target.
The satisfactions and violations remain constant, whilst the
only increase is in P p ϕαϕτ q and P p ϕα ϕτ q. The slight

fluctuations of the measures are due to the variation in the
number of events in the traces.

Because of space limits, we cannot illustrate the results for
the other rules of Table V. The interested reader can find them
at github.com/Oneiroe/Janus/blob/master/tests-SJ2T/NOISE-
INJECTION-PLOTS.zip. Overall, generalizing from this spe-
cific case, we observe the following: (1) The reaction of
the measures to noise depends on the type of stimulus and
on whether it affects the target or the activator of the rule.
(2) Not all measures sense certain alterations. If a measure
is mostly stable with and without an error, it means that it
cannot sense that particular stimulus. (3) Some measures have
similar trends, but different magnitude. This means that there
are “classes” of measures that focus on the same aspects of a
rule. (4) The steepness of the curves with which the measure
evolves indicates how much the measure is resilient to the
change in presence of noise. In particular, it shows the range
of tolerance before the error becomes too large to recognize
the specific constraint behavior. Notice that sometimes it is
desirable to sense if the fundamental characteristics of a log are
still visible despite the deviations (e.g., to implement discovery
algorithms that are robust to noise).

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a comprehensive measurement
framework for declarative specifications modeled as Reactive
Constraints. Given an event log and a set of custom probabilistic
measures, the framework accepts in input any RCon and returns
as output the evaluation of the rule for each event of the log,
the computed measures for all the traces, and their statistics
over the entire event log. The framework goes beyond the
current state of the art as it is not limited to a specific set
of measures or rules. The experiments conducted reveal the
possibility to characterize the behavior of a given constraint
through the combination of different measures, which sense
differently the behavior recorded in the log.
Future work. Different possibilities are now open upon the
foundations of the measurement framework. It is possible
to exploit the possibility to characterize a phenomenon by
studying the evolution of different measures for, e.g., dynamic
recognition of exceptions in process monitoring [22] or the
identification of process drifts [23].

As different measures react differently to different stimuli
for different types of rules, a method to select and combine the
most appropriate measures depending on the context turns out
to be key. To this extent, future research could resort to existing
techniques like [24] or develop novel multi-measure heuristics.
Also, the measures can be integrated for the assessment of
multi-constraint specifications as a whole as in [1], [11].

Many specifications can be considered equivalently valid for
static measurements, yet their evolution can show which of
them is the most error-tolerant. In this sense, the framework
can support the identification of resilient specifications.

While the analysis of multiple measures at once may be
overwhelming for a human, machine learning techniques,
dealing naturally with multidimensional data, could benefit
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Figure 4: Effect of error injection on constraint RESPONSEpe, fq for all measures.

from the availability of the great amount of information returned
by the proposed framework. Therefore, it seems to be also
promisingly exploitable for feature selection tasks in sequence
classification [25].
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Abstract—Declarative process modeling languages are espe-
cially suitable to model loosely-structured, unpredictable business
processes. One of the most prominent of these languages is
Declare. The Declare language can be used for all process mining
branches and a plethora of techniques have been implemented
to support process mining with Declare. However, using these
techniques can become cumbersome in practical situations where
different techniques need to be combined for analysis. In addition,
the use of Declare constraints in practice is often hampered
by the difficulty of modeling them: the formal expression of
Declare is difficult to understand for users without a background
in temporal logics, whereas its graphical notation has been
shown to be unintuitive. In this paper, we present RuM, a
novel application for rule mining that addresses the above-
mentioned issues by integrating multiple Declare-based process
mining methods into a single unified application. The process
mining techniques provided in RuM strongly rely on the use
of Declare models expressed in natural language, which has the
potential of mitigating the barriers of the language bias. The
application has been evaluated by conducting a qualitative user
evaluation with eight process analysts.

Index Terms—Rule Mining, Process Analytics Tool, Declarative
Process Models, Natural Language Processing

I. INTRODUCTION

Business Process Management (BPM) has become an inte-

gral part of how companies organize their workflows starting

from the higher levels of management as recommended by ISO

9001 Quality Management Principles (especially principles 4

and 6) [1] to modeling and optimizing lower level processes

through the use of various process mining techniques [2].

Process mining is the part of BPM that is focused on the

analysis of business processes based on process execution logs

(event logs). Process mining techniques can be based on two

different approaches for representing process models that are

used as their input and/or output: procedural process models

or declarative process models.

Procedural process models aim at describing end-to-end

processes and allow only for the process behavior that is

explicitly specified in the model [3]. However, modeling step

by step the entire control-flow of a business process can be

cumbersome in some cases. For example, if the process is

loosely-structured and has a high number of different paths

and exceptions the model could become quickly unreadable. In

these cases, it may be a better choice to use declarative process

models that model the process as a set of rules that the process

should follow. In this way, everything that is not constrained

is allowed and several execution paths can be represented in

a compact model.

In contrast with the multiple process mining applications

available for working with procedural models, there are cur-

rently no similar applications for working with declarative

models [4]. This lack of a comprehensive toolset can be con-

sidered as one of the main contributing factors of the relatively

low adoption rate of Declare in the industry and has been

named as one of the open research challenges in declarative

process mining [5, RC7]. In addition to this, dealing with

declarative process models is known to be difficult, especially

for domain experts that generally lack expertise in temporal

logics and, in most of the cases, find the graphical notation of

Declare constraints unintuitive [6].
In this paper, we present RuM,1 a novel process mining

application that addresses these research challenges by in-

tegrating multiple Declare-based process mining techniques

into a single unified application and by largely making use

of natural language to express Declare constraints. With this

tool, the user is not required to have any experience in tem-

poral logics nor to be familiar with the graphical notation of

Declare constraints, but can handle temporal properties using

natural language statements. RuM implements process mining

techniques based on MP-Declare [7] the multi-perspective

extension of Declare supporting data constraints together with

control-flow constraints. RuM also provides a model editor

that is fully MP-Declare compliant and equipped with a chat-

bot that supports inexpert users in defining Declare constraints

using natural language expressions.
To assess the feasibility of RuM, we conducted a qualitative

user evaluation. Our aim was to (1) gain insights into how

users from different backgrounds perceived the application and

(2) identify means for improving it. In general, the application

was well received and it was recognized to be timely and

highly needed by all participants.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.

Section II gives a short overview of the Declare language.

Section III discusses the main design goals of RuM. Section IV

gives an overview of the functionalities of RuM and lists

the process mining techniques available in the application.

Section V describes the user evaluation methodology and pro-

vides an overview of the evaluation results. Finally, Section VI

concludes the paper and spells out directions for future work.

II. BASICS OF DECLARE

Declare is a modeling language that uses a constraint-based

declarative approach to model loosely-structured processes

1https://rulemining.org
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TABLE I
SOME DECLARE TEMPLATES

Template Explanation Notation

Unary constraints

EXISTENCE(x) Activity x occurs at
least once per trace x

Existence

INIT(x) Activity x occurs at
the beginning of ev-
ery trace

x

Init

Binary constraints

RESPONSE(x,y) If x occurs, then y
must occur eventu-
ally after x

x y

CHAINRESPONSE(x,y) If x occurs, then y
must occur immedi-
ately after x

x y

PRECEDENCE(x,y) y occurs only if pre-
ceded by x

x y

through behavioral constraints [8]. The language is grounded

in linear temporal logic over finite traces [8], [9].

Declare is based on templates, which are parameterized

temporal logic patterns and come endowed with a graphical

notation to ease the depiction of process maps. To define

process models using Declare, no knowledge of the underlying

formal logic is required since Declare templates can also be

expressed as natural language sentences. Declare constraints

are concrete instantiations of templates obtained by replacing

template parameters with real activities.

Table I shows some templates that will be used throughout

the paper. Unary templates exert conditions on the occurrence

of single activities. For example, EXISTENCE(x) requires

activity x to occur in a trace. Binary templates predicate over

pairs of activities. For instance, RESPONSE(x,y) imposes that

if x occurs, then y must eventually occur afterward. Binary

templates partition their parameters into an activation and a tar-

get. The activation triggers the constraint, like the antecedent

of a logical implication (e.g., x for RESPONSE(x,y)). The

target is subject to the restriction exerted by the occurrence

of the activation, like the consequent of a logical implication

(e.g., y for RESPONSE(x,y)). Declare also includes negative
versions of the binary templates: e.g., NOTRESPONSE(x,y)

states that if x occurs, no y can occur afterward.

A Declare model consists of a set of constraints that

hold under logical conjunction. The behavioral semantics of

every constraint can be represented by means of a finite-state

automaton. A Declare model can thus be represented as a

finite-state automaton stemming from the synchronous product

of the automata of the single constraints [10].

More recently, the addition of conditions that predicate not

only on activities and their control-flow, but also on data

attributes and timestamps led to the definition of an extension

IV antibiotics

ER registration

ER triage ER sepsis triage Lactic acid

[ SIRSCriteria2OrMore ↦ ⊤ ] Init

[ org:group is different ] [ time:timestamp in [0,3]ℎ ]

Existence

Fig. 1. An MP-Declare map

of standard Declare, namely MP-Declare [7]. Depending on

the parameters on which data conditions insist, they are clas-

sified as activation conditions, target conditions or correlation
conditions (the latter being exerted on both parameters). On the

other hand, time conditions express constraints over the time

distance between the activation and the target of a constraint.

Figure 1 depicts the graphical representation of an MP-

Declare model (a map). The model is inspired by the analysis

of a real-world event log2 by Mannhardt et al. [11], [12] and

refers to the healthcare process of handling patients affected

by sepsis. The process begins with the emergency room (ER)

registration. After that, if the activation condition on the

Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome (SIRS) criteria

attribute holds true, then intravenous (IV) antibiotics have to be

administered. The IV antibiotics activity can only occur if ER

triage was executed beforehand. Immediately after ER triage,

the ER sepsis triage follows, but with the correlation condition

that the actors carrying out the two activities differ (correlation

condition on the org:group attribute). The analysis of

lactic acid presence requires the ER sepsis triage to be run

beforehand within 0 and 3 hours (time condition).

III. DESIGN GOALS

In this section, we give a short overview of the main

design goals of RuM. All the design goals are based on the

combination of (1) the principle of “know your users” [13]

and (2) the intended purpose of RuM [5, RC7]. We identified

the target audience to be researchers and industry experts

who may have varying levels of experience with Declare or

declarative models in general. The main objective of RuM is

to provide a comprehensive toolset for working with process

mining techniques based on declarative models. Based on this,

we identified the following 4 design goals.

First, the UI must have a low threshold for use and avoid

an initial steep learning curve [14] especially since the target

audience includes users that are not necessarily familiar with

Declare. To achieve this, we decided to follow a minimalist

visual design [15] and to divide the UI into different higher-

level views based on the different tasks a user might want to

carry on such as discovering a process model or checking the

conformance of an event log.

Second, multiple different methods must be supported for

each functionality (based on [5, RC7]). To achieve this, we

selected and integrated multiple well-known Declare-based

process mining techniques into RuM (Section IV). Addition-

ally, we designed RuM in such a way that multiple process

2http://dx.doi.org/10.4121/uuid:915d2bfb-7e84-49ad-a286-dc35f063a460
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RuM

Discovery Conformance Checking MP-Declare EditorLog Generation

Declare
Miner

MINERful

MP post-
processing

ExtendsExtends

Declare
Analyzer

Declare
Replayer

Data-Aware
Declare
Replayer
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LogGenerator

MINERful Log
Generator

Chatbot
Declo

Model Editor

Event
Log

Decl
Model

Analyse

Create

Analyse

Analyse
Create &
ModifyAnalyse

Create

Fig. 2. Main functionalities of RuM

Fig. 3. Discovery UI

mining tasks can be started simultaneously. The user is thus

free to navigate the rest of the application while a process

mining task is ongoing.

Third, the functionalities in RuM should be easily reachable

(principle of reachability [13]). To achieve this, we placed the

input parameters of process mining methods into the same

views where results are displayed or at most one click away

via the use of slide-in panels. Additionally, we designed the UI

of RuM in such a way that the results of two different process

mining tasks are always at most two clicks away from each

other (via the use of a side menu for navigating the main

functionalities and a row of tabs for navigating the results).

Fourth, the parameters of different methods in the same

functionality must be similar where possible (principle of con-

sistency [13]). This is achieved by using the same input fields

for all parameters that are common for different methods. If a

parameter is specific to a selected method (for example process

discovery techniques use different pruning approaches) then

this parameter is explicitly labeled as method specific. The

same counts for the results of different methods that must also

be comparable. This was achieved by creating result views that

have identical structure regardless of which method is used.

IV. FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW

RuM is the first software platform natively designed to

analyze processes using a rule-based approach. To this end, we

have integrated and improved existing prototypes, but also cre-

ated completely new features that enhance the user experience

during the process analysis. To cater for the interoperability of

the tool, we resort on existing standards for input and output

files, namely XES [16] for the event logs and decl [17] for the

models. The diagram in Fig. 2 illustrates the software archi-

tecture of RuM with the components implementing its main

functionalities: process discovery, conformance checking, log

generation, and model editor. A demonstration video of these

functionalities is available at: https://youtu.be/ 6IMwR SwaQ.

In the following, we describe them in detail.
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Fig. 4. Conformance Checking UI

A. Discovery

Four methods are available for process discovery: Declare

Miner [18], MINERful [19], MP-Declare Miner [20] and MP-

MINERful. The MP variants add to the base mining algorithms

a post processing step for discovering data conditions.3

The input parameters and the results are presented in the

same view, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The discovery results can

be explored by using three complementary views: through

a process map (Declare view), a textual description (textual

view), or as a procedural model (automaton view). In the

remainder of this section, we describe them more in detail.

We remark that those views support filtering based on activity

support and constraint support thus providing the possibility

for users to show/hide outlier behaviors.

1) Declare View: The Declare view represents the discov-

ered model using the standard graphical notation for Declare

constraints. Each activity in the model is represented as a

single rectangle containing the activity name and the activity

support (i.e., the percentage of log traces in which the activity

occurs). Notice that the background of the activity rectangle

is colored based on its support for immediacy of information

conveyance. For constraints, it is possible to show or hide both

the constraint name and the constraint support.

2) Textual View: The textual view is a model representation

meant for users who are less familiar with the graphical syntax

of Declare. The aim of the textual view is to describe the model

using natural language sentences that are easy to understand

without any prior knowledge of Declare.

3) Automaton View: The automaton view displays the dis-

covered process model as a finite-state machine. This view is

meant for users who are familiar with the formal semantics of

Declare.

3Notice that all the “data-aware” versions of the techniques provided in
RuM support a richer language at the expense of lower efficiency.

B. Conformance Checking

There are three methods available for conformance check-

ing: Declare Analyzer [7], Declare Replayer [21] and Data-

Aware Declare Replayer.4 The Declare Analyzer takes as input

a model and an event log, and returns activations, violations,

and fulfillments in the log of each constraint in the model. The

Declare Replayer and the Data-Aware Declare Replayer report

trace alignments. The Data-Aware Declare Replayer can also

account for the data perspective. Both input parameters and

results are presented in the same view (Fig. 4).

The conformance checking results are presented in groups.

Each group represents the results for a specific trace or a

specific constraint. Each group can be expanded to see the

result details of that group. This allows users to explore the

results at a high level of detail while also being relatively

compact in terms of user interface. Notice that, if the result

is a trace alignment, then it is also possible to show or hide

both the activities that are inserted into the trace or removed

from the trace as a result of the alignment.

C. MP-DECLARE Editor

In order to provide a comprehensive toolset to work with

Declare process models, RuM contains a model editor that

supports not only standard Declare but also MP-Declare. The

MP-Declare editor uses the decl file format to import and

export the models. All aspects of the format are supported:

activity definitions, attribute definitions, activity-attribute bind-

ings and constraints with all the allowed data and time

conditions.

The MP-Declare editor is presented in a single view (Fig. 5).

Two slide-in panels are used, the first one for editing the

activities and the second one for editing the attributes. Editing

the constraints is done in a single table where each row

corresponds to a single constraint. The entire model is also

4https://github.com/Clyvv/DataAwareDeclareReplayer
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Fig. 5. MP-Declare Editor UI

Fig. 6. Log Generation UI

represented visually in the same view and the visualization is

updated on-the-fly as the user is editing the model. The used

visualization devices are the same as those of the discovery

panel, i.e., the model can be visualized using the standard

Declare graphical notation, as text or in the form of an

automaton.

Finally, in the editor, users can also add constraints and data

conditions using natural language sentences. The sentences

can be provided both by voice and text. This functionality

is implemented as a simple chatbot named Declo [22].

D. Log Generation

There are two log generation methods available in RuM:

AlloyLogGenerator [17] and MINERful Log Generator [10].

The main difference between these methods from the user’s

standpoint is that the AlloyLogGenerator can also account

for the definition of activation and correlation conditions in

the input process model. Both the input parameters and the

generated log are presented in a single view as illustrated

in Fig. 6. Among other options, the user can specify the

percentage of traces that trivially satisfy the constraints in

the input model (i.e., traces that comply with the constraints

because their activation never occurs) and the percentage of

negative traces (i.e., traces that violate at least one of the

constraints in the input model). The generated log can be

exported in XES format.

V. USER EVALUATION

To assess the feasibility of RuM, we conducted a qualitative

user evaluation. Our aim was to (1) gain insights into how

users from different backgrounds perceived the application

and (2) identify means for improving it. In the following,

we will write “(obs.)” to mark findings that are based on the

observation of the participants while using the application.
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A. Study Setup

We selected eight process analysts as participants for our

study. Four participants had little to no knowledge of Declare

(B1 to B4), but worked in the BPM field (here called BPM

experts), while the other four identified themselves as Declare

experts (D1 to D4). We chose this differentiation to particularly

study the potential differences related to their demands and

perception about RuM. Prior to the study the participants were

given access to a scenario,5 some input files,5 and the appli-

cation itself. A common scenario was used for all participants

in order to ensure the comparability of our findings.

The study was conducted via Skype by a team consisting of

a facilitator and an observer, with the facilitator guiding the

participant and the observer serving in a supporting role. It

started with the facilitator introducing the study procedure and

the application to the participants who were then asked to start

RuM on their computer, share their screen and carry out the

tasks based on the scenario provided earlier. Participants were

encouraged to think aloud, to ask questions and to point out

interesting aspects of the application during the test. Every test

was video-recorded. After finishing the tasks, the facilitator

conducted a short post-interview asking questions about the

application in general and about the tasks where the participant

appeared to have had difficulties.

Each study lasted between 45 and 60 minutes. After the end

of the study, the participants received a link to a short post-

survey5 including the System Usability Scale (SUS) [23] and

scales covering satisfaction, expectation confirmation, future

use intentions, and usefulness [24]. To analyze the collected

data, we focused on the video recordings, observations and

follow-up interviews, using the post-surveys as an additional

qualitative data point. We followed the affinity-diagramming

method [25], which yielded 540 items that were divided into

10 main clusters and 111 sub-clusters in total.

B. Study Scenario

For the study, we developed a scenario that involves com-

mon activities of a process analyst such as the discovery

of a model from an existing event log and its validation

and modification. We used the Sepsis Cases event log that

is based on real-life treatment cases2 as a basis and split

it into a training and a test set. The participants were then

first asked to use RuM to discover an initial model using the

training set (Section V-D1). Afterward, they were instructed

to check if the discovered model conforms to the test set using

different conformance checking methods (Section V-D2). The

participants were then asked to modify the discovered model

based on the results of the conformance checking and some

additional domain information (Section V-D3). Finally, the

participants were asked to use the modified model to generate

a new log (Section V-D4).

5The evaluation material is available at: https://git.io/JJIp4 (scenario);
https://git.io/JJIpu (input files); https://git.io/JJLvB (post-survey).

TABLE II
SURVEY RESULTS REPRESENTED AS AVERAGES FOR BOTH GROUPS AND

OVERALL. THE SUS SCORE RANGES BETWEEN 0 AND 100, WHILE THE

OTHER SCALES RANGE BETWEEN 1 AND 5.

Overall Declare experts BPM experts

SUS 81.875 78.75 85
Satisfaction 4.5 4.5 4.5
Expectation 4.56 4.33 4.78
Future intentions 4.167 3.833 4.5
Usefulness 4.3125 4.25 4.375

C. General Findings

Both groups of users found the UI of RuM to be usable as

evident by statements such as “nice interface” (B1), “I think
it’s a really nice tool, I really like it” (D1), “I think it’s really
cool” (D4), “I was impressed” (D4). B3 also pointed out

that everything in the user interface was understandable “after
clicking around for a few minutes” (B3). These statements are

underpinned by an average SUS score of 81.875 (a SUS score

of 69.69 is considered average, while a score above 80 is

considered to be good or excellent [26]). It was also pointed

out that there is a need for an application like RuM “I think it’s
very promising and also very much needed” (B2), “I think in
the process mining community there was really need to freshen
up Declare” (D1).

However, there was a significant difference between BPM

and Declare experts as evident by the post-survey results

(Table II). RuM was rated higher by BPM experts on all scales

except satisfaction, which was rated as 4.5 by both groups.

The largest differences between BPM and Declare experts

are in the SUS score (85 to 78.75) and future use intentions

(4.5 to 3.833). This discrepancy can point towards Declare

experts being already used to existing tools for Declare-based

process mining and potentially being less sensitive to the

improvements in the ease of use of Declare constraints.

D. Task-Specific Findings

A finding that was orthogonal to all tasks was the fact that,

when it was needed to use the result of a section as input in

another section, we deliberately did not mention exporting the

results. While the process of exporting itself was not an issue,

some participants (B2, D4) also expected the application to

have quick ways to move files from one section to another

with D4 stating “it’s a bit strange that you have to export the
model and then reopen it, the same one, in another tab” (D4).

Other findings (described in the following) were task specific.

1) Discovery: The ordering of templates in the template

selection panel of the discovery section is based on template

categories: unary templates, positive binary templates and

negative binary templates. All BPM experts had difficulties in

finding the correct templates from this panel, while the same

was observed with only one Declare expert (“ok, so they are
not alphabetically sorted”, D1). For example, B1 scrolled the

template list from end to end multiple times before finding

all the templates listed in the scenario (obs.). During the post-

interview B4 suggested to add “brief headings” (B4) because
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that would make it “easier to quickly categorize it” (B4). It

was also mentioned that the large number of templates might

be difficult to use (“we have a lot of templates available which
is maybe not straightforward”, B3).

The second noticeable difference between the two groups

was that three out of four BPM experts started working

with the initial model that is discovered automatically by the

tool with the default parameters (obs.), while our scenario

explicitly asked them to use a different set of parameters.

None of the Declare experts had the same issue (obs.) with

only one mentioning the automatic discovery “it’s interesting
it immediately starts to discover something before I could set
the parameters” (D3). The problem was that, even if they

changed the parameters, most of the BPM experts did not

restart the discovery with the new parameters. This confusion

might be related to filters that (differently from parameters) are

applied on-the-fly to the discovered model (“I did not do that
because the map responded to some of the things I changed,
for instance when I adapted the sliders”, B2).

The model visualizations were considered good in general.

For the Declare view, it was pointed out that the way unary

constraints are displayed is “a bit more intuitive than in all
the papers” (D2) and that the constraint template labels are

useful to “help explain the notation” (D3). The textual view

was considered a useful addition as evident by statements such

as “finally a textual version, I like it” (D4) and “it’s quite
good to have this written in text” (B3). The automaton view,

however, was generally considered to be more “for theoretical
people” (D4).

Exporting the discovered model takes into account the

currently opened model visualization and also the support

filters. This means that if the user wants to export a model in

decl format then the Declare view must be selected and only

the parts of the model that are not filtered out with the support

sliders are exported. However, not all participants assumed

correctly that filters affect the exporting and some of them

needed help to export the correct model (obs.).

2) Conformance checking: The implementation of the con-

formance checking feature in RuM was generally perceived

well (“it is presented in a pleasing way”, D4, “I like this
conformance checking, well done!”, D3). Both Declare and

BPM experts had similar suggestions, comments and reported

on similar issues related to the conformance checking task of

our scenario.

One of the main differences of the conformance checking

section with respect to the other sections is that it uses two

input files (the model and the event log). This was solved

in the user interface by treating the model as the main input

of the section and the event log file as a parameter. During

the evaluation this turned out not to be a problem. Only two

participants (B2 and D2) paused for a moment before finding

how to select the event log (obs.).

Switching between the original and aligned trace in the

Declare Replayer appeared to be difficult for both groups with

only B1 not needing any help (obs.). It was not obvious for

most participants that “Show Insertions” and “Show Dele-

tions” (Fig. 4) can be used for this purpose (“I would not have
guessed the meaning of that button”, B2). Most participants

needed some time or instructions from the facilitator to make

the connection and to set the toggle buttons correctly (obs.).

It was also noted that “showing the deletion is like a negation
of a negation” (D3), which could also have been a source of

confusion.

3) Model editor: The main difference between the two

studied groups during model editing was that most of the

Declare experts (D2, D3, D4) tried at first to edit the model by

clicking on the visualization (obs.), which is not possible in

RuM. Meanwhile, all the BPM experts used the visualization

only to get an overview of the model and did not attempt

to modify it (obs.). This could appear counter-intuitive since

BPM experts are expected to be used to modifying graphical

process models. However, this phenomenon could be related

to the fact that the only existing Declare editor is a visual

editor [27].

When editing the model, we asked the participants to

remove a PRECEDENCE constraint. This turned out to be

difficult for some of them (B4, D2, D3), because in the case

of PRECEDENCE constraints the activities are presented in

reverse order (target activity before the activation activity),

when compared to other templates. This issue was specifically

pointed out by statements such as “Is this saying the same
thing or is this saying the opposite thing?” (B4), “so this is
confusing because it’s the other way around” (D2), “ah right,
the activation and target here are swapped” (D3).

There were also some issues related to the syntax of data

conditions. D1 and D2 attempted to use an equal sign instead

of the word “is” for equalities (obs.), while B3 commented

while entering the condition “I hope this is the way to write
it. . . is it so English like?” (B3). D2 suggested adding a help

button describing the syntax and D3 suggested that attributes

in the model should be recognized by the editor while typing

the data conditions.

4) Log generation: For the log generation, there were

no noticeable differences between the two groups. Multiple

participants (B1, B3, D2, D4) expected “Model Constraints”

(Fig. 6) to be somehow functional (since it appears in the

parameter panel). For example, B1 explored the constraint

list for a bit before asking “I don’t have to put anything
here?” (B1) and B3 clicked multiple times on the constraints

while exploring the generated log (obs.). In addition, multiple

participants (B2, B3, B4, D4) attempted to click on the

generated events when checking if an event was generated

with the attributes required by the model (obs.). Instead, in

the application, the attributes of the events in a trace can be

shown all together using a toggle button (Fig. 6).

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented RuM, a comprehensive toolset

for rule mining. Our evaluation provides indication that the

tool is usable for novice and expert users. Novice users were

particularly satisfied about the new look of Declare and about

the effort made to improve the understandability of Declare
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models, while Declare experts were more appreciating the fact

that RuM collects the most widespread Declare-based process

mining techniques in a single tool.
The goal of the study was to collect feedback and to

evaluate the usability of RuM for individuals with differ-

ent backgrounds. It was thus reasonable to conduct an in-

depth qualitative study with selected participants from di-

verse backgrounds related to their knowledge and experience

with Declare. Conducting a study with a small sample of

participants is common because research has shown that the

number of additional insights gained deteriorates drastically

per participant [28].
There are, however, some threats to validity associated with

this study design. First, we evaluate the use of a specific tool

by specific individuals in a specific context over a limited

period of time. Despite carefully selecting the participants and

creating a setting that is close to how the tool would be com-

monly used, it is not possible to generalize our findings beyond

our study context. In addition, the study was conducted by a

team of researchers that might potentially interpret findings

differently. We attempted to mitigate this threat by ensuring

that observations, interviews and the analysis of the obtained

data was collaboratively conducted. We also abstained from

making causal claims, instead providing a rich description of

the behavior and reported perceptions of participants.
For future work, we plan to continue developing RuM based

on the feedback received during the user evaluation, focusing

in particular on aspects that proved to be the most critical ones.

Additionally, we plan to explore the feasibility of developing a

visual editor for MP-Declare models, so that elements can be

added/deleted/modified in the graphical view directly. We also

plan to add an inventory of files that can be easily retrieved

and used throughout all the sections of the tool. This will

facilitate the construction of pipelines based on the analysis

instruments provided by the application. Another avenue for

future work is adding support for online analysis of event logs

based on Declare taking inspiration from the works presented

in [29] concerning online discovery and in [30] for process

monitoring.
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Abstract—This paper proposes an approach to analyze an
event log of a business process in order to generate case-level
recommendations of treatments that maximize the probability
of a given outcome. Users classify the attributes in the event
log into controllable and non-controllable, where the former
correspond to attributes that can be altered during an execution
of the process (the possible treatments). We use an action rule
mining technique to identify treatments that co-occur with the
outcome under some conditions. Since action rules are generated
based on correlation rather than causation, we then use a
causal machine learning technique, specifically uplift trees, to
discover subgroups of cases for which a treatment has a high
causal effect on the outcome after adjusting for confounding
variables. We test the relevance of this approach using an event
log of a loan application process and compare our findings with
recommendations manually produced by process mining experts.

Index Terms—process mining, causal ML, uplift modeling

I. INTRODUCTION

A business process is a collection of events, activities, and

decisions that collectively lead to an outcome that is of value

to a customer [1]. Some outcomes are value-adding (e.g. the

customer is satisfied with the delivery of a product) while

others are not (e.g. a customer submits a complaint). Naturally,

organizations strive to maximize the positive outcome rate of

their processes or, conversely, to minimize the error rate.

Process mining techniques allow one to analyze the execu-

tions of a process to uncover sources of negative outcomes.

Existing process mining techniques, such as [2]–[5], are geared

towards identifying correlation between observational data and

outcomes (e.g. cases where the customer is satisfied have

less rework loops) rather than causation (e.g. customers who

submit incorrect details cause more rework loops, leading to

lower satisfaction). Meanwhile, causal inference techniques

allow one to discover and measure causal relations between

treatments (e.g. checking the customer data) and outcomes
(e.g. the customer is satisfied) both from randomized experi-

ments and from observational data.

Recently, a family of techniques, namely causal machine

learning, have emerged, which make use of machine learning

methods to analyze causal effects. Causal machine learning

encompasses techniques for estimating the causal effect of a

treatment on an outcome given a set of potentially confounding

variables (average treatment effect estimation) as well as

techniques for classifying samples in a population based on the

incremental effect of applying a treatment versus not applying

it with respect to an outcome (uplift modeling).

In this study, we leverage these techniques to address the

following question: Given a set of treatments (each with a

certain cost), which may affect a business process outcome

(with a certain benefit), which treatments yield the highest

causal effect on the outcome and to which subset of cases

should they be applied? In line with this, the contribution of

this paper is an approach to:

• discover case-level treatment recommendations to in-

crease the positive outcome rate of a process;

• identify subsets of cases to which a recommendation

should be applied;

• estimate the causal effect and the incremental Return-on-

Investment (ROI) of a treatment.

The approach is designed to require minimal input from

users. Users specify which attributes in the event log are

controllable, meaning that their value can be manipulated

by process participants, i.e. the employees who perform the

various process tasks. Setting the value of a controllable

attribute corresponds to a treatment. For example, in an order-

to-cash process, setting an attribute discountGranted to true

means that a discount was granted. The attributes capturing

such treatments may be derived during log pre-processing from

the presence or absence of certain tasks, e.g. discountGranted
may be derived from the presence of task “Grant Discount”.

Given this input, we apply a technique to discover

precondition-treatment-outcome rules with high support. Since

neither a rule’s support nor its confidence imply causation, we

use a causal machine learning technique to assess the causal

effect of the rule and to discover subsets of cases for which

the treatment has the highest incremental success probability

(uplift). We then select the rules with the highest uplift. We

report on a validation of this approach using a log of a process

mining challenge (BPIC 2017) and compare the findings of our
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approach against those reported in the entries of this challenge.

The structure of the paper is as follows. We discuss related

work in Section II. We introduce preliminary concepts in

Section III, describe our approach in Section IV and present

the validation in Section V. In Section VI we conclude the

paper and discuss future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Previous work has shown that one can rely on influence

analysis to identify improvement opportunities from event

logs [2], [3]. In [4], rules to describe root causes of anomalous

process cases are extracted, while [5] relies on classical data

mining methods to discover key attributes for root-cause anal-

ysis. These methods identify correlations between attributes

and the outcome but do not test for causality.

The problem of discovering cause-effect relations is ad-

dressed in [6]. This approach performs time series analysis to

identify causal relations. This is different from our approach

as the analysis is done at the process-level, while we provide

case-level recommendations. The work in [7] studies process-

level factors that impact outcomes but fails to determine

causalities between the two. A manual approach for confirming

pre-identified causal relationships was proposed in [8]. It uses

structural causal models to confirm cause-effect assumptions,

control the effects of confounding, and answer counterfactual

questions about the process.

Polyvyanyy et al. [9] present a (semi-)automated approach,

called causality mining, to discover causal dependencies be-

tween events in large arrays of data. The discovery is based

on a notion of proximity of events in terms of time, space, and

semantics. The level of automation depends on the availability

of the formalized domain knowledge.

In summary, previous work either addresses the problem of

finding correlation rather than causation between factors and

outcomes, or causation is addressed at the process-level, not at

the case level. Moreover, previously identified causal effects

either need to be confirmed manually, or extensive domain

knowledge is required as input.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section we formalize preliminary concepts that are

required to describe our approach, such as event logs, action

rule mining, causal inference and uplift trees.

A. Event Logs

Process mining studies methods for improving real-world

processes based on event data [10]. These data are often

available in the form of an event log. Event logs contain

records of completed cases of a process. Each case is a record

of the execution of a particular process instance and consists of

a number of events. Each event has three mandatory attributes:

(1) the case identifier indicating which case that event belongs

to, (2) the activity name specifying the related activity for

that event, and (3) the timestamp, showing when the event

occurred. In addition, an event may have attributes, such as the

resource carrying out the related activity. An event is formally

defined as follows:

Definition 1. (Event) An event is a tuple (a, c, t, 〈(d1, v1),
. . . , (dm, vm)〉), where a is an activity name, c is a case ID, t
is a timestamp, and (d1, v1), . . . , (dm, vm), m ∈ N, are event

attribute name-value pairs. Given an event e, ce denotes the

identifier of the case.

A trace is a sequence of events that captures the execution

of one case of a business process.

Definition 2. (Trace) A trace σ is a finite sequence of events

〈e1, . . . , en〉, such that ∀ i, j ∈ [1..n], cei = cej , i.e., all events

in the trace refer to the same case.

Given the above, an event log is defined as a set of traces.

Definition 3. (Event Log) Let E be the universe of events.

An event log is a set L ⊂ E∗.

B. Action Rule Mining

Action rule mining is an extension of classification rule

discovery [11]. While a classification rule predicts the class

label of a data object, an action rule suggests what attribute

values should be changed to increase the likelihood of that

object being re-classified to another group. In [11], action

terms and action rules are defined as:

Definition 4. (Atomic Action Terms) An atomic action term
is an expression (a : a1 → a2), where a is an attribute and

a1 and a2 are possible values attribute a.

If a1 = a2 then a is uncontrollable, denoted by (a : a1).

Definition 5. (Action Terms) A set of action terms is the

smallest set such that: 1. If t is an atomic action term, then t
is an action term. 2. If t1 and t2 are action terms, then t1∧ t2
is an action term. 3. If an action term t contains atomic action

terms (a : a1 → a2) and (b : b1 → b2), then a 	= b.

Definition 6. (Action Rules) An action rule is an expression

r = [t1 ⇒ t2], where t1 is an action term and t2 is an atomic

action term.

C. Causal Inference

Causal inference is concerned with determining the causal

effect between a treatment and an outcome [12]. Suppose that

we have a treatment A and an outcome Y . A potential outcome

Y a is the outcome that would be observed if the treatment was

set to A = a. Focusing on a single treatment, each individual

in the population of interest has two potential outcomes, Y a=1

for being treated and Y a=0 for being untreated. With these

definitions, the average treatment effect (ATE) is defined as:

Definition 7. (Average Treatment Effect) Suppose we have a

population of individuals. Let E[Y a=1] be the average outcome

if the whole population receives the treatment and E[Y a=0] be

the average outcome if the entire population does not receive

the treatment.

ATE : τ = E[Y a=1 − Y a=0]
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Researchers are often interested in estimating the Condi-

tional Average Treatment Effect (CATE), which is the expected

treatment effect for a subgroup in the population. It enables

personalizing treatments and leads to a better understanding

of causal mechanisms [13].

Definition 8. (Conditional Average Treatment Effect) Suppose

that X is a set of covariates characterizing the subgroup of

interest.

CATE : τ(x) = E[Y a=1 − Y a=0|X = x]

Measuring the causal effect would be straightforward if

we knew both potential outcomes for each individual. How-

ever, in the real world, we can only observe one outcome

for each individual in the population, corresponding to the

treatment that the user actually received. To identify causal

effects from observational data, three conditions must be met:

Exchangeability, Positivity, and Consistency. Exchangeability

(also known as ignorablility) means that given pre-treatment

covariates X , treatment assignment is independent of the

potential outcomes.

Y 1, Y 0 ⊥⊥ A|X
The consistency assumption states that the potential outcome

under treatment A = a is equal to the observed outcome if

the actual treatment received is A = a.

Y = Y a if A = a for all a

Finally, the positivity assumption states that for every set of

values for X , treatment assignment is not deterministic. This

means that every population of interest has some chance of

getting either treatment.

P (A = a|X = x) > 0 for all a and for all x

In practice, the most problematic of these three conditions

is exchangeability. One approach to ensure that this condition

is met is to conduct a randomized experiment (also known

as an A/B test), where the treatment is assigned randomly

to each individual. Randomization of treatment assignment

ensures that the treated and untreated groups are exchangeable,

so that the causal effect can be consistently estimated from the

observed data. However, conducting a randomized experiment

is not always possible, since it might be expensive, time-

consuming, or unethical. In these cases, the best we can

do is to carry out an observational study. In observational

studies, treatment is often not randomized, meaning that the

characteristics of the treated group might be different from the

untreated. If the treatment assignment is not independent of

the potential outcomes, then there exists a set of variables

that affect both treatment and outcome. This is known as

a confounder. Fig. 1 depicts the causal relations between

a treatment A, an outcome Y , and a shared cause (i.e. a

confounder) L.

To estimate causal effects from observational data, we need

to control confounding. To this end, we need to identify a set of

variables, such that adjusting for these variables would make

Figure 1: Causal DAG depicting a confounding effect.

the exchangeability assumption hold. If some of the adjustment

variables cannot be observed in the data, then causal effects

are not identifiable in the observational study.

D. Uplift Tree

Uplift modeling is concerned with estimating the causal

effect of an action on the outcome of a particular instance

(e.g. customer) [14]. In other words, the aim is to estimate

the change in class probabilities caused by an action. This

is different from conventional prediction problems where a

model is used to predict an outcome. For example, consider a

marketing campaign. A conventional classifier would predict

which customers will buy a product after a marketing action

is performed without taking into account whether these users

would have bought the product if the marketing action had

not taken place. However, marketers are actually interested in

finding the customers who are most likely to buy something

because of the marketing action. This is what uplift modeling

is trying to achieve, which amounts to identifying subsets of

instances with a high CATE .

In this study, we apply uplift modeling to business pro-

cesses. We seek to estimate the change in the outcome of a

process instance because of an action being applied to that

case. Many uplift modeling approaches exist in the literature.

We use the method proposed in [14] to discover subgroups in

the event log where a proposed treatment works best. It is a

tree-based algorithm where the splitting criterion is designed

to maximize the difference in CATE . The splitting criterion

is the following:

Dgain = DAfterSplit

(
PT (Y ) : PC(Y )

)−
DBeforeSplit

(
PT (Y ) : PC(Y )

)
,

where D can be substituted by the KL-divergence, squared

Euclidean distance, or the chi-squared divergence and PT (Y )
and PC(Y ) are the probability distributions of the outcome in

the treatment and control groups, respectively.

IV. APPROACH

Our approach consists of three steps as shown in Fig. 2.

First, candidate treatments are generated using action rule

mining. Next, we identify subgroups in the population for

every candidate treatment using uplift trees. Finally, we present

a cost-benefit model to rank the rules based on the benefit of

a positive outcome, the cost of treatment and its uplift.

A. Candidate Treatments Identification

This step requires the user to provide an event log, the

controllable and uncontrollable attributes, the outcome vari-

able, and a minimum support. The classification of attributes

into controllable and uncontrollable ensures that the candidate

treatments are actionable, meaning that no change in the

uncontrollable attributes is suggested by the action rules. In
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Figure 2: Overview of the approach.

action rule mining, candidate treatment extraction is based on

support. We seek to obtain rules that are likely to generate high

revenue, which implies that the treatment should be related to

the effect for a sufficiently large sub-population of cases. This

is achieved by the support threshold. For example, the user

may decide that a candidate treatment should be linked to the

effect in at least 2% of cases (support threshold); otherwise,

the treatment is discarded.

Fig. 3 shows an example action rule. It was obtained

based on the BPI Challenge 2017 event log using the method

described in [11]. The rule states that in cases where the

customer’s credit score is low, changing the number of terms

from the interval 6–48 months to 97–120 months will increase

the likelihood of the outcome variable (Selected) to change

from negative (0) to positive (1). The rule is supplied with the

support and confidence measurements. In the rule, CreditScore
is an example of an uncontrollable attribute, while the number

of terms is considered controllable because the company can

take steps to reduce or increase it. In our method, however,

we only use the treatment part of the action rule. This is

because action rules are an extension of classification rules,

and they identify associations rather than causation. We seek

to find a sub-population where the treatment causes the desired

outcome. Therefore, in the next step, we use uplift modeling

to discover causal rules.

B. Causal Rules Discovery

This step aims to discover subgroups X for which a certain

treatment A has a high positive causal effect on the outcome

Y . To this end, for each candidate treatment, we perform steps

detailed below.

First, we build an uplift tree and take rules with high uplift:

Pr(Y = 1|A = 1, X = x)− Pr(Y = 1|A = 0, X = x).

A popular but unjustified belief regarding uplift from ob-

servational data is that it can be estimated using the above

formula. Uplift cannot be estimated this way unless we assume

that for each individual in the population, A is independent

of the counterfactual outcomes Y 1 and Y 0 conditional on

X (exchangeability assumption) [15]. This assumption holds

only when treatment assignment is randomized. In randomized

controlled trials, treatment is randomized by design. However,

in observational studies, the treated and the untreated indi-

viduals are systematically different. The advantage of using

the uplift tree method is that we can address the above issue

by using its normalization feature. Normalization punishes

tests that split the treatment and control groups in different

proportions. These splits indicate situations where the test

is not independent of the group assignment, and thus, the

exchangeability assumption is violated. For a test A and the

KL-divergence criterion, normalizing factor is calculated as

follows:

I(A) = H
(

NT

N , NC

N

)
KL

(
PT (A) : PC(A)

)
+

NT

N H
(
PT (A)

)
+ NC

N H
(
PC(A)

)
+ 1

2 ,

where NT and NC are the numbers of cases in the treatment

group and the control group, respectively, and N = NT +
NC is the total number of cases. For the squared Euclidean

distance and the Chi-squared divergence, entropy is replaced

by the Gini index. The first term of this factor punishes tests

with imbalanced splits and, therefore, adjusts for confounding

effects. The following two terms prevent bias towards tests

with high numbers of outcomes. After normalization, the final

splitting criterion is the gain divided by the normalizing value.

While the normalization factor adjusts for biases related

to observed confounders provided to the uplift tree as input

variables, it does not ensure that there are no unobserved

confounders that could invalidate the interpretation of the

uplift estimates as true causal effects. As an optional step,

to strengthen the validity of the study, a manual check for

confounding effects can be carried out by specifying a causal

graph (depicting both observed and unobserved confounders)

and identifying whether a valid adjustment set exists using the

back-door criterion as described in [16].

Fig. 4 shows an example uplift tree. The sub-populations of

interest are in the leaves of the tree, and the user may pick

the leaves that have an uplift score above a certain threshold.

C. Ranking Rules Using a Cost-Benefit Model

An uplift score of an identified rule quantifies the causal

effect of applying each intervention. However, it is not al-

ways profitable to carry out interventions with a negative

incremental return-on-investment (ROI). So, we incorporate

the uplift measure in a cost-benefit model that corresponds

to the incremental ROI. Knowing the expected causal effect

(estimated in the previous step) of applying a treatment to the

discovered sub-population, the value of the desired outcome,
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Rule : r = [(CreditScore : low) ∧ (NoOfTerms : [6− 48]→ [97− 120])] =⇒ [Selected : 0→ 1],
with support 0.057 and confidence 0.764;

Figure 3: Example of an Action Rule.

FirstWithdrawalAmount � 8304.0 
 uplift score: 0.0778

MonthlyCost � 230.0 
 uplift score: 0.0713 

True

MonthlyCost � 149.52 
 uplift score: 0.1358 

False

CreditScore � 977.0 
 uplift score: 0.0691 

CreditScore � 917.2 
 uplift score: 0.158 

CreditScore � 920.0 
 uplift score: 0.1698 

MonthlyCost � 125.41 
uplift score: 0.117 

uplift score: -0.0318 NumberOfO�ers � 1.6 
uplift score: 0.1002  uplift score: 0.2677 MonthlyCost � 175.0

uplift score: 0.1616 
FirstWithdrawalAmount � 5000.0

uplift score: -0.0162 
existing loan takeover � 0.1

uplift score: 0.2343 uplift score: 0.0545  uplift score: 0.1501 

 uplift score: 0.0274  uplift score: 0.1422  uplift score: 0.202  uplift score: 0.1545  uplift score: -0.0335  uplift score: -0.0115  uplift score: 0.1216  uplift score: 0.2936 

Figure 4: Example of an uplift tree.

and the costs of the treatments, we produce a cost-aware

ranking of the rules. According to [17], there are two types

of treatment costs: 1) Fixed impression cost, i.e., the cost that

occurs when applying the treatment, such as the cost of a

phone call, 2) Triggered cost, i.e., the cost that occurs only if

the treated case reaches a positive outcome such as lowering

the interest rate of a loan. In the following, we assume that

the triggered costs are not present.

We use this notation to define the cost-benefit model:

• v: value (benefit) of a positive outcome, assuming that it

is constant and given as prior knowledge;

• c: impression cost for a treatment;

• u: uplift of applying a treatment; and

• n: size of the treated group.

We define the net value of applying a treatment is as follows:

net = n× (u× v − c).

Note that n× u× v represents the incremental value of the

treatment and n× c the incremental cost.

V. EVALUATION

The proposed approach was implemented in Python 3.7

using the ActionRules1 package for generating actionable

recommendations and the CausalML package [18] for con-

structing uplift trees. The relevance of the approach is shown

through a case study using the BPI Challenge (BPIC) 2017

log.2 We chose this log among all other BPI Challenge logs

because the approach requires a setting where an outcome

can be influenced by interventions that can take the form of a

change in the case attributes. The BPIC 2017 log was the only

1https://github.com/lukassykora/actionrules
2doi:10.4121/uuid:5f3067df-f10b-45da-b98b-86ae4c7a310b

one that satisfies these criteria. Since we did not have access

to a subject matter expert from the company that provided the

log, we compare our results with the reports of the winners

of the challenge. The main goal of this experiment is thus to

compare the recommendations that we generated automatically

with those that the winners of the challenge produced.

A. Dataset
The BPI 2017 log records cases of a loan application

process at a Dutch financial institute, which were filed in 2016

and handled up until 2 February 2017. It contains 31,509

applications (cases), 1,202,267 events and 42,995 offers. In

addition to the attributes found in the log, we engineered the

number of offers made to the customer as an additional feature.

We also filtered the log to remove cases where the value of

the outcome variable was missing.
For each application one or more offers may be created but

the customer may only select one offer. In many cases, the

customer does not select any of the bank offers. So the target

variable in this study is the attribute ‘Selected’. It is a Boolean

attribute which is equal to true if the customer selects an offer

and false otherwise.
Next, we classified the other attributes into controllable and

uncontrollable. These features were considered uncontrollable:

• Application type (new credit or limit raising)

• Loan goal (reason for the loan application)

• Customer credit score

• Requested amount.

The following features were classified as controllable:

• Number of offers

• Number of payback terms (months)

• Monthly cost

• Initial withdrawal amount.
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B. Results

We ran the action rule discovery algorithm on the above

dataset with support = 3 and confidence = 55, resulting in

24 rules containing 17 distinct recommendations. For each

recommendation we constructed an uplift tree to find the

sub-population for each actionable recommendation using the

following settings:

• maximum depth of the tree = 5

• minimum number of samples for a split = 200

• minimum number of samples in the treatment group for

a split = 50

• regularization parameter = 100

• evaluation function = Kullback-Leibler divergence.

We extracted the following rules:

• Action 1: Decreasing the initial withdrawal amount from

7,500–9,895 to 0–7,499. Sub-population: Limit raising

customers with a credit score greater than 885 and a

monthly cost below 120 Euros.

• Action 2: Increasing number of terms from 6–48 months

to more than 120 months. Sub-population: Customers

whose credit scores are between 899 and 943 and their

first withdrawal amount is less than 8,304.

• Action 3: Increasing number of terms from 6–48 months

to 61–96 months. Sub-population: Customers whose loan

goal is not existing loan takeover, have a credit score less

than 920, their offer includes a monthly cost greater than

149 and the first withdrawal amount is less than 8304.

• Action 4: Increasing number of terms from 6–48 months

to 97–120 months. Sub-population1: Customers with a

credit score less than 982, first withdrawal amount greater

than 8,304, and a monthly cost between 154 and 205.

Sub-population2: Customers with a credit score between

781 and 982, first withdrawal amount less than 8,304, and

a monthly cost greater than 147.

• Action 5: Decreasing first withdrawal amount from

7,500–9,895 to 5,750–7,499 and decreasing number of

terms if greater than 120 months to 49–60 months. Sub-

population: Customers with an offer that has a monthly

cost less than 150.

• Action 6: Decreasing first withdrawal amount from

7500–9895 to 0–7,499 and decreasing number of terms

if greater than 120 months to 97–120 months. Sub-

population: New credit applicants with a credit score less

than 914 that have an offer with a monthly cost more

than 150.

• Action 7: Increasing first withdrawal amount from 7,500–

9,895 Euros to 9,896–75,000. Sub-population: New credit

application where the loan goal is existing loan takeover

and the customer credit score is 825.

• Action 8: Decreasing first withdrawal amount from

9,896–75,000 to 1,490–7,499 and increasing number of

terms from 49–60 to 97–120. Sub-population: Customers

with credit score lower than 933 and monthly cost greater

than 154.

C. Discussion

The BPI challenge had three categories: student, professional

and academic. Below, we discuss the recommendations of the

winners in each category and compare them with our findings.

Since our recommendations are at case level, we only discuss

the case-level recommendations in these reports.

1) Academic: The winning report in this category [19]

starts by producing the as-is process model of the underlying

loan application process, and then identifies the variants of

the process in order to better understand the data at hand. The

authors analyze the process outcome and make the recommen-

dation to decrease the monthly cost or increase the number of

terms to more than 120. This is very similar to our Action

2 in the previous section. However, we found that this rule

should be applied to customers in a specific range of credit

score (between 899 and 943) and first withdrawal amount (less

than 8304). It is for this specific sub-population that this action

has a high incremental effect. For example, in the rule’s uplift

tree, it is indicated that if the first withdrawal amount is higher

than 10,000 the uplift is only 8%. So while it might generally

be beneficial to increase the number of terms, applying this

action might not lead to an increase in revenue all the times.

They also carried out an analysis on the application type.

There are two application types in this dataset: new credit and

limit raise. The majority of the applications are new credit

applications (89%). They found that applications for limit rais-

ing have a higher rate of success than new credit applications.

Limit raising applications are included in a sub-population in

only one rule. One possible reason for this is that this type of

applications already have a high likelihood of being successful.

So, applying a treatment would be unnecessary. In addition,

we have found that more than the application type, it is the

credit score that determines the causal effect of an action on

the case outcome. According to our results, credit score is

included in almost all the rules, but the application type is

present in less than half the rules.

Regarding the number of offers, the authors of the report

observed that there is an association between having more

offers and the customer not cancelling the application. The

candidate treatment identification part of our method was not

able to recommend any action regarding the number of offers

made to the customer. This is because the action rules method

generates the rules based on support. In this dataset, one

offer was created for the majority of applications. Therefore,

any rule with higher number of offers would not reach the

minimum support threshold.

2) Professional: Similar to the academic category, in this

report [20] the authors discovered the association between

the number of offers and a successful outcome and made

the recommendation to increase the number of offers. They

also analyzed different loan goals and reached the conclusion

that it would be beneficial to improve the instructions on the

required documentation. This is to decrease the duration of

the application. They were able to identify the cause of the

delays in the application process by manually checking the
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time needed to validate the application and the number of

times requests for document completions are sent.

Further, they analyzed the impact of credit score on the

customer’s decision and found that high credit customers have

significantly higher chance of a successful outcome. This is

in line with our finding: Actions 2–4, 6–8 are concerned with

customers with low credit score, meaning that there is no need

for change in applications with high credit score.

The authors also performed predictive analysis to determine

which attributes have an impact on the outcome. They found

that “credit score has a significant impact on the decision of the

customer to take the offer or not”. They state that this might

be because the bank has more competitive offers for higher

credit customers and they recommend the bank to further

investigate this issue. This is in line with our finding that most

of the discovered sub-groups in our rules include lower credit

score customers who are more in need of treatments. However,

we go beyond the finding in the report and provide concrete

actionable rules for customers that have lower credit scores

and are more likely to reject their offers.

Finally, the authors of the winning report in the Professional

category found that all other variables being equal, raise limit

applications are more likely to be successful than new credit

applications. However, this finding is based on application

type having a low p value which indicates association rather

than causation. Furthermore, they found that monthly cost and

duration also impact the outcome. Regarding the monthly cost,

this is related to the number of terms. So if a rule recommends

that the number of terms should be increased, it is implicitly

recommending the monthly cost to be decreased. The duration

of an application depends both on what the client nominated

in their loan application and what the bank has approved. It

also depends on the time it takes for the client to respond to

the bank’s requests (e.g. requests for additional documents)

and the time for the bank to process the application. For the

above reasons, these are spurious results and as such did not

emerge in our findings.

3) Student: In this report [21], the authors provide five

recommendations:

• Send offers to clients as soon as possible.

• Maximize the number of terms.

• Minimize the first withdrawal amount.

• Minimize the monthly cost.

• Minimize the time intervals between sending the offers

to the client.

The authors found that if offers are sent within four days

of submitting the application, cancellation rate may decrease

between 5% and 10%. Moreover, they found that in the cases

where multiple offers where made, keeping the mean time

between the offers to below four days may decrease the cancel-

lation rate by 2% to 5%. Our recommendations do not include

the timing of the offers because it requires additional feature

engineering. Since we did very minimal feature engineering to

keep the method as automated as possible, we cannot comment

on the authors’ first and last recommendations.

Regarding the number of terms, they found that by keeping

it to above 60, they can decrease the cancellation rate by 3%

to 9%. We also identified three rules regarding the number of

terms (Actions 2–4 and 8). This recommendation is generally

made for all the customers of the bank. However, we found

that the magnitude of the increase has different causal effects

depending on the circumstance of each case. For instance,

suppose we have a customer with a credit score of 900.

According to our Action 2 if the first withdrawal amount

for this customer was determined to be less than 8,304, then

the number of terms for this customer should be increased to

more than 120. However, if the same customer has an offer

with the first withdrawal amount greater than 8,304 and a low

monthly cost, then the increase in the number of terms to the

interval 97–120 is sufficient. Additionally, an overall increase

in the number of terms will not necessarily be beneficial. For

example, according to the uplift tree for our Action 3 (see Fig.

4), increasing the number of terms for clients with their loan

goal being that of existing loan takeover, has a low uplift score.

This means that for these types of applicants, offers with a high

number of terms will not influence the outcome. It should also

be noted that we have discovered two rules (Actions 5 and 6)

where decreasing the number of terms is recommended. But

only when it is paired with decreasing the first withdrawal

amount. Rule 5 describes situations where the offer has a

high initial withdrawal amount and a low monthly cost. So

it recommends a more balanced offer where the customer can

pay less initially but is charged slightly more monthly. Rule 6

describes a similar situation, but for bigger loans (e.g., when

monthly cost is higher than 150).

According to the same report, the first withdrawal amount

should be less than 5,000 Euros. By keeping it below this

amount, a decrease of cancellation by 9% to 12% can be

reached. We also found that in most of our rules, the initial

withdrawal amount should be decreased. Only in one rule

(Action 7) we found that it should be increased, namely for

cases where application type is new credit, loan goal is existing

loan takeover and the customer’s credit score is 825. This

might be due to the fact that in such applications, the customer

does not have a high enough credit to demand a better offer

and at the same time they may not want to increase the number

of payback months, because they have already been paying for

a previous loan. So, a high initial withdrawal amount might

be attractive to such clients.

The authors’ recommendation regarding the monthly cost is

to minimize it. They found that having a monthly cost below

400 Euros will bring the cancellation rate down by 3% . The

monthly cost is closely related to the loan amount and the

number of terms. With the loan amount being fixed, increasing

the number of terms will automatically result in the monthly

cost being decreased. So in those rules where we recommend

to increase the number of terms (Actions 2–4 and 8), we are

implicitly recommending the monthly cost to be decreased.
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D. Threats to validity.

The above validation comes with the usual threat to external

validity associated with case studies (lack of generalizability).

We do not claim that the approach can discover relevant rules

in other contexts. The validation also comes with threats to

internal validity. The results may be affected by data quality

issues in the event logs as well as misinterpretations of the

semantics of the data or of the usefulness of the discovered

rules. The latter threat is mitigated by the fact that we cross-

checked our interpretation of the data and the results against

the reports of the winners of the BPI Challenge who, at the

time the contest took place, were able to indirectly resolve

doubts about the data and its semantics with domain experts.

To compensate for these threats, we provide a software artifact

to enable other researchers to reproduce our experiments and

to replicate them in other case studies (see link at the end of

the paper). The fact that the experiments are based on observa-

tional data creates a potential threat to construct validity. The

estimated uplift scores may not match those observed when

the rules are deployed in practice. A rigorous A/B test should

be conducted prior to deploying the recommendation rules in

an operational setting.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We proposed an approach to analyze event logs in order

to generate recommendations for applying treatments during

the execution of a case so as to maximize the probability of

an outcome. The approach leverages causal machine learning

techniques to estimate the causal effect of a treatment and to

identify subsets of cases for which a treatment has the highest

incremental effect (uplift). We sketched how the incremental

ROI of applying a treatment may be derived from the uplift.

We validated the approach by applying it to the event log

of the BPI Challenge 2017. Since we did not have access

to a domain expert from the company that supplied the log,

we compared our findings to those of the winners of the

challenge. We found that most of the generated recommen-

dations matched those of the winners. Furthermore, for each

recommendation, our approach identified specific subsets of

cases (e.g. specific types of loan applications or customers)

for which the treatment could be most effective.

The approach adjusts the estimation of the causal effect of

a treatment against the variables extracted from the event log

(e.g. case and event attributes). However, it does not adjust for

exogenous confounding effects not explicitly captured in the

log. An avenue for future work is to extend the approach with

a method to identify contextual variables, such as time of the

day, geographic location of the process stakeholders, weather,

and to validate the discovered causal relations with respect to

such variables, for example using structural models as in [8].

The reported validation is preliminary and does not involve

feedback from potential users of the technique (managers, ana-

lysts) or external validation for example via A/B testing of the

identified treatments. Conducting complementary validations

of the proposed approach is another direction for future work.

REPRODUCIBILITY

The source code and documentation to reproduce the ex-

periments are available at https://github.com/zahradbozorgi/

CausalRulesDiscovery
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Abstract—Process mining techniques aim to derive knowledge
of the execution of processes, by means of automated analysis
of behaviour recorded in event logs. A well-known challenge in
process mining is to strike an adequate balance between the
behavioural quality of a discovered model compared to the event
log and the model’s complexity as perceived by stakeholders. At
the same time, events typically contain multiple attributes related
to parts of the process at different levels of abstraction, which are
often ignored by existing process mining techniques, resulting in
either highly complex and/or incomprehensible process mining
results. This paper addresses this problem by extending process
mining to use event-level attributes readily available in event
logs. We introduce (1) the concept of multi-level logs and
generalise existing hierarchical process models, which support
multiple modelling formalisms and notions of activities in a single
model, (2) a framework, instantiation and implementation for
process discovery of hierarchical models, and (3) a corresponding
conformance checking technique. The resulting framework has
been implemented as a plug-in of the open-source process mining
framework ProM, and has been evaluated qualitatively and
quantitatively using multiple real-life event logs.

Index Terms—Process mining, process model complexity, pro-
cess discovery, hierarchical process models, multi-level event logs

I. INTRODUCTION

Process mining [1] techniques are concerned with deriving

process-based insights from historical records of business

operations recorded in information system event logs. Two

often-used categories of process mining techniques are process
discovery [5] and conformance checking [8]. Process discovery

aims to extract understandable and representative process mod-

els from event logs in order for stakeholders to uncover the real

behaviour of their business processes. Many process discovery

algorithms exist; each focusing on generating process models

with a certain level of quality, expressed using the dimensions

of fitness, precision, simplicity and generalisation [1]. A well-

known challenge for any process discovery technique is to

strike the right balance between the behavioural quality of

a discovered model with respect to the event log and the

model’s complexity as perceived by stakeholders. Applying

most existing process discovery techniques on real-life event

logs results either in detailed highly complex and incom-

prehensible models (due to high numbers of activities and

complex behaviour) or abstract and simple but behaviourally

inaccurate models (due to leaving out or adding behaviour

with respect to the log).

Despite advances made in process discovery, the under-

standability of the discovered models is often compromised

when dealing with complex processes. The reasons for obtain-

ing such complex models are plentiful, e.g., noise is inherently

present in logs. Furthermore, often, the abstraction level at

which the event attributes are recorded is often much lower

than which one ideally models a business process at [39].

At the same time, this problem can be alleviated by using

hierarchical process models as a primary process repres-

entation [28]. A hierarchical process model is characterised

by hierarchy of levels, each of which captures a particular

granularity of the process. Then, each step in the process

constitutes a step in potentially multiple levels of the hierarchy,

which inherently leads to the notion of multi-level behaviour.

For instance, the following multi-level trace represents a hos-

pitalisation: the first four events denote a stay at the intensive

care (level 1), during which the patient was intubated (level

2), which consisted of intubation, ventilation and extubation

(level 3). Afterwards, the patient was deregistered from the IC

and transfered to a ward.

x
ˆ

IC
intubation
intubate

˙
,

ˆ
IC

intubation
ventilate

˙
,

ˆ
IC

intubation
extubate

˙
,

ˆ
IC

transfer
deregister

˙
,

ˆ
Ward 1
transfer
register

˙
, ..y

Existing discovery techniques assume process steps are rep-

resented by a single attribute (e.g., concept:name), thus

logs such as our example (e.g. [17]) would yield either high-

level models containing lots of loops (level 1) or overly

spaghetti-like complex models (level 3). As we will show in

Section VI, real-life event logs readily contain many more such

attributes. By considering multiple attributes, “hierarchical

decomposition plays a central role for organising processes

in an understandable way and for refining coarse-granular

towards a fine-granular representation” [26]. Our evaluation

illustrates this: Figure 4f illustrates that complex models can

be made simpler by splitting them up in hierarchical parts.

The use of hierarchy to improve the understandability of

process models is well established [3], [4], [28], [33], [36], and

recent techniques have been proposed that abstract attributes

in event logs: see [39] for a literature review.
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Figure 1: Context of the MLM framework.

In this paper, we introduce the concept of multi-level

information in event logs, and propose hierarchical discov-

ery and conformance checking techniques that can use this

information. Existing hierarchical discovery techniques either

do not consider multi-level information, are limited to 2

layers of hierarchy or are tied to specific combinations of

model formalisms [25], [34], [36] (different types of behaviour

may require different modelling concepts, e.g. declarative and

imperative formalisms [12]). We introduce a framework for

hierarchical process discovery that explicitly takes multi-level

information into account and is limited in neither layers nor

formalisms. This Multi-Level Miner (MLM) framework takes

as input a standard event log and a multi-level classifier (which

indicates the attributes involved and their order), then recurs-

ively abstracts groups of events, applies existing discovery

techniques and splits the event log accordingly, to output a

hierarchical process model (see Figure 1). As such, MLM can
be regarded as a standardisation effort for event logs that
either inherently describe multi-level process information or
that contain derived multi-level process information.

We instantiate an algorithm using MLM and introduce a

conformance checking technique to compare multi-level logs

and hierarchical models. Then, we evaluate MLM with respect

to existing discovery techniques, which shows that MLM can

discover models with quality on par with existing techniques,

while being arguably simpler to understand for users.

In short, the contributions of this paper are:

‚ A conceptual model and definition of multi-level logs,

and definitions of generalised hierarchical models;

‚ An implemented, instantiated, extensible model discovery

framework (MLM) that considers multi-level information;

‚ A corresponding conformance checking technique.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Sec-

tion II discusses related work. Section III introduces our

multi-level languages and hierarchical process models, while

Section IV presents how we discover them and Section V

discusses how to check their conformance. Section VI presents

key findings from our evaluations with multiple real-life event

logs, and we discuss limitations in Section VII. Section VIII

concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK & BACKGROUND

In this section, we discuss related work and concepts of

process modelling formalisms, process discovery techniques,

single- and multi-formalism hierarchical models, and tech-

niques that identify multi-level structures in logs.

From an abstract point of view, a process model describes

behaviour as a possibly infinite set of traces, a language, over

the transitions present in the model. For instance, directly

follows models/transition systems use arcs to express which

transitions can be executed after each transition [24]. Process

trees are a hierarchy of nodes (with transitions as leaves), each

combining the languages of its sub-nodes [20]. BPMN models

express complex behaviour using advanced gateways and

exception handling events [9]. Declarative models explicitly

express constraints over pairs of transitions [35]. Finally, a

Petri net describes behaviour through occurrences of trans-

itions that consume tokens from states (places) and produce

tokens on places [29]. We assume the reader to be familiar

with the basic principles of the most commonly used process

mining formalisms; see [1] for an introduction.

Process modelling formalisms that support hierarchy in-

clude process trees [20], BPMN [9], declarative languages [33]

and fuzzy models [15]. Our definition (Section III) generalises

over these formalisms by providing a multi-formalism hier-

archy, and establishes their multi-level semantics.

A plethora of non-hierarchical discovery techniques has

been proposed. For a detailed overview of these techniques,

please refer to [1], [5]. The approach of this paper can use

any discovery technique to improve on the simplicity and

understandability of the discovered models at any level, by

using multi-level information from the event log.

Techniques that identify or create levels in event logs

include clustering activities based on correlations [16], identi-

fying stages [30], [9], or constructing taxonomies [14]. For

a recent literature review, see [39]. Using these techniques,

multi-level information can be added to event logs, which can

be used as input (levels) for the MLM framework. No tech-

nique that explicitly uses this information has been proposed.

Next, we discuss approaches that aim to discover hierarch-

ical models. In [20], process trees are discovered by splitting

the event log recursively into smaller parts; the hierarchy

bears no meaning (as in [37]). This is combined with other

techniques in [22], where a hierarchy is obtained by combining

discovery techniques: where one discovery technique gives up,

another is started in a hierarchical way. In [19], hierarchy is

used to express recursion, derived from inherently hierarchical

software stack traces, using process trees. In [9], [10], first

events are clustered, after which for each cluster BPMN

models are discovered in a hierarchical way. Similarly, in [33],

text mining is applied to identify related activity labels, which

are consecutively collapsed in the event log and used to

discover a hierarchical declarative process model. Finally, the

Fuzzy Miner [15] dynamically groups activities based on their

already-discovered relation with other activities, and thereby

implicitly induces a hierarchy.

None of the aforementioned techniques explicitly takes

multi-level information into account, i.e., even though the

techniques allow us to derive a model comprising a hierarchy,

the primary input is still of a “flat” nature. Moreover, none of

the techniques is able to combine multiple process modelling

formalisms, i.e., allow us to pick the most suitable modelling

formalism for a specific level within the process.

Hybrid models combine multiple modelling formalisms

to reduce complexity, in particular they use declarative and
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imperative parts. In hybrid models, a transition can contain a

sub-model of a different formalism. To define the semantics of

hybrid models, the open-world assumption, trace termination

and concurrency in atomic languages (such as Petri net)

need particular attention [35]. While in hybrid models only

a lowest-level transition generates an event, the formalism

introduced in this paper generalises over this approach by

adding support for multi-level events. Discovery techniques

for hybrid models were proposed in [25], [34], [36]. Neither of

these approaches consider multi-level information in event logs

and the last two are limited to 2 layers, as they specifically aim

to combine declarative models as sub-models of imperative

models. This paper generalises these techniques by combining

multiple formalisms without limiting the number of layers.

Furthermore, we specifically use multi-level information in the

event log to control the creation of hierarchical levels whereas

previous works derive this information using e.g. clustering.

Finally, artefact-centric process mining considers the rela-

tion between multiple process/case notions [31], [13], such

as orders, products and packages. This notion differs from

multi-level as we assume that one level is fully contained

in another, where artefact-centric assumes no such relation.

Similarly, multi-dimensional process mining [38] does not

consider hierarchies in a single process model.

III. MULTI-LEVEL EVENT LOGS AND HIERARCHICAL

MODELS

In an information system, an event e represents the occur-

rence of an activity. We generalise this to each event having

several activities, at different levels of abstraction.

Definition 1 (Multi-level language, log). Let Σ1...Σm be
alphabets of activities. Then, a multi-level event is a vector
pa1, . . . , amq with @1ďiďmai P Σi of values describing a pro-
cess step. A multi-level trace is a finite sequence of multi-level
events, a multi-level language is a collection of multi-level
traces and a multi-level log is a multi-level language with a
finite number of traces.

An example of a multi-level event is (Intensive Care, Intub-

ation, Extubate), which indicates that an activity ”extubate”

(removing an air pipe from a patient’s throat) was performed,

which is the final stage of a higher-level activity/procedure

”intubation”, which in turn is a step in an intensive care stay.

A multi-level trace in this example would be a patient being

admitted to the intensive care, and the corresponding multi-

level event log would be all intensive care stays recorded.

Every (standard) event log that contains multiple event

attributes can be transformed into a multi-level log by deciding

on the attributes that indicate the levels, and their order, using

a multi-level classifier, which is a list of classifiers, which are

lists of attributes (i.e. columns in a CSV file).

A hierarchical model combines process models of several

formalisms to hierarchically express a multi-level language.

We define hierarchical models recursively using a process

model M of any formalism:

a

1

a b

x

k

l

m

Figure 2: A multi-level process model, consisting of a Declare

model (top), a Petri net and a Directly Follows model.

Definition 2 (Hierarchical model - syntax). Let Σ be an
alphabet of activities. Then, a hierarchical model M is a pro-
cess model MpT1, . . . Tnq expressed over transitions T1 . . . Tn,
where a transition Ti is either: (1) an activity aPΣ; (2) a silent
step τRΣ; or (3) an annotated activity aM 1 in which aPΣ and
M 1 is a hierarchical model.

Figure 2 shows an example, consisting of a Declare model,

of which activity a is annotated with a sub-model (a Petri net),

and activity b is annotated with a directly follows model.

In the following definition, Y replaces a single execution

of a transition with the sub-model language of the transition,

while X exhaustively calls Y until all transitions have been

replaced:

Definition 3 (Hierarchical model - semantics). Let M be
a model over transitions T1 . . . Tn. Let ϕpMpT1, . . . Tnqq
be a function that returns the language of M in terms
of starts and completes of its transitions, that is, over
T1,s, T1,c, . . . Tn,s, Tn,c. Then, the multi-level language of M
is:

LpMq “ XpϕpMqq

XpLq “
#
XpY pLqq if DtPLDiTi,s P t
L otherwise

Y pLq “ tt1 | t P L
^ t “ t1 ¨ xTi,sy ¨ t2 ¨ xTi,cy ¨ t3 ^ Ti,c R t2
^ t1 P tt1u ‚ pLpTiq ‖ tt2uq ‚ tt3uu
Y tt1 P L | �DtPLDiTi,s P tu

Lpaq “ txpaqyu
Lpτq “ txyu

LpaM 1q “ txpae1q, . . . paemqy | xe1, . . . emy P LpM 1qu

Where ‚ is the sequential cross product and ‖ is the
interleaving cross product [21].

For instance, the multi-level language of the model shown

in Figure 1 is txpaxq, pbl q, pbmqy, xpaxq, pbkq, pbmqyu.
Hierarchical models are defined for any formalism for

which ϕ can be defined, which entails the introduction of

true concurrency between transition executions (which can be

simulated in atomic Petri nets, process trees and directly follow

models; see Section V). The only requirement to this ϕ is that

for every trace generated, there is a bijective mapping of every
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Ti,s to/from a later following Ti,c. However, for declarative

models, other factors (e.g. the open-world assumption) need

to be considered [35].

In the remainder of this paper, for simplicity, we assume that

the hierarchy of a hierarchical model is of a consistent depth,

even though this is not required by our definitions (that is,

such models simply emit multi-level events of uneven sizes),

and we may omit the “multi-level” prefix where appropriate.

IV. DISCOVERING MULTI-LEVEL MODELS

In this section, we introduce the Multi-Level Miner (MLM)
framework. We first give its pseudocode and explain its key

steps, after which we give a specific algorithm implementing it,

and we sketch strategies in case extra information is available.

A. The Multi-Level Miner Framework

As input, MLM takes a multi-level language (which can be

obtained from an event log using a multi-level classifier) and

a list of discovery techniques D1 . . . Dm to be applied over

m levels of attributes.

Intuitively, MLM first prepares the event log by abstracting

groups of events to the current level l, then applies a dis-

covery technique, and finally recurses on the transitions of

the discovered model, replacing each transition with a process

model of the next level. Thus, the framework uses two key

functions that algorithms implementing the framework must

provide for each level l P t1 . . .mu: event group abstraction

Pl and log splitting Sl. The event group abstraction function

Pl aims to remove repetition from traces. For instance, a

“flat” discovery technique would falsely consider the trace

xa, b, by to contain a repetition of b. However, these bs indicate

lower level steps, rather than a repetition of b itself. Thus,

Pl abstracts this trace into xa, by by removing the repeated

b. After a process discovery technique has been applied, the

log splitting step Sl splits the (non-abstracted) log into sub-

logs: one sub-log for each transition in the discovered process

model. Intuitively, each sub-log contains a trace for each

execution of the corresponding activity. In our example, the

trace would be split into xay and xb, by.
To formally define MLM, we use a projection function φ

that projects a particular level of an event to its lth attribute

value, and by extension multi-level traces and multi-level

languages onto traces and languages: φppa1, . . . amq, jq “ aj .

Then, the MLM framework is defined as follows:

1: procedure MLMP,D,S(multi-level language L, level l)
2: if l is the bottom level then
3: M Ð DlpφpL, lqq Ź discover a process model

4: else
5: L1 Ð PlpLq Ź abstract groups in L
6: M Ð DlpφpL1, lqq Ź discover a process model

7: for all transition t PM do
8: Lt Ð SlpM,Lq Ź split L using M
9: Mt Ð MLM(Lt, l`1) Ź recurse

10: replace t with tMt in M Ź link t to

sub-model Mt

11: end for

12: end if
13: return M
14: end procedure

B. An Example Instantiation

To illustrate the MLM framework, we instantiate it in an

actual algorithm as follows. For the log abstraction function Pl,

consecutive appearances of the same activity are removed. For

instance, the trace xpaxq, payq, pbxqy at level 1 would be filtered to

xpaxq, pbxqy. For the log splitting function Sl, (1) the discovered

model is transformed to allow for repeated executions of

activities by replacing each transition as in Table I; (2)

alignments [2] are computed to link events in the log to a

transition in the transformed model, and to remove non-fitting

events, which makes the instantiation non-deterministic; and

(3) for each transition T , the trace is split into sub-trace(s):

events that are not linked to T are removed, and a new sub-

trace is started depending on the model formalism. [directly

follows models] a new sub-trace is started when an event

occurs of a transition T 1 ‰ T (as directly-follows models do

not support concurrency); [process trees] a new sub-trace is

started when an event occurs of a transition T 1 ‰ T such that

T 1 is not concurrent with T in the tree; [Petri nets] a new

sub-trace is started when an event occurs of any transition.

For instance, consider the top-level model of Figure 2 and

the trace xpaxq, pbkq, pbmqy at level 1. This trace would be

split into the subtrace xpaxqy for transition a and the subtrace

xpbkq, pbmqy for transition b.

V. CONFORMANCE CHECKING

To compare a hierarchical model with a multi-level log,

existing state-space exploring conformance checking tech-

niques could be updated to support multi-level logs. However,

we can use existing techniques unchanged by translating a

hierarchical model to a workflow net (flattening), if all levels

are individually translatable to workflow nets. In the following,

let M be a process model translated to a workflow net over

transitions pT1, . . . Tnq, which are replaced as follows:

a, τ are not replaced;

aM 1 (1) the sub-model M 1 is recursively translated to a

workflow net having a source place psource and a sink

place psink; (2) all labelled transitions of M 1 get their

labels superpositioned with a, e.g. pxq Ñ paxq; (3) a silent

transition tstart is added, which has the same input arcs as

aM 1 and one output arc to psource; and (4) another silent

transition tend is added with one input arc from psink and

Table I: Log splitting: model transformation for several form-

alisms.

Formalism transition transformed

Directly follows model a a

Process tree a œpa, τq
Petri net a

a T1

a

T2
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start a

paxq
end a

start b

pbl q pbmq
end b

start τ

pbkq
end τ

Figure 3: Our multi-level model flattened into a Petri net.

the same output arcs as aM 1 . The remaining net is sound,

that is, free of deadlocks and other anomalies [20], if all

of the sub-model-workflow nets are sound;

For instance, the hierarchical model shown in Figure 2 would

be flattened to Figure 3.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the MLM framework: first, we

illustrate its applicability in a qualitative comparison with other

discovery techniques. Second, we evaluate the quality of the

models discovered by the MLM framework.

Reproducibility. All event logs used in this paper are publicly

available, as well as the source code of our technique.

A. Implementation

Both the MLM framework instantiation (Section IV-B)

and the conformance checking technique (Section V) have

been implemented as plug-ins of the ProM framework [11],

in package multi-level miner. The MLM and its im-

plementation allow for easy extension with other discovery

techniques and sub-model formalisms; currently Petri nets,

directly follows models, BPMN models and process trees are

supported. The resulting hierarchical model can be visualised

in two ways: either as a single model (as in Figure 4f), or

using a separate visualisation for each level, where a user can

click on an annotated node, which opens the corresponding

sub-model (Figure 4e).

B. Qualitative Evaluation

To study qualitative and understandability aspects of the

MLM framework, we applied Disco (see http://fluxicon.com),

Declare [35], Inductive Miner - infrequent [20] and Split

Miner [6] at their default settings to the BPI Challenge 2017

log, which was recorded from a loan application process at

a financial institution in the Netherlands. Based on domain

knowledge and a small explorative analysis, we chose the

attributes eventOrigin and concept:name as the multi-

level classifier, and chose the Directly Follows Miner [24] and

the Inductive Miner as discovery techniques for the MLM

framework. The discovered models are shown in Figure 4.

A visual inspection of these models immediately reveals that

the multi-level model is much simpler and understandable

than any of the other models, especially on more abstract

levels. Hierarchical models enable an understanding of the

information in the logs in a systematic manner, by displaying

the behaviour in layers. For instance, the model obtained using

Disco may not be complex on first sight (even though it is

highly filtered as per default), although, understanding the

flow of activities under a particular event origin is not easy,

unlike in multi-level models. Other models might be more

structured (Inductive Miner), more flexible (Declare) or free

of concurrency (Split Miner), however the MLM model is

arguably simpler.

In [28], seven Process Modelling Guidelines for under-

standability were identified, of which four are relevant for

this experiment: (G1) use as few model elements as possible:

compared to the other process models, the MLM model de-

composes information in layers which contain fewer elements.

This enables users to focus on a particular section of the

model rather than on all the elements at the same time, even

though the total number of elements might be higher. (G2)

minimise the routing paths per element: the experiment did not

show large differences between the techniques. (G4) model as

structured as possible. MLM introduces structure by its layers,

which for some models increases the structuredness of the

entire model compared to other techniques. (G7) decompose

a model with more than 30 elements: our technique enables

decomposition of the model increasing the understandability

of the discovered model. Overall, we can see that our model

improves on most of the relevant guidelines, enabling better

understanding of the behaviour in the logs.

C. Quantitative Evaluation

To compare the MLM framework with existing discovery

techniques, we applied several techniques to six publicly

available real-life event logs. These logs are publicly avail-

able from https://data.4tu.nl/repository/collection:eventz logsz real, and were

chosen as they contain multiple event attributes that might

serve as activities. As a first step, for each log we manually

chose a multi-level classifier, based on domain knowledge on

the mentioned web page. The event logs are summarised in

Table II, which also shows the chosen classifiers. The included

existing discovery techniques are Split Miner (SM) [6], Induct-

ive Miner - infrequent (IM) [20] and Directly Follows Model

Miner (DM) [24]). Furthermore, we included two baseline

techniques: the trace model (T) that represents all traces of

the event log, and the flower model (F) that represents all

possible behaviour given the activities in the log. Finally,

we included several instantiations of the MLM framework:

(a) three instantiations that use the same existing discovery

technique for each of its levels, using Split Miner (MLM-SM),

Inductive Miner - infrequent (MLM-IM) and Directly Follows

Model Miner (MLM-DM); (b) an instantiation that uses the

flower model for each of its levels (MLM-F); a trace-MLM

would not involve multiple layers and was not included; (c)

an instantiation that combines Directly Follows Model Miner

and Inductive Miner - infrequent (MLM-DM-IM).

To these logs and discovery techniques, we applied 3-fold

cross validation: the log was split into 3 buckets, and for each

bucket a model was discovered, which was validated against

the remaining buckets. To minimise the influence of random-

ness in the cross validation, this validation was repeated 10

times. Thus, for each log and discovery technique, 30 models
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(a) Directly follows model (Fluxicon Disco). (b) Declarative model (Declare).

(c) Process tree (Inductive Miner).

(d) BPMN model (Split Miner).

(e) This paper - MLM-DM-IM (tabbed). (f) This paper - MLM-DM-IM (hierarchical).

Figure 4: Impressions of mined process models for our qualitative evaluation.
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Table II: Event logs used in the quantitative evaluation.

log multi-level classifier traces events acts

bpic 2012 concept:name, life-
cycle:transition

13087 262200 36

bpic 2013 closed
problems

concept:name, life-
cycle:transition

1487 6660 7

bpic 2015 - 1 monitoringResource, activity-
NameEN

1199 52217 2302

bpic 2017 eventOrigin, concept:name 31509 1202267 26
bpic 2018 pay-
ment applications

subprocess, concept:name, li-
fecyle:transition

43809 984613 52

sepsis org:group, concept:name 1050 15214 42

were discovered and evaluated. The reported measures are the

averages over these 30 measures.

For each log and discovered model, we measured projected

fitness and precision [23] on a Petri-net representation of the

model; the MLM-models were flattened using the method

described in Section V. Furthermore, we recorded the total

number of nodes and edges, and the average connector degree.

Together, these measures have been shown to be significantly

negatively correlated with understandability [27], [32]. Both

the total number of nodes and edges and the average connector

degree were measured on a flattened Petri net (as a machine

would) and on the native graph visualisation of the model (as

a user would), where for MLM-models we averaged the values

over the sub-models in the MLM-models. We refer to these

measures as automated size and user size.

Table III shows an excerpt of the results, with the full res-

ults available in a technical report at https://eprints.qut.edu.au/134958/.

While run time of MLM was considerably longer than for the

other discovery techniques, due to the repeated application

of alignments, in this experiment run time never exceeded

two hours, and was generally lower than 20 minutes. Thus,

while feasible for the real-life logs considered here, larger

or more complex logs with more traces, events per trace or

activity might prove challenging. For some models, fitness

and precision could not be measured. Remarkably, on bpic17,

several variants of MLM got the same precision as the flower

model, even though the corresponding models (Figure 4f)

clearly limit behaviour considerably, and this was not the case

for the other logs. Comparing an algorithm and the same

algorithm in MLM, we see slight differences in both directions

for fitness and precision, but consistently smaller models. For

all event logs, F was pareto optimal (over fitness, precision and

user-average-size) once, T 5 times, DF 4 times, IM 3 times,

SM 3 times, MLM-F 5 times, MLM-DM 5 times, MLM-

IM once, MLM-SM once, and MLM-DM-IM 4 times. MLM

techniques got the highest fitness for 3 logs (disregarding the

baselines MLM-F and F), and the highest precision for 2.

This shows that MLM scores comparable or better on the

key metrics that are related to the understandability of process

models, and comparable on fitness and precision, compared to

existing techniques.

We conclude that even though the hierarchical models are

slightly more complex for automated analysis (as elements are

introduced with flattening), these models are much simpler

for user analysis (considering the average size per level/sub-

model), and have a similar quality as existing techniques.

VII. DISCUSSION & LIMITATIONS

While the positive effects of hierarchy on understandability

are well-established in process modelling literature [3], [4],

[28], [33], [36], the extent to which multiple formalisms might

increase complexity requires further research. Thus, more

research is necessary into simplicity measures that compare

hierarchical and “flat” process models fairly, and into users’

perceptions of these measures.

In our evaluation, we selected multi-level classifiers based

on domain knowledge and on a quick analysis of short loops

for each attribute. We argue that this adds little complexity

over manually choosing a single classifier, as it requires

choosing multiple columns of a CSV file rather than a single

one. Obviously, the outcomes of multi-level process mining

highly depend on this choice, it may introduce a bias of the

results, and it requires that multiple suitable attributes are

present in the log. Users might need to iterate to find suitable

multi-level classifiers, discovery techniques and formalisms. In

future work, it would be interesting to explore methodologies,

scoring and best-practices to recommend these (e.g. as in [7]),

and to study their influence in detail.

The abstraction step (5) of MLM suffers from a chicken-

and-egg problem when regarding concurrency: in order to

abstract, knowledge of the process model would be beneficial,

however that is not available at that step. This manifests

in our instantiation in two situations. First, our event-group

abstraction step cannot be aware of concurrency: if executions

of two activities a and b overlap by having alternating events,

then our instantiation will split these executions whenever

an alternating event occurs. For instance, xpaxq, pbyq, payq, pbxqy
would be split into xpaxqy and xpayqy for a, and xpbyqy and

xpbxqy for b, rather than xpaxq, payqy and xpbyq, pbxqy. However,

if the discovery technique (step 6) nevertheless discovers

the concurrency, the log splitting (step 8) will split the log

correctly. Second, repeated execution of an activity (length-1-

loops) challenges both abstraction and log splitting: given a

repeated execution of an activity (for instance, xa, a, a, ay),
without further information, both steps cannot decide how

many executions of a are present, nor where one execution

ends and the next one starts. In future work, both could be

addressed using attributes such as concept:instance or

lifecycle:transition.

Finally, our conformance checking approach could be ex-

tended to support declarative formalisms [35].

VIII. CONCLUSION

Process mining is challenged by the need to strike a good

balance between model complexity and behavioural quality

of process models. In this paper, we introduced multi-level

logs and generalised hierarchical models, which enable the

use of multi-level data in existing logs to discover simpler

models, and generalise over existing approaches by combining

multiple formalisms with multiple levels of abstraction. We

introduced a corresponding discovery framework and con-

formance checking technique, working on standard event logs,
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Table III: Quantitative experiment results, with pareto-optimal results in bold. For all 6 logs, see https://eprints.qut.edu.au/134958/.

log algorithm fitness precision automated user time

size avg con deg avg size avg conn deg (ms)

bpic17 F 1.00 0.60 78.50 3.85 58.67 1.97 1175.00
T 1.00 0.73 2121196.70 2.02 1088537.93 2.00 816.97
DM 0.99 0.71 213.23 2.90 213.23 2.90 4605.50
SM 0.91 0.69 218.00 2.54 142.00 2.90 43399.23
IM 0.95 0.69 178.77 2.67 147.13 1.99 370274.87
MLM-F 1.00 0.60 111.50 3.33 34.63 2.83 1115102.67
MLM-DM 0.95 0.69 237.00 3.10 10.00 1.06 31809.00

.

.

.

MLM-IM 1.00 0.60 214.17 2.73 46.10 1.95 147507.60
MLM-SM 1.00 0.60 235.67 2.73 45.08 2.80 68784.10
MLM-DM-IM 1.00 0.60 437.80 2.84 42.10 1.97 136822.30

where a user selects several attributes. The proposed approach

has been evaluated in two ways: a qualitative evaluation on

a real-life event log demonstrated that discovered hierarchical

models can be much simpler and more understandable than flat

models. Second, a quantitative evaluation on six real-life event

logs showed that our approach scores better on the key metrics

that are related to the understandability of process models, and

comparable on fitness and precision to existing techniques.

There are several avenues for future work. Better ways to

visualise hierarchical process models and evaluate the impact

of visualisation on the understandability of these models

could be explored. Also, automatic suggestions for suitable

attributes and corresponding discovery techniques could be

developed [7], and our approach could be combined with

clustering-based hierarchical discovery techniques [39], [10].

Furthermore, performance measures for hierarchical models

can be investigated, similar to [18].
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Abstract—Processes, such as patient pathways, can be very
complex, comprising of hundreds of activities and dozens of
interleaved subprocesses. While existing process discovery algo-
rithms have proven to construct models of high quality on clean
logs of structured processes, it still remains a challenge when
the algorithms are being applied to logs of complex processes.
The creation of a multi-level, hierarchical representation of a
process can help to manage this complexity. However, current
approaches that pursue this idea suffer from a variety of
weaknesses. In particular, they do not deal well with interleaving
subprocesses. In this paper, we propose FlexHMiner, a three-
step approach to discover processes with multi-level interleaved
subprocesses. We implemented FlexHMiner in the open source
Process Mining toolkit ProM. We used seven real-life logs to
compare the qualities of hierarchical models discovered using
domain knowledge, random clustering, and flat approaches. Our
results indicate that the hierarchical process models that the
FlexHMiner generates compare favorably to approaches that do
not exploit hierarchy.

Index Terms—Automated Process Discovery; Process Mining;
Event Abstraction; Model Abstraction; Hierarchical Process
Discovery

I. INTRODUCTION

Complex processes often comprise of hundreds of activities

and dozens of subprocesses that run in parallel [1], [2]. For

example, in healthcare, a patient follows a certain process that

consists of several procedures (e.g., lab test and surgery) for

treating a medical condition. Studies have shown qualitatively

that using hierarchical process models to represent complex

processes can improve understandability and simplicity by

“hiding less relevant information” [3]. In particular, the use

of modularized, hierarchical process models, where process

activities are collected into subprocesses, can be presented in

a condensed higher-level presentation, revealing more details

upon request.

Process discovery, a prominent task of process mining, aims

at automatically constructing a process model from an event

log. Over the years, dozens of discovery algorithms have been

proposed [4]–[7]. These have proven to perform very well on

relatively clean logs of structured processes. However, given

the complexity of real-life processes, these algorithms tend to

discover overfitted or overgeneralized models that are difficult

to comprehend [8]. Existing discovery algorithms tend to

disregard any hierarchical decomposition, whereas discovering

hierarchical process models may help decrease the complexity

of the discovery task.

Few hierarchical process discovery algorithms have been

proposed [9]–[14]. While some approaches, such as [12], aim

to automatically detect subprocesses, these algorithms are rigid

in their assumptions and require extensive knowledge encoding

for every event in the log regarding the causalities between the

activities. Other approaches assume that subprocesses do not

interleave [9], [14], which lead to discovering inaccurately,

overly segmented models (see Fig. 1). It is also unclear how

these approaches compare to conventional, flat models in terms

of quality measures such as fitness and precision.

In this work, we propose FlexHMiner (FH), a three-step

approach for the discovery of hierarchal models. We formalize

the concept of activity tree and event abstraction, which allows

us to be flexible in the ways of computing the process hierar-

chy. We illustrate this flexibility by proposing three different

techniques to discover an activity tree: (1) a fully domain-

based approach (DK-FH), (2) a random approach (RC-FH),

and (3) a fall-back, flat activity tree (F-FH). After obtaining

an activity tree, the second step of our approach is to compute

the logs for each subprocess using log abstraction and log

projection. Finally, FlexHMiner discovers a subprocess model

for each subprocess by leveraging the capabilities of existing

discovery algorithms. Using the domain-based approach as

the gold standard and the flat tree approach as base line, we

compare the three ways of discovering an activity tree using

seven real-life logs.

The main contribution of this work is a novel approach to

discover hierarchical process models from event logs, which

(1) can handle multi-level interleaving subprocesses and (2)

is flexible in its data requirements so that it can adapt to

the situations when there is domain knowledge and when

there is not. We evaluated FlexHMiner using seven real-life,

benchmark event logs1.

In the remainder, we define the research problem in Sect. II.

The proposed approach is described in Sect. III. The evaluation

1The source code and the results can be found at: github.com/xxlu/prom-FlexHMiner
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(a) The sequential subprocessses
discovered by SCM [14].

(b) The interleaving subprocesses
discovered by our DK-FH.

Fig. 1: Difference in the discovered root models for the

BPIC2012 log.

TABLE I: An example of an event log of a healthcare process.

E Patient Description Subprocess Act Timestamp

e1 101 Visit Contact C Vi 10-10-2019
e2 101 Calcium Labtest L Ca 11-10-2019
e3 101 Register Contact C Re 12-10-2019
e4 101 Glucose Labtest L Gl 13-10-2019
e5 101 Consultation Contact C Cs 14-10-2019
e6 101 Consultation Contact C Cs 15-10-2019
e7 102 Register Contact C Re 16-10-2019
e8 102 Glucose Labtest L Gl 17-10-2019
... ... ... ... ... ...

results are presented in Sect. IV. Sect. V discusses related

work, and Sect. VI concludes the paper .

II. ACTIVITY TREE AND PROCESS HIERARCHY

Preliminaries: Let σ = 〈a1, · · · , an〉 ∈ Σ∗ be a sequence

of activities, which is also called a trace. Let a multiset

L ⊆ B(Σ∗) of traces be an event log. Tab. I shows a

list of events; Fig. 2(a) shows the sequential traces, in a

graphical representation, where each square represents an

event that is labeled with an activity. Given an event log,

a process discovery algorithm D automatically constructs a

process M (e.g., in Petri net notation). The quality of such

a model M can assessed with respect to the log L using

four quality dimensions: fitness, precision, generalization, and

complexity [8].

To discover a hierarchical process model, we leverage a

rather known concept that represents the process hierarchical

information and call it activity tree. We define an activity tree

as the hierarchical relations between activities of a process.

Formally, an activity tree is a non-overlapping, hierarchical

clustering of activities.

Definition 1 (Activity tree). Let Σ be a set of activities and

L an event log over Σ. Let A be a superset of Σ, i.e., Σ ⊂ A.

Function γ : A → P(A) is a mapping that maps each activity

x ∈ A to a set of activities X ⊂ A as the children of x. An

activity tree (A, γ) is valid for L, if and only if:

1) The children of any two labels do not overlap, i.e., for

each x, y ∈ A, x �= y ⇔ γ(x) ∩ γ(y) = ∅.

2) The union of the leaves is Σ, i.e., the set of activities that

occurred in log L, i.e., {x ∈ A | γ(x) = ∅} = Σ.

3) The tree (A, γ) is connected, i.e., for each x ∈ A, either

there is y ∈ A such that x ∈ γ(y), or x is the root.

Note that constraints (2) and (3) imply that for all x ∈ A,

x /∈ γ(x). Furthermore, it is also possible to define an activity

tree as a directed acyclic graph where each node represents

an activity and has only one incoming edge, except the root
node, which does not have any incoming edge.

Example 1. Fig. 2(b) exemplifies the activity tree (A, γ),
where A = {root,C,L,S,Vi,Cs,Re,Ca,Gl,Cr,Or,
Pr,Op}, and, for example, γ(C) = {Vi,Cs,Re}.

We call the node that has no parent in γ the root node, and

the corresponding process the root process. For each a ∈ A,

γ(a) �= ∅, we call it a (sub)process a with γ(a) as its activities.

We define the height of a node in the activity tree, which is

later used to recursively compute the abstracted logs bottom-

up. Let height : A → N
0 be a function that maps each x ∈ A

to the height (a non-negative integer) of x in the activity tree

(A, γ). For each x ∈ A, if γ(x) = ∅, then height(x) = 0,

else height(x) = 1 +Max c∈γ(x)height(c). A process model

with a maximal height of an activity tree is 1, is called flat.

III. THE FLEXHMINER ALGORITHM

In this section, we discuss the three steps of the FlexHMiner

approach: (1) compute an activity tree, (2) compute abstracted

logs, and (3) compute subprocess models.

A. Computing Activity Tree

For the first step, computing an activity tree, we present

three different methods: one supervised using domain knowl-

edge, one automated using random clustering, and one fall-

back using flat tree.

1) Using Domain Knowledge: Domain knowledge can be

used, as a gold standard, to create an activity tree. This can

be done manually. In other situations, the log itself may

already contain an encoding of human knowledge that can

be utilized in creating the activity tree. In Tab. I, the column

Act demonstrates such an encoding of hierarchy. For instance,

the activity label C_Vi, indicating that the event belongs to

subprocess C. Following the same strategy as the State Chart
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Fig. 2: FlexHMiner applied on the running example.

Miner (SCM) [14], a simple text parser is built to split the

labels of activities and to convert the domain knowledge into

an activity tree. For our experiment, we found seven real-life

logs of two processes, where such information regarding the

hierarchy is readily encoded in the activity labels 2 3.
2) Using Random Clustering: Let L ⊂ B(Σ∗) be an event

log. Let maxSize ≥ 2 be the indicated maximal size of

subprocesses. The random clustering algorithm, as listed in

Algorithm 1, takes Σ and maxSize as inputs and creates ran-

dom subprocesses of size less than maxSize . It first initializes

the activity tree (A, γ) using Σ (see Line 1). It then uses

maxSize to determine the number n of subprocesses at the

current height (see Line 2-5). Next, it creates n parent nodes as

P and simply assigns each activity c ∈ C randomly to a cluster

p ∈ P (see Line 6-12), while updating A and γ accordingly

(see Line 8 and 11). To decide whether to continue with the

next height, the current set of parent nodes P becomes the set

of child nodes C (see Line 13): if the size of C (i.e., | C |) is

greater than maxSize , then the algorithm creates another level

of parent nodes (as abstracted processes); otherwise, the while
loop terminates, and the root node is added (see Line 15 and

16). In this paper, maxSize is set to 10 as default. We use

the random clustering to show an unsupervised way to create

an activity tree and to investigate a possible baseline for the

qualities of hierarchical models.
3) Using Flat Tree: Given a log L over activities Σ, a flat

activity tree (A, γ) (with height 1) is constructed as follows.

2See the description of the BPI Challenge 2012 at https://www.win.tue.
nl/bpi/doku.php?id=2012:challenge: “The event log is a merger of three
intertwined sub processes. The first letter of each task name identifies from
which sub process (source) it originated.”

3See the description of the BPI Challenge 2015 at https://doi.org/10.
4121/uuid:31a308ef-c844-48da-948c-305d167a0ec1.: “The first two digits as
well as the characters [of the activity label] indicate the subprocess the
activity belongs to. For instance ... 01_BB_xxx indicates the ‘objections
and complaints’ (‘Beroep en Bezwaar’ in Dutch) subprocess.”

We have A = Σ ∪ {root}. For all a ∈ Σ, γ(a) = ∅; and for

root ∈ A, γ(root) = Σ. We use the flat tree approach as a

fall-back.

B. Computing Abstracted Logs and Models

Given an activity tree (A, γ) and a log L, the second

step uses the projection (f↓) and abstraction (f↑) functions

to recursively compute sublogs for each non-leaf node in the

tree. We first discuss the projection and abstraction functions,

after which we present the algorithm.

1) Projection: Given a log L, an activity tree (A, γ), and

a subprocess sp ∈ A, the projection of L on the activities

γ(sp) of sp is rather straightforward and standard, which

allows us to create a corresponding log for sp. The projection

function simply retains the events of activities γ(sp) and

remove the rest. Formally, given a trace σ = 〈e〉 · σ′: if

e ∈ γ(sp), f↓(σ, sp) = 〈e〉 · f↓(σ′, sp), otherwise, f↓(σ, sp) =
〈〉 · f↓(σ′, sp). We overload the function for any log L:

f↓(L, sp) =
⋃

σ∈L f↓(σ, sp), if f↓(σ, sp) �= 〈〉.
Example 2. For example, given the (simplified) trace σ1 =
〈Vi,Ca,Re,Gl,Cs,Cs〉, the subprocess C, and the activity-

hierarchy γ where γ(C) = {Vi,Cs,Re} (as shown in Fig. 2(a)

and (b)) then the trace of C is computed as f↓(σ1,C) =
〈Vi,Re,Cs,Cs〉.

2) Abstraction: The abstraction function f↑ returns the

abstracted, intermediate log after abstracting (removing) the

internal behavior of a subprocess sp. Essentially, the abstrac-

tion function hides irrelevant internal behavior by not retaining

the detailed events of a subprocess; it only keeps the relevant
behavior. In this paper, we consider both the start and the

end events of a subprocess as the relevant behavior. In this

way, the abstracted log only records when a subprocess starts

and ends4. If a subprocess x has different start activities (e.g.,

Vi and Re), they are abstracted into a single start activity xs

4Note that other abstraction functions can be conceived, e.g., a function that will only
render the start or the end event of the subprocess.

Algorithm 1 Compute random tree (A, γ)

Input: the input log L over Σ, and the maximal size of a process maxSize
Output: activity tree (A, γ),
1: A← Σ; and for a ∈ Σ do γ(a)← ∅ {initiate A and the leaves of γ}
2: C ← Σ {Use C to represent the child activities at the current height}
3: while | C |> maxSize do
4: {create parent clusters P to ensure the size of a process is at most maxSize,

and apply clustering to assign each c ∈ C to a parent cluster p}
5: n ← 	(| C | −1)/maxSize
+ 1 {Calculate the number of parents}
6: Create labels p1, · · · , pn {Create n random parent nodes/processes}
7: Initiate P ← {p1, · · · , pn}: for p ∈ P do γ(p)← ∅
8: A← A ∪ P
9: for c ∈ C do
10: Select a random p ∈ P , where | γ(p) |< maxSize
11: γ(p)← γ(p) ∪ {c}
12: end for {all children have been assigned to a parent process}
13: C ← P
14: end while {| C |≤ maxSize}
15: A← A ∪ {root} {Create the root node/process and add to A}
16: for c ∈ C do γ(root)← γ(root)∪{c} {Assign c ∈ C to the root process}

17: return (A, γ)
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(e.g., Cs, see Fig. 2(c)). The same holds for the end activities,

which are abstracted into a single end activity xe.

Let SP = γ(sp) denote the set of activities of subprocess

sp. Let Is denote the index of the first event of sp in σ as

Is = mine∈σ∧e∈SP σ[e]. Similarly, we use Ie to refer to the

index of the last event of sp in σ, i.e., Ie = maxe∈σ∧e∈SP σ[e].
We define f↑ as follows:

f↑(σ,SP) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

〈e〉 · f↑(σ′,SP) e /∈ SP

〈sps〉 · f↑(σ′,SP) e ∈ SP, σ[e] = Is
〈spe〉 · f↑(σ′,SP) e ∈ SP, σ[e] = Ie
〈〉 · f↑(σ′,SP) e ∈ SP

∧ Is < σ[e] < Ie

(1)

We overload the function for any log L, i.e., f↑(L, sp) =⋃
σ∈L f↑(σ, sp) 5.

Example 3. For example, after abstracting subprocess C
from σ1, we have f↑(σ1,C) = 〈Cs,Ca,Gl,Ce〉. Similar,

the trace after abstracting subprocess L is f↑(σ1,L) =
〈Vi,Ls,Re,Le,Cs,Cs〉. To obtain the parent-trace, we

apply f↑ recursively; for instance, f↑(f↑(σ1,C),L) =
f↑(f↑(σ1,L),C) = 〈Cs,Ls,Le,Ce〉 = σ′′1 , see Fig. 2(d).

The abstraction function f↑ is commutative and associative

for non-related subprocesses6. These two properties allow

Algorithm 2 to use the abstraction function in a recursive,

bottom-up manner and to go iteratively through the nodes.

The algorithm creates an abstracted log at each height of the

activity tree, which is discussed in the next section.

3) Recursion: The algorithm computes the log mapping α
and the model mapping β with three inputs: (1) an event log

L, (2) an activity tree (A, γ), and (3) a flat process discovery

algorithm D. It applies the projection function bottom-up

for each subprocess on the abstracted log AL, starting with

height 1 until but does not include the root process (see Lines

2 - 13). For every subprocess p ∈ P of the same height, the

algorithm applies the projection function to obtain the sublog

Lp for p (Line 8) and updates the log mapping and model

mapping (see Lines 9 and 10). The algorithm then computes

the intermediate, abstracted log AL by using the abstraction

function f↑ (see Line 11). The abstracted log AL is updated

after each p ∈ P (see Lines 5 - 12) at height i. The algorithm

terminates once it has completed processing the root process.

It returns a hierarchical model (A, γ, α, β), where the log

mapping α maps each (sub)process p ∈ A, γ(p) �= ∅, to the

associated log Lp, and the model mapping β maps each p to

the associated model Mp = D(Lp) of (sub)process p.

Example 4. Given the log L1 and activity tree (A, γ)),
respectively, shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), the three subprocesses

C, L, and S have height 1. Fig. 2(c), (d), and (e) show the

abstracted log AL obtained after each iteration of the inner-

loop at Lines 5-11. For example, in the first iteration (see Fig. 2

(c)), applying f↑(L1,C) on log L1, we obtain AL = L2 where

5For the sake of brevity, we consider the labels a = as = ae for both projection and
abstraction functions and only distinguish them when we apply a discovery algorithm.

6Two nodes are non-related if they do not share ancestors or descendants in the activity
tree)

TABLE II: Statistical information of the event logs.

Data #acts #evts #case #dpi avg e/c max e/c

BPIC12 * 36 262,200 13,087 4,366 20 175
BPIC17f * 18 337,995 21,861 1,024 18 32
BPIC15 1f * 70 21,656 902 295 24 50
BPIC15 2f * 82 24,678 681 420 36 63
BPIC15 3f * 62 43,786 1,369 826 32 54
BPIC15 4f * 65 29,403 860 451 34 54
BPIC15 5f * 74 30,030 975 446 31 61

the activities of C is removed from L2 and only the start and

the end of C are retained (as discussed in Example 3). In

the second iteration, the algorithm continues with log AL and

applies f↑(AL,L), see Fig. 2 (d).

IV. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

We implemented the FlexHMiner approach in the process

mining toolkit ProM7. We evaluated the quality of the models

created by FlexHMiner using seven real-life data sets and

compared the results.

In the following, we discuss the data sets and the experimen-

tal setup, followed by our empirical analysis. All experiments

are run on an Intel Core i7- 8550U 1.80GHZ with a processing

unit of a 16 GB HP-Elitebook running Windows 10 Enterprise.

A. Data sets

An overview of the statistical information, including the

number of distinct activities (acts), events (evts), cases, distinct

sequences (dpi), and of events per case (e/c) of the seven logs,

is given in Tab. II. These logs are the filtered logs used in [8]

as a benchmark8, which allows us to compare our result with

the qualities of the flat models reported in [8].

7http://www.promtools.org/. The source code and results: github.com/xxlu/prom-
FlexHMiner

8https://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:adc42403-9a38-48dc-9f0a-a0a49bfb6371

Algorithm 2 Compute log hierarchy α and models β

Input: Log L, activity tree (A, γ), and discovery algorithm D
Output: Log mapping α and model mapping β
1: maxHeight ← Maxc∈Aheightγ(c) {calculate the maximal height of the

tree}
2: AL← L
3: for i = 1 to maxHeight − 1 do
4: P ← {p ∈ A | height(p) = i}
5: for p ∈ P do
6: {Iteratively go through each p ∈ P at the same height i and perform log

projection and abstraction}
7: C ← γ(p) {get the activities C of subprocess p}
8: Lp ← f↓(AL, C) {project the log so far on the activities C}
9: α(p)← Lp

10: β(p)← D(Lp)
11: AL← f↑(AL, p) {abstract the log so far using the activities C }
12: end for {the log so far AL has been abstracted from P to height i }
13: end for {i == maxHeight}
14: α(root)← AL {map the root to the resulted abstracted log}
15: β(root)← D(AL) {map the root to the discoverede model}
16: return (A, γ, α, β)
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B. Experimental Setups

For computing activity tree, we used the three methods:

random (RC-FH), flat tree (F-FH), and domain knowledge

(DK-FH). For computing hierarchical models, we use two

state-of-the-art process discovery algorithms as D, namely the

Inductive Miner with 0.2 path filtering (IMf) and the Split

Miner (SM) [7] with standard parameter settings. According

to the recent work of Augusto et al. [8], these two algorithms

outperform others in terms of the four quality measures and

execution time.

We run these six configurations on the seven data sets. For

each log and for each of the two flat discovery algorithms, we

also report the results in [8], for which we use F* to represent.

Thus, in total eight rows for each data set.

C. Model Quality Measures

We assess the quality of a model M , with respect to a log

L, using the following four dimensions:

• For fitness fi(L,M) ∈ [0, 1], we use the alignment based

fitness defined by Adriansyah et al. [15], also used in [8].

• For precision (pr(L,M) ∈ [0, 1]), we use the measure

defined in [16], known as ETC-align.

• We also compute the F1-score, which is the har-

monic mean of fitness and precision: f1(M,L) = 2 ∗
fi(L,M)∗pr(L,M)
fi(L,M)+pr(L,M) .

• For generalization, we follow again the same approach

adopted in [8]. We divide the log into k = 3 subsets:

L is randomly divided into L1, L2, L3, ge(L,M) =
1
3

∑
1≤i≤3 2 ∗ fi(Li,Mi)∗pr(L,Mi)

fi(Li,Mi)+pr(L,Mi)
where Mi corresponds

to Li.

• Finally, for complexity, we report the size (number of

nodes) and the Control-Flow Complexity (CFC) of a

model [8]. Let PN = (P, T, F, l,mi,mf ) be a Petri

Net. Size(PN) =| P | + | T |.

CFC (PN) =
∑

t∈T∧(|•t|>1∨|t•|>1)

1 +
∑

p∈P∧(|•p|>1∨|p•|>1)

| p• |

Let (A, γ, α, β) be a hierarchical model returned. Let

q ∈ {fi , pr ,F1 ,Ge,CFC ,Size} be any quality measure that

takes a model M and/or a log L as inputs and returns

the quality value of the model. We calculate and report

the average quality measure q as follows : q(A, γ, α, β) =
avga∈A∧γ(a)�=∅q(β(a), α(a)). For example, fi(A, γ, α, β) is

calculated as the average value of the individual fitness values

of each subprocess in the hierarchical model.

The computation of fitness, precision, and generalization

uses a state-of-the-art technique known as alignment [15]9. As

mentioned, we also list the quality values reported by Augusto

et al. using “F*” [8]. Since we were unable to compute all

qualities of the flat models, and for the sake of consistency,

we mainly discuss our results with respect to the results of

“F*”.

9A 60 minute time-out limit is set for computing the alignment of each
model. When the particular quality measurement could not be obtained due
to either syntactical or behavioral issues in the discovered model or a timeout
when computing the quality measures, we record it using the “−” symbol.

TABLE III: Evaluation results of models for the seven logs.

Data CAlg DAlg Fi Pr F1 Ge CFC Size #SPs #Act

B
P

IC
1
2

F-FH

IMf

- - - - 66 115 1 24
F* 0.98 0.50 0.66 0.66 37 59 1 -
DK-FH 0.96 0.78 0.86 0.85 20 36 4 8
RC-FH 0.97 0.78 0.86 0.88 20 35 4 8

F-FH

SM

0.97 0.55 0.70 0.69 53 89 1 24
F* 0.75 0.76 0.75 0.76 32 53 1 -
DK-FH 0.89 0.94 0.91 0.91 10 22 4 8
RC-FH 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.90 14 28 3 8

B
P

IC
1
7
f

F-FH

IMf

0.98 0.57 0.72 0.73 20 51 1 18
F* 0.98 0.70 0.82 0.82 20 35 1 -
DK-FH 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.97 6 17 4 6
RC-FH 0.98 0.90 0.94 0.92 9 22 3 7

F-FH

SM

0.98 0.63 0.76 0.76 23 47 1 18
F* 0.95 0.85 0.90 0.90 17 32 1 -
DK-FH 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.97 6 18 4 6
RC-FH 0.98 0.92 0.95 0.95 8 20 3 7

B
P

IC
1
5

1
f

F-FH

IMf

0.96 0.36 0.52 0.51 128 217 1 70
F* 0.97 0.57 0.72 0.72 108 164 1 -
DK-FH 0.99 0.87 0.91 0.93 9 19 15 6
RC-FH 0.97 0.84 0.88 0.88 16 29 9 10

F-FH

SM

0.93 0.87 0.90 0.90 64 152 1 70
F* 0.90 0.88 0.89 0.89 43 110 1 -
DK-FH 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.97 4 14 15 6
RC-FH 0.88 0.99 0.93 0.93 8 22 9 10

B
P

IC
1
5

2
f

F-FH

IMf

- - - - 183 313 1 82
F* 0.93 0.56 0.70 0.70 123 193 1 -
DK-FH 0.97 0.91 0.93 0.93 7 16 21 5
RC-FH 0.95 0.85 0.89 0.88 16 33 10 10

F-FH

SM

0.83 0.88 0.85 0.85 72 198 1 82
F* 0.77 0.90 0.83 0.82 41 122 1 -
DK-FH 0.94 0.99 0.97 0.97 4 13 21 5
RC-FH 0.83 0.96 0.89 0.89 11 26 10 10

B
P

IC
1
5

3
f

F-FH

IMf

- - - - 136 244 1 62
F* 0.95 0.55 0.70 0.69 108 159 1 -
DK-FH 0.97 0.94 0.95 0.95 6 15 17 5
RC-FH 0.94 0.87 0.90 0.89 16 33 8 10

F-FH

SM

0.81 0.92 0.86 0.87 50 135 1 62
F* 0.78 0.94 0.85 0.85 29 90 1 -
DK-FH 0.95 0.99 0.97 0.97 3 12 17 5
RC-FH 0.87 0.98 0.92 0.92 10 23 7 9

B
P

IC
1
5

4
f

F-FH

IMf

- - - - 121 242 1 65
F* 0.96 0.58 0.72 0.72 111 162 1 -
DK-FH 0.98 0.96 0.97 0.97 5 13 21 4
RC-FH 0.97 0.81 0.87 0.87 18 35 8 10

F-FH

SM

0.79 0.92 0.85 0.85 51 147 1 65
F* 0.73 0.91 0.81 0.80 31 96 1 -
DK-FH 0.95 0.99 0.97 0.97 2 11 21 4
RC-FH 0.83 0.98 0.90 0.89 8 24 8 10

B
P

IC
1
5

5
f

F-FH

IMf

- - - - 142 255 1 74
F* 0.94 0.18 0.30 0.61 95 134 1 -
DK-FH 0.98 0.95 0.97 0.96 5 14 21 5
RC-FH 0.98 0.80 0.87 0.87 19 34 9 10

F-FH

SM

0.85 0.91 0.88 0.88 54 163 1 74
F* 0.79 0.94 0.86 0.85 30 102 1 -
DK-FH 0.96 1.00 0.98 0.98 2 11 20 5
RC-FH 0.83 0.98 0.90 0.90 8 23 9 10

On the seven starred data sets, there are two subprocesses

for RC-FH-SM, one for DK-FH-SM, and none for DK-FH-

IMf and RC-FH-IMf, where the returned alignments were

indicated unreliable. As a result, the fitness of these models are

-1, and subsequently, the precision and generalization cannot

be computed. The results of these models are excluded when

computing the average quality scores.

D. Results and Discussion

Tab. III summarises the results of our evaluation. For each

data set (Data) and each of the two discovery algorithms

(DAlg), we obtained four (hierarhical) models and report on

the results. To also provide concrete examples, Fig. 3(a)

shows the root process and three subprocesses obtained by
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applying DK-FH-IMf on the BPIC15 1f log, while the other

subprocesses are hidden (abstracted). By contrast, Fig. 3(b)

shows the flat model by F-FH-IMf on the same log.

Fitness. Column Fi (Tab. III) reports on the average fitness

of the models discovered. For both IMf and SM, in 5 of

the seven logs, the hierarchical models returned by DK-FH

achieved a better fitness score than F*. More specifically,

there is on average an increase of 0.015 (2%) in fitness,

when compared the fitness of F* to DK-FH. Considering SM,

the improvement in fitness is more significant: the average

increase in fitness is 17%, from 0.810 to 0.946. The moderate

improvement in fitness for IMf is due to the fact that IMf

tends to optimize fitness. As the average fitness of the seven

models is already very high (0.959), there is little room for

improvement.

Precision. Column Pr (Tab. III) lists the average precision

of the models. When comparing the average precision scores

of the subprocesses (DK-FH) to the flat models (F*), DK-

FH has achieved a considerable improvement in precision,

especially for IMf. For all seven logs, the subprocesses ob-

tained by both DK-FH-IMf and DK-FH-SM have achieved an

average precision higher than the F* approaches: for DK-FH-

IMf, the average precision is increased by 75.4% (from 0.520

to 0.912); for DK-FH-SM, there is also an 11.2% increase in

the precision scores (from 0.883 to 0.982).

An explanation for such significant improvements in the

average precision can be the following. As the subprocesses

are relatively small and the sublogs do not contain interleaved

behavior of other concurrent subprocesses, it allowed the dis-

covery algorithm to discover rather sequential models of high

precision, while maintaining the high fitness (see Fig. 3 (b), (c)

and (e)). When a subprocess itself contains much concurrent

behavior (for example, see Fig. 3 (d)), the highly concurrent,

flexible behavior is then localized within this one subprocess,

without affecting the models of other subprocesses.

F1 score. For both IMf and SM and for all seven logs, the

average F1 scores of the subprocesses of DK-FH outperform

the ones of F*. This is mainly due to the improvement in both

fitness (for SM) and precision (for IMf), which led to the

increase in the harmonic mean of fitness and precision. On

average DK-FH achieved an increase of 41.9% (from 0.660

to 0.936) for IMf and 14.4% for SM (from 0.842 to 0.962) in

the F1 scores over the seven logs.

Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the F1-scores of the models

of each approach in more detail (IMf on the left and SM on

the right). Compared to the F1 scores of the models by F-

FH (see purple lines), DK-FH (blue boxplot and dots) always

scores higher. Compared to the F* results, there are only three

exceptional cases for IMf. We looked into these models of IMf

and found that many activities are put in parallel. Thus, fitness

was very high (e.g., 0.972) but precision was very low (e.g.,

0.335). Interestingly, for the exact same subprocess, SM was

able to discover a much more sequential model. This model

still has a high fitness (0.958) but a much higher precision

(1.00) and also a high generalization (0.979). This can be an

interesting future work: since DK-FH allows for the use of any

discovery algorithm, one can design an algorithm that selects

the best algorithm (model) for each subprocess to further

increase the quality of the hierarchical models.

Generalization. Column Ge (Tab. III) reports on the gen-

eralization scores (using 3-fold cross validation). In all seven

logs, for both IMf and SM, there is overall an increase of

23.2% (from 0.771 to 0.950) in the generalization scores

(33.3% for IMf and 14.8% for SM), when comparing DK-

FH to F*.

Complexity. Since the subprocesses are much smaller than

the flat model, the average complexity scores of subprocesses

of DK-FH are, as expected, significantly lower than F-FH or

F*. For DK-FH-IMf, the CFC is decreased by 90.6% (from

86.0 to 8.1), and 86.3% for DK-FH-SM (from 31.9 to 4.4),

when compared to the CFC scores of the models of F* on the

seven logs. The improvement is even more significant when it

is compared to the models by F-FH.

Fig. 6 shows the distribution of CFC of the submodels by

two approaches in more detail: DK-FH (blue boxplots) and

F-FH (purple lines). It shows the significant decrease in CFC

when using DK-FH.

Discussion. Overall, the results on the real-life logs have

shown that the quality of the submodels returned by the DK-

FH approach are higher than the one returned by either the

random clustering approachs or the flat discovery algorithms.

For example, compared to F*, DK-FH achieved an increase of

0.07 in fitness, 0.25 in precision, and 0.18 in generalization,

on average. As expected, the DK-FH outperforms the RC-FH.

Interestingly, the random activity clustering approach (RC-

FH) also shows relatively consistent improvements in the

qualities of obtained submodels, compared to the flat tree

approach and the flat discovery (F*), as listed in Tab. III and

shown in Fig. 5. This may suggest that discovering hierarchical

models may have a certain beneficial factor in terms of model

qualities, comparing to discovering a complex, flat model.

Additional experiments are needed to validate this observation.

However, if this is indeed the case, this may allow future

process discovery algorithms to focus on small processes (say

less than 10-20 activities), while designing other algorithms for

clustering the activities and discovering the process hierarchy.

A related, interesting observation is that for some subpro-

cesses and their sublogs, SM was able to discover better

models than IMf, and in other cases, IMf was able to find

better models than SM. Since FlexHMiner allows for the use

of any discovery algorithm, this suggests that one can build in

a selection strategy of the best subprocesses to further increase

the quality of the hierarchical models, as future work.

We also observed that it is rather trivial to flatten the

full model or certain subprocesses of interest, while allowing

abstracting the others, see Fig. 4. For example, in Fig. 2(c)

and (d), the logs L2 and L3 respectively show abstracting one

or two subprocesses. Applying a discovery algorithm on L2
returns a model where subprocess C is abstracted; and for L3,

a model is returned where subprocesses C and L are abstracted,

while the detailed activities of subprocess S are retained.
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Fig. 3: The flat model discovered using F-FH-IMf on the BPIC15 1f log.
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Fig. 4: The root process and three subprocesses discovered by DK-FH-IMf on the BPIC15 1f log.
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Fig. 5: Significantly higher F1-scores achieved by DK-FH

(blue), followed by RC-FH (grey), compared to the F-FH

(purple) and the results reported in [8] (purple), on the seven

benchmark data sets (on the left IMf, and on the right SM).

V. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss related works regarding hierar-

chical process discovery and event abstraction, specifically.

Following the unsupervised strategy, Bose and van der

Aalst [9] are one of the first who propose to detect reoccurring

consecutive activity sequences as subprocesses. This approach

treats concurrent subprocesses as running sequentially and

thus does not assume true concurrent/interleaving subspro-

cesses. Later, Tax et al. [17] propose an approach to generate

frequent subprocesses, also known as local process models.

This approach enables detecting interleaving subprocess in an

unsupervised manner, which is used to create abstracted logs.

Using the supervised strategy, the State Chart Miner

(SCM) [14] extends Inductive Miner (IM) and uses informa-
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Fig. 6: A significant decrease in the complexity (CFC)

achieved by the DK-FH (blue), compared to the F-FH (F)

returned (purple lines) for the 16 data sets.

tion in the activity labels to create a hierarchy to discover

hierarchical models. SCM also focuses on sequential subpro-

cesses, where non-consecutive events of the same instance

are cut into separate traces. This assumption leads to the

discovery of models that are overly segmented and fail to

capture concurrent behavior, as shown in Fig. 1a. Furthermore,

SCM can only use IM for discovering subprocesses.

Mannhardt et al. [13] require users to define complete

behavioral models of subprocesses and their relations to com-

pute abstracted logs. This prerequisite of specifying the full

behavior of low-level processes put much burden on the users.

Moreover, it uses the alignment technique to compute high-

level logs which is computationally very expensive and can be

nondeterministic.

Other approaches assume additional attributes to indicate

the hierarchical information. Using a relational database as
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input, Conforti et al. [12] assume that each event has a set of

primary and foreign keys that can be used as the subprocess

instance identifier, in order to determine subprocesses and

multi-instances. However, such event attributes may not be

common in most of the event logs. As an alternative, Wang

et al. [11] assume that the events contain start and complete

timestamps and have explicit information of the follow-up

events (i.e., the next intended activity, which they called

“transfer” attributes). Senderovich et al. [18] propose the use

of patient schedules in a hospital as an approximation to the

actual life-cycle of a visit. These approaches cannot be applied

in our case, since we do not find these attributes (such as

explicit causal-relations between events, the start and complete

timestamps, or the scheduling of activities) in our logs.

A very recent literature review conducted by van Zelst et al.

[19] provides an extensive overview and taxonomy for clas-

sifying different event abstraction approaches. In [19], Zelst

et al. studied 21 articles in depth and compared them among

seven different dimensions. One dimension is particularly im-

portant to distinguish our approaches, namely the supervision

strategy. None of the 21 methods enable both supervised and

unsupervised, whereas we have shown that we can used both

supervised (domain knowledge) and unsupervised (random

clustering) to discover an activity tree for event abstraction.

Our evaluation has shown FlexHMiner to be flexible and ap-

plicable in practice. It is worthy to mention that our approach

does assume that for each case, each subprocess is executed

at most once (i.e., single-instance), while a subprocess can

contain loops. As future work, we can extend the algorithm to

include, in addition to the abstraction and projection functions,

the multi-instance detection and segmentation techniques to

handle multi-instance subprocesses.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigated the hierarchical process dis-

covery problem. We presented FlexHMiner, a general ap-

proach that supports flexible ways to compute process hierar-

chy using the notion of activity tree. We demonstrate this flexi-

bility by proposing three methods for computing the hierarchy,

which vary from fully supervised, using domain knowledge,

to fully automated, using a random approach. We investigated

the quality of hierarchical models discovered using these

different methods. The empirical evidence, using seven real-

life logs, demonstrates that the one using supervised approach

outperforms the one using random clustering in terms of the

four quality dimensions. But both methods outperform the flat

model approaches, which clearly demonstrates the strengths

of the FlexHMiner approach.

For future work, we plan to investigate different algorithms

for computing activity trees to further improve the quality of

hierarchical models. Also, the concept of activity trees can

be extended to data-aware or context-aware activity trees. For

example, an activity node can be associate with a data contraint

(context), so that the events labeled with the same activity but

have different data attributes (contexts) can be abstracted into

different subprocesses.
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Abstract—Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is a technology
to develop software bots that automate repetitive sequences
of interactions between users and software applications (a.k.a.
routines). To take full advantage of this technology, organizations
need to identify and to scope their routines. This is a challenging
endeavor in large organizations, as routines are usually not
concentrated in a handful of processes, but rather scattered
across the process landscape. Accordingly, the identification of
routines from User Interaction (UI) logs has received significant
attention. Existing approaches to this problem assume that the
UI log is segmented, meaning that it consists of traces of a task
that is presupposed to contain one or more routines. However, a
UI log usually takes the form of a single unsegmented sequence
of events. This paper presents an approach to discover candidate
routines from unsegmented UI logs in the presence of noise, i.e.
events within or between routine instances that do not belong
to any routine. The approach is implemented as an open-source
tool and evaluated using synthetic and real-life UI logs.

Index Terms—Robotic process automation, robotic process
mining, user interaction log.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) allows organizations to

improve their processes by automating repetitive sequences of

interactions between a user and one or more software appli-

cations (a.k.a. routines). With this technology, it is possible

to automate data entry, data transfer, and verification tasks,

particularly when such tasks involve multiple applications. To

exploit this technology, organizations need to identify routines

that are prone to automation [1]. This can be achieved via

interviews or manual observation of workers. In large orga-

nizations, however, this approach is not always cost-efficient

as routines tend to be scattered across the process landscape.

In this setting, manual routines identification efforts can be

enhanced via automated methods, for example methods that

extract frequent patterns from these User Interaction (UI) logs

of working sessions of one or more workers [2].

Existing methods in this space [3]–[6] assume that the event

log consists of a set of traces of a task that is presupposed to

contain one or more routines. When the log is segmented, the

identification of candidate routines boils down to discovering

frequent sequential patterns from a collection of sequences, a

problem for which a range of algorithms exist.

In practice, though, UI logs are not segmented. Instead, a

recording of a working session consists of a single sequence of

actions encompassing many instances of one or more routines,

interspersed with other events that may not be part of any

routine. Traditional approaches to sequential pattern mining,

particularly those that are resilient to noise (irrelevant events)

are not applicable to such unsegmented logs.

This paper addresses this gap by proposing a method to au-

tomatically split an unsegmented UI log into a set of segments,

each representing a sequence of steps that appears repeatedly

in the unsegmented UI log. Once the log is segmented, sequen-

tial pattern mining techniques are used to discover candidate

routines. The method has been evaluated on synthetic and

real-life UI logs in terms of its ability to rediscover routines

contained in a log and in terms of scalability.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II provides

the necessary background and an overview of related work.

Section III describes the approach, while Section IV reports

the results of the evaluation. Finally, Section V concludes the

paper and spells out directions for future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The problem addressed by this paper can be framed in the

broader context of Robotic Process Mining (RPM) [2]. RPM is

a family of methods to discover repetitive routines performed

by employees during their daily work, and to turn such routines

into software scripts that emulate their execution. The first step

in an RPM pipeline is to record the interactions between one or

more workers and one or more software applications [7]. The

recorded data is represented as a UI log – a sequence of user

interactions (herein called UIs), such as selecting a cell in a

spreadheet or editing a text field in a form. The UI log may be

filtered to remove irrelevant UIs (e.g. misclicks). Next, it may

be decomposed into segments. The discovered segments are

scanned to identify routines that occur across these segments.

Finally, the resulting routines are analysed to identify those

that are automatable and to encode them as RPA scripts.

The problem of routines identification from UI logs in

the context of RPM has attracted significant attention [7].

However, existing approaches for routines identification from

UI logs either take as input a segmented UI log [3], [5], [6],

[8], or they assume that the log can be trivially segmented by

breaking it down at each point where one among a set of “start
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events” appears [4]. These start events, which act as delimiters

between segments, need to be designated by the user.

Another technique for routines identification [1] attempts

to identify candidate routines from textual documents – an

approach that is suitable for earlier stages of routines identifi-

cation and could be used to determine which processes or tasks

could be recorded and analyzed in order to identify routines.

Below, we review the literature related to UI log segmenta-

tion and identification of routines from (segmented) logs.

A. UI Log Segmentation

Given a UI log, i.e. a sequence of UIs, segmentation

consists in identifying non-overlapping subsequences of UIs,

namely segments, such that each subsequence represents the

execution of a task performed by an employee from start

to end. In other words, segmentation searches for repetitive

patterns in the UI log. In an ideal scenario, we would observe

only one unique pattern (the task execution) repeated a finite

number of times. However, in reality, this scenario is unlikely

to materialise. Instead, it is reasonable to assume that an

employee performing X-times the same task would do some

mistakes or introduce variance in how the task is performed.

The problem of segmentation is similar to periodic pattern

mining on time series. While several studies addressed the

latter problem over the past decades [9], [10], most of them

require information regarding the length of the pattern to

discover, or assume a natural period to be available (e.g. hour,

day, week). This makes the adaptation of such techniques

to solve the problem of segmentation challenging, unless

periodicity and pattern length are known a-priori.

Under the same class of problems, we find web session

reconstruction [11], whose goal is to identify the beginning

and the end of web navigation sessions in server log data, e.g.

streams of clicks and web pages navigation [11]. Methods for

session reconstruction are usually based on heuristics that rely

either on IP addresses or on time intervals between events. The

former approach is not applicable in our context (routines in

UI logs cannot be segmented based on IP addresses), while

the latter approach assumes that users make breaks in-between

two consecutive segments – in our case, two routine instances.

Lastly, segmentation also relates to the problem of correla-

tion of event logs for process mining. In such logs, each event

should normally include an identifier of a process instance

(case identifier), a timestamp, an activity label, and possibly

other attributes. When the events in an event log do not contain

explicit case identifiers, they are said to be uncorrelated.

Various methods have been proposed to extract correlated

event logs from uncorrelated ones. However, existing methods

in this field either assume that a process model is given as

input [12] or that the underlying process is acyclic [13]. Both

of these assumptions are unrealistic in our setting: a process

model is not available since we are exactly trying to extract

that information from the log (by identifying the routines), and

a routine may contain repetitions.

B. Routines Identification

Once the UI log is segmented, the segments are scanned

to identify routines. Dev and Liu [3] have noted that the

problem of routines identification from (segmented) UI logs

can be mapped to that of frequent pattern mining, a well-

known problem in the field of data mining [14]. Indeed, the

goal of routines identification is to identify repetitive (frequent)

sequences of interactions, which can be represented as sym-

bols. In the literature, several algorithms are available to mine

frequent patterns from sequences of symbols. Depending on

their output, we can distinguish two types of frequent pattern

mining algorithms: those that discover only exact patterns [15],

[16] (hence vulnerable to noise) and those that allow frequent

patterns to have gaps within the sequence of symbols [17],

[18] (hence noise-resilient). Depending on their input, we can

distinguish between algorithms that operate on a collection of

sequences of symbols and those that discover frequent patterns

from a single long sequence of symbols [16]. The former

algorithms can be applied to segmented UI logs while the

latter can be applied directly to unsegmented ones. However,

techniques that identify patterns from a single sequence of

symbols only scale up when identifying exact patterns.

III. APPROACH

In this section, we describe our approach for identifying

candidate routines in UI logs. As input, the approach takes a

preprocessed and normalized UI log and outputs a set of can-

didate routines. The approach follows the RPM pipeline [2],

and consists of two macro steps. First, the normalized UI

log is decomposed into segments. Then, candidate routines

are identified by mining frequent sequential patterns from

the segments. In this paper, we refer to these two macro

steps as segmentation and candidate routines identification,
respectively. The approach is summarized in Fig. 1. Next,

we describe the steps in detail, including the required UI log

preprocessing and normalization.

A. UI Log Preprocessing and Normalization

Before we proceed, we give some formal definitions neces-

sary to support the subsequent discussions.

Definition 1 (User Interaction (UI)): A user interaction
(UI) is a tuple u = (t,τ,P,Z,φ), where: t is a UI timestamp;

τ is a UI type (e.g. click button, copy cell); Pτ is a set of UI

parameters (e.g. button name, worksheet name, url, etc.); Z is

a set of UI parameters values; and φ : Pτ → Z is a function

that maps UI parameters onto values.

Definition 2 (UI Log): A UI Log Σ is a sequence of user

interactions Σ = 〈u1,u2, . . . ,un〉, ordered by timestamp, i.e.

ui|t < u j|t for any i, j | 1≤ i < j ≤ n. In the remainder of this

paper, we also call a UI log simply log.

Ideally, the UIs recorded in a UI log should capture only

the execution of the task under recording. However, a log

often contains also UIs that do not bring any value to the

recorded task, and that should not have been executed in the

first place. Some common examples of such UI noise include:

an employee replying to incoming emails and/or browsing

the web while executing a different task; or an employee

committing mistakes, e.g. filling a text field with an incorrect

value, or copying an incorrect text or cell in a spreadsheet.

To reduce the impact of noise on routines identification,

we preprocess the log. The preprocessing we apply consists
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Fig. 1: Outline of the proposed approach

in identifying and removing redundant UIs that are clearly

overwritten by successive UIs, such as the case of a double

CTRL+C performed in sequence on different text fields. To

identify such patterns of UIs, we rely on regular expressions

by applying the methods described in [19].

After the preprocessing, the vast majority of UIs in the log

are unique, because they differ by their payload. Even UIs

capturing the same action within the same task execution (or

different task executions) appear to be different. To discover

each task execution (from start to end) recorded in the UI

log, we need to detect all the UIs that, even having different

payloads, correspond to the same action within the task

execution.

To do so, we need to introduce the concepts of UI data
parameter, UI context parameter, and normalized UI. Given
a UI, its parameters can be divided into two types: data
parameter and context parameter. The data parameters store

the data values that are used during the execution of a task,

e.g. the value of text fields or copied content. The data
parameters usually have different values per task execution.

By contrast, the context parameters capture where the UI was

performed, e.g. the application and the location within the

application. The context parameters are likely to have always

the same values even in different task executions. For example,

a UI of type copy includes the following parameters: target-
application (e.g. the browser), user, element id (e.g. the id

of a text field in the browser), copied content. Here, target-
application and element id are context parameters, while

copied content is a data parameter. Naturally, different type

of UIs are characterized by different context parameters, e.g.

a UI in a spreadsheet has the following context parameters:

spreadsheet name and cell location.1

Definition 3 (Normalized UI): Given a UI u=(t,τ,Pτ ,Z,φ),
we define its normalization as ū = (t,τ, P̄τ , Z̄,φ); where Z̄ ⊆ Z
contains only the values of the parameters in P̄, where P̄
is a set of context parameters. Given two normalized UIs,

u1 = (t1,τ,Pτ , Z̄1,φ1),u2 = (t2,τ,Pτ , Z̄2,φ2), the equality rela-

tion u1 = u2 holds iff ∀p ∈ Pτ ⇒ φ1(p) = φ2(p).
Given a UI log Σ = 〈u1,u2, . . . ,un〉, we normalize it by

normalizing all the recorded UIs. The resulting normalized UI

log is Σ̄ = 〈ū1, ū2, . . . , ūn〉. Table I and II show, respectively,

a small fragment of a UI log and its normalized version.

Intuitively, in a normalized UI log, the chances that two

executions of the same routine have the same sequence (or

set) of normalized UIs are high, because normalized UIs only

have context parameters. In the next steps, we leverage such a

characteristic of the normalized UI log to identify its segments

(i.e. start and end of each executed task), and the routine(s)

within the segments.

1The context parameters are selected by the domain expert.

UI UI UI Parameters and Values

Timestamp Type P1: Application P2: Element Label P3: Element Value

1 2019-03-03T19:02:18 Click button Web New Record –

2 2019-03-03T19:02:23 Edit field Web Full Name Albert Rauf

3 2019-03-03T19:02:27 Edit field Web Date 11-04-1986

4 2019-03-03T19:02:39 Edit field Web Phone + 61 043 512 4834

5 2019-03-03T19:02:47 Click button Web Submit –

6 2019-03-03T19:02:58 Click button Web New Record –

7 2019-03-03T19:03:13 Edit field Web Date 20-06-1987

8 2019-03-03T19:03:24 Edit field Web Phone +61 519 790 1066

9 2019-03-03T19:03:43 Edit field Web Full Name Audrey Backer

10 2019-03-03T19:04:10 Click button Web Submit –

TABLE I: Fragment of a UI log

UI UI UI Parameters and Values

Timestamp Type P1: Application P2: Element Label

1 2019-03-03T19:02:18 Click button Web New Record

2 2019-03-03T19:02:23 Edit field Web Full Name

3 2019-03-03T19:02:27 Edit field Web Date

4 2019-03-03T19:02:39 Edit field Web Phone

5 2019-03-03T19:02:47 Click button Web Submit

6 2019-03-03T19:02:58 Click button Web New Record

7 2019-03-03T19:03:13 Edit field Web Date

8 2019-03-03T19:03:24 Edit field Web Phone

9 2019-03-03T19:03:43 Edit field Web Full Name

10 2019-03-03T19:04:10 Click button Web Submit

TABLE II: Normalized UI log

B. Segmentation

Before describing in detail the segmentation step, we for-

mally define the necessary cornerstone concepts.

Definition 4 (Directly-follows relation): Let

Σ̄ = 〈ū1, ū2, . . . , ūn〉 be a normalized UI log. Given two

normalized UIs, ūx, ūy ∈ Σ̄, we say that ūy directly-follows ūx,

i.e. ūx� ūy, iff ūx|t < ūy|t ∧�ūz ∈ Σ | ūx|t ≥ ūz|t ≥ ūy|t .
Definition 5 (Control-Flow Graph (CFG)): Given a normal-

ized UI log, Σ̄ = 〈ū1, ū2, . . . , ūn〉, let Ā be the set of normalized

UIs in Σ̄. A Control-Flow Graph (CFG) is a tuple G =
(V,E, v̂, ê), where: V is the set of vertices of the graph, each

vertex maps one normalized UI in Ā; E ⊆V ×V is the set of

edges of the graph, and each (vi,v j) ∈ E represents a directly-

follows relation between the UIs mapped by vi and v j; v̂ is the

graph entry vertex, such that ∀v ∈ V�(v, v̂) ∈ E ∧�(v̂,v) ∈ E;
while ê = (v̂,v0) is the graph entry edge, such that v0 maps

ū1. We note that v̂ /∈ V , and ê /∈ E, since they are artificial

elements of the graph.

Definition 6 (CFG Path): Given a CFG G = (V,E, v̂, ê), a
CFG path is a sequence of vertices pv1,vk = 〈v1, . . . ,vk〉 such
that for each i∈ [1,k−1]⇒ vi ∈V ∪{v̂}∧∃(vi,vi+1)∈E∪{ê}.

Definition 7 (Strongly Connected Component (SCC)):
Given a graph G=(V,E, v̂, ê), a strongly connected component

(SCC) of G is a pair δ = (V̄ , Ē), where V̄ = {v1,v2, . . . ,vm} ⊆
V and Ē = {e1,e2, . . . ,ek} ⊆ E such that ∀vi,v j ∈ V̄∃pvi,v j |
∀v ∈ p⇒ v ∈ V̄ . Given an SCC δ = (V̄ , Ē), we say that δ is
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non-trivial iff |V̄ | > 1. Given a graph G, ΔG denotes the set

of all the non-trivial SCCs in G.

Click Button 
New Record

Start

Edit Field 
Full Name

Edit Field 
Date

Edit Field 
Phone

Click Button 
Submit

Fig. 2: Example of a Control-Flow Graph

The segmentation step starts with the construction of the

CFG of the input normalized UI log. It is common that a

CFG contains loops, since a loop represents the start of a new

execution of the task recorded in the UI log. Indeed, in an

ideal scenario, once a task execution ends with a certain UI

(a vertex in the CFG), the next UI (i.e. the first UI of the next

task execution) should already be mapped in the CFG and a

loop will be generated. In such case, all the vertices contained

in the loop represent the corresponding UIs that belong to the

task. If several different tasks are recorded in the UI log, the

graph would contain multiple disjoint loops, while if a task has

repetitive subtasks there would be nested loops. Fig. 2 shows

the CFG generated from the normalized UI log captured in

Table II.

After the CFG is generated, we turn our attention to the

identification of its back-edges, which can be detected by

analysing the SCCs of the CFG, as described in Algorithm 1

and Algorithm 2. Given a CFG G = (V,E, v̂, ê), we first build

its dominator tree Θ (Algorithm 1, line 2), which captures

domination relations between the vertices of the CFG. Fig. 3

shows the dominator tree of the CFG in Fig. 2.

Click Button New Record

Edit Field Full NameEdit Field Date

Edit Field Phone

Click Button Submit

Start

Fig. 3: Dominator tree

Then, we discover the set of all non-trivial SCCs (ΔG)

by applying the Kosaraju’s algorithm [20] and removing the

trivial SCCs (Algorithm 1, line 3). For each δ = (V̄ , Ē) ∈ ΔG,

we discover its header using the dominator tree (Algorithm 2,

line 1). The header of a δ is a special vertex ĥ ∈ V̄ , such that

∀pv̂,v | v∈ V̄ ⇒ ĥ∈ pv̂,v, i.e. the header ĥ is the SCC vertex that

dominates all the other SCC vertices. Once we have ĥ, we can
identify the back-edges as (v, ĥ) with v ∈ V̄ (line 3). Finally,

the identified back-edges are stored and removed (lines 4 and

5) in order to look for nested SCCs and their back-edges by

recursively executing Algorithm 2 (line 11), until no more

SCCs and back-edges are found. However, if we detect an

SCC that does not have a header vertex (i.e. the SCC is

irreducible), we cannot identify the SCC back-edges. In such a

Algorithm 1: Detect Back-edges
input : CFG G
output : Back-edges Set B

1 B←∅;
2 Dominator Tree Θ← computeDominatorTree(G);
3 Set ΔG ← findSCCs(G);
4 foreach δ ∈ ΔG do AnalyseSCC(δ , Θ, B);
5 return B;

Algorithm 2: Analyse SCC

input : SCC δ = (V̄ , Ē), Dominator Tree Θ, Back-edges Set B

1 Header ĥ← findHeader(δ , Θ);

2 if ĥ �= null then
3 Set I ← getIncomingEdges(δ , ĥ);
4 B← B∪ I;
5 Ē ← Ē \ I;
6 else
7 Set L← findLoopEdges(δ );
8 Edge e← getTheDeepestEdge(δ , L);
9 remove e from Ē;

10 Set Δδ ← findSCCs(δ );
11 foreach γ ∈ Δδ do AnalyseSCC(γ , Θ, B);

case, we collect via a depth-first search of the CFG the edges

(vx,vy) ∈ Ē such that vy is topologically deeper than vx - we

call these edges loop-edges of the SCC (line 7). Then, out of

all the loop-edges, we store (and remove from the SCC) the

one having target and source connected by the longest simple
path entirely contained within the SCC (lines 8 to 9).

Given the CFG presented in Fig. 2 and its corresponding

dominator tree (see Fig. 3), we immediately identify the SCC

that consists of all the vertices except the entry vertex. Then,
by applying Algorithm 2, we identify: the SCC header – Click
Button [New Record]; and the only back-edge – (Click Button
[Submit], Click Button [New Record]), which we save and

remove from the SCC. After the removal of this back-edge,

we identify the nested SCC that contains all the three Edit
Field UIs. Note that this second SCC does not have a header

because it is irreducible, due to its multiple entries (Edit Field
[Full Name] and Edit Field [Date]). However, by applying

the depth-first search, we identify as candidate loop-edge for

removal: (Edit Field [Phone], Edit Field [Full Name]). After
we remove this edge from the CFG, no SCCs are left so that

Algorithm 2 stops its recursion.

At this point, we collected all the back-edges of the CFG,

and we can leverage this information to start segmenting the UI

log. We do so via Algorithm 3. First, we retrieve all the targets

and sources of all the back-edges in the CFG and collect their

corresponding UIs (lines 2 and 3). Each UI that is the target of

a back-edge is an eligible segment starting point (hereinafter,

segment-start UI), since a back-edge conceptually captures

the end of a task execution, therefore its target represents

the first UI of the next task execution. Following the same

reasoning, each UI that is source of a back-edge is an eligible

segment ending point (hereinafter, segment-end UI). Then, we
sequentially scan all the UIs in the UI log (line 7). When we

encounter a segment-start UI (line 9), and we are not already

within a segment (line 10), we create a new segment (s, a list

of UIs), we append the segment-start UI (ū), and we store it

in order to match it with the correct segment-end UI (lines 11
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Algorithm 3: Identify Segments

input : Normalised UI log Σ̄, Back-edges Set B
output : Segments List Ψ

1 Set Ψ←∅;
2 Set T ← getTargets(B);
3 Set S← getSources(B);
4 Boolean WithinSegment ← false;
5 Normalised UI u0 ← null;
6 List s← null;

7 for i ∈ [
1,size

(
Σ̄
)]

do
8 Normalised UI ū← getUI(Σ̄, i);
9 if ū ∈ T then

10 if WithinSegment = f alse then
11 s← new List;
12 append ū to s;
13 u0 ← ū;
14 WithinSegment ← true;
15 else
16 append ū to s;

17 else
18 if WithinSegment = true then
19 append ū to s;
20 if ū ∈ S∧ (ū,u0) ∈ B then
21 add s to Ψ;
22 WithinSegment ← f alse;

23 return Ψ;

to 14). Our strategy to detect segments in the UI log is driven

by the following underlying assumption: a specific segment-

end UI will be followed by the same segment-start UI, so that

we can match segment-end and segment-start UIs exploiting

back-edge’s sources and targets (respectively). If the UI is not

a segment-start (line 17), we check if we are within a segment

(line 18) and, if not, we discard the UI, assuming that it is

noise since it fell between the previous segment-end UI and

the next segment-start UI. Otherwise, we append the UI to

the current segment and we check if the UI is a segment-end

matching the current segment-start UI (line 20). If that is the

case, we reached the end of the segment and we add it to the

set of segments (line 21), otherwise, we continue reading the

segment.

Table III shows the segment-start and segment-end UIs,

highlighted respectively in green and red, which also ideally

delimits the two segments within the normalized UI log.

UI UI UI Parameters and Values

Timestamp Type P1: Application P2: Element Label

1 2019-03-03T19:02:18 Click button Web New Record

2 2019-03-03T19:02:23 Edit field Web Full Name

3 2019-03-03T19:02:27 Edit field Web Date

4 2019-03-03T19:02:39 Edit field Web Phone

5 2019-03-03T19:02:47 Click button Web Submit

6 2019-03-03T19:02:58 Click button Web New Record

7 2019-03-03T19:03:13 Edit field Web Date

8 2019-03-03T19:03:24 Edit field Web Phone

9 2019-03-03T19:03:43 Edit field Web Full Name

10 2019-03-03T19:04:10 Click button Web Submit

TABLE III: Segments identification

C. Candidate routines identification

The candidate routines identification step is based on the

CloFast sequence mining algorithm [18]. To embed CloFast

in our approach, we have to define the structure of the

sequential patterns we want to identify. In this paper, we

define a sequential pattern within a UI log as a sequence of

normalized UIs occurring always in the same order in different

segments, yet allowing gaps between the UIs belonging to

the pattern. For example, if we consider the following three

segments: 〈u1,uy,u2,u3〉, 〈u1,u2,ux,u3〉, and 〈u1,ux,u2,u3〉;
they all contain the same sequential pattern that is 〈u1,u2,u3〉.
Furthermore, we define the support of a sequential pattern as

the ratio of its occurrences and the total number of segments,

and we refer to closed patterns and frequent patterns (relatively
to an input threshold) as they are known in the literature. In

particular, a frequent pattern is a pattern that appears in at

least a number of sequences indicated by the threshold, while

a closed pattern is a pattern that is not included in another

pattern having exactly the same support. By applying CloFast

to the set of the UI log segments, we discover all the frequent
closed sequential patterns.

Some of these patterns may be overlapping, which

(in this context) means they were discovered from the

same portion of a segment and share some UIs. An

example of overlapping patterns is the following, given

three segments: 〈u1,uy,u2,u3,ux,u4〉, 〈u1,uy,u2,ux,u3,u4〉, and
〈u1,ux,u2,u3,u4〉; 〈u1,u2,u3,u4〉 and 〈u1,ux,u4〉 are sequential
patterns, but they overlap due to the shared UIs (u1 and u4). In
practice, each UI belongs to only one routine, therefore, we

are interested in discovering only non-overlapping patterns.

For this purpose, we implemented an optimization that we

use on top of CloFast. Given the set of patterns discovered

by CloFast, we rank them by a pattern quality criterion (e.g.

length, frequency), and we select the best pattern (i.e. the top

rank one). Then, all its occurrences are removed from the

segments, and we search again for frequent closed patterns

performing the same procedure until there are no frequent

closed patterns left.

In our approach, we integrated four pattern quality criteria to

select the candidate routines: pattern frequency, pattern length,

pattern coverage, and pattern cohesion score [3]. Pattern

frequency considers how many times the pattern was observed

in different segments. Pattern length considers the length of the

patterns. Pattern coverage considers the percentage of the log

that is covered by all the pattern occurrences. Pattern cohesion

score considers the level of adjacency of the elements inside a

pattern and is calculated as the difference between the pattern

length and the median number of gaps between its elements.

In other words, cohesion prioritizes the patterns whose UIs

appear consecutively without (or with few) gaps while taking

into account also the pattern length. In the next section, we

compare these ranking criteria and discuss the benefits of using

one or another.

IV. EVALUATION

We implemented our approach as an open-source Java

command-line application.2 Our goal is threefold. First, we

assess to what extent our approach can rediscover routines that

are known to be recorded in the input UI logs. Second, we

analyze how the use of different candidate routines selection

criteria such as frequency and cohesion impact on the quality

2Available at https://github.com/volodymyrLeno/RPM_Segmentator
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of the discovered routines. Last, we assess the efficiency and

effectiveness of our approach when applied to real-life UI logs.

Accordingly, we define the following research questions:

• RQ1. Does the approach rediscover routines that are

known to exist in a UI log?

• RQ2. How do the candidate routines selection criteria

affect the quality of the discovered routines?

• RQ3. Is the approach applicable in real-life settings, in

terms of both efficiency and effectiveness?

A. Datasets

To answer our research questions, we rely on a dataset

of thirteen UI logs, which can be divided into three sub-

groups: artificial logs, real-life logs recorded in a supervised

environment, and real-life logs recorded in an unsupervised

environment.3 Table IV shows the logs characteristics.

UI Log # Routine # Task # Actions # Actions per
Variants Traces trace (Avg.)

CPN1 1 100 1400 14.000
CPN2 3 1000 14804 14.804
CPN3 7 1000 14583 14.583
CPN4 4 100 1400 14.000
CPN5 36 1000 8775 8.775
CPN6 2 1000 9998 9.998
CPN7 14 1500 14950 9.967
CPN8 15 1500 17582 11.721
CPN9 38 2000 28358 14.179
Student Records (SR) 2 50 1539 30.780
Reimbursement (RT) 1 50 3114 62.280
Scholarships 1 (S1) - 693
Scholarships 2 (S2) - 509

TABLE IV: UI logs characteristics

The artificial logs (CPN1–CPN9) were generated from

Colored Petri Nets (CPNs) [5]. The CPNs have increasing

complexity, from low (CPN1) to high (CPN9). These logs are

originally noise-free and segmented. We removed the segment

identifiers to produce unsegmented logs.

The Student Records (SR) and Reimbursement (RT) logs

record the simulation of real-life scenarios. The SR log simu-

lates the task of transferring students’ data from a spreadsheet

to a Web form. The RT log simulates the task of filling

reimbursement requests with data provided by a claimant.

Each log contains fifty recordings of the corresponding task

executed by one of the authors, who followed strict guidelines

on how to perform the task. These logs contain little noise,

which only accounts for user mistakes, such as filling the form

with an incorrect value and performing additional actions to fix

the mistake. For both logs, we know how the underlying task

was executed, and we treat such information as ground truth

when evaluating our approach. Additionally, we created four

more logs (SRRT+, RTSR+, SRRT‖, RTSR‖) by combining

SR and RT. SRRT+ and RTSR+ capture the scenario where

the user first completes all the instances of one task and

then moves to the other task. These logs were generated by

concatenating SR and RT. SRRT‖ and RTSR‖ capture the

scenario where the user is working simultaneously on two

tasks. To simulate such behavior, we interleaved the segments

of SR with those of RT.

3The real-life logs were recorded with the Action Logger tool [7]. All the
logs are available at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12543587

Finally, the Scholarships logs (S1 and S2) were recorded by

two employees of the University of Melbourne who performed

the same task. The logs record the task of processing schol-

arship applications for international and domestic students.

The task mainly consists of students data manipulation with

transfers between spreadsheets and Web pages. Compared to

the other logs, we have no a-priori knowledge of how to

perform the task in the Scholarships logs (no ground truth).

Also, when recording the UI logs, the University employees

were not instructed to perform their task in a specific manner,

i.e. they were left free to perform the task as they would

normally do when unrecorded.

B. Setup

To answer RQ1 and RQ2, we analyzed the quality of the

segmentation and that of the discovered routines, using the first

15 logs described above (CPN1 to CPN9, SR, RT, SRRT+,

RTSR+, SRRT‖, RTSR‖) against the four candidate routines

selection criteria in Section III-C, i.e. frequency, length, cov-

erage and cohesion. To assess the quality of the segmentation,

we use the normalized Levenshtein Edit Distance (LED),

where a segment and its normalized UIs represent the string

and its characters, respectively. Precisely, for each discovered

segment, we collect all the ground truth segments that have at

least one shared UI with the discovered segment, calculate the

LED between the discovered segment and the ground truth

segments and assign the minimum LED to the discovered

segment as its quality score. Finally, we assess the overall

quality of the segmentation as the average of the LEDs of

each discovered segment.

The quality of the discovered routines is measured with the

Jaccard Coefficient (JC), which captures the level of similarity

between discovered and ground truth routines in a less strict

manner compared to LED. In fact, the JC does not penalize the

order of the UIs in a routine. This follows from the assumption

that a routine could be executed performing some actions

in different order, and the ordering should not be penalized.

The JC between two routines is the ratio n
m , where n is the

number of UIs that are contained in both routines, while m
is the total number of UIs in each of the two routines (i.e.

the sum of the lengths of the two routines). Given the set of

discovered routines and the set of ground truth routines, for

each discovered routine, we compute its JC with all the ground

truth routines and assign the maximum JC to the discovered

routine as its quality score. Finally, we assess the overall

quality of the discovered routines as the average of the JC

of each discovered routine. As the ground truth, we used the

segments of the artificial logs and the guidelines given to the

author who performed the tasks in SR and RT.

However, we cannot rely on the JC alone to assess the

quality of the discovered routines, as this measure does not

consider the routines we may have missed in the discovery.

Thus, we also measure the total coverage to quantify how

much log behavior is captured by the discovered routines. We

would like to reach high coverage with as few routines as

possible. Thus, we prioritize long routines over short ones by

measuring the average routine length alongside the coverage.
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To answer RQ3, we tested our approach on the S1 and S2

logs and qualitatively assessed the results with the help of

the employees who performed the task. Specifically, we asked

them to compare the rediscovered routines and the actions (i.e.

UIs) they performed while recording.

All experiments were conducted on a Windows 10 laptop

with an Intel Core i5-5200U CPU 2.20 GHz and 16GB RAM.

C. Results

Table V shows the results of the segmentation. As we can

see, the LED for all the CPN logs is 0.0, highlighting that all

the segments were discovered correctly. On the other hand,

the segments discovered from the SR, RT, SRRT+, RTSR+,

SRRT‖, and RTSR‖ logs slightly differ from the original ones.

The main difference between the CPN logs and those recorded

in a controlled environment is that the former contain routines

having always the same starting UI, while the latter contain

routines with several different starting UIs.

We identified the correct number of segments from all the

logs except SRRT‖ and RTSR‖, where we could not discern the
ending UI of the routine belonging to one task and the starting

UI of the routine belonging to the other task, consequently

merging the two routines and discovering only half of the

total number of segments (50 out of 100). From the table we

can also see that the time performance of our approach is

reasonable, with maximum execution time of 3.6 seconds.

UI Log # Original # Discovered LED Exec.
Segments Segments (avg) Time

CPN1 100 100 0.000 0.571
CPN2 1000 1000 0.000 1.705
CPN3 1000 1000 0.000 0.835
CPN4 100 100 0.000 0.461
CPN5 1000 1000 0.000 1.025
CPN6 1000 1000 0.000 0.707
CPN7 1500 1500 0.000 1.566
CPN8 1500 1500 0.000 1.596
CPN9 2000 2000 0.000 3.649
SR 50 50 0.059 0.714
RT 50 50 0.095 1.662
SRRT+ 100 100 0.078 2.424
RTSR+ 100 100 0.078 2.221
SRRT‖ 100 50 0.331 2.296

RTSR‖ 100 50 0.331 2.536

TABLE V: Segmentation results

Table VI shows the quality of the discovered routines for

each selection criterion, when setting 0.1 as minimum support

threshold of CloFast. The results highlight that, overall, the

routines with the highest JC and the longest length are those

discovered using cohesion as selection criterion, followed

closely by those discovered using length as the criterion. Even

though using these criteria we do not always achieve the

highest coverage, the coverage scores are very high, i.e. above

0.90 for all the logs except CPN5.

Following these results, we decided to use cohesion as the

selection criterion to discover the routines from the schol-
arships logs. From the S1 log we discovered five routines

variants. The first routine variant consists in manually adding

graduate research student applications to the student record in

the information system of the university. The application is

then assessed, and the student is notified about the outcome.

The second routine variant consists in lodging a ticket to verify

possible duplicate applications. When a new application is

UI Logs Selection # Discovered Routine Total JC Exec.
Criterion Routines Length Coverage Time

CPN1

Frequency 1 14.00 1.00 1.000 2.643
Length 1 14.00 1.00 1.000 1.553
Coverage 1 14.00 1.00 1.000 3.702
Cohesion 1 14.00 1.00 1.000 1.530

CPN2

Frequency 3 6.33 0.99 0.452 3.908
Length 2 14.50 0.95 1.000 4.789
Coverage 2 14.00 0.99 0.964 3.166
Cohesion 2 14.50 0.95 1.000 3.730

CPN3

Frequency 4 5.75 0.95 0.511 4.682
Length 3 14.33 0.93 1.000 4.324
Coverage 3 9.67 0.96 0.833 3.940
Cohesion 3 14.33 0.93 1.000 6.237

CPN4

Frequency 1 12.00 0.86 0.857 3.452
Length 2 14.00 1.00 1.000 2.005
Coverage 1 13.00 0.93 0.929 3.351
Cohesion 2 14.00 1.00 1.000 3.655

CPN5

Frequency 6 1.67 0.86 0.206 6.418
Length 7 7.29 0.83 0.849 9.715
Coverage 4 3.75 0.80 0.462 6.587
Cohesion 8 7.5 0.86 0.910 18.206

CPN6

Frequency 3 4.67 1.00 0.485 4.250
Length 2 10.00 1.00 1.000 2.924
Coverage 3 4.67 1.00 0.485 2.483
Cohesion 2 10.00 1.00 1.000 4.678

CPN7

Frequency 7 2.43 0.91 0.257 10.118
Length 7 9.57 0.88 0.986 8.957
Coverage 6 3.67 0.91 0.385 7.203
Cohesion 7 9.43 0.93 0.971 11.983

CPN8

Frequency 5 4.20 0.75 0.337 11.801
Length 6 10.67 0.91 0.967 9.070
Coverage 5 7.60 0.89 0.618 7.354
Cohesion 5 10.67 0.91 0.967 11.250

CPN9

Frequency 5 5.20 0.82 0.401 13.784
Length 6 14.67 0.95 1.000 8.265
Coverage 5 6.60 0.88 0.511 8.603
Cohesion 6 14.67 0.95 1.000 13.943

SR

Frequency 3 10.00 0.96 0.356 3.883
Length 3 28.33 0.98 0.942 2.592
Coverage 2 15.50 0.96 0.532 2.635
Cohesion 3 28.33 0.98 0.942 3.252

RT

Frequency 3 18.67 0.90 0.290 4.63
Length 3 56.33 0.96 0.829 5.215
Coverage 2 30.50 0.45 0.446 4.709
Cohesion 3 56.33 0.96 0.829 6.585

SRRT+

Frequency 5 16.80 0.90 0.374 13.826
Length 4 45.25 0.91 0.929 7.362
Coverage 2 42.50 0.86 0.921 8.177
Cohesion 4 45.25 0.91 0.929 10.728

RTSR+

Frequency 5 16.80 0.90 0.374 12.176
Length 4 45.25 0.91 0.929 12.477
Coverage 2 42.50 0.86 0.921 9.085
Cohesion 4 45.25 0.91 0.929 14.675

SRRT‖

Frequency 3 28.00 0.90 0.313 13.905
Length 5 86.40 0.96 0.580 28.259
Coverage 3 55.00 0.95 0.391 14.894
Cohesion 5 86.40 0.96 0.580 37.277

RTSR‖

Frequency 3 28.00 0.90 0.313 12.428
Length 4 89.50 0.90 0.600 23.903
Coverage 3 55.00 0.95 0.391 10.838
Cohesion 4 89.50 0.90 0.600 38.657

TABLE VI: Quality of the discovered routines

entered in the information system and its data matches an

existing application, the new application is temporarily put on

hold, and the employee fills in and lodges a ticket to investigate

the duplicate. The remaining three routine variants represent

exceptional cases, where the employee executed either the first

or the second variant in a different manner (i.e. by altering the

order of the actions or with overlapping routines executions).

To assess the results, we showed the discovered routine variant

to the employee of the University of Melbourne who recorded

the S1 log, and they confirmed that the discovered routines

correctly capture their task executions. Also, they confirmed

that the last three routine variants are alternative executions of

the first routine variant.4

While the results from the S1 log were positive, our

4Detailed results at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12543587
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approach could not discover any correct routine from the S2

log. By analyzing the results, we found out that the employee

worked with multiple worksheets at the same time, frequently

switching between them for visualization purposes only. Such

behavior recorded in the log negatively affects the construction

of the CFG and its domination tree, ultimately leading to the

discovery of incorrect segments and routines. This also had

an impact on the execution time, indeed, while it took only

41.7 seconds to discover the routines from the S1 log, it took

426.3 seconds to discover the routines from the S2 log.

D. Limitations

Our approach relies on information recorded in a UI log to

identify segments and discover routines. Thus, its effectiveness

is correlated with data quality. Since a UI log is fine-grained,

deviations occurring during the routine execution affect the

effectiveness of our approach. In our evaluation, we observed

this phenomenon to varying degrees when dealing with real-

life logs. In practice, the approach can identify correct routines

only if they are observed frequently in the UI log. Recurring

noise affects the accuracy of the results (see the S2 log).

The approach discovers multiple variants of the same rou-

tine when the UIs of a routine occur in different orders. Post-

processing the results could be beneficial in order to cluster

similar routines. Further, the approach is designed for logs

that capture consecutive routine executions. In practice, routine

instances may sometimes overlap (like in the S2 log).

Finally, while our approach is robust against routine exe-

cutions with multiple ends, it is sensitive to multiple starts.

Ideally, all routine executions should start with the same UI,

unless different starts are recorded in batch (e.g. first only

routines with a start, then routines with another start, etc.).

In general, our approach can handle logs containing multiple

different routines, provided that each routine does not share

any UIs with other routines, except their start UIs.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented an approach to automatically identify

routines from unsegmented UI logs. The approach starts by

decomposing the UI log into segments corresponding to paths

within the connected components of a Control-Flow Graph

derived from the log. Once the log is segmented, a noise-

resilient sequential pattern mining technique is used to extract

frequent patterns. The patterns are then ranked according to

four quality criteria: frequency, length, coverage, and cohesion.

The approach has been implemented as an open-source tool

and evaluated using synthetic and real-life logs. The evaluation

shows that the approach can rediscover routines injected into a

synthetic log, and that it discovers relevant routines in real-life

logs. The execution times range from seconds to a few dozen

seconds even for logs with tens of thousands of interactions.

As future work, we aim at addressing the limitations dis-

cussed above. We plan to add a post-processing step to group

multiple routine variants and to discover an aggregated model

thereof. This could be achieved by clustering the patterns

and merging them into high-level models or by adapting

a local process mining technique [21]. We plan to design

more sophisticated segmentation techniques to better handle

mixtures of multiple routines. Finally, the approach identifies

routines from a control-flow perspective insofar as it ma-

nipulates sequences of interactions, without considering their

data payload. Therefore, we plan to complement the proposed

approach with an approach to quantify the automatability of

candidate routines based on data attributes.
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Abstract—Assuring anomaly-free business process executions
is a key challenge for many organizations. Traditional techniques
address this challenge using prior knowledge about anomalous
cases that is seldom available in real-life. In this work, we propose
the usage of word2vec encoding and One-Class Classification
algorithms to detect anomalies by relying on normal behavior
only. We investigated 6 different types of anomalies over 38 real
and synthetics event logs, comparing the predictive performance
of Support Vector Machine, One-Class Support Vector Machine,
and Local Outlier Factor. Results show that our technique is
viable for real-life scenarios, overcoming traditional machine
learning for a wide variety of settings where only the normal
behavior can be labeled.

Keywords-One Class Classification; anomaly detection; Local
Outlier Factor; encoding; Support Vector Machine

I. INTRODUCTION

In Business Process Management (BPM), anomaly detec-
tion has traditionally focused on deviations from a reference
model [1]. The reference to a business process model is
significant as organizations are driven by normative conformity
and adherence to plans. In addition, a process model is an
abstraction that can specify sequential, conditional, iterative,
and concurrent behavior. This way, cases that significantly
differ in the sequence or number of activities can still comply
with the same model [2]. Thus, model-aware analytics, such
as Process Mining (PM) [3], generalize better, in the BPM
domain, than traditional statistics or data mining techniques.

The input of PM is an event log, composed of recorded
events described by the activity executed at a certain time,
the actors who executed the activity, the associated resources,
and costs. A unique sequence of time-ordered events of a
same case is called trace. The analysis of the conformance
between a trace and a process model, known in PM as
conformance checking, highlights control-flow and data-flow
anomalies. Control-flow anomaly refers to activities executed
in the wrong order. Data-flow anomaly refers to unexpected
values in events’ attributes, for instance, a user who executes

This study was financed in part by Coordination for the National Council
for Scientific and Technological Development (CNPq) of Brazil - Grant of
Project 420562/2018-4 and Fundação Araucária (Paraná, Brazil). It was also
partly supported by the program “Piano di sostegno alla ricerca 2019” funded
by Universita degli Studi di Milano.

an activity he does not have access to. Patterns in the event log
may indicate the root cause of an anomaly, such as a system
malfunctioning or a security violation [4].

However, a known problem of PM is that in real scenarios
the process model may not be available, be inadequate or
incorrect, or significant domain knowledge may be required to
elicit it [5]. More recently, Machine Learning (ML) has been
proposed as an alternative to process-aware methods, as it can
learn anomalies directly from the event log, without needing
a reference model [6]. The training stage of ML requires,
however, to hold enough ground truth labels for the output
classes to be learned. Hence, the need for significant domain
knowledge comes back as a need for pre-labeled data.

To get rid of this issue, in this paper, we propose to
combine vector space models and One-Class Classification
(OCC) algorithms to run anomaly detection by relying solely
on the normal behavior described in an event log. Inspired by
natural language processing (NLP) we treat activities as words
and traces as sentences and use the word2vec algorithm to map
them into a vector space [7]. When traces are encoded in the
vector space, we use OCC methods to detect anomalies.

To evaluate our approach, we compared OCC to supervised
ML. In our experiments, we used both synthetic and real-world
event logs, including six different types of anomalies. Results
show that our semi-supervised approach handles anomaly
detection with performances similar to supervised ML, or even
better for a wide variety of anomalies.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
current state of the art. Section III presents our methodology
and the datasets used in the experiments. Section IV reports
our results and evaluates them with a detailed analysis of
the advantages of combining vector space encoding and OCC
methods. Section V evaluates the overall implications of the
results and places the method in the literature. Finally, we
draw our conclusions in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

Much BPM research relies on control-flow or data-flow
verification for anomaly detection, using place/transition nets
or constraint satisfaction [8], [9], [10]. Although various terms
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are used in the literature to frame these issues, PM has been
largely adopted in the last years [1].

Bezerra et al. [11] define anomaly in PM using a set of
assumptions: (i) the set of traces can be partitioned into a
set of normal and a set of anomalous executions; (ii) each
of the anomalous execution is infrequent compared to the set
of all executions; (iii) the process model representing normal
behavior should “make more sense” than the process model
representing anomalous traces. More recently, an analysis of
online anomaly detection in PM has also been proposed [12].
One of the earliest works for anomaly detection in PM uses a
conformance checking pipeline [13], [11]. First, the method
filters the dataset based on domain-dependent knowledge.
From that, process discovery techniques are applied to the
filtered log. Then, the most appropriate model (high fitness
while structurally simple) is chosen as the process model.
Finally, traces are classified depending on model fitting; that
is, a non-fitting trace is classified as anomalous, whereas a
fitting trace is classified as a normal execution. However, this
approach depends on a clean event log for model creation and
assumes that process discovery techniques might generate an
ideal model, which is not necessarily true. Moreover, domain
knowledge costs resources and is not always available, hence
making this method impractical in most situations.

Likelihood graphs encoding the control-flow of a process
can be exploited to identify traces with activities having
direct follow relationships deviating from an observed proba-
bility [14]. However, parallel and recursive behavior cannot be
correctly handled using these techniques. For this reason, many
PM researchers adopt model-aware analytics where traces are
replayed over the model. Each executed activity corresponds
to consuming a token. Consumed, missed, and remaining
tokens are counted to calculate conformance statistics [3]. The
accuracy of this approach substantially depends on the quality
of the process model but model discovery techniques are the
result of a trade-off between precision and generality. Relying
on automatically generated models for anomaly detection is
then incongruous while cleansing these models by manual
effort is costly.

The adoption of methods using ML for detecting anoma-
lies in business processes has also risen in recent years.
In [6], the authors use an autoencoder (a class of neural
networks) to model process behavior and further detect anoma-
lies. More recently, a recurrent neural network architecture
was proposed [15], [16]. The method (BINet) handles both
control-flow and the data perspective of a business process,
detecting anomalies in both situations. In its core, BINet is
a Gated Recurrent Unit trained to predict the next event.
In the preprocessing stage, the logs are transformed into a
numerical representation using integer encoding. Anomalies
are detected by assuming that an anomalous attribute has
a lower probability than a normal attribute, and regulate it
by a heuristic threshold. The experiments show that BINet
usually outperforms other methods. However, there is a very
high computational cost given the deep learning architecture.
Moreover, the authors note that BINet suffers from a forgetting

problem when sequences of activities are repeated in a case.
A great part of ML techniques relies on supervised strate-

gies, depending on labels and specialist intervention as a
preliminary step. In real life, the true class label of a case is not
immediately available (or will never be available), and manu-
ally labeling might be labor-intensive. Thus, anomaly detection
on event logs has to cope with label scarcity. A potential
alternative to supervised ML is working with unsupervised
learning, particularly clustering methods. Cluster labels have
been used as automatically computed labels. Following this
idea, in [17], authors developed a framework aimed at bridging
the gap between the abstraction levels of row data logs and
process models. However, the results of clustering solutions
have a high level of variability between different randomized
executions and parameters [18].

One-Class Classification algorithms emerged as a suitable
solution to traditional supervised learning, as well as being
able to address the main drawbacks of the clustering algo-
rithm. OCC is computationally more competitive because only
the common behavior samples are required in the training
stage [19]. In the PM scenario, these can be achieved from
the main business process model and its variants automatically
generated. OCC can be performed by either a density or a
boundary strategy. When defining the classification boundary
around the positive class towards accepting as many samples
as possible, it minimizes the chance of accepting non-positive
(i.e. outlier) samples [19], [20]. Thus, OCC is a suitable and
straightforward solution to address scenarios with a scarcity
of labels.

Our approach overcomes the mentioned gaps with: (i) usage
of a better encoding technique; (ii) ability to work with a
scarcity of labels; (iii) no need of a process model; (iv) no
required expert knowledge about the business process.

III. METHODOLOGY

This section presents the event logs, the encoding strategy,
the algorithms, and the evaluation metrics we used for com-
paring OCC to supervised ML.

A. Event logs

A controlled scenario with synthetic event logs and known
labels is ideal to evaluate the performance of our method.

We generated event logs following the procedure proposed
by Nolle et al. [16] that allows creating events logs from pro-
cess models using a seed state, where the same seed guarantees
the creation of identical event logs. A likelihood graph [14]
models the dependencies within events and between events
and attributes. This implies that the probability distributions
in the control-flow are constrained. For example, activity A
has a 60% probability of being followed by activity B. The
constraints also bind events and attributes, e.g., an activity
A has an 80% probability of being followed by activity
B when A is executed on Mondays. This modeling allows
introducing long-term control-flow dependencies, typical of
real-world scenarios. Event logs can be generated by merely
performing random walks in the likelihood graph, respecting
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its transition probabilities. We decided to replicate previously
proposed datasets to create a common ground for comparison
between different methods. The steps followed to replicate this
synthetic dataset are accessible in the code repository linked
to [16]. The models we employed are a subset of those used
in [16] but cover the entire range of those publicly available.
With the use of the PLG2 tool [21], six random process
models were created. They vary in complexity, i.e., number
of activities, breadth, and width. A handmade procurement
process model (P2P) from [15] was also added. In addition to
these synthetic event logs, we used real-life event logs from
previous Business Process Intelligence Challenges (BPIC)1:
BPIC12, BPIC13, BPIC15, and BPIC17.

After the event logs were produced, the next step was to
inject anomalies into them. Following [11], [14], [16], we
applied six different anomaly types. (i) Early: a sequence of 2
or fewer events executed too early, which is then skipped later
in the case. (ii) Late: a sequence of 2 or fewer events executed
too late. (iii) Insert: 3 or less random activities inserted in the
case. (iv) Skip: a sequence of 3 or less necessary events is
skipped. (v) Rework: a sequence of 3 or less necessary events
is executed twice. (vi) Attribute: an incorrect attribute value is
set in 3 or fewer events.

These anomalies were injected in 30% of all cases from each
event log, including those from real-life scenarios (BPICs).
Note that the anomalies are on the event level, but they can
be converted to the case level easily: a case is anomalous if
any of its event attributes is anomalous. For each synthetic
process model, four likelihood graphs were created with
different transition probabilities, dependencies, and the number
of attributes. In total, we created 28 synthetic event logs that,
together with the BPICs, form a total of 38 event logs used
in our experimental evaluation. Table I shows the detailed
statistics of these event logs.

Name #Logs #Activities #Cases #Events #Attrs. #Attr. values
P2P 4 27 5k 48k-53k 1-4 13-386
Small 4 41 5k 53k-57k 1-4 13-360
Medium 4 65 5k 39k-42k 1-4 13-398
Large 4 85 5k 61k-68k 1-4 13-398
Huge 4 109 5k 47k-53k 1-4 13-420
Gigantic 4 154-157 5k 38k-42k 1-4 13-409
Wide 4 68-69 5k 39k-42k 1-4 13-382
BPIC12 1 73 13k 290k 0 0
BPIC13 3 11-27 0.8k-7.5k 4k-81k 2-4 23-1.8k
BPIC15 5 422-486 0.8k-1.4k 46k-62k 2-3 23-481
BPIC17 1 53 31k 1.2M 1 299

TABLE I: Detailed event logs statistics

B. Encoding strategy

Traditionally, ML and data mining techniques cannot be
directly applied to PM event logs due to a mismatch at the
representation level [22]. ML operates at the event level, where
each event is an instance, PM at the business case level, where
a group of events represents an instance of the process. This

1https://www.tf-pm.org/resources/logs

way, embedding techniques are necessary to overcome this
gap [23].

There are a few attempts to perform event log encoding
in the literature. In [6], the authors use one-hot encoding
to transform the log into a numerical representation before
feeding an autoencoder. Similarly, in [16], [15], the authors
use integer encoding to map all log attributes into integers
and then use the resulting vectors as the input for a deep
learning algorithm. Though both encoding approaches are
traditional in ML literature, there are better-performing ones
proposed recently. In [24], the authors represent a trace using
the doc2vec approach [25], which extends the Continuous Bag
of Words architecture with a paragraph vector for encoding
traces. Inspired by this perspective, we employed the widely
known word2vec algorithm [7]. Word2vec encodes words by
training a neural network to reconstruct its linguistic context
in a corpus. Word vectors embed the weights learned by the
neural network capturing, this way, semantic and syntactic
similarities in vectors. Our method interprets each activity
as a word. Hence, the corpus is composed of the set of
unique activities in the business process. The vectors we obtain
can then be aggregated to get trace-level representations.
In our case, we use the element-wise mean, i.e., the trace
representation is the mean of its activities weights.

C. Classification algorithms

We used three different algorithms for classifying the
traces into normal and anomalous, Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [26], One-Class Support Vector Machines (OCSVM)
proposed by Tax et al. [27] and Local Outlier Factor (LOF)
proposed by Breunig et al. [28]. All three algorithms are
available on the Scikit-learn Python package [29]. Several
hyperparameter values were combined as a tuning strategy,
as illustrated in Table II. The first technique is supervised,
meaning that it depends on labels for its training. The other
two algorithms require only the common behavior to induce
a model able to classify unlabeled data. The SVM is used as
a baseline for comparison purposes, aiming to check if the
techniques that do not depend on completely labeled data can
produce comparable results.

TABLE II: Collection of combined hyperparameter values

Method Hyperparameter Values

SVM
c [0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000, 100000]
kernel [polynomial, rbf, sigmoid]
gamma [auto, scale]

OCSVM
nu [0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35,

0.4]
kernel [polynomial, rbf, sigmoid]
gamma [auto, scale]

LOF k [1, 10, 25, 50, 100, 250]

contamination [0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35,
0.4, auto]

SVM considers each n-dimensional input vector as a point
in an n-dimensional space. Then, the algorithm searches for an
n-1 dimensional hyperplane that can correctly separate points.
To find this hyperplane, the algorithm tries to maximize the
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distance of the hyperplane to the closest boundary points,
called Support Vectors. In this work we used the sigmoid,
polynomial and RBF kernels for the tests, varying the c and
gamma hyperparameters.

OCSVM is a one-class version of SVM. Similarly, it con-
siders the input vectors as points in an n-dimensional space
but, instead of creating a hyperplane to separate the data into
two classes, it creates an n-dimensional hypersphere that can
represent the input data such as the points that are inside the
hypersphere are considered the normal behavior and the points
that are outside are considered anomalies. The algorithm aims
at maximizing the number of points inside the hypersphere
while minimizing the empty space inside it. Different values
for the parameter nu are used to assume different levels of
generalization by the algorithm, with higher values standing
for higher generalization. The sigmoid, polynomial and RBF
kernels were considered in our experiments.

LOF detects outliers given a set of vectors, which are also
treated as points in an n-dimensional space. The main idea
behind LOF is to compare the local point density to its k
nearest neighbors densities. Thus, points with lower density
than its neighbors are considered outliers. The experiment used
different numbers of k nearest neighbors as well as different
values for contamination, a hyperparameter that defines the
density threshold for anomaly detection. For the evaluation of
the algorithms, we chose the F-score metric [30].

IV. RESULTS

This section presents the results obtained from several
complementary perspectives, evaluating their impact on the
overall performance. To follow the open science principles,
we made the experiments and event logs available2.

A. Word2vec descriptive performance

The initial experiment aims at evaluating how the proposed
encoding influences the results. Regarding word2vec hyperpa-
rameters, we explored the number of dimensions and window
size, which are reportedly the most impacting hyperparame-
ters. The implementation used the gensim package for Python3

and the other hyperparameters were set to standard values.
Figure 1a and 1b show the F-score values obtained.

According to Figure 1a, the impact of different vector sizes
on the performance is minimal. For this task, we ranged values
from 50 to 1000. In other domains, the number of dimensions
highly affects the representational capacity of word2vec. A
low number usually diminish encoding quality. However,
traditional NLP tasks perform over text corpora containing
large quantities of unique words. In business processes, the set
of unique activities (which we consider as words) is of several
orders of magnitude less. Moreover, the contexts that surround
business process activities are often less heterogeneous. The
same phenomenon is revealed in Figure 1b, where various
window sizes are compared. The window size controls how
much of the context surrounding each word is considered

2https://github.com/gbrltv/ProcessAnomalyDetector
3https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html

in the learning procedure. We expected longer windows to
drive richer characterization of activities, but our experimental
results show that it does not impact performances.
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Fig. 1: F-score obtained with different window and vector sizes
of word2vec across all event logs

The main lesson learned from these experiments is the
robustness of word2vec in representing the context of business
activities. It can be adopted without the need to search for
optimal hyperparametrization. Hence, in BPM applications,
smaller vector and window sizes are advised as they consume
less computational resources without losing representational
capacity.

Figure 2 further demonstrates the effectiveness of word2vec
embeddings. We applied this technique to one of the small
event log using 200 dimensions and a window size of 1. Then,
using the t-SNE dimensionality reduction technique (with stan-
dard hyperparameters from Scikit-learn package4), the number
of dimensions was reduced to two. We can see how word2vec
distributes the normal and anomalous classes in the feature
space. Word2vec correctly interprets the activities contexts
placing anomalous behavior apart from normal. Moreover,
anomalous instances are usually near normal ones because
they are a slight variation of them, according to the injecting
procedure we followed.

4https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.manifold.TSNE.
html
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Fig. 2: small trace distribution. The experiment used
word2vec to model the business process behavior. Then, the
t-SNE dimensionality reduction technique was applied for vi-
sualization. It is notable how anomalous and normal behavior
is quite separated in the feature space

B. Time analysis

We compared a total of 40 different word2vec configura-
tions with several setups of LOF, OCSVM, and SVM. It is
possible to observe that small vector sizes, i.e., less than 200
features, affect the execution time with small window sizes.
Configurations of this kind demand more time due to more
frequent sliding over the samples, as seen in figures 3a, 3b
and 3c. When dealing with more than 250 features, time con-
sumption is independent of window sizes, drastically reducing
the number of outliers in the results.

SVM shows a slightly superior time performance, followed
by LOF and OCSVM. However, the average time difference
is less than one second, as observed in the running time
distribution of Figure 3d. The size of the vector has, indeed, the
most noticeable impact on execution time. We also compared
the time of classification algorithms according to the Friedman
and Nemenyi test [31]. Using τ = 0.05 and critical distance
of 0.53, it was possible to account a significantly different
performance of SVM (1.37, ranked first), the fastest algorithm.
LOF (2.13, ranked second) and OCSVM (2.50, ranked third)
were not accounted as significantly different.

Considering the results of Section IV-A, we then suggest the
adoption of small vector sizes, particularly 50 features, which
provide fast processing and stability for most event logs with
competitive predictive performance.

C. Hyperparameter selection

This experiment focuses on the tuning of hyperparameters
to improve performances and support fair comparison among
the methods. Regarding SVM, the best hyperparameter to deal
with all event logs was c =1000 and gamma as scale using
a polynomial kernel. This algorithm was the most volatile to
hyperparameter selection, e.g., some configurations of c using
sigmoid kernel reduced drastically the F-score, as shown in
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Fig. 3: Comparing execution time, in seconds, with window
and vector size per algorithm across all event logs. Quadrant
(d) reports the likelihood of observing a specific execution
time in the experiments we ran

Figures 4a, 4b and 4c. For OCSVM, the nu hyperparameter
has impacted the most on performance. Small nu values (best
nu = 0.01) results in better predictive outcomes independent
of gamma or kernel. As illustrated in Figures 4d, 4e and 4f.
Finally LOF, similarly to SVM, demands a combination of
hyperparameters to achieve the optimal performance. Also,
the auto value for the contamination parameter obtained
an average good performance. For k (number of neighbors),
smaller values (1, 10, 25 and 50) were the best. Using high
contamination (value of 0.4) we obtained the worst LOF
performances, as visible in Figure 4g.

D. Classification performance

Figure 5 shows a boxplot of the best F-scores for each
algorithm. LOF’s entire first quartile is above 0.95 while its
median is 0.96. The median F-scores for OCSVM and SVM
were 0.87 and 0.9, respectively. Therefore, LOF outperforms
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Fig. 4: Hyperparameter overview of SVM, OCSVM, and LOF,
light regions means best predictive performance (F-score)
across all event logs

both SVM and OCSVM. This result is valuable as LOF
does not even need anomalous examples to induce its model,
making it easier to prepare an event log for this method.
That is, supervised methods do not necessarily imply better
performance.
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Fig. 5: Boxplot F-score results for each classification algorithm
across all event logs

Figure 6 compares the performances over individual event
logs. As corroborated by the previous analysis, LOF outper-
forms the other two algorithms in almost all event logs. This
trend is even more explicit in synthetic event logs, where LOF
reaches F-scores of over 0.95. In most datasets, SVM is better
than OCSVM by a low margin, however, it required a longer
tuning process for its hyperparameters. Real-life event logs
have a lower F-score when compared to synthetics. The main
reason is that BPIC event logs naturally contain not labeled
anomalies, which incorrectly represent normal behavior.

F-score comparison among the classification algorithms,
according to the Friedman and Nemenyi test using τ = 0.05,
showed significantly different performances. The critical dis-
tance of 0.53 attested the superiority of LOF (1.11, ranked
first), followed by SVM (2.00, ranked second) and OCSVM
(2.89, ranked third).

E. Performances by anomaly

As there are six anomaly types, we further experimented to
analyze their differences. For this, we created six additional
event logs using the medium behavior. For each anomaly
type, we created an event log with 30% of anomalies using
only the respective type. Figure 7 reports the results of the
algorithms for each anomaly. The first important note is that
having only one type of anomaly in the log makes the anomaly
identification easier.

The attribute anomalies are the most difficult to detect as
they do not insist on the control-flow perspective. In spite of it,
the results obtained are not particularly severe. Regarding the
other anomaly types, LOF can detect anomalous instances as
they all affect the control-flow aspect, which is well inferred
by word2vec. SVM presented good results for insert, rework
and skip anomalies. These anomalies are easier to detect due
to a higher impact on activities’ contexts. For instance, skip
makes a trace to miss a required activity execution. Then, when
analyzing a trace with a skipped activity, word2vec modeling
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Fig. 6: F-score of all event logs grouped by size and behavior
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Fig. 7: Comparing the F-score of each algorithm using the
event log medium

is sensible enough to detect that the trace context is different
from normal behavior. For early and late anomalies, the effect
on the context is more subtle because the activities are still in
the trace even if in wrong positions. Therefore, this shows
the importance of having an OCC classification on top of
word2vec as it relies on normal samples, counterbalancing this
issue. This is seen by the exceptional performance reached by
LOF.

V. DISCUSSION

Overall, SVM was slightly faster than OCC methods,
however, SVM performance is significantly dependent on
hyperparameters, e.g., good performance was achieved at the
cost of a long tuning process. When comparing accuracy,
LOF was superior, reaching the best predictive performance
for most real-life and all the synthetic event logs. The SVM
performance was competitive only in a few real-life datasets,
though the pre-existence of non-reported anomalous cases
can have swayed the learning process from OCC methods.
OCSVM was the slowest and less predictive approach. It is
important to mention that early and late anomalies, when
compared in a synthetic log of medium size, related to a
similar detection score. These anomalies are more difficult to
be modeled since the events affected are still present in the
trace with changed positions. For this reason, when aggregat-
ing the trace representation, the overall trace encoding can
be similar to a normal trace. The phenomenon is observable
because word2vec is more flexible to ordering than traditional
conformance checking algorithms. That is, word2vec context
composes the activities neighborhood more broadly, allowing
for different sequences to have similar representations in some
cases. However, when combining word2vec with LOF, this
challenge was overcome, as Figure 7 shows. Another similar
set was insert, rework and skip, that obtained higher detection
scores. These anomalies are easily captured by word2vec
because they insert an abnormal activity, repeat the execution
of an activity, and skip an expected execution, respectively.
Thus, the difference between normal behavior is more abrupt.
The worst scores were observed with the attribute anomaly
type. The attribute anomaly does not affect the control-flow
perspective, it only affects the data attributes. This way, it is
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more complex for encoders processing traces to capture this
anomaly.

Deep learning methods [6], [16], [15] are considered out
of the scope of this paper and we did not compare to the
algorithms studied in this work. The reason is deep learning
algorithms require ground truth labels and large availability
of computational resources. They, in other words, match to
application requirements completely different from those we
assumed.

VI. CONCLUSION

The presented work proposes the use of word2vec, a tradi-
tional NLP technique, to encode business process behavior
as the context of activities in an event log. Moreover, the
method explores the use of OCC algorithms, showing their
advantage in scenarios with a scarcity of labels. The perfor-
mance obtained by the combination of trace encoding and
OCC techniques demonstrates the feasibility of our method.
Therefore, organizations can profit by the use of this methodol-
ogy as detecting anomalies is a significant concern given their
impact on process performance and resource consumption.
Different word2vec configurations were quite similar in terms
of predictive performance, demonstrating robustness to vector
and window sizes. When comparing to supervised ML, OCC
presented a better performance in most cases. As future work,
we plan (i) to explore other aggregation techniques to represent
a trace encoding, (ii) consider the data-flow perspective, and
(iii) to apply OCC algorithms in online PM.
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Abstract—Outlier detection is one of the most important tasks
to keep your processes in control. Unawareness of critical
anomalies can lead to exhausting expenses, hence, it is highly
beneficial to treat process failures as soon as possible. However,
anomalies are difficult to detect due to their rarity though they
occur too often to neglect the necessity of its detection. Even
if the detection problem is solved, the treatment of singular
anomalies and the adjustment of the process based on each
abnormal trace is tedious and costly regarding time and money.
To increase the efficiency of later anomaly treatment, we pro-
pose a novel strategy to detect collective anomalies. However,
this is not equivalent to anomaly clustering as a post-processing
step. TOAD orders process instances by similarity and detects
abnormal accumulations of deviating cases. These collections
are abnormal due to their aggregated behavior. Assuming that
similar deviations are caused by the same reason, the treatment
of such an anomaly is more cost-efficient than the handling of
deviating singletons. Applying TOAD to an event log yields a
ranking of significant, temporally abnormal trace collections,
that provide a baseline for further analysis.

1. Introduction

Deviations exist in probably every ever so well-defined
process. On the one hand, they can bare risks of non-
compliance and frauds, which cause expenses for the process
owner. On the other hand, revealing beneficial deviations
helps to improve the process with innovative ideas. Re-
gardless of these types, a process can only be protected or
improved if deviations are detected.

Process deviations are entities in a process, mostly traces
or events, that behave abnormal with regards to a baseline
model. Without such a model, the task is more complex.
Anomaly detection is the task of defining normality in a
domain in conclusion with the declaration of any observa-
tion in the data which does not behave according to this
normality. Anomalies are partitioned into three categories,
that are point anomalies, contextual anomalies and collective
anomalies [5].

In traditional data mining, the search for point anomalies
as outliers focuses on objects, that are prominently distinct
in the sense of their behavior. The difference between an
outlier and its most similar neighbor is typically very high
[4]. This paradigm is useful in many scenarios, in which
single objects have significant impact on the whole ap-
plication. For example, a repair log contains reports from

mechanics for a smart city bus fleet. If most buses succeed
in a regular check-up, the ones that fail are point anomalies
due to their individual failure. If such failures are depending
on contextual factors, they call the anomaly a contextual
anomaly. To continue with our example, some bus faults are
season-sensitive. Air conditioning units, heaters or hydraulic
systems are more likely to fail in summer and winter.
Therefore, a faulty door in spring might have a different
root cause than the same issue in winter.

However, in applications with extensive databases like
process logs, where environments are continuously chang-
ing, it is not questionable if anomalies exists, but how
to find them efficiently. Further, after the identification of
anomalies, a solution for each issue is developed. This does
not scale well for big data applications. In the end, it is a
matter of efficiency and budget, which abnormal cases are
treated and which have to be tolerated without any further
actions.

In this work, we focus on collective anomalies. This
paradigm ignores singular anomalies and yields clusters
with abnormal behavior instead. The tagged abnormal traces
might not be anomalies on their own, but their occurrence
as a group is anomalous. Collective anomalies have been
researched in the context of sequence data, spatial data
and graph data. Especially for process data, this approach
provides a strategy to efficiently handle anomalies from
an economical perspective. Since it is very likely for an
anomaly cluster that the root cause for the abnormality of
all contained traces is the same, a common solution to the
issue is applicable to the whole group. Returning to our
example, a collective anomaly in the repair log reveals that
some buses suffered from the same electrical short circuit,
causing the hydraulic system to fail. Relying only on the
previous paradigms, there would not have been an anomaly
detected, since several buses had the same incident.

Our novel approach TOAD focuses on temporal de-
viations and utilizes temporal deviation profiles of cases,
as presented in [16], to capture the temporal behavior of
process instances. The concept of density is applied to define
normality by the number of neighboring process instances.
In [13], Tesseract showed that temporal outliers and drifts
can occur even if the workflow of a process stays stable.
However, Tesseract focuses only on drifts in singular activity
relations. In this work, we extend the approach to the trace
level and correlate activity relations of whole cases. Using
the well-known cluster technique OPTICS on the temporal
feature representation, we establish the name-giving Trace
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(a) Causal net for BPI Challenge 2017 Offer dataset. (b) TOAD plot with reference function. (c) Abnormal Submodel.

Figure 1. Process model of BPIC17 dataset, followed by reachability plot combined with a reference curve and the extracted anomaly process model.

Ordering for Anomaly Detection.
The main contributions of our work are (1) the adap-

tation of the temporal deviation signatures to generate a
null hypothesis for an activity relation dependant density
estimation, (2) transferring the concept of density to the
process domain using OPTICS to identify micro-clusters of
traces with higher relative density as anomalies. Further, we
provide (3) a visual indication layer for process models to
highlight and represent temporal deviation signatures.

2. Motivation

TOAD offers an explorative approach to identify collec-
tive temporal anomalies in process logs. Before we delve
deeply into definitions and evaluations, we provide a real-
world example to illustrate that collective temporal anoma-
lies actually exist. The BPI Challenge 2017 dataset, which
is described in detail in the evaluation, contains events of a
load application process. In Fig. 1a we show the discovered
causal net, yielded by the Heuristic Miner.

We apply TOAD, which identifies the most significant
collective temporal anomaly. The yielded plot in Fig. 1b
shows all traces on the x-axis, which are ordered according
to their next neighbor, and the corresponding reachability
distance, that is related to the local density of each trace.
Therefore, a cluster of higher density is represented as a
trough in this plot. The plot offers a simple and quick way to
get an explorative view on the cluster structure in the dataset.
We continue with automatically scanning for troughs with
high relative troughs using a reference interpolation, plotted
as a red line here. The troughs represent collections of traces,
which are uncommonly more similar with respect to the
expectation based on the remaining dataset. Depending on
noise and the used parameters, many troughs are shown in
the plot, however two very distinct ones are observed. We
consider only the last one around x = 40000 due to its
relative depth.

For its illustration, we mine a causal net only for the
corresponding sublog in Fig. 1c. We add colored arrows
as deviation indicators. The thick dark blue arrows show an
accelerated execution of all events in this case in comparison
to all other cases. These temporally abnormal cases contain
only accepted loans. However, the delays indicate changed
conditions in those cases, but we do not intend to theorize
about the root cause here.

A deeper analysis is not possible without a domain
expert and also not in the scope of this work. However, col-
lective temporal anomalies exist in real-world process logs
and due to their characteristics, traditional point anomaly
detectors are not able to identify them. The model in Fig.
1c is a valid submodel of the original process model in Fig.
1b. Hence, anomaly detection based on the workflow would
also miss this anomaly.

3. Related Work

In the area of clustering, especially trace clustering,
some works have investigated different clustering techniques
to aggregate process instances. The first established methods
focus on vector space embeddings and map features of the
sequences to points in a vector space. Basic approachs use
bag-of-activities embeddings, which ignore the sequential
information and represent traces as frequency vectors. At-
tached attributes like resources or lifecycle data can also be
embedded into the vector space. This allows to use the full
range of clusterings operating on vector spaces like k-means.

The vector space embedding of traces was first explored
by Greco et al. [10]. Song et al. [15] used trace profiles
which extend the previous idea and allow additional data
to be captured. The number of attributes is not restricted
such that complex behavior can be clustered using high-
dimensional feature vectors. Ferreira et al. [9] clustered
traces by building first-order Markov models for each cluster
with the expectation-maximization technique. In [2] Bose
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et al. introduced a specialized edit distance on traces and
proposed an agglomerative hierarchical clustering approach.
They also developed an approach [3] using subtraces of
arbitrary length instead of n-grams to represent traces as
feature vectors.

These techniques usually yield a partitioning of traces.
Identified clusters provide a high intra-similarity and a low
inter-similarity. These techniques can be summarized as
passive trace clustering. Active trace clustering approaches,
which were firstly introduced by De Weerdt [7] as ActiTraC,
use an active learning process to develop trace clusters
by taking the process discovery perspective into account.
Traces are not mapped into a vector space but are greedily
aggregated to clusters until the fitness of the model for this
cluster drops. Sun et al. [17] also followed the hierarchical
clustering method with compound trace clustering CTC.
They developed a top-down trace clustering splitting logs
in sublogs such that the complexity of each sublog matches
the average complexity. The log with the highest model
complexity is then split again. k-process [14] was developed
by Richter et al. and uses process discovery and confor-
mance checking in a k-means like procedure. Trace cluster
centroids are built as process models and the assignment
is performed using conformance checking as a distance to
determine the most fitting cluster.

All these approaches work well to identify prominent
process variants. However, we do not aim at finding trace
clusters that exist on a common level. The deviations that
our novel method reveals, are not mature clusters but anoma-
lies. They can eventually grow into larger subprocesses and
proper variants as well, but in the current state, the presented
methods do not detect the minor deviations.

In contrast to clustering, traditional outlier detection
methods focus on the identification of singular objects that
deviate from the majority. The motivation for anomalous
singleton traces is very intuitive: Revealing traces that do
not behave as demanded, resulting from fraud or applica-
tion failures. There is a manifold of different classification
methods to solve this task in different applications. We
can not cover the whole field, but few recent techniques
shall be mentioned. Nolle et al. [12] utilized autoencoders
to detect anomalies in business processes by training the
process behavior on potentially noisy datasets and without
prior knowledge. In [11], Myers et al. propose a method to
identify anomalous behavior and cyber-attacks in industrial
control system logs using conformance checking. Darmawan
et al. [6] developed a method to filter a log, such that
outliers are discarded and discovery can be applied on a
clean anomaly-free database. All those methods amongst
many others put emphasis on singular outliers. However,
our novel approach aims at anomalous micro-clusters, so it
is not a direct competitor for those methods. Our method is,
as a result of its design, not able to detect those singularities
and a direct comparison is not suitable. To the best of our
knowledge, the perspective we take with our novel method,
has not been investigated before in the field of process
mining.

4. Preliminaries

Now, we will give the baseline definitions we are us-
ing regarding process mining and density-based clustering.
Starting with the resources, the input data for TOAD are
process event logs. An event is an observed witness of
a process action. It contains the information about what
activity happened at which timestamp in which case context
at least, but it can provide additional data attributes. Here,
we refer to the set of possible activities by A. An event
e = (c, a, t) ∈ (N × A × N) is a tuple consisting of a case
identifier c, an activity a and a timestamp t. Each event
describes the execution of a certain activity corresponding
to the case c at time t. We call a multiset, that contains
multiple events over the same activity domain, a log L.
Semantically, an event is a unique occurrence of an activity.
Nevertheless, it can happen that the same case contains
repetitions of a particular activity. If such events occur
consecutively in a very small time frame, they might share
the same event representation. Further, we call tuples of two
activities (a1, a2) ∈ A2 a relation.

A case c contains only the subset of a log, such that
events in this subset share the same case identifier. As case
identifier and cases themselves represent the same object, we
will use it bilaterally. A trace is the projection of a case to
the sequence of activity labels. However, in the literature,
both terms are not used decisively and are often used in
mixed contexts. Since our method puts a strong focus on
the temporal view, it should be kept in mind, that we always
consider the timestamps as a part of a trace in this work.

Continuing with density-based structuring, we require
a measure of density. As a brief reminder, a distance is a
positive-definite function, that is symmetrical and fulfills the
triangle inequality. We do not go into detail here and for all
mentions of a distance in the following, we are using the
Euclidean distance, if not stated otherwise.

Density-based clustering is based on the concept of
density, which is defined by two parameters: The radius ε
to define the neighborhood of each object Nε(o) and the
minimal number of points MinPts required for a dense
neighborhood.

One of the most popular density-based methods is DB-
SCAN [8]. It selects points and classifies them depending
of their neighborhood as core, border or noise points. For a
more in-depth description, we point to the corresponding
work of Ester et al. A major drawback of DBSCAN is
the difficulty to choose an appropriate value for the neigh-
borhood distance ε. To overcome this issue, Ankerst et al.
developed OPTICS [1]. Given MinPts, this method deter-
mines for each point its core distance, the minimal distance
needed such that the ε-neighborhood contains MinPts
many points. For a point p let kNN be the k-th nearest
neighbor and d a distance function. With k = MinPts, the
core distance is defined by

coreε,MinPts(p) =

{
d(p, kNN), |Nε(p)| ≥ MinPts

undefined, otherwise
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The ε value is used as an upper bound for performance
improvement. Using the core distance, the reachability dis-
tance for two objects o, p is defined as

reachε,MinPts(o, p)

=

{
max(coreε,MinPts(p), d(p, o)), if |Nε(p)| ≥ MinPts

undefined, otherwise

The set of data points gets ordered by its reachability
distance. For each point, its successor is the point with the
smallest reachability distance out of the unprocessed points.
This ordering is not unique, due to start point ambiguity
and potential choices between equidistant objects. Finally,
a reachability plot is provided using the ordering on the
x-axis and the reachability distance on the y-axis. Since
dense object clusters in the data space have low pairwise
reachability distances, they are accumulated in the plot and
the cluster is identified as a trough in the reachability plot.

For a clustering analysis, the OPTICS plot is used to
determine an ε-level, such that as many troughs as one likes
are separated under a horizontal line. With this technique,
clusters of equal densities can be identified in an exploratory
task. However, our goal is different. The result of our novel
method does not reveal distinct trace clusters of similar den-
sities. We provide small clusters with anomalous densities
relative to their neighborhoods as a result. In the following
section, we go into detail to describe our changes to the
adapted clustering technique, such that it becomes suitable
to identify the desired results.

5. TOAD: Trace Ordering for Anomaly Detec-
tion

Our novel algorithm TOAD comprises of three major
steps to provide anomalous outlier micro-clusters. First, we
explain the mapping into a data space that keeps track of
all temporal deviations. Second, we order the traces using
OPTICS, based on nearest-neighbors. In the third part, we
detect anomalies by analyzing the ordered plot and extract
trace candidates with strong deviation characteristics.

5.1. Temporal Deviation Signatures

In [13], the authors focus on temporal concept drift
detection regarding singular relations only. We adapt the
idea of standardization via z-scoring, as it proposes a suit-
able representation of deviations. However, we extend the
perspective from event level to traces.

Starting with a process log, we extract all event pairs
sharing the same case identifier. Considering all relation
candidates we determine the relation duration set RD for
a given relation (a1, a2) as follows:

RD(a1, a2) = {t2 − t1 | e1, e2 ∈ L ∧ e1 = (c, a1, t1)

∧ e2 = (c, a2, t2) ∧ t1 < t2}
This set contains all durations between two particular

activities, that are correlated in common process instances.

We extract the arithmetic mean and standard deviation of all
those relation duration sets, where n(a1,a2) = |RD(a1, a2)|.

μ(a1,a2) =
1

n

∑
δt∈RD(a1,a2)

δt

σ(a1,a2) =

√√√√ 1

n

∑
δt∈RD(a1,a2)

(δt − μ(a1,a2))
2

In the next step we perform a z-scoring, which deals with
unstable activities by down-weighting them in comparison
to activities with small standard deviations. Z-scoring pro-
vides a standardization for the duration values, so we can
align short-term and long-term activities in the same model.
According to the work in [16], we derive temporal deviation
signatures for each case. A temporal deviation signature is
a matrix TDSa1,a2

∈ R
A×A that assigns the standardized

duration to the activity relation, if the activity relation is
present in the case:

(TDSc)a1,a2
=
|t2 − t1| − μ(a1,a2)

σ(a1,a2)

Otherwise, the value 0 is assigned.
For ordinary cases, which behave completely in-control,

the deviation scores in the signature are next to zero. If we

treat the signature as a vector in the linear space R
|A|2 , those

cases are represented as points around the origin, forming
a sphere. Depending on the noise, the density of the sphere
would follow the same distribution. For small datasets with
few cases, Poisson-like characteristics towards the positive
quadrants are likely, whereas larger datasets tend to form
Gaussian-distributed density levels due to the central limit
theorem.

We take a look at the example sketched in Fig. 2.
All cases contain the three activities a, b and c and the
majority require 3 time units between a and b and 4 time
units between b and c. The first case c1 has a quicker
execution and is therefore a deviation. The corresponding
trace deviation signature is shown in Fig. 2b. The fourth
case c4 shows also a deviation, as activity b is delayed,
while the complete case execution stays close to the mean
execution time.

5.2. Ordering Traces

In traditional data mining, a large manifold of clustering
techniques have been proposed. We utilize density-based
clustering as the next analysis step and adapt OPTICS [1] to
perform the actual clustering. As we have explained before,
ordinary cases will likely establish a sphere around the
origin, if we treat the signatures as vectors. The maximum
density is expected to be in the center. The more a singular
case is deviating, the more it drifts towards sparser areas
in the vector space representation. More interestingly, if a
group of traces accumulates at a certain point, it establishes
a denser area within sparsity. In the following we will show
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(a) Traces of an example process, represented as Gantt chart.

(b) Temporal deviation
signature of case c1.

(c) Temporal deviation
signature of case c4.

Figure 2. A tiny toy example demonstrating the derivation of trace deviation
signatures.

how to automatically identify those collective anomalies or
rare patterns.

DBSCAN [8] is a popular starting point for density-
based clustering. It identifies clusters with similar densities
and arbitrary shapes in the data space and can cope with
noise. However, the density parameter is fixed so it can
only identify clusters above a certain threshold level. Our
data space varies in density and the more the temporal
deviation signatures expand from the center, the sparser the
anomalies get. The definition of anomalies does not rely on
an absolute threshold, but on the surrounding space and its
relative dependency gradient. As an extension to DBSCAN,
OPTICS applies different levels of densities and creates a
hierarchy of clusterings for a whole range of densities. The
result is a 2-dimensional plot, that shows for each object,
given on the x-axis, the density threshold necessary to be
a cluster member. Since objects are ordered according to
nearest neighbor distance, troughs in the plot depict dense
aggregations of objects.

We establish a meaning of distance between two tem-
poral deviation signatures Sc1 and Sc2 . Regarding distance
measures, there is always the opportunity to dive deep into
sophisticated measures. We will not focus on that here, but
use the Euclidean distance. For two signatures Sc1 and Sc2 ,
the distance δ(Sc1 , Sc2) is defined as follows:

δ(Sc1 , Sc2) =

√ ∑
(a1,a2)∈A2

(Sc1 − Sc2)
2

Density is the central cluster criteria in this paradigm. It
is basically the quotient of the number of traces in a certain
area. For a signature Sc, we specify a distance threshold ε

and count the number of other signatures Sc′ with a distance
δ(Sc, Sc′) ≤ ε. The area within ε is called ε-neighborhood
Nε(Sc). Sc is called dense or a core point, if its neighbor-
hood contains more than MinPts many other signatures for
the predefined minimal point threshold MinPts. In other
words, the distance for a neighborhood necessary to make
a particular signature a core signature is given by

core-distMinPts(Sc0) = δ(Sc0 , ScMinPts
)

for the rising chain δ(Sc0 , Sc1) < ... < δ(Sc0 , Sc|L|−1
).

The definition is sound under the assumption that
MinPts ≤ |L|. Otherwise, the core-distance is undefined.
Using the core-distance, we define the reachability distance
between two signatures Sc and Sc′ . This is either the core
distance or the actual distance, whichever is greater:

reach-distMinPts(Sc, Sc′) =

max(core-distMinPts(Sc), δ(Sc, Sc′))

Now, OPTICS orders all signatures. Starting with an
arbitrary signature, all signatures are processed such that
in each step, the signature with the smallest reachability
distance to any previously processed signature is chosen
as the next item. This way, closest points are processed
with higher priority and compose a consecutive sequence
in the process. The processing order defines the sequence
of the final reachability distances to be selected, since only
the distances between closest signatures are plotted. Hence,
neighboring signatures are directly following in the reacha-
bility distance plot and the value of each signature defines
the neighborhood size, such that both signatures belong to
the same cluster. We will refer to this plot as the OPTICS
plot.

5.3. Anomaly Detection

Traditionally, the OPTICS plot is used to visually iden-
tify clusters as valley-like structures. A density level is
selected manually, such that the valleys under this level
form valleys corresponding to the intuition. We propose an
automated method, that does not reveal clusters with the
same density, but anomalous aggregations of traces with
deviating behavior instead. OPTICS applied to temporal de-
viation signatures usually yields a pattern, which assembles
a large shallow valley for the majority of non-deviating
traces, and which ascends into higher reachability distances
while processing the deviating cases.

The OPTICS plot has indentations, that interrupt the
otherwise smooth base-line of the analysis. The deeper such
an indentation is, the denser is this small cluster of traces
and the more similarity is shared between the affected traces.
Hence, we compare the OPTICS plot with the smoothed
base-line and focus on traces, that possess a large distance
between smoothed and actual reachability distance to iden-
tify collective anomalies.

We generate the base-line by applying the Savitzky-
Golay filter, a low-pass filter, to the reachability plot. It
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can cope with the vast ascension in the outlier phase.
Signal components of high frequencies are not discarded
completely as in most other smoothing techniques. This
advantage is achieved by using polynomial regression with
low-degree polynomials over a small window around the
particular point to be smoothed. The difference between
original and smoothed curve is then used to identify de-
viations by applying peak-finding from the field of signal
processing.

5.4. Limitations and Parameters

Now, we discuss some drawbacks of our method and
their implications, as well as highlight the necessary param-
eters of TOAD. An important issue is the missing-of-values
problem, which occurs by mapping traces to the tempo-
ral deviation profile space and apply a clustering method.
Although all traces might be well-logged, traces usually
contain only a subset of process-inherent activities. Hence,
the temporal intervals are not defined for all relations in all
traces. In our implementation, non-existing relations have a
deviation score of zero. On the contrary, a zero is overloaded
with the information, that the relation is present in the case,
but does indeed show no deviation. Using the overloaded
zero seems to be a naive but suitable solution. This causes
a dense region at the zero, which is a false positive and can
easily be discarded from the result set. Usually, anomalies
that lack any abnormal behavior, are great to have but do not
provide potential for improvement. However, we investigate
other distance metrics in future works to find a better way
for the comparison of ’incomparable’ traces.

Regarding parameters, our method requires only few
user-defined parameters. Since we adapt density-based clus-
tering, the specification of density is a fundamental param-
eter. TOAD uses the number of minimum neighborhood
points MinPts to determine the trace ordering. For the
resulting OPTICS plot, this parameter controls the granu-
larity of the plot. A higher value increases the smoothness.
We achieved good results with small values due to the
following smoothing, e.g. MinPts = 10. After establish-
ing the OPTICS plot, the Sawitzky-Golay filter needs the
window size and the polynomial degree. As TOAD benefits
from a very smooth baseline, we choose the window to be
the maximum size possible. The polynomial degree should
be an odd number. Usually the OPTICS plot starts low
and raises when all denser points are processed and only
singular outlier points are left. So for most distributions,
the baseline is formed similar to a polynomial of degree 3
or 5. We suggest starting with those parameters. Later, the
peak-finding requires to specify the width and prominence
of a peak. Here, we suggest to use a top-k approach and
start by analyzing high and large peaks first.

6. Evaluation

In the motivation section, we already show, that col-
lective temporal anomalies actually exist. To the best of

our knowledge, there are no other works that identify col-
lective anomalies in the temporal perspective. So instead
of a competitive analysis, we demonstrate the accuracy of
TOAD by comparing results for different parameter settings
and datasets. To conduct our experiments, we implemented
TOAD as a stand-alone Python program that is available on
Github1.

6.1. Datasets

To evaluate the accuracy of an outlier detection method,
problems for pure synthetic and real-world datasets arise.
First, a synthetic dataset allows much freedom and it is very
simple to design an artificial process that benefits the method
to be evaluated. Anomaly detection has to be robust against
noise. To show the robustness of TOAD, we need a dataset
with an adequate level of realistic noise. It is difficult to
claim that a synthetic dataset behaves realistically. Either
the noise level is too low, which gives an advantage to the
anomaly detection, or the noise is too strong and masks
all anomalies. Therefore, a real-world dataset is a more
suitable baseline, since the data obviously behaves realisti-
cally. However, we are mostly lacking a ground truth about
which traces are anomalous. To overcome those issues, we
mutate a real-world dataset by changing the duration of one
activity. This simulates a group of traces, that might be more
complicated and need additional time to process. We only
mutate one activity at a time since more mutations make the
abnormal cluster more distinct and simplify the detection.

We use the BPI challenge datasets from 20152 and
20173, in the following abbreviated as BPIC15 and BPIC17.
BPIC15 contains data of building permit applications over
four years in five Dutch municipalities. Five log partitions
show the process of each municipality individually. Each
sublog contains about thousand cases. The challenge of this
dataset is not its number of cases. About 400 activities and
therefore a large number of potential relations in all cases
raise the complexity of the data.

In BPIC17, a loan application process of a Dutch finan-
cial institute over one year is logged. The offer log contains
only a subset of 24 offer related activities. 128985 events
are recorded in 42995 cases.

6.2. Experimental Setup

BPIC2015 contains a large activity domain. We identi-
fied the activity phase decision sent resp. 01 HOOFD 515
as a mandatory activity, that exists in every case. Although,
this property is not a requirement for TOAD, it gives the
opportunity to simulate a realistic and at the same time
controllable deviation in all cases. We added a delay to
this activity execution. The alteration of only one activity
allows to filter infrequent activities and observe the impact
of filtering while the detection challenge remains high.

1. https://github.com/Skarvir/TOAD

2. https://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:31a308ef-c844-48da-948c-305d167a0ec1

3. https://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:5f3067df-f10b-45da-b98b-86ae4c7a310b
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Alterating multiple instances would simplify the detection
as the distance to normal case profiles will rise. Since
the remaining timestamps are unaltered, realistic noise still
influences our results. In addition, other collective anomalies
still exist in the data as well, so the result plot does contain
further deviations.

For the BPIC2017 dataset, we manually identified a
subset of cases which differ in their temporal execution. As
already illustrated in Fig. 1c, this anomaly concerns accepted
loan offers with an accelerated acceptance completion. The
abnormal cases need on average 2.3 days to complete with a
standard deviation of 1.9 days. In comparison, the remaining
cases were completed in 13.5 days with 9.5 days as standard
deviation. We applied TOAD on the first 5000 cases with
different settings for MinPts. In addition, we used three
different versions of the dataset. Version 1 contains all
5000 original cases. Version 2 contains only cases of length
greater than 4 and Version 3 contains only accepted offers.

6.3. Results

Starting with the BPIC2017 dataset, we show in Fig. 3
the fitness and precision for the detection task to identify a
collective anomaly as a classification problem. The measures
should not be confused with process model quality, as it
refers to classification accuracy. The anomaly consists of
135 cases, that represent accepted offers, but were more
quickly accepted than on average. Roughly 1.5 standard
deviations separates the abnormal cases from the remaining
ones. In this setup, we compare the impact of the very
important MinPts parameter. For all three dataset variants,
there is a clear drop in the fitness for MinPts > 40.
Obviously, this value has to be smaller than the anomaly, that
has to be detected. By choosing greater values, many smaller
anomalies vanish in the result. However, the number of
observed relations and therefore the number of dimensions
increases distances between traces, so we do not detect the
anomaly with a minimum of at least 40 traces within a
cluster neighborhood.

The fitness drops slightly over the observed MinPts
values. This is explained by the fact that higher MinPts
values cause a smoother reachability curve and traces at
the edges of a valley are not detected. The fitness for all
three variants behaves similarly for increasing MinPts. For
precision, matters change, as many cases contain only few
activities and pairs of shorter cases tend to have smaller
distances. Pruning of these short cases increases overall
precision. As a rule of thumb, a narrow interval of case
lengths is beneficial for the anomaly detection, as the dataset
is more homogeneous. Otherwise, cases of short length are
abnormal by size and are often detected first. The difference
between all cases with length greater than 4 and only ac-
cepted cases is marginal, since the temporal representations
differ in multiple dimensions. In the representation space,
large traces exist in sparser areas and detection is made
easier.

An important detail about the evaluation is the inequality
of precision and fitness. Although the fitness drops sig-

nificantly, the result is still very useful. We will illustrate
this by applying TOAD on the modified BPIC2015 dataset.
We inject abnormal traces by delaying the phase decision
sent by a certain number of hours. On average, this activity
follows its preceding event after about 6 days with a standard
deviation of around 1 day. Due to the already existing
temporal variance, the anomaly requires a delay of at least
8 hours to be detected. The precision is perfect for greater
delays. We projected the log onto fewer activities, so the
number of dimensions for the representation is reduced. Less
dimensions increase the accuracy, which is not surprising.
In the smallest case, only 6 activities are observed, leading
to 30 relations, The third instance contains 11 activities,
resulting in 107 relations. This dataset contains many unique
activities or infrequent activities and a preprocessing for
pruning is highly recommended.

Figure 3. Accuracy scores of TOAD applied to the BPIC2017 dataset.

The fitness here is also not convincing by simply con-
sidering the numbers. We need to take a look on the actual
result in Fig. 4. This result shows one of the more difficult
evaluation instances. The reachability distance is plotted in
blue, the reference curve is red. We highlighted the detected
abnormal traces as a green area between the curves. All
those detected traces belong to the ground truth, which
leads to maximum precision. Taking a look onto the not
detected abnormal traces, marked as yellow crosses, all but
one trace are just besides the detected traces. TOAD is
designed to identify a collective anomaly and the anomaly
was correctly detected. Hence, the fitness value is not of
the same importance as the precision value. Identifying
and analyzing false anomalies costs much effort and time.
Missing an abnormal trace is reasonable if the anomaly
is detected. However, spending resources on chasing false
anomalies should be avoided in many applications. If an
actual detection algorithm for individual trace classification
is needed, TOAD can still be used as a starting point and
borders around the dense cores have to be investigated.

Summing up the results, the MinPts parameter has
to be chosen reasonable, since small values will lead to
anomalies with few traces, while larger values cause most
anomalies to disappear in the result. In the field of density-
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based clustering, the research for good heuristics is still
active. Also, pruning of short traces and narrowing the
search space is very efficient.

Figure 4. Accuracy scores of TOAD applied to the BPIC2015 dataset and
TOAD result for the modified BPIC15, pruned to 107 relations with a 20h
delay.

7. Conclusion

Identifying outliers is an important task for process im-
provement and failure prevention. In this work, we presented
a method to detect micro-clusters with outlier characteristics.
These process deviations as sublogs bear an economically
efficient potential to search for process adaptations, either
to include positive behavior or to avoid negative failures.
Singular outliers are excluded in our method by design,
as they require individual treatment and it is likely that
their behavior does not occur a second time. Instead, our
novel method TOAD puts emphasis on sets of traces, that
possess a dense intra-density while being distant to other
traces. Requiring only few parameters to specify and a low
computational complexity, our method is well-suited for
industrial applications.

In future works, we are planning to investigate the event
stream capabilities of TOAD. A fast detection mechanism
can help to detect outliers on-the-fly and call the attention
of analysts to anomalies with a high impact due to the
number of affected traces. In an operational support setting,
the benefits of TOAD are even more beneficial, as analysis
time becomes a scarce resource.

A further interesting direction adapts our approach and
takes other attributes besides the temporal data into account.
Weighting attributes of different specifications against each
other like resources and time is a difficult task and more

development is required to generalize TOAD to broader sets
of data types. However, this branch is very yielding, because
all sources of deviations are essential for a thorough root-
cause analysis on micro-clusters.
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Abstract— The goal of process discovery is to visualize event 
log data as a process model. In reality, however, these models are 
often highly complex. Process trace clustering is a well-studied and 
powerful technique to address this. It groups an event log into 
more cohesive sub logs, such that the discovered process models 
become less complex and easier to understand. Over the past 15 
years, researchers proposed various approaches for trace 
clustering in process discovery. The developed approaches vary 
greatly with regard to algorithmic capacities, data characteristics, 
computational complexity, and integration of additional 
information. In this paper, we provide a state-of-the-art analysis 
of trace clustering by a) performing a systematic literature review, 
and b) proposing a generic framework for trace clustering. 
Eventually, our goal is to provide an overview of current trace 
clustering research and a basis for developing new methods and 
approaches to trace clustering. 

Keywords— process mining, trace clustering, literature review, 
event log processing 

I.� INTRODUCTION 
Process discovery is one of the three main functions in process 
mining (PM). Its main goal is to visualize a real-life business 
process, as recorded in an event log, in a human-readable way 
[1]. Therefore, discovery approaches generate process models, 
which are supposed to provide their users with a graphical 
representation of the examined process. In reality, however, 
these approaches often produce so-called spaghetti models, i.e., 
highly complex models that are difficult to read and understand 
[2]. This is particularly relevant because process discovery is 
typically the first step in a process mining project and the 
resulting models are used for many purposes, such as 
conformance checking or process simulation. Hence, improved 
process discovery results may lead to an overall improvement 
of process-based decisions made by humans and/or machines. 
One way to achieve those improved results is to preprocess the 
event log before applying process discovery in order to 
decrease the process model complexity. For this purpose, 
process trace clustering is a well-known and effective technique 
[3]. It groups the traces in the log, such that the traces in each 
group (called cluster) are more similar to each other than to 
those outside the group, keeping the clusters as distinct as 
possible [4]. Applying process discovery on those more 
cohesive sub logs results in less complex and better readable 
models, which do not represent the entire event log at once. For 
example, the log of a hospital emergency room will contain 
multiple process variants, depending on the urgency, diagnosis, 

and treatment of the individual patients [5]. In order to analyze 
the process effectively, trace clustering can divide the log along 
with these attributes, such that the process flow for each group 
of patients can be examined individually. 
Over the past 15 years, researchers proposed various 
approaches to apply trace clustering in the context of process 
discovery. The developed approaches vary greatly with regard 
to algorithmic capacities (e.g., density-based or hierarchical 
clustering), similarity functions (e.g., activity-based similarity), 
data characteristics (e.g., event log attributes), computational 
complexity, and integration of external knowledge (e.g., 
domain expertise). This makes trace clustering a context-
specific task, i.e., the choice of the best approach depends on 
the availability of data, quality of the data, or available 
processing power, among others. 
In this contribution, we aim to structure the existing body of 
knowledge in trace clustering. Therefore, we perform a 
systematic literature review to identify and summarize the 
current state-of-the-art. Based on that, we propose a generic 
framework for defining and structuring relevant building blocks 
of trace clustering methods. The goal of the framework is 
twofold. It summarizes the current trace clustering techniques 
and methods in the form of a methodological model and it 
provides a framework for further developing the field of trace 
clustering by identifying similar techniques in the related data 
mining areas. Therefore, we first summarize the background of 
clustering in process mining in Sect. II. Sect. III describes our 
research method. The results of our literature review and the 
proposed framework are covered in Sect. IV. Sect. V. discusses 
the results and concludes the paper. 

II.� BACKGROUND 
Cluster analysis is a well-established data mining technique 
aimed at finding groups of similar items in a dataset [6]. It is 
typically categorized as an unsupervised machine learning 
technique [7]. Clustering techniques are widely used for 
analyzing sequential data, e.g., sequence analysis techniques in 
bioinformatics, sequential pattern mining for user buying 
patterns, and sequence labeling for part of speech tagging. In 
the PM context, it can be applied to many different data objects, 
including events, activities, and process models. Arguably, 
however, the most relevant application is the application of 
clustering techniques on process event logs, which we focus on 
in this contribution. Trace clustering is often used as a 
preprocessing technique to improve process discovery results. 
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For example, it can help to find statistical outliers and reduce 
noise in an event log [8], [9], but it may also support predictive 
monitoring of business processes by finding predicates that a 
running instance will most likely fulfill [10]. 
We define event logs as collections of traces that represent the 
behavior of a business process and assume that each trace has 
one mandatory attribute (the case identifier) and consists of a 
sequence of events, denoting the execution of activities. Each 
event also has mandatory attribute (the activity identifier). We 
call case identifiers, activity identifiers, and the ordering of 
events in a trace the control-flow perspective. If traces or events 
have additional attributes, such as timestamps, cost, and 
resources, we address those as the context perspective. 
Trace clustering as a preprocessing technique for process 
discovery has been researched for more than a decade [11] and 
has experienced multiple developments regarding the 
techniques, similarity measures, computational complexity, 
and maturity. The morphological box by Thaler et al. gives a 
good overview of the approaches published before 2015 [12]. 
Early approaches to trace clustering treated traces as bags of 
activities, losing information on context or execution order [2], 
[13]. This was addressed by using different similarity measures 
such as the generic edit distance [3], sequences [14], or 
temporal proximity [15]. All of those approaches are two-
staged, such that the discovery results are not considered during 
clustering. This problem is addressed by considering the 
properties of the discovered model during clustering [16], 
mining more accurate process variants or sub-processes [17], or 
finding a more appropriate distance measure [18]. 
Given the plethora of technically mature approaches, current 
research on trace clustering focuses on making the results more 
accessible for process analysts. De Koninck et al. describe an 
approach for explaining the assignment of traces to clusters [19] 
and a new technique for trace clustering that incorporates expert 
knowledge [20]. Seeliger et al. present the ProcessExplorer 
tool, which is set out to support the typical workflow of a 
process analyst to interactively explore a dataset [21]. 
Although a large body of research on trace clustering already 
exists, we are currently unaware of any generic framework, 
which would help to systematically assess the body of 
knowledge and the gaps in the field. 

III.� RESEARCH METHOD 
In order to design such a generic framework for trace clustering 
in process discovery, we first conducted a systematic literature 
review [22], summarized in Table I. 

TABLE I. � SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW 

Rd Search Criteria Time  Results 
1 “clustering” + “process mining” 2000 - 2020 5860 
2 (“trace clustering”) + (“process 

mining”) [“trace clustering” 
clustering OR process OR processes 
OR traces “process mining] 

2000 - 2020 691 

                                                        
1 A detailed list of these studies is available at 
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12607742.v2 

3 English papers only 2000 - 2020 630 
4 Relevance according to titles; 

removing case studies, literature 
reviews, books, and short papers 

2006 - 2020 126 

5 Relevance according to abstract and 
content, removing duplicates 

2006 - 2020 70 

6 Forward and backward search 2006 - 2020 103 

 
We conducted our search using Google Scholar, which 
contains, among other databases, IEEE Xplore, SpringerLink, 
and the ACM Digital Library. Our final search string was 
designed to capture studies mentioning trace clustering and 
process mining. We started without any further filters in the 
first round, and then restrained the search terms and filters after 
each iteration. Keyword search inside the whole text for peer-
reviewed publications in English returned 630 studies. We 
filtered out duplicates, books, short papers, datasets, and 
irrelevant studies (based on title, abstract, and keywords). The 
resulting set contained 126 studies, which we filtered based on 
their content. 70 papers were kept as relevant. We then 
conducted a forward and backward search on those papers to 
cover studies missed by term search [22]. Finally, a set of 103 
papers was used to conduct this literature review1. Table II 
shows the distribution of papers over the years. 

TABLE II. � DISTRIBUTION OF THE COLLECTED STUDIES PER YEAR 

Year # Papers  Year # Papers  Year # Papers 

2004- 
2011 16 

 2014 7  2018 11 
 2015 11  2019 11 

2012 4  2016 11  2020 7 
2013 7  2017 18    

 
We used the 103 papers found in the literature review to design 
a generic framework for trace clustering in process mining.  
First, we identified common concepts and building blocks that 
constitute different trace clustering approaches. Then, we 
focused on the ordering and dependencies of these building 
blocks. This included explicating the data flow between them 
and differentiating between necessary and optional steps. At 
this point, we had a framework that illustrated the generic 
procedure of trace clustering as found in the current literature. 
We then extended this framework with additional building 
blocks that were not found in the process mining domain, but 
were established and promising techniques that are used for 
cluster analysis in data mining. The purpose of this step was to 
get a more complete overview of trace clustering and to show 
opportunities for future research. Finally, we went back to the 
103 papers and identified the concepts and techniques that they 
used to realize each generic building block. This framework is 
a methodological model, as it is derived from studying trace 
clustering methods and reflects the possible method 
development paths. We also argue that this model is mostly 
descriptive (relying mostly on the given literature) and partly 
normative (due to introducing new building blocks). 
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Fig. 1.� Generic Framework for Trace Clustering in Process Mining 

IV.� A FRAMEWORK FOR TRACE CLUSTERING 

A. Overview 
Figure 1 shows our proposed generic framework for trace 
clustering in process discovery. It consists of blue boxes, which 
describe the generic building blocks of trace clustering 
approaches. One of the first things we noticed in analyzing the 
trace clustering papers was that many of these building blocks 
depend on the availability of either certain attributes in the 
event log to measure trace similarity or certain processing 
capabilities to execute computationally complex clustering 
algorithms. Therefore, we divided the building blocks into three 
major groups, indicated by the grey areas in the framework. 
Building blocks in the “fundamental” area can be applied in any 
trace clustering context, where a basic event log and standard 
processing capabilities are present. Building blocks in the area 
“extended data availability” can only be applied if the event log 
fulfills certain properties regarding data richness and volume. 
This may refer to the presence of a certain attribute, the number 
of attributes, or the amount of traces in the log [23]. Finally, 
building blocks in the “extended processing capabilities” area 
can only be applied if large computational resources are 
available, because standard capabilities are not able to apply 
computationally complex algorithms to large event logs. 
The building blocks of the framework are connected by arrows, 
which represent their ordering in the trace clustering process 
and the flow of data between them. The solid-line arrows show 

the flow of event log data, while the dotted arrows are signs of 
exchanging metadata, e.g., signals or parameters. 
We consider domain knowledge as an optional input to trace 
clustering, which can be utilized to different building blocks. 
These blocks are marked with a double-line effect meaning that 
during our literature analysis, we found the potential of 
applying domain knowledge in that particular step. 
Each trace clustering project starts with an event log, which is 
represented by the building block in the top left corner. As 
explained in the background section, we consider two general 
perspectives on the event log, depending on the available data. 
The control-flow perspective only refers to case identifiers and 
sequences of activity identifiers (i.e., events). All possible paths 
in the fundamental area are applicable to such a basic event log.  
If a given event log contains additional attributes, e.g., 
resources, timestamps, or cost, these are represented by the 
context perspective. In this case, the blocks in the “extended 
data availability” area become applicable to this event log. 
All available attributes in an event log can be mapped to either 
of the two following possible granularity levels: activity-level 
(e.g. cost of activity, department, user) and trace-level (e.g. 
order type, order duration, customer satisfaction). In terms of 
data types, all attributes in the event log are either numeric or 
categoric data. Transforming these two data types into each 
other occurs in the succeeding steps. 
In the following sections, we discuss the framework’s building 
blocks in more detail. A summary of the concepts and 
techniques used to realize them is presented in Table V. 
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B. Feature generation 
The first step towards trace clustering is to generate features 
from the provided event log [24]. A feature can be any property 
or attribute contained in the event log. As the overall goal is to 
assess the similarity between individual traces, features will be 
generated at trace or event level. According to our observations 
in the literature, two data structures are typically used for 
feature generation. We categorize them as linear structures and 
non-linear structures. Linear features typically refer to simple 
data structures, such as scalars. Non-linear structures, e.g. graph 
and tree structures are used when the non-linear behavior of 
traces cannot be fully captured by those linear data structures. 
Depending on the required features, numeric or categoric data 
from the event log may get transformed from one type to 
another. In the following, we provide examples for such 
transformations. 
Assume a sample trace <abac> with the following durations 
<15, 12, 8, 5> associated with the respective events. For this 
trace, we can generate a new feature with a different data type 
by mapping any duration value lower than 10 to low (L) and 
values higher than 10 to high (H), resulting in the (linear) 
feature <H, H, L, L>. This is a simple example of converting 
numeric data type to categoric. 

TABLE III. � TWO EXAMPLES OF TREATING CATEGORIC AND NUMERIC 
DATA TYPES

Input Matrix  Vector Scalar 

� ���� � ��� �
� 	 � 		 � 	 		 	 	 �
 ����
 

� � ���� 

� ��������� � ��� �
�� 	 � 		 �� 	 		 	 	 �
 ������ 
 

��� � ���� 

 
Table III provides an example of three possible representations 
of a trace <abac> with durations <15, 12, 8, 5>. This trace can 
be represented by a two-dimensional array (matrix), a one-
dimensional array (vector), or a single value (scalar). Table III 
shows how those numeric features are extracted from a 
categoric (first row) and a numeric (second row) input. In both 
examples, the rows in the matrix represents the activities and 
the columns represent the positions in the trace, meaning that 
activity a appears both in the 1st and 3rd position and that the 
duration of the 2nd activity is 12. Depending on the required 
level of information abstraction, different transition functions 
(e.g., count, sum, mean) can be applied to transform these 
matrices into new data structures. In our example, the rows are 
summed up to transform the matrix into a vector. This reduces 
the feature size and therefore its sparsity, but also loses 
information on the trace ordering. The same happens when the 
vector is transformed into a scalar by applying a magnitude  
(sum of squares) function [15]. 
Moving from matrices to scalars results in a higher abstraction 
level. A similar observation would be moving from activity-

level to trace-level features. The provided example in Table III 
shows individual activities of a trace, but one can consider the 
same features for any given subsets of a trace. 
A subset of trace t is also known as an n-gram, where 0 < n ≤ 
length(t). For example, <ac (0)> is a 2-grams of <abac> that 
represents the occurrence of a followed by c with a distance of 
zero. Two principal approaches can be considered when 
processing an event log based on n-grams: manual (brute force) 
and  algorithmic approach (explorative algorithms) [13]. The 
manual approach tries all possible n-grams and extracts features 
from them, whereas in the algorithmic approach, only 
significant n-grams, such as the most frequent ones, are used 
for feature generation [25]. 
In our example, the underlying data structure is linear, i.e. we 
can interpret the trace as a sequence of activities that can be cut 
into subsets of different sizes. However, one could also 
conceptualize a trace as a graph structure, highlighting the 
existence of a link between any pairs of activities [26], [27]. In 
this case, we can generate new features by, e.g., discovering 
isomorphic subgraphs. As an example of the same trace 
(<abac>), the degree vector would be <2,1,1> for the respected 
undirected graph. For the directed graph, we can consider 
<3,2,1> as the degree vector, <2,1,0> as the outgoing vector, 
and <1,1,1> as the incoming vector (see Table IV). 

TABLE IV. � CONCEPTUALIZING A TRACE AS A GRAPH 

Graph Matrix incoming outgoing 
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��	
 

 

C.� Feature transformation 
The generated features of the previous step provide the input 
for the next one. Feature transformation includes generating 
secondary features and assuring feature quality and 
interpretability by applying techniques for normalization, 
collinearity, and dimensionality. Normalization ensures the 
comparability of features. Collinearity checks for redundancy, 
i.e., eliminating identical or similar features. Dimensionality 
ensures a certain degree of richness, so multiple versions of one 
attribute exist in the final pool of features, so if feature selection 
removes certain attributes, not all information is lost [28].
Secondary (or transformed) features are generated by applying 
linear techniques, e.g. wavelets [29], principal component 
analysis (PCA), factor analysis [30], or non-linear techniques 
(machine learning (ML)-based and non-ML-based). 

D.�Feature selection 
In the last step of the pre-clustering phase, the generated and 
transformed features are reduced by feature selection 
techniques [11]. Those techniques are needed to avoid 
problems with overfitting, precision issues, and extra 
processing costs, which can appear when using too many 
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features. However, the feature selection process itself needs 
processing resources, too. It happens either in an all-at-once 
(single-view) or incremental (multiple-view) fashion [31]. The 
former usually yields relatively fewer features, whereas the 
latter allows for selecting more features in the final set. 
Generally, feature selection techniques can be split into two 
categories, depending on whether they are based on machine 
learning (ML). Non-ML-based techniques include for example 
entropy-based filtering [16], filtering collinear features [32], 
and frequency-based selection. They also allow to integrate 
experts’ domain knowledge into the feature selection process. 
The ML-based techniques can be divided into two main 
approaches, embedded and wrapping. The embedded approach 
is a built-in feature selection mechanism that occurs during 
some trace classification algorithms [33]. It refers to the 
selection of significant features during trace classification, 
which we call partial classification. After processing a subset of 
traces, a set of clusters is defined, to which the remaining 
clusters are then assigned [10]. Features are justified based on 
the model performance, i.e., significant features have better 
accuracy in assigning clusters. The wrapping approach, on the 
other hand, tests different combinations of features in order to 
find the most significant ones. Features are justified based on 
the evaluation results of ML techniques [34]. 

E.� Event log splitting approach 
Dataset splitting is a common approach in data mining field 
mostly to handle complex and large data volumes [7], [35], 
which can become relevant for trace clustering as well. Dealing 
with large event logs can be computationally expensive and 
time-consuming. Processing the whole event log, however, 
does not guarantee optimal results. Hence, depending on the 
dataset, technique, and available computing resources, it might 
make sense to preprocess the event log by splitting it prior to 
clustering. Principal approaches in dealing with large event logs 
can be labeled as parallel and evolutionary. In both approaches, 
the event log is split into multiple sub logs. 
The parallel approach exploits clustering and classification 
techniques to process all sub logs simultaneously. The applied 
settings and algorithms can vary for each sub log, to ensure the 
distinctness of the results. Processing each sub log yields a set 
of sub-clusters, which are merged to obtain the final clusters. In 
the evolutionary approach, randomly sampled sub logs are 
processed sequentially, until either all sub logs are processed or 
the updated clusters do not change significantly. 
None of the approaches that were found in the literature review 
had implemented event log splitting prior to clustering. 
However, we included it in the framework, because it’s an 
established technique in data mining, which we propose and 
recommend for future research, especially when dealing with 
very large event logs.  
F.� Clustering inputs 
Clustering algorithms aim to group similar traces such that 
traces inside the same group are similar and traces from 
different clusters are different. The way in which trace (feature) 
similarities and differences are measured is therefore central to 
the resulting clusters. Distance measures are a popular 

technique for measuring trace similarity. Using them, we can 
compute a so-called similarity matrix, which contains pairwise 
similarity values for all traces in a log and serves as input for 
some clustering algorithms. Other potential inputs for 
clustering algorithms are probabilistic models and segments. 
These three potential building blocks of trace clustering are 
shortly discussed in the following. 

1)� Distance 
There are multiple ways to calculate the distance between two 
traces (or their respective features), which vary according to 
distance type, granularity, and robustness function. The 
distance type can either be string-based, accepting all types of 
features, or arithmetic, accepting only numeric features.  
Calculating arithmetic distance requires mathematical 
operations which is not the case for string distance. Instead, 
string-based distance measures quantify the differences 
between two sequences of features of any type. One way to 
compute these differences is the edit distance, which refers to 
the number of operations (insert, delete or move) required to 
make two given sequences completely similar. In case of actual 
strings, this is also known as the Levenshtein distance [36]. 
Other string distance functions use different methods to 
calculate these differences. Behavioral distance is applied for 
features with a tree-like data structure. Morphing-based 
functions are used to compare traces. The base-model distance 
approach discovers an initial model, e.g. a graph, based on 
limited or all traces. This base-model calculates pairwise edge 
distances for respective nodes of the traces on the model and 
updates the results [27]. 
So far, we assumed that all approaches compare traces to model 
their differences. However, the same is possible by changing 
the unit of processing to batches of traces, i.e., segments [37]. 
Transition functions can build new “per segment” features. One 
last optional part of this step is implementing robustness 
functions. These functions help to moderate inappropriate 
distance values, happening due to the presence of erroneous 
data points (e.g. noise and outlier) in the event log [38]. 

2)� Probability 
Another option for trace clustering is to use probabilistic 
computation models instead of deterministic ones. In this 
approach, Markovian probabilistic models are built. The 
probability of observing a trace given the Markovian 
probabilistic model(s) determines to which cluster each trace 
belongs [39]–[41]. 

3)� Segments 
The third option in clustering inputs are segment-based 
computation techniques. In this approach, a conceptual grid is 
built, either gradually or all-at-once. In the all-at-once method, 
each segment together with its neighbors is tested to see 
whether merging them supports the goal of clustering or not 
[42]. The gradual model starts with the whole event log. In each 
iteration, the event log is split into segments until the clustering 
algorithm decides to stop. This decision is made based on the 
expressive power of clusters to satisfy the clustering goal. The 
final segments are basically the final clusters [43]. 
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TABLE V. � UNDERLYING TECHNIQUES AND CONCEPTS OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

Event log 
- Data availability: control-flow  
  perspective (case identifier,  
  activity identifier, order),  
  context perspective (optional) 
- Data granularity: activity- 
  level (e.g. duration, user,  
  resources), trace-level (e.g.  
  throughput time, quality,  
  success) 
- Data type: categoric, numeric 
 

Feature Generation 
- Data structure 

-- Linear: matrix, vector, scalar 
-- Non-linear: graph, tree 

- Data type: categorical, numerical 
- Transition function: magnitude, mean, 
max, frequency, etc. 
- Length: 1-gram, …, n-gram 
- N-gram building: manual, algorithmic 
- Granularity: activity-level, trace-level 

Feature Transformation 
Linear 

wavelet, PCA, factor analysis 
Non-linear 
- ML-based  

-- SOM, Deep belief Network 
- Non-ML-based 

-- kernel PCA, principal curves, 
    Laplacian eigenmaps, 
    diffusion maps 

Distance measure 
Type 
- String-based 
-- edit distance 
--- data structure: linear, graph 
--- distance function:  Jaccard, 
     hamming, levenshtein, etc. 
-- behavioral distance 
 --- data structure: tree 
 --- distance function: morphing 
-- base-model distance 
 --- data structure: linear, graph 
 --- distance function: geodesic 
- Arithmetic 
-- data structure: linear, graph 
-- distance function: Euclidean,  
    cosine, google distance 
Robustness function 
- Moderation functions 
Granularity 

trace, segment 

Clustering 
Input type 
- Distance-based 

hierarchical (bottom-up),  
density-based, partitioning 

- Probability-based 
- Segment-based 

grid-based clustering,  
hierarchical (top-down) 

Assignment type: hard, soft 

Evaluation 
- Feedbacking:  
   internal, external 
- Criteria:  
   PM-related (improving clustering), 
   non-PM-related (business use cases) 

Feature selection 
Mode 
- Incremental, all at once 
Type 
- Non-ML-based  
  expert-knowledge, entropy, 
  frequency, collinearity 
- ML-based 
  embedded, wrapping 

G.�Clustering and classification 
Clustering input blocks provide the necessary input data for 
clustering and classification algorithms. The clustering 
algorithm triggers new rounds of building the clustering 
input(s), iteratively. The provided input(s) are used by the 
clustering algorithm directly (e.g. k-means) or with further 
transformations (e.g. spectral clustering). We considered three 
main approaches for clustering, namely full clustering, full 
classification, and partial clustering. In the full clustering 
approach, detecting the initial clusters (implicit class definition) 
as well as assigning all traces to those clusters are all done 
mainly by the clustering algorithm. This approach also allows 
for integrating experts’ knowledge when defining the initial 
clusters [5]. In the full classification approach, expert 
knowledge (in the form of manual grouping or to-be process 
models) is used to define the initial classes (explicit classes) that 
are later used by classification techniques to assign the rest of 
the traces to the clusters [44]. In the partial clustering approach, 
a combination of clustering and classification techniques is 
used. Clustering techniques, with the possible help of experts’ 
knowledge, are applied to build the initial clusters based on a 
limited part of the event log. Eventually, classification part 
takes the final clusters as its initial classes and continues with 
processing the rest of the event log. 
All three presented clustering inputs in the framework, i.e. 
distance models, probabilistic models, and segment-based 
models, provide input to feed classification and clustering 
algorithms (except segment block that cannot feed 
classification algorithms). Clustering building blocks and 
clustering techniques can be matched as follows. Segment-
based matches with grid-based and top-down hierarchical 
clustering [2]. Distance-based matches with hierarchical 
(bottom-up) [45], density-based [46], and partitioning [38]. 
Probability-based clustering methods can be categorized based 
on their kernel methods (e.g. Gaussian, non-Gaussian) as well 
as their estimation methods (e.g. Bayesian, non-Bayesian). 

In terms of cluster borders, clustering techniques divide into 
two categories, one allowing for overlapping (soft) and the 
other one not (hard). We observed implementing probability-
based approaches for soft cluster splitting, however fuzzy 
approach is not implemented in any of observed trace clustering 
studies, so it remains as our suggestion for future research. 
H.�Evaluation 
Usually classification and clustering algorithms have their own 
built-in objectives. However, we can also define extra 
objectives (evaluation criteria) depending on trace clustering’s 
ultimate goal, e.g. enhancing process model discovery, 
demands for higher model simplicity, and fitness as evaluation 
objectives [12]. When a paper is not focused on making a 
methodical contribution to trace clustering or process mining, 
e.g., in case studies, usually standard built-in objectives suffice 
(we refer to this as non-PM-related evaluation criteria). 
The purpose of defining extra objectives is assisting clustering 
and classification algorithms (PM-related evaluation criteria). 
This is achieved by generating feedback in two different ways, 
namely internally and externally. Internal feedback is generated 
per each iteration of running the algorithms (internal) [16], 
while external is generated once, i.e. after finishing the 
algorithm (external) [38]. 
Internal feedback improves the precision of assigning traces in 
each iteration of running classification and clustering 
algorithms. External feedback optimizes the parameters of 
classification and clustering algorithms, e.g. number of clusters, 
nominated set of features, weights of each building block, etc. 
It worth mentioning that clustering and classification 
algorithms can have multiple objectives [47]. There are several 
techniques to handle this situation based on multi-objective 
decision making (MODM) approaches, e.g. weighted sum, 
disaggregation method, goal programming, and Pareto 
optimality. 
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I.� Demonstrating a sample study in the framework 
In order to demonstrate the validity of our framework, we 
briefly introduce an individual study (Delias et al [38]) and map 
its components to our proposed framework. The authors 
exclusively work with the control-flow perspective of the event 
log. In the feature generation step, for each trace, they generate 
two trace-level numerical features in the form of vectors. Two 
transition functions generate these vectors based on appearance 
of each activity in the trace (1-gram subsets) and pairwise 
inversed sequence-distance of activities (2-gram subsets). In 
terms of advanced feature generation, we did not observe any 
relevant actions. The authors applied a cosine similarity 
distance function on both available features to generate two 
similarity matrices, namely activities-similarity and transitions-
similarity (we refer to as clustering inputs). In this approach, 
neither event log splitting nor classification techniques were 
implemented. Spectral clustering algorithm applied two 
different weights (determined by the help of experts’ 
knowledge) to each similarity matrix and then combined them 
into a single matrix using weighted sum function. We observed 
exploiting a robustness function (density-based weighting) to 
reduce the effect of outlier and noises in the data. In the absence 
of PM-related goals, no evaluation (internal, external) loops 
were presented in this study. 

V.� CONCLUSION 
Trace clustering has been a topic of interest in process mining 
research for almost two decades. In this context, the goal of this 
paper was to structure the existing body of knowledge and give 
a comprehensive overview on the state-of-the-art in trace 
clustering. Therefore, we first performed a systematic literature 
review, in which we identified 103 relevant research works on 
trace clustering between 2004 and 2020. We then used these 
works to design a generic framework on trace clustering in an 
iterative, bottom-up way. This framework consists of 15 
building blocks, which are grouped by applicability. The flow 
of data and metadata between those building blocks represents 
the generic process of trace clustering. In a second step, we 
analyzed how the 103 identified research works realized some 
of those building blocks, leading to a conceptual and technical 
overview of trace clustering capabilities, as shown in Table V. 
However, our research also suffers from multiple limitations. 
Despite following a methodical approach, we do not claim that 
our literature review or the framework are complete or 
exhaustive. Our choice of search terms or databases could have 
excluded relevant research works, which either used a different 
terminology or were not contained in the respective databases. 
Hence, there could be unidentified contributions to trace 
clustering, which could add additional aspects to our 
framework. The framework in its current form insinuates a 
generic process of trace clustering, which we have found to be 
true for many existing approaches, but which new approaches 
to trace clustering do not necessarily have to follow. 
In addition, the framework’s current building blocks result from 
our understanding and interpretation of the existing literature 
and could be conceptualized differently by other researchers. 
For example, one could argue that there are more than two 

perspectives to look at an event log or that trace classification 
is not part of trace clustering in a narrow sense. Also, our list of 
concepts and techniques that realize the respective building 
blocks can also not seen as complete, because it’s highly likely 
that we missed or misclassified some approaches, for example 
due to different parametrization options. Our framework also 
falls short with regard to the generic data mining aspects and 
will require a more thorough argumentation on how they could 
address apparent gaps in trace clustering.  
The overall goal of our generic framework is twofold. For 
practitioners, we want to give an overview over the current 
state-of-the-art in trace clustering and take a first step towards 
building the big picture of trace clustering techniques and 
implementation approaches. Categories like “extended data 
availability” and “extended processing availability” may help 
in this regard. However, the framework in its current form lacks 
practical utility, because it focuses more on the generic trace 
clustering process than on the capabilities of individual 
approaches. In addition, it has not been empirically validated 
by, e.g., other researchers or practitioners. In future work, this 
can be addressed by asking authors of our identified papers to 
position their work within our framework. 
For researchers, we want to make it easier to position their own 
research with regard to the state-of-the-art in trace clustering. 
Although this is not the main focus of this paper, several of 
these gaps already became evident during our analysis. For 
example, there are no works on the “cluster-ability” of an event 
log, i.e., the attributes that an event log has to fulfill for trace 
clustering to be useful. Similarly, depending on the 
characteristics of the log, some clustering approaches could be 
more useful than others. These and many more challenges can 
be found from inspecting the state-of-the-art as represented in 
our framework and form a good basis for future research. 
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